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NOTES & NEWS
Next Meeting

Our first meeting of the new year for the society will be held Wednesday,

August 27 . at the Museum of Natural Science , located in Hermann Park east

of Fannin and the statue of Sam Houston. Dr. T. E. Pulley, director of this

museum and lecturer in biology at r ice university, will conduct us on a preview

tour of the new wing of the museum , due to open about november. we have all

been looking forward to more space in the museum, particularly for mollusks

and other sea life. the meeting will be at 8:00 p.m. (be sure to note this

time change!), and you will enter through the front door where someone will

be stationed to let you in, as the museum is not open this night to the pub-

lic, we have made arrangements to have all our meetings this year at the

Museum .

Reminder to Subscribers

We remind our subscribers who did not yet do so to remit $2.00 before October

1st, 1969. No COPIES OF the Conchologist will be mailed out after that date

unless the subscription fee has been received.

Dues are payable to:

Houston Conchology Society

c/o Mrs. George D. van Erp
1 1 306 Surrey Oaks Lane

Houston , Texas 77024

Santa Barbara Malacological Society Shell Show
On October 10th. 11th, and 12th, the Santa Barbara Malacological Society
will hold its shell show and auction featuring educational and competitive

exhibits and displays of rare or outstanding shells. major attractions will
be the legendary conus glor1amaris on loan from the santa barbara museum
of Natural History, and a perfect specimen of the even rarer Austroharpa
PUNCTATA WHICH WAS THE BEST SHELL OF THE SHOW IN THE 1967 AUSTRALIAN SHELL
Show, Yeppoon . Queensland.

New Bivalve

In the Veliger for July, Vol. 12, No. 1 , p. 40-42 has appeared the description
of a new bivalve: macoma pulleyi boyer. th is bivalve occurs off the coast
of Louisiana and Texas. Several lots are present in the collection of the
Museum of Natural Science of Houston, dredged off Galveston and Freeport.
The species has been named for Dr. Thomas Pulley, director of the Museum.
At our next meeting the species will be on exhibit.
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELlS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

Family V itrinellidae

This interesting family of small gastropods is represented by many

species in the beachdrift of texas. because of the minute size of these

shells almost all species have until recently escaped the attention of

Texas beachcollectors . The most convenient way to collect these

shells is to pick samples of fine beachdrift under a binocular micro-

SCOPE .

Most Texas species were first described from Florida. It is now clear

that a large number of these species will also be found in the western
Gulf of Mexico. A review of the Gulf of Mexico species of this family

has been presented in the doctoral thesis of d. r. moore . whose nomen-

clature we here follow. so far over 20 species, divided over 11 genera

have been found in beachdrift.

Cyclostremiscus suppressus Dall 1889. This is a common bay species which is

easily collected from drift on galveston island, and around port aran-

SAS and Port Isabel. It is virtually absent in offshore dredge samples.

Figured in: Nautilus
, Vol. 59(3) , pl . 8. figs. 5-5a.

Previous references : 19

Localities: Fairly common along entire Texas coast.

Cyclostremiscus pentagonus Gabb 1873. Formerly this species used to be

known as c_. trilix bush and before that as aoeorbis supranitidus wood.

The latter is however a western European fossil. At Galveston . C .

PENTAGONUS IS PROBABLY THE MOST COMMON VlTRINELLID. THE MAJORITY OF

BEACH SPECIMENS IS CHALKY AND WORN, AND FRESH MATERIAL IS RELATIVELY

UNCOMMON. This is a dweller of the sandy parts of the SURFZONE AND IN-

lets , as shown by its much lesser abundance in the inner bays and its

complete absence in offshore waters.

Figured in: 3.4.7

Previous references: 12.14,19

localities: on all texas gulf beaches.

Cyclostremiscus jeannae Pilsbry and McGinty 1945. This species replaces

both above mentioned ones in the texas offshore waters, where it is

fairly common in dredge samples taken at about 10 fms . because of its
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deeper habitat it hardly ever reaches the beach, but a single specimen

is known from beachdrift from matagorda beach (coll . ode.) .

Figured in: Nautilus, Vol. 59(3), pl . 8, figs. 4-4a

Previous references: Tex. Conchol. Vol. 4, p. 38

Localities: Matagorda Beach.

Cyclostremiscus beau

i

Fischer 1857. One of our largest species of which only

a few times empty shells have been found in beachdrift at port isabel

(SPEERS and others).

Figured in: 3 ,4 ,6 ,7

Previous references: none

Localities: Port Isabel

solariorbis infracarinata gabb 1881. this species used to be known as solar-

iqrbis euzonus . at galveston it is much less common than cyclostremis-

cus suppressus but dead and some rather fresh material is known from

San Luis Pass. It is common in drift around Port Aransas and Port Isa-

bel. TO JUDGE FROM ITS DISTRIBUTION IN SAMPLES IT MUST BE A BAY SPECIES

but live material is as yet unknown.

Figured in: 7

Previous references: Thesis Dr. D. R. Moore

Localities: Galveston, Matagorda Bay, Port Aransas , Port Isabel.

solariorbis blakel rehder 1 944. this is one of the smallest vltrinellids of

the Texas Coast, immediately recognized by the small radial riblets

which extend to only halfway the whorl from the suture , when viewed

from above, and its very narrow umbilicus. it is found occasionally in

beachdrift all along the texas coast. it probably prefers to live in the

sandy environment of the surfzone and inlet areas.

Figured in: Nautilus , Vol. 57(3), p. 97, pl. 9, figs. 1, 2

Previous references: Thesis Dr. D. R. Moore
Localities: Galveston, Freeport , Matagorda, Port Aransas , Port Isabel

solariorbis mooreana vanatta 1904. both s. infracarinata and s. blakel are

absent in offshore waters and are apparently replaced along the texas
coast by s_. mooreana and_s_. terminal1s . the latter is so far not known
from beachdrift, but s. mooreana has been collected several times,

although it must be considered quite uncommon.
Figured in: Thesis Dr. D. R. Moore
Previous references: Thesis Dr. D. R. Moore

Localities: Sabine Beach, Galveston, Port Aransas, Port Isabel.

Teinostoma biscaynense Pilsbry and McGinty 1 945. This very characteristic
,

small vltrinellid is one of the most abundant on the texas coast . in

mature specimens the last whorl envelops the previous ones and the um-
bilicus is completely filled by a callus. we suspect that it prefers the
ecology of the surf zone and inlet areas . we have seen very fresh , but

not live material.

figured in: nautilus, vol . 59, pp. 1-13; pl. 1 , fig. 4

Previous references: Thesis Dr. D. R. Moore
Localities: In drift all along the Texas Gulf beaches.
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RlSSOINA CATESBYANA ORBIGNY 1842 by H . Ode

In several publications reference is made to the occurrence of EITHER RlSSOINA

breyerea montagu or rlssoina chesnell mlchaud in the fauna of texas. in his

checklist of the marine mollusca of texas. pulley makes the notation; "some

unidentified rlssoina from port aransas may belong to this species. but they

appear to be more closely allied to rlssoina breyerea montagu " . later also

Parker has mentioned the same species under the name Rissoina chesneli from

the coastal bay system around rockport , texas. at galveston the species is

extremely rare . but shells of this particular species appear in quantity on

the Texas coast in Matagorda Bay and become more common around Port Aran-

sas AND FURTHER SOUTH AT PORT ISABEL. LIVE MATERIAL HAS, AS FAR AS I KNOW.

NOT YET BEEN COLLECTED IN TEXAS. THE FRESHEST MATERIAL IN MY OWN COLLECTION

WAS OBTAINED AT PALACIOS ON MATAGORDA BAY, (SEE TEX. CONCH. VOL . 4, P . 24) .

The uncertainty about the name of this shell indicates that it neither fits R.

BREYEREA NOR_R_. CHESNELI VERY WELL.

Some time ago Dr. D. R. Moore mentioned to me that he had come to the con-

clusion FROM A STUDY OF THE TYPE SPECIMENS THAT R. CATESBYANA IS SPECIFICALLY

DIFFERENT FROM BOTH_R_. CHESNELI AND R . BREYEREA . I AM MOST GRATEFUL TO HIM

FOR PERMITTING ME TO PUBLISH THIS CONCLUSION HERE BEFORE HE COULD DO SO HIM-

SELF. |N THE 1 950 PAPER OF PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE TYPE SPECIMENS OF C . B. ADAMS

("CONTINUED ON NCXT PAGE)
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(continued from previous page)

by Clench and Turner it is clearly seen that R. scalarella ,
which is synony-

mous with_R_. CATESBYANA IS DIFFERENT AND FROM THESE PHOTOGRAPHS IT IS OBVIOUS

that our Texas species is identical with_R_. catesbyana . The photographs

made by Mr. C. Dexter of some shells collected dead from beachdrift at

Palacios show a shell which is clearly quite similar to the photograph of

r . scalarella c . b. adams in the clench and turner paper. in texas at least

this species must be a shallow water or bay inhabitant because hardly any

material has been collected in offshore waters. in the collection for the

Museum of Natural Science only two lots of this species are present, dredged

offshore in the galveston- freeport area. both are made up out of a few old

and worn shells. whether these specimens actually lived in the open gulf or

were obtained from reworked bay material now covered by the sea is impossible

to answer. it is probable that most, if not all, references to _r_. breyerea or

_r . chesnel1 for the texas fauna pertain to r. catesbyana.

These references are:

No date (about 1939), Parks, H. B. , Handbook on Shells, Port Aransas
,

Texas, Harbour Island Causeway Co. , 17 p. , illustrated.

1952 Pulley, T. , Tex. Journ. Sci. , Vol. 4 (2), p. 167-199.

1 956 Parker , R . H . and Curray , J. R . , Bull . Am . Ass . Petr . Geol . ,

Vol. 40 , p. 2428-2439.

1959 Parker, R. H. , Bull. Am. Ass. Petr. Geol. , Vol. 43, p. 2100-

2166.

1960 Rice, W. H. , A Preliminary Checklist of the Mollusca of Texas.

Inst. Mar. Sci., Port Aransas.

The following sources contain some information about the species:

1845 rlssoina scalarella c . b. adams, proc . bost . soc . nat. hlst., 2

P. 6.

1842 RlSSOINA CATESBYANA ORBIGNY, MOLL . CUBA. , 2, P. 24, PL. 2, FIG.

1 , 3.

1949 Id. , Desjardin, Journ. Conchyl. Vo. 89. p. 202.

1950 RlSSOINA SCALARELLA C . B. ADAMS, C LENCH AND TURNER , OCC . PAP .

Moll. , Vol, 1 (15), p. 339, pl. 33, fig. 3.

ooOoo

CUTTLEBONES AND MACTRIDS
In the Veliger for July 1969 Dr. H. W. Harry has two papers. In one he dis-

cusses THE OCCURRENCE OF SEPIA SHIELDS ON THE BEACH AT GALVESTON AND IN THE
other together with s. f. snider the anatomy and shells of two common
Texas species whose anatomy so far had not been studied adequately: Raeta
plicatella and anatina anatina . the reader will note here another change of
names: labiosa plicatella and labiosa lineata were the former names of
these species whose dead shells are not uncommon on the texas beach but
which are rarely found alive jn beachdrift, especially labiosa lineata.
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MOLLUSCANA BY W . W. Sutow , M.D.

In May, 1969 I participated in the Radiation Biology Symposium held at Rich-

land. Wash. Enroute home, I managed a weekend at Seattle. One of my first

stops there was the university of washington where i looked up dr . ed held.

Dr. Held is in charge of the scientific team that periodically monitors the en-

vironmental RADIATION IN THE MARSHALL ISLANDS. OUT PATHS HAD CROSSED OFTEN

OUT THERE IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC. WE HAD EVEN BEEN SHIPMATES ON SOME MEMORABLE
TRIPS NEGOTIATING THE WATERS AMONG THE ATOLLS ABOARD THE ROUGH-RIDING NAVY

LSTs. Dr. Held is a marine biologist so we have had a number of bull ses-

sions ON THINGS MOLLUSCAN UNDER THE SOUTHERN CROSS.

Through Dr. Held I obtained the name of Mrs. Thomas Marshall. I telephoned.

Although I was a total stranger, Mrs. Marshall told me to come over. We spent

SEVERAL ENJOYABLE HOURS LOOKING OVER HER EXTENSIVE COLLECTION. I WAS AMAZED
AT THE RICH VARIETY OF SPECIES MRS. MARSHALL HAD COLLECTED FROM THE PUGET

Sound and Pacific Northwest areas. The chitons were most impressive. I was

ABLE TO VIEW IN HER DRAWERS A NUMBER OF RARE DEEP-WATER BUCCINIDAE SPECIMENS.

I ALSO MANAGEDTO VISIT TOM RlCE AT POULSBO . HERE I SPENT ANOTHER COUPLE OF

HOURS LOOKING AT PACIFIC NORTHWEST SHELLS. SOMEWHERE I HAD READ THAT DEN-

TALIUM PRETIOSUM SHELLS WERE ABUNDANT IN THIS REGION, AND THAT THE INDIANS

USED THEM WIDELY FOR ORNAMENTS AND MONEY. FOR YEARS I HAD TRIED TO OBTAIN,

BY TRADE OR PURCHASE , A SPECIMEN OF IT. TOM VERIFIED MY SUSPICIONS. THIS

TUSK SHELL IS NOT COMMON - IT IS DOWNRIGHT UNCOMMON AND HAS TO BE DREDGED.

But I did come away with a specimen of it (from Tom) as well as a specimen

of Dentalium dalli .

For the past few years I have been looking for a copy of a book by Ida S. Old-
royd entitled MARINE SHELLS OF PUGET SOUND AND VICINITY (1924). I

asked Tom about this book. I RECEIVED the reassuring information that practi-

cally ALL OF THE SPECIES LISTED IN THIS BOOK ARE ALSO INCLUDED IN THE FOUR-

VOLUME SET BY THE SAME author, THE MARINE SHELLS OF THE WEST COAST
OF NORTH AMERICA (1924-1927).

AS I WAS LEAVING, TOM GAVE ME A BOOKLET WRITTEN AND PUBLISHED BY HIM. THIS

was entitled A CHECKLIST OF THE MARINE GASTROPODS FROM THE PUGET
SOUND REGION fFROM THE MOUTH OF THE COLUMBIA RIVER TO THE
NORTHERN TIP OF VANCOUVER ISLAND;. THIS IS A 169-PAGE MIMEOGRAPHED

ENDEAVOR AND TABULATED 519 SPECIES. FOR EACH SPECIES, RECENT REFERENCES

ARE GIVEN AS WELL AS RANGES . TYPE LOCALITY AND COLLECTING DATA. OF PRACTICAL

INTEREST TO THE COLLECTOR WHO PLANS ANY COLLECTING TRIPS TO THIS REGION ARE

THE FOUR MAPS ON WHICH COLLECTING SITES ARE INDICATED - 213 OF THEM!

TWO INSTRUCTIVE BOOKLETS ON THE COMMON SHELLS OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST HAVE

BEEN PUT OUT BY THE BRITISH COLUMBIA PROVINCIAL MUSEUM. ONE IS BY LELA M.

Griffith entitled INTERTIDAL UNIVALVES OF BRITISH COLUMBIA. The

OTHER IS WRITTEN BY D. B. QUAYLE ENTITLED THE INTERTIDAL BIVALVES OF
BRITISH COLUMBIA. THE LATTER BOOK MAY BE OUT OF PRINT.
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Scientific Names of Mollusca (Conclusion) by H. Ode

Present participles may be used as adjectives, independent of gender:

fulgurans (fulgurare - to make lightning)

fulvescens (fulvus - yellow, to become yellow)

candens (candere - to shine)

nigricans (nigrescere - to become become black)

caerulescens (becoming blue: caeruleus - blue)

fuscescens (becoming dark brown; fuscus - dark brown)

distans (different; from distare , to stand apart)

flavescens (becoming yellow)

it is apparent from looking at many trivial names that certain constructions

occur over and over again. 1) quite common are those which indicate locality:

floridanus , floridensis, atlant1cus, pac1ficus, americanus, arcticus, cari-

baeus , virginicus and v irg inens is , barbadensis, yucatecanus , etc. forms like

texanus and texas ianus clearly show the freedom authors have in latin i zat ion

.

2) "patronymic" adjectives, given in honor of a person: candeanus (after cande)

DALLIANUS (AFTER DALl) ETC.

3) Constructions with praefices , of which there are many:

a) per-, indicating excess of quality

permagnus (very large); perspinosus (with many spines), persimilis

(very similar) , perlongus (pery long) , permollis (very weak) , etc.

b) multi- (many) (gr. poly) f.i. multicarinatus (with many keels)

c) sub- subovatus (almost oval)

There are many more which we do not need to enumerate.

4) Trivial names formed with a number:

uniliratus, monocingulatus (1)

bidentatus , biplicatus (greek composite with di-) (2)

trilineatus, tervaricosus (3)

quadr1dentatus (gr . tetra) (4)

pentagonus (lat . quinque) (5)

hexagonus (6)

septemstriatus (7)

octopus , octoradiatus (8)

novemcostatus (9)

decemcostatus (10)

5) Another device is to use comparative and superlative construction:

elatior (higher), minor (smaller), major (larger) , sol id iss imus , granos is-

simus, elegantissimus .

6) Adjectives formed as diminutives of others:

nodulosus (nodosus - knotty)

tumidulus (tumidus - fat)

tenellus (tener-th1n)

gratulus (gratus - lovely)

cerinellus (cerineus - waxen)

asperulus (asper - uneven)

7) adjectives ending in -formis (forma - shape)

tageliformis (shaped like a tagelus)

cuneiformis (shaped like a wedge)

pholadiformis (shaped like a pholas) etc.
AND THE EQUIVALENT GREEK CONSTRUCTION ON -OIDES (FROM THE GREEK INDICATING
similarity in appearance):

tlzllinoides
, nuculoides , pupoides, etc.
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(continued from previous paci

in conclusion. we may touch upon the question of common names. in itself

there is absolutely no objection to a common i.e. english name for a shell.

Many collectors speak about Sundials. Cowries, Wentletraps . etc. . names
which are significant and useful. it is however a different matter if one

wants to indicate the precise species of shell by such a construction. for
only a few a happy construction can be found and a translation of the scien-

tific name usually leads to stilted results. and in some cases to undesirable

names . crassostrea virginica will . in my mind . forever be the "fat virgin" .

a name which does little justice to this "fetching piece" of nature. while
Thais haemqstqma can be rendered as "the courtisan with the blood red

mouth" a name which would generate more interest than this rather coarse-

ly shaped shell deserves. how would one translate te inostoma lerema ?

The generic name means tightly bound mouth" and lerema is derived from

THE GREEK WORD
y
\ tj, ' r>M\ • ^HICH PlLSBRY STATES TO BE MEANING A "TRIFLE".

Unfortunately it is a trifle in the sense of a trifling communication (relat-

ed TO THE LATIN LAMENTARE - TO LAMENT^ AND HAS THE MEANING: NONSENSE . BRAGG-

ING . BUNKUM. BALONEY. COMBINED WITH THE GENERIC NAME THIS LEADS TO A CON-

TRADICTIO IN TERMINIS. LET ME THEN CONCLUDE BY HOPING THAT THIS DISCUSSION

HAS NOT BEEN A "DISCUSSIO LEREMA"!
OOOOO

A Visit to Timbalier Island and Isles Dernieres by H. Ode

Of the large stretch of coastline between the Mississippi and the Rio Grande

many miles are hardly accessible to the general public and faun1stic data for

these parts of the coast are extremely scarce. during last november a group

of several members of the houston conchology society had the opportunity to

visit one of these rarely visited localities: tlmbalier and "last" island. be-

HIND which Timbalier Bay extends. Both Islands are located at the latitude

of Freeport . Texas. Although the mollusk fauna of these Islands did not live

up to its advanced billing as the "richest shell beach in the united states" it

still will be worthwhile to put some of my observations on record. the itin-

erary included an overnight stop on the facilities of the texas company at

Pelto Lake . -a modern city on pilings in Pelto Lake- located on top of the

similarly named salt dome. transport was provided by the highly luxurious

and speedy cabin cruiser of the l.l.&e. co. , and our liaison was prof. ma-

lone from nichols state college at th ibodeaux , la. , whose efforts resulted

in a most enjoyable trip.

On a Saturday morning the party boarded at Cocodrie in the Timbalier delta

area south of houma and proceeded through the canals and bays to timbalier

Island. This trip between the countless platforms , pipelines and other above

water structures all built on pilings is quite remarkable. fortunately the

weather could not have been better. at tlmbalier island three collectors

were put on land to sample the beaches and mudflats. the remainder of the

party went on to the inlet areas bftween the islands to dredge and later went

on to Ship Shoal, an offshore Bank with an interesting fauna.

to Bi '.otrritiurD next month
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NOTES & NEWS
Next Meeting

Mrs. Mildred Tate of Lake Jackson will present the program for the meeting

on Wednesday, September 24, at 8p.m. at the Museum of Natural Science in

Hermann Park. She will bring a collection of shells from offshore Texas and

share with us her knowledge of what is available in the deeper waters. mrs.
Tate is curator of the Brazosport Museum of Natural Science and a member of

our club. Her collection of Texas shells is one of the best around.

Report August Meeting

After reading of the minutes the reorgainzation of the library was discussed,

as soon as the museum is finished our library will be housed there. connie

Boone showed a live collected specimen of Macoma pulleyi , a newly described

bivalve living , on the texas-lou is iana coast. she also circulated a reprint

from the Nautilus in which Dr. Moore describes Caecum condylum , the paratype

of which was collected in the mollusk survey.

Tom Pulley reviewed the history of Houston's newest and finest building , the

Museum of Natural Science. It started as a birdhouse in the Zoo and has now
grown into a multimillion dollar building. dr . pulley took us on a tour through

the Museum and explained the layout. The Museum will house the finest mala-

cological library in the south.

Show Houston Underwater Club
Saturday, October 4th, the Houston Underwater Club, has organized a show-

ing OF AWARD WINNING UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHS IN THE MUSIC HALL, 810 BAGBY .

Also will be shown award winning underwater movies and famous documentaries

by Jacques Cousteau . Tickets are $2.00 and are available at Foley's and J.

Rich Sports Ltd. in the Village.

According to our information the Houston Chronicle will publish in its Sunday

edition, the texas magazine , of september 21 a photographic report of the

diving trip to stetson bank. during this trip many highly interesting additions

to the mollusk fauna of the texas offshore waters were discovered. a report

will appear soon in the texas concholog 1st .

oooOooo
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELIS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

Family Vitrinellidae (continued)

TEINOSTOMA LEREMA PlLSBRY AND McGlNTY 1945. A SOMEWHAT SMALLER AND FLAT-

TER SPECIES THAN T. BISCAYNENSE , WHICH IS ALSO MORE LIMITED IN ITS DIS-

TRIBUTION. From Galveston only a single specimen (coll. Ode), but con-

siderably MORE COMMON AT PORT ARANSAS AND PORT ISABEL.

Figured in: Nautilus Vol. 59, pl . 2, figs. 1 ,1a

Previous references: Thesis Dr. D. R. Moore

Localities: Galveston, Port Aransas , Port Isabel

teinostoma goniogyrus pllsbry and mcg inty 1945. in dredge samples obtained

30 miles off the coast at galveston this species is not rare, but from the

beach, only a single worn specimen is known from galveston west beach.

(coll. Ode). In a preliminary list also Dr. Harry has mentioned this

species for Galveston.

Figured in: Nautilus, Vol. 59 (1), pl. 1 . fig. 8

Previous references: List Dr. Harry

Localities: Galveston

teinostoma parvicallus pllsbry and mcglnty 1945. this is a rather rare specie

on the texas beach. moore states that this species . which is quite differ-

ent in appearance from the two previous ones , is perhaps not a vltri- -

nellid. Offshore it is not an uncommon shell.

Figured in: Nautilus, Vol. 59 (1), pl . 2, fig. 2.

Previous references: Thesis Dr. D. R. Moore

Localities: Galveston, Port Aransas , Port Isabel.

Parviturboides interruptus C. B. Adams 1850. This species, the most globose

of all Texas Vitrinellids , is common in offshore waters off Galveston

AND FREEPORT, BUT HAS BEEN FOUND IN BEACHDRIFT ONLY AT PORT ARANSAS AND

FURTHER SOUTHWARD TO PORT ISABEL. ONCE A GREAT NUMBER OF LIVE SPECIMENS

WAS FOUND ALIVE ON A DECAYING LOG DREDGED IN SHALLOW WATER. LIVE SPECI-

MENS ARE ALSO KNOWN FROM INLET AREAS AROUND PORT ARANSAS, WHERE THEY

WERE COLLECTED ON ALGAE COVERED ROCKS.

Figured in : Occ . Pap. Moll. . Vol. 1 (15), pl . 35. fig. 4,5.

Previous references: Thesis Dr. D. R. Moore

Localities: Port Aransas, Padre Island, Port Isabel.
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Anticlimax pilsbryi McGinty 1945. This somewhat unusual species is distribu-

ted ALONG THE ENTIRE TEXAS COAST. IT CAN BE RECOGNIZED IMMEDIATELY BY

ITS DOME-SHAPED SPIRE AND ELEGANT ORNAMENTATION. NO LIVE MATERIAL IS

KNOWN FROM TEXAS , BUT SOME FRESH MATERIAL HAS BEEN COLLECTED AT GALVES-

TON and Port Isabel. The species is rare in offshore dredge material.

Figured in: Nautilus, Vol. 59 (1), pl. 1 , fig. 5; ibid. Vol. 59 (3), pl. 8,

figs. 1 , 1 a , 1b

Previous references: Thesis Dr. D. R. Moore
Localities: Galveston, Matagorda, Port Aransas, Port Isabel.

vitrinella floridana pllsbry and mcglnty 1946. in the port aransas area and

further south this is probably the most common vltrinellid. live mater-

ial has been collected here. in the galveston area the species is less

common, but dead shells can be collected regularly in beachdrift at san

Luis Pass. At a first glance these small shells could be mistaken for

minute landsnails, but their initial whorls are much smaller than those

of land gastropods of comparable size. this is probably vitrinella spec ,

mentioned in ref. 15 and 17.

figured in: Nautilus, Vol. 60 (1), pl. 2, figs. 4, 4a.

Previous references: Thesis Dr. D. R. Moore
Localities: In beachdrift along the entire Texas coast.

vitrinella texana moore 1965. this interesting species was first described

from Port Aransas. It is a rather rare beachshell, which so far has

only been found dead in beachdrift. for a vitrinella it is unusual in

having a system of radial wavelets on the base of the shell. in texas

it is known from port aransas and port isabel, but it has since also

been collected in florida. no material has so far been obtained in

offshore dredge samples.

Figured in: Nautilus, Vol. 78 (3), pl. 7, figs. 4-6.

Previous references: Ibid; Thesis Dr. D. R. Moore
Localities: Port Aransas , Port Isabel

vitrinella helicoidea c. b. adams 1850. an unusual beach species, much

rarer than v. floridana . at galveston, a few dead specimens have been

collected by some collectors and several more are known from the

beaches at port aransas and port isabel. it differs from v. floridana

mainly in the structure of the umbilicus.

F igured in : Occ . Pap . Moll . , Vol . 1 (15), pl . 35 , fig . 1 .

Previous references: Thesis Dr. D. R. Moore
Localities: Galveston, Port Aransas

pleuromalaxis balesi pllsbry and mcglnty 1945. only a very few specimens

of this small species so far are known from texas. mrs. w. r ice

obtained one specimen from drift at port aransas and another, slight-

ly defective one, was dredged offshore galveston.

Figured in: Nautilus, Vol. 59 (1), pl. 2, fig. 8

Previous references: Thesis Dr. D. R. Moore
Localities-. Port Aransas
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MOLLUSCANA BY W W
'
SUTOW

'
M ' D '

as usual. our trip to the marshall islands this year had its eventful moments.
For example , we expected to travel the distance from Rongelap Atoll to Uti-

rik Atoll in 1 5 to 18 hours, even in our slow boat. We left Rongelap in the

early afternoon, anticipating arrival at Utirik early the next morning. At
the end of that time, however, utirik was nowhere in sight. the atoll was
lost! We spent the next 24 HOURS zigzagging across THE FRIGHTENINGLY EXPAN-

SIVE South Pacific looking for the lost atoll. The tenseness over our predic-

ament WAS not materially alleviated by my usual susceptibility to mal de mer.

(i am happy to report that eventually we did locate utirikl)

Utirik is a small atoll and the people live mostly on one island. The atoll

is justly famous as the home of the "cat's eyes" - opercula of turbo pethq-

latus . so much is the cat's eye a negotiable commodity in the marshall is-

lands that i would swear their collection is a full time activity on this atoll.

two things impressed me about the cat's eye. first, countless thousands of

these opercula must have been collected and exported over the years. all
of the inhabitants of the atoll seem to have unlimited supplies in their homes,

abundant as these mollusks are, i wondered if extinction of the species through

over-collecting may not be a potential danger. after all, the passenger

pigeon and the buffalo abounded in countless numbers , too. i lived through

the decimation of the plsmo clams in california. the second thing that bother-

ed me was the ruthlessness with which the collection was being pursued. the

mollusks were gathered on the lagoon reefs. the opercula were then re-

moved from the live animal and the shell with the animal still in it discarded,

i do not know how vulnerable an operculu m-less creature might be. most of

the shells however were brought home apparently and the opercula removed

ashore. Rotting shells in quantity dotted the lagoon beach. It seemed a

frightful waste since the mollusks are edible delicacies. if cooking will

mar the operculum , the animal can still be cooked after the operculum is

removed. i even wondered if drying or smoking would not preserve the meat

for later consumption.

There were two GOLDEN COWRIES on the island. The owners kept them in

SEA WATER. THEY SPARKLED, NICE AND DESIRABLY, DURING INSPECTION. ERNIE

LIBBY AND I TRIED TO COME HOME WITH AT LEAST ONE OF THEM. WE SPENT A GOOD

DEAL OF TIME BARGAINING. WE ALMOST DID IT ! BUT AT THE LAST MINUTE , EVEN

AFTER SHAKING HANDS ON A DEAL . THE MARSHALLESE BACKED OUT. WE HAD AN UPHILL

FIGHT ALL THE WAY. SOMEONE HAD TOLD THE MARSHALLESE THAT IF THEY TOOK THE

COWRY TO KWAJALEIN, THEY COULD GET AT LEAST $500 EACH FOR THEM. C'EST LA VIE!

Passing the village cemetery one day, I came to an abrupt halt when I saw

SEASHELLS DECORATING A GRAVE. IT SEEMED MOST APPROPRIATE. TO MY CHAGRIN I

LEARNED LATER THAT AN ENTERPRISING VILLAGER HAD MERELY USED THE ELEVATED

CEMENT-COVERED GRAVE TO DRY HIS CLEANED SHELLS. ANYWAY HIS IRREVERENCE

HAS BEEN PHOTOGRAPHICALLY DOCUMENTED AMONG MY SLIDES.
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Caecum condylum Moore 1969, by Helmer Ode

In volume 83 (1), p. 26-28, of the Nautilus Dr. D. R. Moore has described a

new species of the genus caecum, caecum condylum, which so far is only known

from the locations of the holotype , payard1 island on the atlantic coast of

Panama and of the paratype , East Flower Garden off Galveston. The paratype

was collected in coral rubble and fine debris obtained by diving at a depth of

about 60 feet during a trip of the destroyer hainsworth, reported previously

in this publication (vol . 6, p. 46-49).

This trip was part of our effort to obtain for the Museum of Natural Science

in Houston a representative collection of the molluscan fauna of the North-

west Gulf of Mexico. The paper by Dr. Moore presents a first interesting

result of this effort, which we hope will be followed by many others when

this collection can be worked out in systematic detail.

it is not necessary to repeat here the description of the species described by

Dr. Moore , but it might be instructive to reproduce on a larger scale than was

done in the nautilus the figure of the holotype of this unusual species which

measures 2.40 m.m. in length. apparently this species is not abundant on the

Flower Garden. Among the several more numerous representatives of the genus

at that location so far only a single specimen was collected. an obvious area

where it might be looked for is the yucatan platform. the fauna of the texas

calcareous reefs probably has closer affinities with that area than with

Florida

IjW «T1'
"•''*

I "" ' ""' " « )

'

l I_.' '
' //

oooOooo

Collecting Notes by Constance Boone

Although I have collected Amygdalum papyria Conrad washed up on the bay

beaches at south padre island and occasionally found valves in our bays , i

had never found them in "nests" where they are described as living. harold
Geis dug some around the reeds in Galveston Bay, and Mildred Tate dug some
around reeds at freeport. in august at rockport i finally found two living

ones, each in a nest inside old oyster valves, nowhere near any reeds or grass.

i happened to be looking for chitons which seem to be extinct since buelah.

In the August issue of Texas Conchologist , Cyclostremiscus pentagonus Gabb
was labelled as a dweller of the surfzone and as being completely absent from
offshore waters. this has not been my experience. although i have found

many dead specimens in beachdrift from outer beaches and bays, i also have

picked enough fresh specimens from offshore samples from 25 to 30 fathoms
to feel that this species does also occur offshore.
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CYCLOSTREM ISCUS SUPPRESSUS Dall 1889.

This little Vitrinellid is a characteristic component of the Texas Coastal bays

It is not uncommon in drift near the passes of Galveston Bay, but becomes
more numerous in drift further to the southwest. it has been found in mata-
GORDA Bay (Palacios and Indianola) and dead shells are common in the Rock-
port-Port Aransas area and at South Padre Island. Live material has not

been collected yet, but fresh dead shells have been found in drift at galves-
TON and Port Aransas. The photograph by Mr. C. Dexter of some specimens
collected at port aransas shows the characteristic sharp peripheral keel of

the species. in offshore dredge material the species is quite rare and it is

possible that the few specimens obtained in shallow water off galveston are

subfossil. Offshore the species is replaced by Cyclostremiscus pentagonus

Gabb 1873 (C . trilix Bush 1885) in shallow water and by Cyclostremiscus jean-

NAE PlLSBRY AND McGlNTY 1946 IN DEEPER WATER.

Previous references for Texas are:

1960 Rice. W. H ., A preliminary checklist of the Mollusca of Texas .

Inst . Mar . Sc . , Univ . Tex . , Port Aransas , 17 p .

1964 Moore. D. R. , The Family Vitrinellidae in South Florida and

the Gulf of Mexico , Ph.D . thesis , Univ. Miami , Fla. , 235 p.

1967 Ode, H. , Tex. Conchologist , Vol. 4, p. 24.

1967 Harry, H. W. t Marine Mollusca of Galveston , Texas. Tentative

and preliminary list. mar . lab. , a. and m. univ. , galveston,

Texas .

continued on page 16
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A Visit to Timbalier Island and Isles Dernieres by Helmer Ode

(Conclusion)

It can be stated immediately that the results of the mudflat investigations

both at timbalier island and the next day at isle derniere were disappointing.

The reason for this was partly that our boat could only set the party on

land at a few selected localities where the channels were deep enough for

THE BOAT. These were artificial channels whose depths made it impossible

towade through them , so that without special equipment the large sandy

mudflats on the bay side of the island could not be reached. digging in the

banks of the artificial channels produced only modiolus demissus , a few

mulinia lateralis , while on the banks lived large numbers of llttorina irro-

rata. However, it is clear from the beach drift that a much richer fauna

must exist in Timbalier Bay.

The beachdrift on the outer Gulf beach of Timbalier Island and Isle Derniere
,

the latter being visited on sunday, was at the time of our visit percept-

ibly different. although on both islands the common bay species made up

more than 90^ of the drift, some true open gulf species were collected.

First I shall review the fauna of Timbalier Island. As far as I know Timba-

lier Island must be the only location in the northwest Gulf of Mexico where

pltar cordata is not uncommon in drift. all collected specimens, about 20,

were old and worn. locally this species is abundant in the open gulf of mex-
ico and it may wash ashore at timbalier island because this island is apparent-

ly shifting westwards due to current action, uprooting shells from deeper

water near by. some other open gulf species noted were chione clench1 ,

callocardia texas iana and a maea mitchell! .

The absence of many common beach shells of Galveston was most conspicuous,

but whether this is normal or not can from a single visit not be decided. miss-

ing were all small gastropods , such as epitonium , anachis , ol1vella , tecto-

NATICA AND PYRAMIDELLIDS . ANADARA TRANSVERSA LIKEWISE WAS NOT COLLECTED AND

Aequipecten irradians was looked for in vain. The surf fauna consisted large-

ly of:

dosinia discus busycon contrarium

a nadara oval is busycon sp1ratum

anadara brasiliana phalium granulatum (several alive)

NOETIA PONDEROSA PETRICOLA PHOLADIFORM IS

OSTREA EQUESTRIS ATR1NA SEMINUDA (a FEW ALIVE)

DONAX TUMIDUS ANOMIA SIMPLEX

DlNOCARDIUM ROBUSTUM LABIOSA PLICATELLA

Periploma inaequale Lab ipsa lineata

Tellina alternata (alive)

Typical bay fauna present included:

Brachidontes exustus Pol in ices duplicatus (common alive)

Modiolus demissus Thais haemostoma (alive)

Tagelus plebeius Crepidula plana
Macoma constricta Rangia flexuosa
Barnea costata Rangia cuneata

Unless mentioned none of this material was alive.
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The beach fauna at Isle Derniere proved to be richer in both bay and surf specie*

i do not know the reason for this , but it may be accidental and caused by the

wind and current pattern at the collection period. pltar cordata was not

found here , but instead chione intapurpurea appeared in the beach drift , while

chione clenchi was considerably more abundant. here a few species of the

smaller gastropods made their appearance: e p iton ium angulatum (alive), ana-
chis obesa , slnum perspectivum , crepidula fornicata (alive) , and cantharus

cancellarius . pelecypods not noted on tlmbalier island included: e ns is minor .

semele proficua , anadara transversa (alive) and aequipecten irradians .

Countless specimens of Macoma mitchelli littered the beach, more than I

have ever seen before and also specimens of barnea truncata were found.

Enormous quantities of Littorina irrorata were found on the rushes every-

where ON THE ISLAND, WHILE UNDER AND IN OLD DECAYING DRIFTWOOD MELAMPUS B I-

DENTATUS (?) WAS COLLECTED ALIVE. LARGE NUMBERS OF POLYMESODA CAROLINIANA
,

ALL WORN BUT SOME STILL WITH FRAGMENTS OF THE EPIDERMIS, LEADS ONE TO EX-

PECT THAT THIS SPECIES LIVES SOMEWHERE NEAR THE ISLANDS.

IN SUMMING UP ONE CAN STATE THAT THE MOLLUSK FAUNA OF THESE ISLANDS IS IN ES-

SENCE THE SAME AS ON THE EASTERN PART OF THE TEXAS COAST. THE ONLY DIFFERENCE

WHICH CAN POSSIBLY BE STATED TO EXIST IS THAT THE PERCENTAGE OF TYPICAL BAY

SHELLS IN THE DRIFT WAS HIGHER DURING THE TIME WE COLLECTED THERE. THIS HOW-
EVER CAN EASILY BE CHANGED BY WEATHER CONDITIONS.

oooOooo

continued from page 14

The synonymy is as follows:

1889 Ethalia suppressa Dall , Bull. M.C . Z . , Vol. 1 8 (Blake Rep.) ,

p. 362.

1946 Cyclostremiscus suppressus Dall, Pilsbry and McGinty, Nautilus,

Vol. 59 (3), p. 82, pl. 8, figs. 5, 5a.

1964 Cyclostremiscus suppressus Dall, D. R. Moore, Thesis. (See

above .)

oooOooo

How About a State Shell for Texas? by Corinne E. Edwards

North Carolina and Florida now have official state shells , why not Texas?

North Carolina has Phalium granulatum and Florida has selected Pleuroploca

gigantea . Shell clubs in both states took action and decided to furnish spec-

imen SHELLS FOR EACH AND EVERY MEMBER OF THE LEGISLATURE , SO THAT WHEN THE

bill came up for vote in the house and the senate , there was a "gift" shell

on the desk of each representative.

Pleuroploca gigantea . Kiener 1840 (once called Fasciqlaria gigantea) , the

Florida Horse Conch, is said to be the largest gastropod shell and reaches

a length of 24 inches. it is truly a florida shell as it is found all around

the state . just offshore , but ranges into north carolina and texas. it is

ORANGE IN COLOR JUST AS THE STATE FLOWER , THE ORANGE BLOSSOM. On 18 JUNE

1969, Florida's Governor Claude Kirk signed House Bill No. 568, in orange

continued on page 19
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Isua Mujeres 1969 by Constance Boone

a small news story about the mexican government's plan to make the yucatan

coastline opposite the islands of isla mujeres and cozumel another tourist

center such as acapulco made me more than anxious to join a party of san an-

tonions in late may for a collecting trip to isla mujeres. the three others,

Mrs. Myra Taylor, Mrs. Lucille Taylor and Mrs. Cleta Mehavier, had been

there before. i knew they would be excellent guides.

Travel facilities by air changed several times during the spring months. The

little airline from the border was discontinued; air rates by aeronaves were

raised; the air connection between merida and puerto juarezj the ferry land-

ing across from isla mujeres, was not operating. we finally drove to mont-

erey , flew to merida by aeronaves , rode a bus (first class turned out not to

be airconditioned as expected) to puerto juarez. this latter is a 200 mile

trip through the yucatan area where the mayan indian ruins are also. it is

possible to rent a taxi in merida and drive this distance , stopping to see the

ruins. the taxi can be hired to be at the ferry landing to pick you up on the

return, hopefully there anyway! also, for future travellers, you may wish

to reinvestigate the possibility of a plane to isla from merida. talk is that

a small plane will again be put in operation. at the present time you can

plane to cozumel, and there is a small plane over to isla. however, it does

not always run , and we know of some visitors who were left on isla and miss-

ed planes home from merida.

if all of this last part confuses you , let me just say that we four could not

have ridden any small plane to isla . nor could we have taken one taxi. we
became well known in mexico as the four americans with "all the trunks". it

even cost us overweight on the bus ! and the clerk at the merida airport got

so flustered when he weighed my luggage coming home he couldn't do the mul-

tiplication to rate my overweight. i had to do it finally for him.

Well, did I like Isla? Yes , and I want to go back. The fauna was, for the

most part, not new to me. anyone who has collected in the florida keys
will find the caribbean fauna very similar. perhaps, so far, you are still

able to collect more of what is beginning to be hard to find in florida. there

were no other serious collectors while we were there. however, this also

means that you have to do some educating to your boatmen and divers in order

to get some of the shells , like helmets , strombs , conchs , that live in the

deeper waters. since i do not dive , i was to a great extent dependent on a

guide for these shells, but 1 did find some in the shallower areas. two words
left off the list of useful spanish words for the collector in "caribbean

seashells" are "vivo" (alive) and "una" (fingernail or toenail and the word they

recognized for the operculum). alsothe phrase "caracole con animal" (shell

with animal) is very helpful.

we were fortunate to stop at the martinez hotel, a very clean and comfor-
table place , inexpensive , found by myra and cleta on a previous trip. the
Martinez family is delightful.

Since we were there during off season for tourists , we had the upstairs much
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TO OOHSCLVtS , WITH A WIOC . COVERED . TILED VERANDA OUTSIDE OUR DOORS WHICH WE

KCPT THOROUGHLY MESSED UP WITH SHELLS , SHELLS AND MORE SHELLS. THE MARTIN-

CZ » '*» SEVERAL SONS WHO ACT AS GUIOES WITH THEIR BOATS. ALBERTO, A

SHARK FISHERMAN BY CHOICE . WAS PRESSED INTO SERVICE FOR OUR STAY SINCE ONE OF

SONS WHO USUALLY TOOK TOURISTS OUT ON TRIPS WAS AWAY. ALBERTO IS MAS-

TIRING English by records, so communication was not oifficult.

There is not really great shelling on the inner swimming beaches if you are

limited to waoing. you do not see trails very often in the sand. however, the

GRASSES IN WAIST OEEP WATER ARE THE HOME FOR NICE FASCIOLARIA . ASTRAEAS , ARCAS ,

vasum . and small species. we collected on clumps of rocks and found beauti-

pul Chitons . Limpets . Chlamys sentis and Li mas . Collecting on the rocks and

fringe reef on the outer beaches was very profitable. from this area i derived

most of the species new to my collection, as i came home with a number of dif-

FERENT Limpets . Olivellas . Cantharus . Enginas . Purpuras , and many other

SMALL SHELLS.

All the boat trips were exciting. One will never be forgotten. We rented one

or THE largest boats . ACTUALLY one that is used in ferry service also, to take us

to Can Toy Island. We stopped at the mainland peninsula first to collect and

THEN HEAOED TO THE AREA WHERE THERE WERE SUPPOSED TO BE BIG PlEUROPLOCA GIGAN-

tea. Alberto and another oiver went out to see what they could find in the way
of shells and also to get lobster for lunch. we noticed the captain began to

look very concerned and to watch for the divers. frankly, we were excited

over the shells already on board , the beautiful xancus and pleuroploca and

strombus gigas . so we dion't really worry even when we saw the captain look
into the engine room. we began to watch alberto and his helper tugging away on

a rope . pulling something heavy into their small boats some distance out and
thought he really had found a granodaody pleuroploca! the captain didn't

speak English. It wasn't until Alberto came back alongside that we found out
the 800 pouno brass propeller had been lost off the boat ano that the divers
WERE OUT TRYING TO FIND IT TO TOW HOME. WELL, WE DID HAVE RADIO COMMUNICATION,
ANO ANOTHER FERRY BOAT HAD TO COME (SOME THREE HOURS LATER) AND PULL US HOME.
WE NEVER GOT TO CON TOY , BUT WE DID HAVE ADELICIOUS LOBSTER AND FISH DINNER
(THE FISH WE ALL CAUGHT WITH HEAVY HAND LINES*.

WE MAOE ONE BOAT TRIP TO THE ISLAND OF CAN CUN WHERE MYRA GOT CHASED IN FROM
SNORKELING BY A HUGE SHARK. THIS ISLAND HAS ALREADY BEEN PARTLY SOLD TO A HOTEL
CHAIN. A FERRY SERVICE WILL EVENTUALLY BE PUT IN USE TO GET TO THIS LOVELY PLACE.

Another collecting site must be mentioned. Lucille and I went to the mucky,
SMELLY. GRASSY LAGOONAL AREA BY THE AIRPORT TO COLLECT MELONGENAS . WE DID FIND
A FEW

. ALTHOUGH FOR SUCH A HEAVILY GRASSED AREA OUR OTHER COLLECTING WAS NOT
VERY GOOD. WE OIO SIT ANO DIG A FEW LIVE COOAKIAS . MY SURPRISE CAME WHEN I

•OERCO OFF ON MY OWN ANO SEARCHED AROUND THE MANGROVE TREES. I HEARD SNORTING
HELD UP WONOERING WHAT KINO OF ANIMAL TO EXPECT . AND THEN LOOKED UP TO BE IM-
MEDIATELY FACE TO FACE WITH HUGE SEA TURTLE. I COULDN'T RUN AS I WAS BARELY ABLE
TO LIFT ONE FOOT FROM THE MUCK AND STEP AT ALL. IT TURNED OUT THAT THE TURTLE WAS

D . FOR FUTURE SLAUGHTERING FOR THE STAPLE MEAT OF THE ISLAND. THERE WERE SOME
20 OF THE HUGE TURTLES IN THIS AREA TIED TO THE MANGROVES.
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Other collecting in the lagoons yielded Prunum labiatum , Murex pomum , a kind of

either melongena or thais (these have been sent to dr . clench, i believe, by myra

Taylor) . a pink form of Hyalina avena given the name beyerleana Bern. On the

rocks were huge c ittarium pica , prized for eating by the martinez family much

more than strombus gigas .

we also made one trip in a small boat across to the peninsula east of puerto

Juarez on the Quintana Roo mainland. It was a special trip to rediscover the

colony of melongena bispinosa phillippi , found on a earlier trip by cleta when

her husband went bone fishing to this area. johnson ia , no . 35 in vol . 3, des-

scribes this as an isolated race known from the yucatan, a kind of relict species

known from the progresso , yucatan, area. we found many of the shells, eating

anomalocardia brasiliana , in the mucky lagoon. they seemed to be concentrated

at this spot. from the great number of egg cases being deposited on each other

and on mangrove roots and rotting wood, this species will multiply. one reason

it will not be overcollected for awhile is the difficulty in getting to this place.

we were told we could stay only a short time. alberto had chosen to go only on a

calm morning and in a smaller boat with an outboard motor. this was in order

that we could get to the outer shore easily by beaching the boat, crossing to the

lagoon by foot, and then leaving in an hour before the surf began it's usual daily
pounding of the outer beach. as it was, lucille taylor almost broke her neck

falling in the boat headfirst. she had been determined to bring the five big

horseshoe crabs she found alive

!

The island is becoming more and more modern. First thing that greeted us

after we got off the ferry on arrival was a rotary sign swinging in the breeze.

There are multi-storied hotels with all of the best accommodations. Air

conditioning and television aerials are in evidence. an importer brought in

two motorcycles one week. a week later he brought more. now they roar

around the little town day and night. there are a few cars , used as taxis

mostly. There are modern homes and stores, a fine new square with play-

ground EQUIPMENT AND A BASKETBALL COURT WHERE GAMES ARE PLAYED EVERY NIGHT.

There is a new big church. The people are friendly. They are ready to meet
the tourist trade , but off season , which is late spring and summer , is still a

good vacation time there, whether you are a shell collector or not.

OOOOOOO

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

INK AND GAVE THE PEN TO THE PALM BEACH COUNTY SHELL CLUB WHO PUSHED THE
idea. So, the Florida State shell is now officially Pleuroploca gjgantea,

thanks to palm beach county shell club's margaret kennedy and william g.
James , Representative from the 78th District of Florida. How about a state

shell for texas?

Editor's Comment:
In the Texas Conchologist , Vol. 4, p. 27-29, I discussed the selection of a

possible Texas "State" shell. Several shell clubs have taken a vote con-
cerning THE SPECIES. IT WILL BE UP TO THE TEXAS SHELL COLECTORS TO GET RE-

SULTS in Austin .

oooOooo
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REMARKS OH SOMC TELLINS OF THE TEXAS COAST BY H. ODE

•«f COURSE OF WORKING THROUGH A LARGE NUMBER OF t-OTS OF TELL INS DREOGED

IH TEXAS OrrSHORC WATERS SOME IHTERESTING FACTS WERE NOTEO WHICH MIGHT BE

OF INTEREST TO OUR READERS. NOT ONLY HAS IT BECOME CLEAR THAT ONE OF THE

MOST COMMON OFFSHORE SRECIES SO FAR HAS NOT BEEN REPORTED FROM THE NORTH-

WESTERN Gulf of Mexico, but also that a comparison of the offshore fauna

tat of the bays ano beaches can throw some light on the ecologies in

which several species live.

a fact which is immediately apparent to the student of the texas fauna is the

absence of several of the large species of tellina such as tellina laevigata .

ano tcllina listeri . tellina radiata is also absent in our collection of off-

shore material . but parker has reported this species from offshore coral en-

vironments, in the latest issue of johnson1a boss does not mention this species

for the Northwest Gulf of Mfxico and Texas material is apparently not present

in our larger national collections. i have so far not seen this species in the

Northwest Gulf of Mexico.

The only large offshore species . found a few times on Texas beaches (Padre

islano . tellina magna . occures sparingly along the entire texas coast. in

the collection brought together for the houston museum of natural science

there are several lots of this interesting bivalve. the next largest species

is tellina alternata . |t occurs not too commonly in dredged material, ano it

is significant that all lots except one consist of yellowish white shells, which

accoroing to boss should be classified as tellina alternata . only one single

pair . still connecteo . has the typical pink coloration of t_. tayloriana and

possesses most of the characteristics of shape and sculpture connected with

that species. this might indicate that t . tayloriana is a form which prefers

shallower water of the surf zone and inlet areas and for that reason is

so commonly founo on texas beaches. however. also 1 . alternata is often

found on the beach but apparently can tolerate deeper water and a wide

range of ecologies.

Quite rare offshore Galveston and Freeport is T_. lineata of which only a sin-

gle LOT WAS OBTAINED. ALL DEAD SHELLS. THIS SPECIES IS HOWEVER NOT UNCOMMONLY
FOUNO IN SPOILBANK MUD IN THE PORT ARANSAS AREA, BUT THESE SHELLS ARE OLD AND

OEAO. IN CONTRAST NUMEROUS LOTS OF T_, NITENS WERE DREDGED CONTAINING SOME LIVE

MATERIAL. This species lives in a depth range which precludes it FROM WASHING
ASHORE ANO ONLY SOUTH OF CORPUS CHRISTI IS IT KNOWN FROM THE BEACH. TELLINA
SQUAMIFERA ANO J_. AEQUISTRIATA APPARENTLY LIVE IN THE SAME DEPTH RANGE. BOTH
SPECIES ARE OUITE COMMON OFFSHORE ALONG THE ENTIRE TEXAS COAST . AS OUR NUMER-
OUS LOTS TESTIFY. SOME OF WHICH WERE COLLECTEO ALIVE. BeACH SHELLS OF THESE
ARE OUITE RARE NEAR GALVESTON . (SEE TEX . CONCHOLOGIST . VOL . 5, NO. 2, P. 10),

INDICATING THAT BOTH SPECIES DO NOT TOLERATE INSHORE CONDITIONS. IT MAY BE NOTED
THAT _J_. AEQUISTRIATA IS NOT UNCOMMON IN BEACHORIFT AT PORT ARANSAS AND FURTHER
SOUTH.

Conspicuous is the absence of J_. tampaensis in offshore material. Only a sin-

gle LOT OBTAINEO FROM GALVESTON BAY IS PRESENT IN THE COLLECTION. BUT WE HAVE
NOT YET EXTENSIVELY SAMPLEO THE BAY AREA ANO IT IS WELL KNOWN THAT T. TAMPAEN-

. is is a wioespreao constituent of the texas bay fauna.

to be continued.
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NOTES & NEWS
Next Meeting

dr. w. w. sutow will present an illustrated lecture on "rapidae of japan: at

the meeting wednesday october 22 at 8 p . m . at the museum of natural science.

Dr. Sutow is Pediatrician at M . D. Anderson Hospital and one of our knowledge-

able MEMBERS. HE HAS PROMISED TO BRING SOME OF THE MORE SPECTACULAR SPECIMENS

of this family of shells he favors.

November Meeting

Please mark November 19 on your calendar now. The meeting will be one week
early in November because of the Thanksgiving Holidays. The next issue of Texas
conchologist will be for november and december and will not be out just before

the meeting to remind you to attend.

Mr. Paul McGee will be our November 19 speaker. A member of our society, he

IS ON LEAVE OF ABSENCE FROM THE HOUSTON INDEPENDENT SCHOOL OCEANOGRAPH IC DE-
PARTMENT AND IS CURATOR OF THESEA-ARAMA AT GALVESTON. PAUL'S ENTHUSIASM FOR

SHELLS IS WELL KNOWN; IN FACT, HE HAS OFTEN SAID HE WISHES HE COULD SPEND HIS

LIFE WORK ROAMING UP AND DOWN THE COAST COLLECTING SHELLS. DON'T WE ALL WISH

THIS !

Report September Meeting

a large group of members and visitors gathered at the museum to hear mildred
Tate tell about her collection of Gulf of Mexico shells. Some of her prize

specimens of very rare shells were on display. mildred also showed a movie of

the shells as they were brought in by the shrimper. there were some great shots
of living shells filmed as they moved about in an aquarium.

the president reported that the board of our society has decided to accept the
proposal made by the outdoor nature club to settle the difficulties between
the two organizations. board members ge is . sutow and cardeza resigned in order
that new board members could be elected by the membership. all three were re-

ELECTED .

Field Trips for October and November by Lloyd Me ister

a few changes have been made since the announcement of a field trip at the last
meeting. we will meet at the bolivar ferry landing at 9:00 a.m. on the morning
of October 26th. From there we go to the Bolivar Dump area. Low tide is at 10:

18a.m. We will then follow low tide up the coast and finally end up at Gil-
christ. The best way to get there is to go through Galveston on Broadway to Sea-
wall Blvd.

,
turn left and follow the signs to the Ferry and cross to Bolivar and

wait at the landing. There is plenty of parking space.

. . .continued on page 23
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELlS

Helmer Ode Mr*. Anne B. Speers

Vitrinellioae concluoeo

Episcynia inornata Orbigny. 1842. This species is immediately recognized by its

extremely finely serrated keel which envelops the outer whorl. not un-

commonly specimens have been taken in the bays near port aransas and on

the beach at port isabel. it occurs widespread. but in small numbers in

the shallower shelf portions off galveston and freeport.

Figured in : ref. 3

Previous references: Thesis. Dr. D. R. Moore
Localities Port Aransas . Port Isabel.

Macromphalina palmalitoris Pilsbry and McGinty. 1946. This species can be

immediately recognized by its peculiar auriform shape. Offshore it occurs

off Galveston and Freeport . but so far only a single specimen (coll. Roz-
zell has been found at port aransas. also one specimen has been taken

from 7-1/2 fathoms off padre island.

flgureo in nautilis . vol. 60(3) . pl. 5 figs 6 . 6a

Previous references: Thesis. Dr. D. R. Moore
Localities Port Aransas

Macromphalina pierrot Garoner. A single shell which appears to be this species

WAS COLLECTEO NEAR THE OLD BRIDGE 6 ALONG THE ARANSAS SHIP CHANNEL , AU-
GUST 1967 (coll. Speers). The data given ref. indicate that this is a

Pleistocene species. As a great oeal of pleistocene material occurs in

the area where the texas specimen was collected, it is conceivably also a

fossil shell in Texas.

Figured in Ref. 7

Previous references none

Localities Port Aransas

CoCHLrOLEPiS striata Dall . 1889. Probably the largest Vitrinellid to be found
oh Txr It resembles very much a minute Sinum . but is immed-
iately recognizco by OPEN UMBILICUS . Dr. d. r. Moo me

r IS PROBABLC THAT THE ANIMALS OF Cor.ill IQl r PIS ARE PARASITES OF CER-
TAIN WORMS. On OCCASION NUMEROUS SPECIMENS MAY APPEAR IN BEACH DRIFT ON

•<ES ANO NEAR INLET AREAS AROUND PORT ARANSAS.
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Figured in: ref. 7

Previous references: Thesis, Dr. D. R. Moore

Locauities: Galveston, Port Aransas , Port Isabel

cochliolepis parasitica stimpson 1958. this smaller species lacks the

spiral striae of striata , but has instead a few clearly incised "growth"

lines dividing the shell as it were in chambers , hence also the name c .

nautiliformis . it is rare in beach drift in the galveston area; often when

c . striata is found in drift also this species is present. not uncommon

around Port Aransas and Port Isabel.

Figured in: Thesis, Dr. D. R. Moore

Previous references: Thesis, Dr. D. R. Moore
Localities: Galveston, Port Aransas, Port Isabel

remarks: in the collection of the houston museum of natural science there

are many more species of this species-rich family. probably no less than

50 species are present, among which are a number of te inostomas . which

are interesting. they appear closely related to some species described

from the Pleistocene of Florida. A number of an Episcynia sp . shows ab-

solutely no evidence of a serrated keel. Whether this is another species

cannot be established yet. The fauna of the coral reefs includes a number

of forms, which are unknown to me. qu ite common is a shell closely re-

sembling j^thalja jreclusa dall . other species exclusively found on the

coral reefs are c yclostrem iscus cubanus pllsbry and aguayo 1933 and

Pachystremiscus ornatus Olsson and McGinty 1958. Aorotrema sp. is wide-

spread BUT FEW IN NUMBERS. THE GENERA C YCLOSTREM ISCUS AND SOLARIORBIS

are represented offshore by more species than have been enumerated above.

Some additional records for previously reported species: three specimens

of c yclostrem iscus jeannae have been collected at south padre island

(coll. speers). vltrinella hel1cq1dea is common in beachdrift on the

beach of Mustang Island.

oooOooo

. . .CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21

IT IS HOPED THAT ALL OF OUR NEW MEMBERS WILL COME , AND OUR OLD ONES TOO.

Since the next edition will not be out until after the meeting I here announce a

field trip for the 23rd of november. this trip will be in conjunction with one of

the San Antonio Shell Club. We will meet at the Galveston side of San Luis

Pass at the beach under the bridge at 9:00 a.m. and we will go from there. Be

sure to mark this on your calendar so that you don't forget.

DUES
This will be the last reminder to our members who have not yet paid their dues:

$4.00 for local membership.

$5.00 for family membership.

$2.00 for junior membership.

$2.00 for subscribers.

Members desiring the mailing of extra copies pay $2.00 per additional copy.

Individual copies are 50C . The first three volumes are out of print. NO
FURTHER ISSUES WILL BE MAILED TO UNPAID MEMBERS.
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MOLLUSCANA BY W . W. Sutow , M.D.

Utirik w ' '.*rshall Islands is a remote . small atoll - about ten miles in

«etcr ano mostly under water. only three or four tiny islands are high

enough to support vegetation. we lived on the trust territory boat, m/v
JAMES A. COOK . and commuted ashore. One day. the boat's crew went clam-

ming TO TMC SUBMERGED REEFS AT THE RIM OF THE ATOLL. THE WATER THERE AT LOW

tide was waist deep. they came back with a couple dozen specimens of tridacna

olttas ano a number of jrioacna squamosa . we wanted the shells. the crew
vsanteo the meat .

tmk chief stewaro on the ship went by the difficult name of n. beketei wasisang.

He came from Palau . He went to considerable extra trouble to prepare for me

a real giant clam meal. the large adductor muscles were sliced thin and ser-

VED AS SASHIMI . With lime juice and shoyu the flavor and texture WERE QUITE

REMINISCENT OF THE FRESH CAUGHT ABALONE . THE STEWARD ALSO COOKED WITH BUTTER,

BACON. CREAM ANO ONION. THE SOFTER PARTS OF THE CLAM, MOSTLY THE MANTLE. THE

MEAL WAS DELICIOUS f AS IN ENJOYED THE DELECTABLE REPAST, I THOUGHT HERE WAS
SOMETHING WORTHY OF INCLUSION IN THE BOOKS OF EUELL GIBBONS.

THE CHIEF STEWARO SURVIVED THE BOMBING ANO THE WAR. HE RELATED HOW THE JAPAN-

ESE HELD ISLANDS WERE INCESSANTLY BOMBED BY THE AMERICANS. FISHING WAS IMPOSS-

IBLE. The natives survived by sneaking out to THE SUBMERGED REEFS AR NIGHT.

They located the gaping giant clams under water. With a swift stroke of a

sharp knife they cut through the adductor muscles of the clams. with the valves

NOW UNABLE TO CLOSE . THE MEAT WAS REMOVED AND LUGGED ASHORE. ThL JAPANESE

call these giant clams "shako-gai ". |n the south pacific they are known as

kabor" in the marshalls , kim" on palau . and "pasu " on ponape .

During sick call one morning we had real excitement. We received word through

interpreters that a teenager had his foot caught by a giant clam and was badly

cut. Dr. Brown Dobyns (Cleveland) was the surgeon in our group and he began

resourcefully to assemble a makeshift minor surgery setup. meanwhile the

boy hao been brought in with a deep 3-inch laceration across the dorsum of his

left foot. in spite of the handicaps . dr . dobyns cleaned the wound and sutured

the edges together. three of the tendons had been severed. a splint was shaped
from the stem of a palm frond. the foot was bandaged to the support. we had

a hard time but we finally pieced together the real story of the boys injury.

Apparently, he had been swimming ano had cut his foot on the sharp scalloped
eoge of a oeao giant clam shell.

Incidentally. Dr. Dobyns was a long-time naturalist ano an experienced ornith-

ologist. He had not paio much attention to seashells before but by the time he

finished the medical survey with us he had turned into a right active shell col-
lector too?

Beach shelling was gooo on Utirik. I filled couple of plastic bags with Turbo
PETHQLATUS MANY OF WHICH WERE OUITE RIPE . I PICKED UP A NUMBER OF CYPRAEA TES-
TUOINARIA , CYPRACA TA^PA AND SMALLER COWRIES. BEAUTIFULLY AND FRESHLY COLORED
SHELL FRAGMENTS HINTED AT THE FABULOUS MOLLUSCAN WEALTH THAT MUST WASH ASHORE
rROM TIME TO TIME .
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Olivella minuta and Olivella dealbata by H. Ode

Until several years ago the only species of Olivella mentioned for Texas was

O. MUT1CA . It has since been established that this species is not found in

Texas , but that the genus is represented by two other species which appear

to have a different ecology. o. dealbata lives on the mudflats near the in-

LET areas of Galveston , Matagorda and Port Aransas , while _0_. minuta seems

to prefer the habitat of the sandy surf zone to the mud of the inlet flats.

Dead shells of both species can usually be collected dead in beach drift all

along the texas coast. while o. dealbata seems to be equally distributed

along the entire texas coast and occasionally even seems to be more common
in the Galveston area than further south . O. minuta is definitely more com-
mon at Port Aransas to Port Isabel than along the eastern part of the Texas

coast. The two species can be easily separated by their color pattern and the

shape of the columnella as is amply demonstrated in the photographs , taken by

Mr. C . Dexter.

Olivella minuta link 1807. Length 5 mm
Galveston West Beach

The two photographs of O. dealbata show the variability of this species. Both
forms were obtained from the same population on the mudflats of San Luis Pass

The shells of_0_. minuta were collected in the tideline on Galveston. O . deal-
bata HAS USUALLY A BAND OF BROWNISH MARKINGS MAINLY ARRANGED VERTICALLY, WHILE

O. MINUTA DISPLAYS REDDISH PURPLE ZICZAC MARKINGS. THERE ARE REPORTS THAT A

THIRD SPECIES O^ ADELAE ALSO HAS BEEN COLLECTED IN TEXAS . A DEFINITE JUDGEMENT
ABOUT THE VALIDITY OF THESE REPORTS HAS TO WAIT UNTIL MORE MATERIAL CAN BE COL-

LECTED at Port Isabel.
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BECAUSE PREVIOUS REFERENCES TO THIS GENUS ALL CONCERN^,. MUTICA IT SEEMS NOT

WORT TO REPEAT THEM Ml

FOR A SOURCE CONCERNING TMES£ TWO SPECIES WE REFER TO: STUDIES ON THE GENUS

OlIVELLA RY A. A. OuSSON IN PROC . ACAD . Nat. Sci. .
Phila. .

VOL . 108, 1956,

155-225.
~

Olivella oealbata Reeve 1850. Size 6 mm
San Luis Pass

000O000

Both in the Sunday edition of the Houston Chronicle of September 21 and the

September issue of the Port of Houston Magazine there have appeared articles

about the latest shelling trips in the gulf of mexico. the first. "treasure

of the 18 fathom lump by louis hofferbert. shows colored underwater scapes

OF THE REEFS AT THE EDGE OF THE SHELF. THE LATTER. DIVERS EXPLORE FLOOR OF

Gulf . by T . S. Bonney. shows a number of photographs of what happened ouring

THE EXPEDITION .

oooOooo
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A Shell is a Shell is a Shell by Constance Boone

Since we are getting ready for our first field trip of the year, perhaps it

would be appropriate to remark on the problems of nomenclature for the ama-

TEUR.

Once I was told by a professional malacologist that the amateur through the

ages has always first wanted a name for his shell. some of the early natur-

alists were amateurs who had the money and the desire to be collectors and

roamed the world for shell specimens. they would return and pay profession-

al scientists to name their shells. the number of books on the market today

indicate the amateur's avid interest in names for the shells he collects.

on this coming field trip you will , if you are one of our new members , pick up

a shell and ask what it is. some of the more experienced members will be able

to give you the correct latin name for many of the shells. you will be told

to try to learn the latin name , to record it with the correct data. most of

you know the procedures outlined in current books for the collector to follow,

however, you will also pick up some shells , especially the small ones found

in beachdr1ft , and receive no certain answer from most of us. there are about

200 hundred Texas beach area shells that can be fairly easily identified. There

are some 200 more that take a little more digging to discover the names. there

are hundreds more from offshore , some of which occasionally reach shore , that

will be harder to get names for.

Although for the amateur the name is the game , he must eventually learn that

the nomenclature in the field of malacology is never complete , that the .names

change from ti me to time because of continual studies in the field, and that

some of the shells he picks up may be named somewhere (or may not be) but ask-

ing for a name may result in only partial identification, perhaps a guess or a

placement in a family of shells. there is nothing set or stable about this

kind of collecting. one professional said recently that if you wanted a surer

thing you had better turn to fossils.

it would be just as well for you to be content to name your shells shell #1
,

Shell #2 , Shell #3, filling in as you progress in your knowledge and reading

and checking with collections. one ofour members wistfully says she wishes

that all the shells could be described and pictured in one book. there is a

constant flow of literature on shells. it is difficult to obtain it all, even

the current material. we do have a good library that will be put back in work-
ing order in the museum of natural science. once you begin to check through

the books and monographs , you will soon discover that names have changed and

rechanged. it really won't matter if you use an old name or have an old name
on you shell as long as you note the reference you used. the shell will still

be the same shell.

oooOooo
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RCMANKS ON SOME TElLINS OF I -VS COAST (CONCLUSION) BY H. ODE

Or GREAT INTEREST It TMC GROUP OF SMALLER SPECIES RESE MBL ING T_. VERSICOLOR . ONE

OF TMEtE Tj TEXANA . IS APPARENTLY RESTRICTED TO THE BAYS BECAUSE ONLY A SINGLE

VALVE IN OLO CONDITION WAS OREOGEO OFFSHORE AND ALL FRESH MATERIAL WAS COLLECTED

. t in Galveston West Bay. Typical bay species are not uncommonly dredged

OFFSHORE . »UT MOST. IF NOT ALL. OF THIS MATERIAL IS OLD AND WORN AND SHOULD BE

CONSIOEREO fossil.

Numerous lots of_J_. versicolor were obtaineo . containing much live material.

This species . often found in beach orift . apparently tolerates a wide range of

conditions as it is still present alive ouite far offshore in water some 40-45

FATHOMS oeep. Its color pattern, shape and surface sculpture differentiate it

immcoiately from another closely related form . WHICH is also abundantly pre-

sent IN OREOGEO MATERIAL. TELLINA SYBARITICA . REPRESENTED BY ALMOST AN EQUAL

number of lots . many of them alive , is certainly one of the most common spfcies

of Tellins in Texas offshore waters. It lives farther offshore and hence on

the average in deeper water than t_. versicolor , although in many samples versi-

color anq sybaritica occurred together. it certainly does not reach the inshore

zone because no beach material is known to me . a third species , less common but

still widespread. is mixed in with these two above mentioned species. tellina

prqbrina . recently oescribed by boss, must be considered a common shell in the

offshore galveston-freeport area. in the collection it is represented by no

less than 30 lots, of which some material was alive. also this species does not

reach the inshore area. which explains that it so long escaped recognition it

can however immediately be separated from both versicolor and sybaritica by its

much flatter form , more squarish outline , different shade of pink color and its

surface sculpture

.

Completely missing in offshore dredge samples was T . iris . Its quite common
occurrence on Texas beaches indicates that it lives in the immediate vicinity of

the tioe line , which is corroborated by the fact that the species can be collected
live during low tide on the tidal flats near the inlet areas at galveston and
Port Aransas .

More investigations will undoubtedly present a more complete picture about the

dispersal and ranges of these species. tellina vespuciana , mentioned with some
reservation by Boss from offshore water near Port Isabel, is not present in our
material, but probably a few other species of tellina are , which i have not yet

stuoieo sufficiently to report them here.

telliqqra cristata is a fairly common shell in texas. live material has been
obtaineo in very shallow water. (mud flats san lu is pass, coll. boone) and near
the Galveston jetties 'coll. Geis/ . but in the Museum collection of dredged off-
shore MATERIAL ONLY SINGLE VALVES FROM WIDELY DISPERSED LOCALITIES ARE PRESENT.

genus strigilla is only represented by strigilla mirabilis . this species
lives also only in shallow water . from the shore line to perhaps about 20 fathoms
we have a fairly good series of material, but the species is not as common as t.
versicolor . The larger Strigilla gabbi . rarely collected on the beaches of South
Texas is not present Museum collection of dredged material.
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Collecting Trip in the Gulf of Mexico by H. Ode

In August I was fortunate to participate in my 2nd collecting trip on board the

DESTROYER HAINSWORTH. On THE EVENING OF AUGUST 7TH , 1969 SHE TOOK TO SEA WITH

a large contingent of divers to collect mollusks for the rapidly growing col-

lection of mollusks for the houston museum of natural science. a previous

trip in October 1967 which was very successful and yielded much material un-

known to the Northwest Gulf of Mexico has been reported before in this publi-

cation.

The objectives for this trip were a "lump" at the margin of the Continental

Shelf, the Flower Gardens and Stetson Bank.

The same precautions as on the previous trip were observed and many old acquain-

tances WERE RENEWED. THE WEATHER WAS PERFECT, THE SEA WITH ONLY A GENTLE

swell, which later died down almost completely.

it turned out to be no simple matter to locate the hainsworth in a precise posi-

tion above the elevations on the sea bottom. the fathometer showed that the

structures were either shaped like narrow spines or like somewhat elongated

ridges , or had a shallow crest at most a hundred yards or so in diameter. when
the ship had become stationary usually the depth close to it was too deep for

safe diving because anchor drag and shifting wind often caused it to veer into

deeper water. during the first day of the trip several unsuccessful attempts

were made to anchor on top of the "18 fathom" lump. the weather was hot and

the sun shone brilliantly so that the estimate of, plus or minus, 25 soft drinks

consumed per head of the total crew has the ring of plausibility. fortunately

the 2nd day, Saturday, we got firmly anchored over a bottom 180 feet below the

ship and diving proceeded. many interesting shells were brought up, many of

which were alive , and a large quantity of bottom debris was scooped into sample

bags. This material will be sorted out under a binocular microscope. Among the

larger live shells seen so far are specimens of a large orange cone , a single

astraea longispina and representatives of such genera as cymat1um and bursa .

Live lyropecten nodosus , after cleaning ruby red , a yellowish Chlamys sentis ,

live Turbo sp . all added to the excitement. The opinions about the taste of

Lyropecten , whose muscle was consumed on the spot, were rather different.

Later one of the crew members described Harold Geis, Lloyd Meister, Tom
Pulley and myself as a bunch of boys having a great Christmas party everytime

we bent over the tub to inspect a freshly brought up bag of shells. sponges

this time proved somewhat dissapo int 1ng : live hlatella arctica abounded and what

i had not realized during the first trip also verm 1cular i

a

is quite abundant on and

in the sponge mass. unexpected was a specimen, imbedded in the base of a big

pinkish sponge, of columbella c.f. mercatoria , a species so far not yet obtain-

ED for the Northwest Gulf of Mexico. .

A DEPTH OF 180 FEET IS TOO DEEP TO SUPPORT THE GROWTH OF REEF FORMING CORAL AND

THUS MOST OF THE DEBRIS CONSISTED OF FRAGMENTS OF CALCARIOUS ALGAE AND HEAVILY

ENCRUSTED SHELLS. ALTHOUGH QUITE A FEW SPECIES AT THIS LOCATION WERE NEW TO THE

COLLECTION IT IS CLEAR THAT THIS "LUMP" HARBORS ESSENTIALLY AN IDENTICAL FAUNA AS

THE ONE ENCOUNTERED ON THE "24 FATHOM LUMP" SAMPLED ON OUR PREVIOUS TRIP IN THE

SAME NEIGHBORHOOD. IT IS HOWEVER CERTAIN THAT SEVERAL MORE COLLECTING TRIPS WILL

BE NECESSARY TO OBTAIN A MORE COMPLETE SAMPLE OF THIS INTERESTING FAUNA WHICH

CONTAINS MOSTLY "CARIBBEAN" COMPONENTS. IT IS TOO EARLY TO MAKE A DEFINITE STATE-
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MINT HERE BUT AT THIS MOMENT I AM INCl INED TO ASSUME THAT THE FAUNA OF THESE CAL-

CARIOOS LUMPS HAS MORE AFFINITY WITH THAT OF THE YUCATAN PLATFORM THAN WITH THAT

OF SOUTHERN FLORIOA.

.T OAV OF THE TRIP WAS OEVOTEO TO STETSON BANK . THIS BANK IS PROBABLY ONE

Or THE MOST REMARKABLE SPOTS IN THE ENTIRE GULF OF MEXICO. FOR A BETTER UNDER-

STANDING OF ITS UNUSUAL MALACOLOGICAL FEATURES I MAY BRIEFLY REVIEW A FEW SALIENT

POINTS OF ITS GEOLOGY. AT MANY LOCATIONS BOTH ON-AND-OFF SHORE IN THE NORTHWEST

Gulf o< M >, salt is rising at a very slow rate from now deeply buried layers

OF SALT . The oriving force is the difference in specific weight between

SALT AND ITS SURROUNOING ROCK MATRIX . SO THAT THE SALT ASCENDS LIKE A DROP OF OIL

WOULD OOINA BEAKER OF WATER. ONLY ITS VISCOSITY IS MUCH HIGHER SO THAT THE

RATE OF THE PROCESS IS MANY OROERS OF MAGNITUDE SLOWER. BUT OVER GEOLOGIC TIME

NEVERTHELESS LARGE DISTURBANCES IN THE ORIGINALLY FLAT UPPER SURFACE OF THE SALT

HAVE FORMEO AND IN SOME INSTANCES VERTICAL PILLARS OF SALT DEVELOPED. SOME OF

THESE HAVE EVEN RAFTED PORTIONS OF OLDER ROCKS UPWARDS WITH THEM SO THAT IN

THESE CASES OLDER ROCKS CAN BE FOUND TO OUTCROP . SURROUNDED BY YOUNGER TYPES OF

FORMATIONS. THIS IS WHAT HAPPENED AT STETSON BANK. THE SALT WHICH IS STILL

BELOW THE SEA BOTTOM HAS PUSHED UP OLDER MIOCENE SHALE FROM GREAT DEPTH, SO

THAT THE DIVERS ON STETSON BANK FIND A WILD SEASCAPE WITH LARGE PLATES OF ROCK

TUMBLED ON ONE ANOTHER AT ALL POSSIBLE POSITIONS. THE MIOCENE SHALES PROVIDE

A HABITAT OU ITE UNLIKE ANYTHING ELSE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD AND FURNISH AN EXCELLENT

HIDING PLACE FOR GASTROPODS AND A BURROWING MEDIUM FOR BIVALVES AND OTHER ANI-

MALS WHO PREFER THIS MODE OF LIFE.

All plates of shale are riddled with the usually quite rare Jouannetia UUILLINGI

Turner . but still it is not easy to collect perfect specimens .
because of the

FRAGILITY AND EXTREMELY TIGHT FIT OF THESE ANIMALS IN THE SHALE. SOME OF THE RE-

SULTS OF THE DIVING WERE TO ME QUITE UNEXPECTED. TOM PULLEY , WHO LATER CONFESS-

ED THAT THE MUSEUM HAS A FRAGMENT OF A SHELL FROM THE SAME LOCATION, ASKED ME

WHAT I WOULD DO IF ONE OF THE DIVERS BROUGHT UP A LARGE SPECIMEN OF CHARONIA VAR-

IEGATA . WELL, WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF YOU ENCOUNTERED A BEAR IN THE EAST TEXAS

WOOOS? HOWEVER A GOOD SIZED CHARONIA VARIEGATA CAME UP AND WITH IT MANY OTHER

SHELLS NOT SEEN BEFORE IN THIS PART OF THE WORLD. ESPECIALLY THE FAMILY CYMA-

TIIDAE SEEMS TO BE WELL REPRESENTED AT THIS LOCATION: C . PILEARE
,
NICOBARICUM

,

MURICINUM RUBECULUM , CARIBBAEUM AND PARTHENOPEUM CAME UP, SEVERAL AL IVE .

ASTRAEA AMERICANA AND CALLIOSTOMA jUJUBINUM WERE COMMON AND AGAIN SEVERAL

LARGE SPECIMENS OF THE BEAUTIFUL RED COME (SOME LARGER THAN 3 INCHES) WERE TAKEN.

The oivers however got most excited about THE MANY SPECIMENS of Cypraea CERVUS

ano foR?> Cypraea zebra which were taken alive. These are not easily collected

WHEN ENVELOPED BY THEIR BLACK MANTLE AND LIVING ON DARK BLUE BLACK SHALE. ALMOST

EQUALLY COMMON WERE THE MUCH SMALLER CYPRAEA SPURCA ACICULARIS , WH ICH WHEN

ALIVE HAS AN EXTREMELY BEAUTIFUL PAPILLOSE MANTLE OF SOFT PINK COLOR. IT IS IN-

TERESTING TO NOTE THAT A JUVENILE CYPRAEA CERVUS? OF SOFT YELLOW ORANGE COLOR WAS

TAKEN AT THE 18 FATHOM LUMP . BUT SINCE IT IS A DEAD SHELL IT IS NOT CERTAIN WHETHER

IT ACOUIREO ITS COLOR FROM BEING BURIED. AS ABBOTT AND WARMKE SUGGEST, OR WHE-

THER THE COLOR IS NATURAL. THE LATTER IS PROBABLY THE CASE . BECAUSE AN OLD SHELL

WOULD BE HEAVILY ENCRUSTEO. ANO THIS ONE LOOKS PERFECTLY FRESH.

ONE OF THE MOST COMMON OF THE LARGER GASTROPODS AT STETSON IS L.ATIRUS INFUNOI-

BULUM . A LARGE NUMBER OF LIVE SPECIMENS IS COVERED BY A THICK I.AYER OF WHITE

GRAY ENCRUSTATION EXCEPT FOR THE LAST BOOY WHORL . WHICH IS CLEAN AND HAS THE

USUAL BROWN COLOR. TMI M SMI I I f DO NOT CLEAN WELL BECAUSE REMOVAL OF THE EN-
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crustation uncovers a badly corroded shell surface. many of the specimens

possess a large and wide funnel shaped umbilicus. a number of smaller gastro-

pods was observed alive between the shale rubble with which several burlap bags

were filled. species of mltra , among which_m. nodulosa and a small species un-

known to me, drupa nodulosa , rlsomurex sp . , and countless corall ioph ila aber-

rans , whose shells are not white , but grayish. possibly this is a result of the

substratum on which these animals live. the single specimen of corall ioph ila

caribaea observed however is white. further may be mentioned: drupa nodulosa

(alive) , dlodora cayenensis (alive) , and several smaller flssurellids , turrids .

and other forms not yet looked at in detail. phalium c1catricosum (dead) , pro-

bably only a small, smooth, high spired form of_p_. granulatum came as somewhat

of a surprise and a specimen of cypraecass1s testiculus (dead) confirmed earlier

reports of theoccurrenceof this species in the northwest gulf of mexico. a
few rare fragments and shells are known from the texas beach. murex fulvescens

was common and a large shell of umbraculum plicatulum (2 inches in diameter)

came to the surface.

i have no doubt that microscopic investigations of the smaller components of the

Stetson fauna will reveal many interesting small species. From the very cur-

sory VISUAL INSPECTION DURING THE PRELIMINARY SORTING OF THE LARGER SPECIES IT IS

apparent that the stetson bank fauna is quite different from that of the flower
Gardens .

i may conclude by expressing my thanks to all navy personnel who took part in

this operation and made it such a great success, and all divers who by their

efforts , contributed to a better knowledge of the molluscan fauna of the gulf
of Mexico.

000O000

Threatened Coral Reefs of the Pacific by Tom Kister

The scientific and trade literature have been featuring articles about Acanthas -

ter planc1 , commonly called the "crown of thorns" starfish. the "crown of

Thorns" feeds on living coral and has destroyed hundreds of square miles of

coral reef. the 1 6-armed adult measures up to two feet in diameter and can

consume a 50-year growth of coral in a single day. the great barrier reef off

Australia and reefs near Guam have suffered tremendous losses. Scattered re-

ports INDICATE REEFS THROUGHOUT MOST OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS ARE THREATENED.

The cause of this evident imbalance in nature has not been determined, but one

reason given is the removal of gastropods , which may be a natural enemy of the

starfish in that they consume the larvae and the starfish.

Since 1968 it has been illegal to collect a sheller's favorite, Charonia tritonis

L. , Tritons Trumpet, off the Great Barrier Reef. The Triton Trumpet is im-

mune TO THE POISON OF THE STARFISH , AND "SPITS OUT" THE SPINES AFTER DEVOURING

it. Most of the Triton Trumpet shells not come from Zanzibar and bring a much
higher price than in former years.
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BY W. W . SUTOW , M.D.
Boom Rr .

gARE SHELLS by S. Peter S. Dance. 128 pp. 24 color plates, $17. Berkeley,

ANO LOS ANGELES. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS, 1969.

. IS A BOOK ABOUT THE PERSONALITY AND HISTORY" OF 50 SHELLS.

TITLE RARE SHELLS NEEOS A BIT OF COMMENT. TWO OTHER ADJECTIVES
.
NAME-

-

TORICAL AND FAMOUS . IN PLACE OF OR IN ADDITION TO THE ONE USED WOULD

.C PCRMITTED A MORE ACCURATE OR MORE COMPLETE INTERPRETATION OF THE CONTENTS

OF THIS BOOK.

INCLUDED IN THE BOO* ARE THE SHELLS THAT BROUGHT FAME TO THE SPECIES AND ALSO.

>ES. CREATEO INTERESTING AND NOTABLE HISTORIES AS INDIVIDUAL SPECIMENS.

These are the shells that at one time or another were considered to be the rari-

ties AND WERE MUCH IN DEMAND BY THE SHELL COLLECTORS. IN PARTICULAR, THE AUTHOR

HAS SELECTED THOSE SPECIES THAT WERE SEEMINGLY "LOST" FOR A PERIOD OF TIME AND

<E LATER RE FOUND . STROMBUS TAURUS IS AN EXAMPLE. IN FACT. IT IS STATED THAT

THESE TYPES OF SHELLS ARE VIRTUALLY THE BOOK'S RAISON D'ETRE."

THE INTRODUCTORY SECTION REVIEWS THE HISTORY OF CONCHOLOGY PARTICULARLY AS IT

INVOLVES THE SELLING AND BUYING OF RARE SHELLS AMONG THE COLLECTORS. THIS SEC-

TION. IN A SENSE . PROVIDES A SYNOPSIS OF THE MATERIAL COVERED IN GREATER DETAIL

in Dance 's prev ious book SHELL COLLECTING . The use .
however

,
of a more

INTERPRETIVE STYLE OF PRESENTATION HERE GIVES THE READER A BROAD PERSPECTIVE OF

THE CURRENTS OF SHELL COLLECTING ACTIVITIES OVER THE YEARS.

Only a minimum of scientific information is outlined for each shell but the data

GIVEN ARE PERTINENTLY ADEQUATE. EACH SHELL IS IDENTIFIED BY ITS "CURRENTLY ACCEP-

TED NAME. THE ORIGINAL AND/OR OTHER IMPORTANT REFERENCES ARE NOTED. DIMENSION'

OF THE PHOTOGRAPHED SPECIMEN AS WELL AS THE LOCALITY OF COLLECTION ARE GIVEN.

The range of distribution is indicated. One view of each of the 50 specimens is

SHOWN in approximately its natural size by a clearly reproduced photograph.

T.<ERE ARE 24 FULL PAGE PLATES IN THE BOOK. THE SHELLS ARE BY NO MEANS NEW-

COMERS: ALL BUT THREE WERE FIRST DESCRIBED BEFORE 1900.

MESE PAGES. ONE MEETS INDEED A GLITTERING COMPANY OF CELEBRITIES AMONG THE

SHELLS. T.-.CLVE OF THE 50 PICTURED SPECIMENS ARE HOLOTYPES, THREE OTHERS ARE

SYNTYPES . ANO STILL ANOTHER IS A PARATYPE . MOST REMAIN IN MUSEUMS AS BRIGHT

SPOTS OF FAMOUS NAMEO COLLECTIONS SUCH AS THOSE OF MRS. DE BURGH ,
MELVILL-

Tomlin J. Saul H. Cuming. R. P. Scase , W. J. Broderip and others. Five

AMONG THE FIFTY ARE BELIEVEO TO BE WORLD'S RECOROS FOR SIZE. THIS INCLUDES THE

Cyphaea aurantium from the British Museum which has dimensions of 1 1 .40 x 7 .20

cm.

HERE IS A UNIQUELY ATTRACTIVE AND ENJOYABLE BOOK BUT THE PURCHASER SHOULD BE

OUITC AWARE OF THE INTENT. FORMAT AND CONTENTS OF THE OUBLICATION. OTHERWISE,

AOULO EXPERIENCE A VAGUE FEELING THAT SOMETHING MORE SHOULD HAVE BEEN 1N-

CLUOCO.
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NOTES & NEWS

Next Meeting

Our next meeting will be announced in our January number

do not have a meeting.

During December we

Report October Meeting

The office of Secretary-Treasurer which was held by Mrs. Clairie Van Erp was,

on her request, split into separate offices. mrs. jean dashiell was elected

Secretary. Dr. Wat Sutow gave a most interesting account of Japanese Rapidae
,

illustrated by beautiful colored slides made of specimens in his collection.

Field Trip Report by Lloyd Meister

The trip was , in my opinion , very successful, at least as far as attendance was

concerned. there were about 25 people. those who wished dug cyrtopleura cos-

TATA (Angle Wings) , which is quite a chore after the first one. 1 think that most

EVERYONE FOUND ENOUGH TO KEEP THEM HAPPY TRYING TO IDENTIFY THE SPECIMENS.

Canoe Trip on the Guadelupe River by H . Ode

on the same day as the field trip was held , which i was sorry to miss , i went

shelling on the guadelupe river south of cuero. many texas rivers and streams

possess an interesting fauna of fresh water clams. one of the most del ightful

ways to collect these shells is to make a canoe trip down the river where rapids
,

underwater obstacles and overhanging trees add to the excitement of the hunt.

The Guadelupe River below Cuero is not only very scenic, but also rich in bi-

valves. On its numerous gravel banks large numbers of "clams" can be collected,

a large plastic bag of them , containing many species which survived several hect ic

moments during "shooting" the rapids, was the result of the trip.

Progressive industrialization, widespread use of pesticides and the building of

dams threaten this part of the texas fauna. in many states the fresh water
fauna has been ruined by these causes. the fate of much beautiful texas scenery,

and the interesting fauna in it, is by no means secure. too few collectors have

studied this fauna, which is in danger to disappear before it ever has become

well known .

South Padre Island Shell Fair

South Padre Island Shell Club has scheduled its 10th Annual Shell Fair on March
1 , 1970, with a special group of outstanding judges selected. senior judge will be

Dr. R. Tucker Abbott who now holds the du Pont Chair of Malacology in the new
Delaware Museum of Natural History. Serving with him will be Dr. Thomas E.

Pulley, Dr. W. W. Sutow, and Paul McGee , about whom Betty Allen writes in

the announcement as being "some of our best friends from Houston." Betty is

CONTINUED ON PAGE 39
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELLS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

Family Aclioioae . This family of minute gastropods has been monographed by

Bartsch in 1947 (Smith Miscell. Coll. Vol. 106. 20). Although it appears

possible to us that the genus henrya which bartsch placed within this group,

docs not belong there, we will retain it in the aclididae . none of the species

•ich we report here have been reported in the past for texas. at least

three and possibly more species are known from the texas beaches. in the

offshore waters several more species have been dredged.

Graphis unoerwoooae Bartsch. 1947. This very beautiful needle shaped minute

gastropoo resembles a small turbqnilla . but its elegant ornamentation and

oeep suture readily set it apart. the figure in bartsch's monograph does

haroly justice to this exquisite species. only a few specimens have so far

been collected in texas: a broken one at san lu is pass, (coll . ode) a

PERFECT OEAD SPECIMEN AT PORT ARANSAS (COLL . OOe") , AND SOME DEAD AND A

SINGLE LIVE SHELL OBTAINED FROM ALGAL SCRAPINGS OF A POCK AT PORT ISABEL

(COLL. SPEERS .

Figured in Smithsonian Miscell. Coll. Vol. 106, 20.

Previous references: none

Localities: Galveston. Port Aransas . Port Isabel.

HENRYA MORRISONI BARTSCH 1947. AMONG THE SEVERAL SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT LOOKING
FORMS OF THIS GENUS. H . MORRISONI IS THE SMALLEST BUT ALSO THE MOST RECTAN-
GULAR IN OUTLINE. IT IS AS YET IMPOSSIBLE TO SAY WHETHER THIS SPECIES AND THE
TWO NEXT ONES ARE TRULY SPECIFICALLY SEPARATE. FOR TEXAS SO FAR H. MORRI-
SONI IS KNOWN FROM TWO SPECIMENS IN THE SPEERS COLLECTION, OBTAINED IN THE
Bay area at Port Aransas.

Figured in Smithsonian Miscell. Coll. . Vol. 106, 20.

Previous references none

Localities Port Aransas

Hcnwya GOLQMANi Bartsch 1947. The bulk of the material on Henrya appears to
BE MOST CLOSELY RELATEO TO H_. GOLQMANI WHICH WAS DESCRIBED FROM YUCATAN.

•HAT MANY OF THE SMALLER SPECIES LIVING IN THE TEXAS BAYS
RANGE FAR SOUTH INTO MEXICO. ALSO IN THIS CASE A CONTINUOUS RANGE ALONG THE
WESTERN COAST . if Mr/ICO IS INOICATEO. THIS SPECIES IS CHARACTER-

J Bv * Sl
' *"° LESS DEEP SUTURE THAN IS H. HENRYI
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It is quite possible however that, in view of the variability displayed in our

material , h . morrisoni , h . goldmani , and h . henryi are merely variants of

a widely distributed species.

Figured in: Smithsonian Miscell. Coll. Vol. 106, 20

Previous references: Texas Conchologist , Vol.

localities: in small numbers along the entire texas coast.

henryi henryi bartsch 1947. the photograph of this species resembles so much

that of the previous one (slightly more regular in outline , somewhat deeper

suture) that we suspect that it is identical with h. goldmani . in most lots

of goldmani a number of specimens will be close to h. henryi . this form has

BEEN COLLECTED AT GALVESTON (Ode) , AND AT PORT ARANSAS (SPEERS , ODE).

Figured in: Smithsonian Miscell. Coll. Vol. 106, 20.

Previous references: none

Localities: Galveston, Port Aransas

henryi sp . (undescribed) . another, definitely separate species has been collect-

ED at Galveston and Port Aransas. Its whorls are clearly shouldered. The

two available specimens , of which one is unfortunately rather worn . both

show strong costae , thus resembling a minute truncatella before the upper

whorls are shed. in all probability the minute snails of the genus henrya

are closely allied with truncatella .

Figured in: No figure available.

Previous references: none

Localities: Galveston, Port Aransas

Remarks: Offshore Galveston and Freeport several other species were dredged.

Only a limited number of these could be identified with the help of Bartsch's

monograph. The genera Hemiaclis (several species) and Costaclis (1 species) are

present. of the two species of schwenge l1a one could be identified as s . florida-

na bartsch 1 91 1 , the other appears to be new. the algal reef fringing the outer
shelf yielded a specimen of bermudaclis bermudensis bartsch . live specimens
of an henrya species were collected by mrs. c. boone on the mudflats near
Aransas Pass.

Family Hydrobiidae

This large world wide family has several forms in Texas which, although

found on the beaches , can hardly be classified as marine shells . they
reach the beaches after transport by the rivers from their freshwater hab-

ITATS. Only a small number live in brackish water and none in the open sea.

In Texas the genera Littoridina , Vioscalba and Assiminea .

llttoridina sph1nctostoma abbott and 1_add 1951 . this little gastropod is com-
monly found in beach drift on the beaches near the main passes of the texas

COAST. The species is characterized by the peculiarly askew position of

the mouth when mature. lives in brackish part of the texas coastal bays.

Figured in: Texas Conchologist, Vol. 5, p. 51.

Previous references for Texas: See Texas Conchologist, Vol. 5, p. 51-52.

Localities: Found in drift along the entire Texas coast.

TO BE CONTINUED
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OOOSTOMIA SCMINUOA C. B. AOAMS 1839

OOOSTOMIA SCMINUOA C . B. AOAMS 1839. THIS INTERESTING LITTLE SHELL HAS BEEN

collccte0 at many spots along the texas coast. it belongs to the same group

aft the more common qoostomia impressa and the somewhat rarer 0_. bushiana .

All three species are characterized by a heavy chalky shell and a well devel-

oped COLUMELLA* TOOTH. IT WOULD BE PREFERABLE TO DESIGNATE THESE SHELLS BY

THE GENERIC NAME MCNESTHO . WHICH SHOULD BE USED AS A FULL GENUS. IN MY OPIN-

ION THE GENERIC NAME CHRYSALLIOA WHICH 15 USED FOR THIS SPECIES AND RELATED

FORMS HAVING STRONGLY RETICULATED SCULPTURE DESERVES AT BEST SUBGENERIC RANK.

Structurally M_. impressa and M_. seminuda are so similar that the small ex-

ternal DIFFERENCES IN SCULPTURE DO NOT JUSTIFY THE USE OF CHRYSALLIDA AS A FULL

GENERIC NAME. THE SMALL OOOSTOMIA DIANTHOPHILA HOWEVER IS DIFFERENT AND DOES

NOT BELONG WITH THIS GROUP. THE GENERIC NAME OOOSTOMIA SHOULD BE USED FOR

SEVERAL SMOOTH FORMS. WHICH CAN BE FOUND ON MOST AMERICAN BEACHES.

|N SPITE OF ITS WIDESPREAD OCCURRENCE THE SPECIES HAS BUT SELDOM BEEN REPORT-

ED for Texas. It lives in the bays together with O . impressa and feeds upon the

COMMON BAY OYSTER. In GALVESTON BAY LIVE MATERIAL HAS BEEN RARELY COLLECTED,

BUT FURTHER SOUTH THE SPECIES 15 OFTEN FOUND ALIVE. THE REPORTS ARE AS FOLLOWS

1953 REFERENCE 12; REPORTED FROM 5 LOCATIONS OFF EAST TEXAS (40-46 FT.).

1956 REFERENCE 18; REPORTED DEAD FROM BAKER BANK.

1958 Moore . D. R . . Nautilus . Vol. 74 (4) . p. 1 24-1 28. One specimen from

BEACHORIFT AT PORT ARANSAS.

1960 REFERENCE 19 LISTED

1967 Listeo by Dr. H. W. Harry in a preliminary report for Galveston.

. . .continued on page 42
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Juvenile Mollusks by Heumer Ode

Many interesting observations can be made following the variation of shape of

gastropod shells and bivalves during their growth from nuclear shell to full-

grown mature specimens. it is often taken for granted that the mature indivi-

duals are nothing more than "blown up" replicas of the same species in the juve-

NILE STAGE. The peculiar mode of growing in a spiral, exhibited by most gastro-

pods, HAS UNDOUBTEDLY CONTRIBUTED TO THIS OFTEN ERRONEOUS IDEA. LIKEWISE OFTEN

considerable differences exist in the form and shape between juvenile and mature

specimens of bivalves. that such differences are not always easily recognized

is shown by the number of descriptions of "new species" , which later turned out

to be juvenile stages of well known mollusks. in what follows we will discuss

a few cases of these confusions , which have come to our attention.

Fortunately most mollusks even in their juvenile stages already resemble the

fully mature form. anyone who has taken the trouble to remove the "brood"

from an eggcase of busycon contrarium will have recognized the shape of the

mature shell in the tiny and rather coarse juvenile shell. similarly juvenile

POL1NICES DUPLICATUS , TECTONATICA PUSILLA , ODOSTOM IAS ETC. ALREADY REFLECT

rather precisely the mature shapes. more difficult to recognize are juvenile

olivellas , some turbonillas and several other genera, but even here a little

experience will show, if not the species, at least the genus the shell belongs

to. the valves of bivalves are , in their larval stages , often quite different

in shape and dentition from the full grown valves of the species. we shall not

discuss those here because the general collector will never see them. however

some species with a rather large prod1ssoconch may cause some confusion. for

a long time i was puzzled by a globose , glassy white bivalve , triangular in shape ,

without any surface sculpture , which occurs commonly in some dredge samples

from the texas shelf area. all of them were doublets and their minute size

(1 mm) made it impossible to pry them apart. the riddle was solved one day when

a specimen of anom1a simplex was examined under the microscope. perched on

top of this irregular wavy shell was the same peculiar shell, of quite different

outline; they are the prodissoconchs of this species. Similarly the early shell

of echinochama is quite smooth, regularly hinged and, until it starts growing

in the peculiar way by twisting in a spiral, it does not have the sp1nose charac-

teristics of the species.

Not only dredged material but also the beach PROVIDES many examples of difficult

to recognize juvenile shells. The common Thais haemostoma - the precise race

is here of no importance - is an interesting one. the nuclear shell of thais is

remarkably different from the coarse and heavy mature shells which are easily

collected along the beach. in fact they are so different that the early natu-

ralists erected a special genus for these juven ile muricids and called it slnus -

igera . For this reason one speaks of the sinus igera stage. For Thais this

stage is quite characteristic. the small shell is smooth and shiny and its lip

has two little projections. immediately after growing starts the new shell

exterior is rough and quite distinct from the exterior of the nuclear whorl.

Occasionally, often in wintertime, the small sinusigera stage Thais shells are

abundant in drift on the beach at galveston. also for still larger shells con-

FUSION can arise. Not so long ago Clench and Turner described Murex (PoireriaI

burryi from florida. this particular shell can be dredged quite commonly off

the Texas coast, but is nothing else than a relatively early stage of Murex
fulvcscens . a fact already noted by abbott. it differs by its less extensive
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ION ANO SOMEWHAT SLENDER APPEARANCE FROM THE LARGER MATURE SHELLS

OF M. rULVjfCCNS . IN THIS CASE IT IS PROBABLE THAT THE EYE PLAYS A TRICK UPON THE

OBSERVER BECAUSE IN ALL PROBABILITY THE SAME RATIO IN DIMENSIONS APPEARS SOME-

VT DIFFERENT TO THE OBSERVER BECAUSE OP THE SIZE EFFECT.

Wmi HELLS OF M. FULVESCENS ARE NOT TOO VARIABLE IN RELATIVE DIMENSIONS

DURING THEIR GROVSTH. THERE ARE MANY GASTROPODS IN WHICH THE FULLY MATURE STAGE

IS CHARACTERIZED BY A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT SHAPE. SPECIES WHICH DEVELOP FLAR-

ING LIPS (STROMBUS GIGAS ) .CONSTRICTIONS OR LOOSE PART OF THEIR EARLY WHORLS ARE

ALL EXAMPLES OF SUCH SPECIES. FOR THE LATTER GROUP TRUNCATELLA PULCHELLA

MAY BE MENTIONED. SOMETIMES ONE MAY FIND A COLONY OF LIVE SHELLS . LIVING ON

ROTTING SEA WEEO OR OTHER DEBRIS IN THE PORT ARANSAS AREA. THE JUVENILE SHELLS

ARE ALL SLENDER. CONICALLY SHAPED CREATURES. WHOSE APICAL ANGLE IS SMALL. THE

FULL GROWN SPECIMENS HOWEVER ASSUME A MORE CYLINDRICAL APPEARANCE BECAUSE THE

EARLY WHORLS ARE LOST AND THE SHELLS BECOME TRUNCATED AS INDICATED BY THEIR NAME

A SIMILAR LOSS OF EARLY WHORLS OCCURS IN THE FAMILY CAECIDAE . JUVENILE CAECUM

<ELLUM WHICH CAN BE COLLECTED BY SCANNING FINE BEACH ORIFT FROM PORT ARAN-

SAS AREA UNDER THE MICROSCOPE SHOW A MINUTE COIL WHOSE WHORLS ARE IN ONE PLANE.

THIS COIL IS LOST DURING GROWTH AND THE MATURE SHELL LOOKS LIKE A SMALL PIECE OF

SLIGHTLY CURVEO TUBING.

SOMETIMES A CHANGE IN GROWTH PATTERN OCCURS RELATIVELY LATE DURING THE DEVELOP-

MENT . !n the early faunal lists for Texas several times Turritellas have been

listed: most of these references undoubtedly are in error. in beach drift. es-

pecially in the southern part of our coast . shells closely resembling a turri-

tella can be found. they are the early turritella stage of vermicularia far-

go i . a worm shell. which has the habit of first growing in a perfectly regular

manner but suddenly will start 3rowing irregularly and uncoil itself. |n

beach orift the irregular part is broken away and only the turritella stage of

the shell is strong enough to withstand wave action.

Serious errors can also be caused by juvenile material of shells which, when
adult. olsplay a very characteristic form. the shape of cowry shells is only

assumed in the fully grown stage and countless collectors all the world over

are familiar with its shape. abbott. in his book american sea shells, shows
an already well developed immature shell. which is far on the way to becoming
a typical cypraea . the baby cowry. however. is still quite different. from
fine material dredged at the flower gardens. a coral reef about 100 miles

south of Galveston, a number of almost spherical shells was obtained, bear-
ing no relation whatever with the full grown Cypraea cervus or C . zebra. Only
AFTER LONG HESITATION ANO CAREFUL COMPARISON COULD IT BE ESTABLISHED THAT THESE
SPHERICAL SHELLS WERE JUVENILE CYPRAEA .

IT IS THUS NOT SURPRISING THAT OCCASIONALLY NEW SPECIES WERE DESCRIBED BASED ON
MATERIAL WHICH WAS IN REALITY JUVENILE SPECIMENS OF WELL KNOWN SPECIES. ANOTHER
EXAMPLE IS FOR INSTANCE DlSSENTOMA PRIMA PlLSBRY. WHICH TURNED OUT TO BE A

JUVENILE OF CYMATIUM PILEARE . ONE MAY NOTE HERE THAT THE NUCLEAR SHELLS OF
ALEA

,
A SPECIES NOT SO FAR REMOVED FROM CYMATIUM .ARE QUITE DIFFERENT

FROM FULL-GROWN T_. GALEA . THESE JUVENILE SHELLS, WHICH ARE NOT RARE IN BEACH
ORIFT ALONG THE TEXAS COAST . ARE INOEEO UNEXPECTEDLY DIFFERENT. THEY ARE GREEN-
ISH IN COLOR ANO < isTENCY. SO THAT THEY CAN BE SLIGHT-
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LY DEFORMED BETWEEN ONE'S FINGERS WITHOUT BREAKING.

OF COURSE JUVENILES HAVE OFTEN BEEN PLACED IN FAMILIES OF VERY SMALL SHELLS.

VlTRINELLA TINCTA
,
ORIGINALLY DESCRIBED BY C . B. ADAMS AND LATER DISCUSSED BY

Clench and Turner in the paper on the type specimens of Adams , is nothing else

than a juvenile shell of tegula fasc iata , as can be ascertained by collecting

a few of these shells around port aransas.

The quickest was to get some feeling for these difficulties is to look at beach

drift under the microscope. for many years i was puzzled by some minute gas-

tropods , not rare on the texas beach. they finally turned out to be the nu-

clear whorls of lltiopa melanostoma , a common pelagic snail, whose nuclear

whorls do not resemble in the least the full grown shell. even more striking-

ly different in appearance are the young stages of cheila equestris. the nu-

clear shells of this species resembles a perfectly smooth and clear hydrobiid

snail. Immediately after growth begins the aperture starts flaring and the cup

and saucer structure begins to develop, so that the shell soon bears no resem-

blance at all to its original form.

This number of examples can be indefinitely extended. We may conclude with

two further examples. The first involves a case in which the species cannot

be determined from nuclear whorls, namely the nuclear shell of Epitonium

which completely lacks the costae . There is , as far as I can see , no way in

which the species can be determined from such a shell. e . angulatum , alb1dium ,

humphreysi and many others, all seem to have indistinguishable nuclear whorls,

which are smooth, slender and ivory white.

Our last example concerns juveniles of Diodora cayenensis. In the mature shell

the "keyhole" is placed on top of the shell, but in very young it is in the side ,

but it enlarges itself gradually upwards so that finally the "volcano" effect

is achieved. i suspect that several references in the literature pertaining to

puncturella species for texas , probably all are concerned with immature d iq-

DORA .

OOOOOOO

continued from page 33. .

serving as shell fair chairman. the schedule has been mailed to former exhibi-

tors and members already. you may obtain a schedule from mrs. allen, box

822, Port Isabel, Texas, 7 857 8.

Long Playing Recording of Scientific Names
Dr. R. T. Abbott now has a professional recording of the pronunciation of 1200

scientific species and generic names as they appear in "seashells of north amer-
ica" on the market and available through him for $4.95. produced and published

by Dr. Abbott and sponsored by the Delaware Museum of Natural History, this

recording also tells how to enunciate author's names , family names . and dozens

of technical names. it is a high-fidelity, long-playing (33 1/3 rpm) recording

of the names and terms found in dr . abbott's new book, "seashells of north

America", and all names and terms are printed on the record jacket.

to obtain the record, send a check or money order to dr . abbott, 8044 critten-

DEN Street, Philadelphia, Pa. , 19118.
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MOLLUSCANA BY W . W. SuTOW .
M.D.

CONCHOLOOV HAS CERTAIN CHARACTERISTICS SIMILAR TO THOSE OF MOST OTHER COLLECTING

HOBBIES. THERE ARC PARTICULARLY STRONG PARALLELISMS BETWEEN SHELL COLLECTING

STAMP COLLECTING. THESE THOUGHTS WERE REINFORCED FOR ME RECENTLY WHEN I

O AN ARTICLE ENTITLEO A PRIMER FOR CRITICS OF TOPICAL PHILATELY" BY ROBERT

S. OCSC •> ARTICLE APPEAREO IN THREE PARTS IN THE MAY-JUNE. JULY-AUGUST.

ANO SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER (1969^ ISSUES OF TOPICAL TIMES THE OFFICIAL PUBLICA-

OF THE AMERICAN TOPICAL ASSOCIATION (A PHILATELIC ORGANIZATION).

Topical philately is now booming. As compared to the traditional general stamp

COLLECTING. TOPICAL COLLECTING BEGAN BY PHILATELISTS CONCENTRATING PRIMARILY ON

SUBJECTS THAT APPEAREO ON THE STAMPS. EXAMPLES OF SUCH SUBJECTS WOULD INCLUDE:

LOCOMOTIVES BUTTERFLIES . BRIDGES . FISHES . AND , YES . SEASHELLS AND THE LIKE .

Purpose -of- issue collection of stamps relate to the technique of "arranging

philatelic material according to the reason for its issue. examples listed are

Olympic Games. World Refugee Year. Europa , International Red Cross . and

Rotary International.

Such topical stamp collecting has obvious analogies to shell collecting techni-

ques. The shell collector can start out to amass a general collection. One can

limit himself (or herself) to specific regions. to specific countries, to selected

families of mollusks. but like general. topical and issue motive stamp collec-

ting the big frustration is the impossibility of ever completing the collection.

Many items are just too rare . too difficult (or too expensive) to obtain for one's

private collection.

mr. oesch . philatelic exhibitor and judge . suggests that a flexible adaptable

thematic collection is the answer. according to the author. a theme is an idea,

<esis: an exposition of thought a full-fledged essay supported by philately",

the objective of thematic philately is to communicate a synthesis of thought com-

pletely within the discretion ano jurisdiction of the individual collector ". a

thematic collection. therefore . would be open-ended.

HOW CAN ALL OF THIS BE APPLIEO TO A SHELL OISPLAY? LET US TAKE THE FIMILIAR GROWTH

series. Almost all of the exhibits I have seen tried to demonstrate the concept

of grov.th by a series of shells increasing gradually in size from minute as pos-

sible to as large as possible. originality in such exhibits can be exercised only

<e arrangement of the specimens and in the supporting art work. the diffi-

culty ano research involveo would primarily concern the rarity of the species

shown ano the number of specimens used.

-ulo propose a thematic approach to this by first altering the title to growth
ano Development Under this broader concept . one would no longer need to use

•ecies to illustrate the points relateo to the theme. for example,
a progressive increase in size would be only one facet of the growth process. this

be demonstrated with as few as two or three specimens. just as important

as changes in size are the alterations in form . best termed development . here
the chances in contour. morphology. complexity. ano proportions can be specifi-

cally 5mown . variability is still another feature of growth. variations in size

be illustratco. at. immatuftl shtl i may be larger than a mature adult. adults
va»y ano shape • op pattern. other variations that can be featured
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include the deformities that follow injury, the dwarfism of starvation, and the

discoloration from environmental chemicals. any parameter can be expanded;

other pertinent aspects can be added. a minimum number of specimens from dif-

ferent species would suffice to make the points.

Best of all , in a thematic collection , one will be freed of the overwhelming

drive (and the equally strong frustration of an impossible task) to "complete"

anything.

oooOooo

Molluscan Assemblages of the Northwest Gulf of Mexico (Part I) by H. Ode

Although it is probably one of the least studied stretches of the U.S. Atlantic

Sea Coast, the coastline between the mouth of the Mississippi and the Rio Gran-

de is an extremely varied one and hard to match in variety of habitat. At one

end the greatest river of the North American Continent empties into the Gulf of

Mexico, creating an immense special habitat in southern Louisiana, with brackish

coastal bays , passes and channels , while at the other end another important

river empties into the gulf . if one considers a line drawn toward the east from

the mouth of the r io grande to the meridian which cuts the mississippi b1rdfoot

delta , that part of the gulf of mexico is enclosed which shall be discussed in

the following article. in this northwest quadrant of the gulf the water depth

varies from abyssal in the southeast, becoming shallower over a rugged conti-

nental slope , to shallow over a broad and gently dipping shelf, whose bottom

is mainly composed of sands and mud, extending to a width of 120 miles at the

Texas- Louisiana border. At the margin of the shelf in this area are located the

most northerly living coral reefs of the western atlantic ocean , while over the

shelf outcrops of miocene shale , such as stetson bank, are surrounded by recent

sediments. pleistocene shell banks (sabine, heald) , having their own speciali-

zed and adapted faunas can be found closer to shore. the shallow coastal waters

are no less varied. in the east extends the vast expanse of the muddy fresh and

brackish water bays of louisiana; at galveston the first of the long sandy bar-

rier islands makes it appearance, behind which coastal bays extend. further to

the southwest these bays, except at infrequent occasions, receive only small
amounts of fresh water so that they are often in summer time , when evaporation

exceeds the influx of fresh water, more saline than even the open sea. also
further east there are seasonal changes and fluctuations in the salt content of

THE BAYS

.

River systems fill in these bays, creating almost fresh water lakes at their

upper ends , and in come instances they have completely filled the bays (colora-

do-Brazos system). It is little wonder THAT in an area with such diversity a var-

ied FAUNA CAN LIVE. HOWEVER UNTIL 40 YEARS AGO THE MOLLUSK FAUNA DID NOT ATTRACT

much attention, probably because of the proximity of many rich purely caribbean

type collecting grounds, the relative inaccessab il 1ty of large stretches of this

coast (even today!) and the small population density. moreover collecting in

muddy brown water is not as interesting as diving in a clear blue tropical lagoon

and it must be conceded; the shells are not as pretty. standing on the seawall
at Galveston the breakers on a windy day look brown and muddy. Protographs

taken from satellites show tongues of muddy water extending from the bay inlets

into the Gulf and can be discerned to about 70 miles offshore. Thus , it may be
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EXPECTED THAT THE INFLUENCE OF SEDIMENT WILL BE FELT ON THE MOLLUSCAN FAUNA FOR

THAT DISTANCE . S> H OO NOT TOLERATE SUSPENDEO SEDIMENT THEREFORE WILL

NOT OCCUR CLOSE TO TM COAST. EVEN THOUGH THE WINTER* ARE SELDOM SEVERE A

SUFFICIENT DROP IN TEMPERATURE OCCURS OFTEN ENOUGH TO PREVENT SOME SPECIES FROM

ESTABLISHING Th Kt IN THIS PART OF THE GULF . THE CARIBBEAN TYPE OF FAUNA

| ON THE CORAL BANKS . AS FOR INSTANCE THE FLOWER GARDENS .110 MILES

SOUTHEAST OF GALVESTON SURVIVES THERE BECAUSE THE WATER TEMPERATURE NEVER

GOES BELOW THE CRITICAL TEMPERATURE WHICH WOULD KILL THE SUPPORTING CORAL GROW-

IT IS SIGNIFICANT IN THIS RESPECT THAT SEVERAL SIMILAR SHALLOW SPOTS ON THE

LOCATED FARTHER TO THE NORTH ARE NOT TOPPED BY LIVE CORAL.

... .TO BE CONTINUED
oooOooo

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36 . . .

FOR THOSE WHO MAY WISH TO READ MORE PARTICULARS ABOUT THIS SPECIES WE CITE

HERE THE FOLLOWING REFERENCES:

1839 JAMINIA SEMINUDA ADAMS. BOST . JOURN . NAT. HIST.
.

II
.
P. 280, PL. 4. FIG

13. (Reprinted 1950. Clench and Turner . Occ. Pap. Moll .. Vol . 1 (15).

p. 341 . pl. 41 figs .5.6)
1 886 OOOSTOMIA SEMINUDA . Tryon . Man . 8 . P . 357 .

PL . 7 8. FIG . 35 .

1889 C^os™mja JLej±!nuda. DaL l . Bull. U.S.N.M. No. 37. p. 130. No. 638.

PL. 52 . FIG. 10.

1892 ODOSTOMIA SEMINUDA , DALL. TRANS . WAGN . FREE INST. SC
I . .

VOL
. 3. PT .

2. p. 251

.

1909 ODOSTOMIA (CHRYSALLIDA ) SEMINUDA C B. ADAMS, BARTSCH
,
PROC .

BOST .

SOC. Nat. H.ST. . VOL. 34 (4^. P. 97. PL. 13. FIGS. 45, 48.

1955 OOOSTOMIA SEM.NUOA (C B. ADAMS . PE RR Y AND SCHWENGEL
,

MARINE

Shells West Coast Florida p. 1 22 pl . 23. fig. 164.

I PHOTOGRAPH SHOWN WAS MADE BY MR . C . DEXTER OF SOME SHELLS COLLECTED BY ME

AT PORT ARANSAS.
oooOooo

Tip For Colo Weather Shellers. by Constance Boone

A COUPLE OF YEARS AGO MRS. IKE SHEFFIELD LET ME IN ON A COMFORTABLE WAY TO DO OUf^

•.TER SHELLING. I'D LIKE TO SHARE THE INFORMATION WITH OUR NEW SHELLERS.

About the most valuable item I have now in my shelling wardrobe is the stocking

FOOT LIGHTWEIGHT VINYL WADERS I PURCHASEO AT ONE OF THE SURPLUS STORES (ALSO AVAIL-

ABLE AT LARGE DISCOUNT STORES' SPORTING GOODS DEPARTMENTS) FOR ABOUT S3 . 00
.

WHILE

BOTH MEN AND WOMEN CAN USE THESE THE FEMININE SEX REALLY BENEFITS FROM THIS AR- ,

TICLE OF COVERING BECAUSE IT IS SO EASY TO MOVE AROUND IN. YOU CAN WEAR ANY AMOUNTl

OF CLOTHING UNDER IT LONGIES FOR INSTANCE . ON OUR 32 DEGREE LOW-TIDE DAYS.

r A R HEAVY SOCKS UNDERNEATH. OvER THE VINYL FOOT I WEAR HIGH TOP TENNIS SHOES,
|

BOUGHT RATHER BIG TO COVER THE MUCH-TOO-LARGE FOOT OF THE GARMENT AND ALSO FOR

REREATEO CASHING ANO ORVING WHICH ALWAYS SHRINKS THE SHOES. WITH A LIGHTWEIGHT

BUT GOOD NYLON HOODED JACKET . I AM REAOY TO WADE THE BAYS TRAMP THROUGH LOW

PLACES TO GET TO A SAND BAR ETC.

J.. PROBLEM ABOUT THIS TYPE OF WADER IS THAT IT IS NOT AS STURDY AS SOME OF

EN RUBBER AFFAIRS. THIS TEARS OR SPl ITS EASIER. HOWEVER. I JUST GO BUY

I

.
• -i EASIER TO MANIPULATE ANO COLLECT IN IT THAN DRAGGING

-JBBER ONE AROUNOf
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Short Travel Guide to Guaymas by Constance Boone

Since my trip to Guaymas last January , I have been asked several times about the

mechanics of distances and driving to this famous collecting place. to begin with,

Guaymas is on the east shore of the Gulf of California in the Mexican state of

Sonora . It is located 260 miles south of the International Boundary at Nogales
,

Arizona. There are a variety of habitats for mollusks here and collecting is very,

very good during the low tides of winter. we encountered a minus 2.1 tide during

the middle of january this last winter. december and january provide excellent

tides all along the gulf of california mexican coastline.

From Houston to Guaymas is approximately 1 ,500 miles. You drive from this area

to Interstate Highway 10 all the way to Tucson , Arizona. Then you cut down to

the border , cross at nogales , take a good , level highway (mexican west coast

Highway 15) to Guaymas. Four of us (all women) drove the distance , leaving early

in the mornings, but not driving later than 8 p.m., in two days. from houston,

the drive to el paso is a comfortable stop. there was talk of an airline to

Guaymas. This has to be checked out just before you go, if you wish to fly to Tuc-
son AND GO ON DOWN. THE MEXICAN AIRLINES CHANGE SCHEDULES FRENQUENTLY. THERE IS

a good bus system from the border.

the collecting around guaymas is rather fabulous for texans who work very hard

to come up with good live specimens. several hundred species may be collected

from rock areas , sand flats and bays , open beach areas , even from shrimpers , at

Guaymas. We stayed at San Carlos Bay, some 12 miles south from Guaymas, a

location i highly recommend.

in addition to myra keen's book, "sea shells of tropical west america," now out

of print and due to be replaced next year with a new volume , there is available

a good aid to the collector. a checklist of mollusks for guaymas , sonora , mex-
ico, was printed in vol . 9, no . 4, of the veliger. this part has been reprinted

separately for sale through the conchological club of southern california, from

the Treasurer (Miss Jody Woolsey, 1543 Armacost Street, Apt. 5, Los Angeles,

Calif.) for a fee of $1 .60.

— 000O000

Book Review by W . W. Sutow , M.D.

The following books (two written in German and one in French) give information on

seashells of the mediterranean sea region. one of the books also provides data

on seashells along the west coast of europe and the northwest coast of africa.

The three books are in the reviewer's personal library; they will be made avail-

able FOR REFERENCE PURPOSES TO MEMBERS OF THE HOUSTON CONCHOLOGY SOCIETY.

" »'

1. DIE EUROPAISCHEN MEERES-GEHAUSENSCHNECKEN (PROSOBRA NCHIA)

VOM EISMEER BIS KAPVERDEN UND MITTELMEER by Fritz Nordsieck. 273

PP. 1200 ILLUSTRATIONS, $12. , STUTTGART (GERMANY), GUSTAV F ISCHE R VE RLAG ,

1968.

This book systematically and concisely describes the European gastropod mollusks

from the Arctic Ocean to Cape Verde and the Mediterranean Sea. Over 1000 species

are illustrated by black and white line drawings which are crowded many to a page.
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•«C ARE 31 PAGES OF THESE DRAWINGS. SHOWN ON FOUR COLOR PLATES ARE A NUMBER OF

HG MOLLUSKS. V HE DRAWINGS PROVIDE A GREAT DEAL OF MORPHOLOGIC INFOR- I

tUAL OATA WRITTEN IN GERMAN ARE NEEDED FOR COMPLETE DESCRIPTION

Or TMC SHELLS. LACK OF COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS WHEN THE READER CANNOT UNDERSTAND THE

I IS A SERIOUS HANDICAP TO THOSE USING THE BOOK FOR IDENTIFICATION PURPOSES. WITH

t. AVERAGE SIZE OF THE SHELL. THE RANGE OF DISTRIBUTION.

ANO THC SEA Of PTH VtHERE FOUNO CAN BE DECIPHERED.

RMAN BOOK SEEMS TO PROVIDE A FAIRLY COMPREHENSIVE CHECKLIST FOR THOSE GAS-

THOPOO SPECIES THAT LIVE AROUND THE PERIPHERY OF THE EUROPEAN CONTINENT. IT IS

STATEO THAT THIS IS THE FIRST BOOK OF THIS SCOPE TO APPEAR IN 60 TO 80 YEARS.

2. FAUNA UND FLORA DER ADRIA by Rupert Riedl, 640 pp. 2590 illustrations.

Hamburg ano Berlin (Germany). Verlag Paul Parey . 1963.

The volume is a collaborative textbook compiled at the Zoological Institute of the

• ersity of Vienna. Intended as a systematic guide for biology and nature lovers

the contents cover the broad fields of fauna and flora of the Adriatic Sea and its

shores. Approximately one-eighth of the book (81 pages) deals with mollusks in-

cluding SECTIONS ON AMPHINEURA. GASTROPODA. BIVALVIA, AND CEPHALOPODA.

Almost all of the illustrations are black and white line drawings. The drawings
.

however. are sharp and clear and should serve well for most identification pur-

POSES. For obvious seasons, numerous species had to be shown on one page but the

shells are individually identified (in scientific Latin) and the size of the specimen

is noted. There are 19 such pages for the univalves . one for the chitons , 9 for

the bivalves and one for the cephalopods. there are in addition one color page

shovmng ten species of nudibranchs and one plate with color photographs of 11 spe-

cies of bivalves .

The scientific descriptions (in German) are concise. Of particular interest are th

short phrases indicating the types of environment in which each species is found.

Although the reviewer is unable to assess how completely the molluscan fauna of

this area has been represented in this book, it would be reasonable to assume
that the most commonly found species have been included. of added value to the

usual shell collector is the handy availability of an atlas that will provide in-

formation on other animal ano vegetable life which so often ends up in the col-
lecting basket along with shells.

3. COOUILLAGES MARINS by P. J. Arrecgros. 63 pp. $2. Lausanne (Switzerland
LlBRAIRIE Payot 1965.

IS A SMALL (4X6 INCHES) POCKET-SIZEO HANDBOOK (HARD COVERS) OF SEASHELLS OF
English Channel, Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean Sea. Presumably, the

tmphasis is placed on the mollusks found along the french shores. the book is

RENCH. AS USUAL. HOWEVER, THE SHELLS ARE IDENTIFIED BY THEIR SCIEN-

TIFIC NAMES. Each species is illustrated by a surprisingly clear and well-repro-
OUCEO COLOR PHOTOGRAPH. BOTH GASTROPODS AND BIVALVES ARE COVERED. WITHIN THE

AT IONS OF SIZE ANO SCOPE . THE BOOKLET APPEARS TO BE AN EXCELLENT INITIAL GU IDI

FOR SCASHCLLS OF FRANCE.
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NOTES & NEWS
Report November Meeting

Paul McGee gave an enthusiastic report on the oceanographic program of the

Houston Independent School District. His talk was illustrated by a series of

beautiful slides taken in the outdoor classroom on the beaches and bayshore
of galveston island.

Next Meeting

Charles Doh , one of our own members, will present the program for January

28 on "How to Find Shells by Diving". His talk will be illustrated with under-

water SHOTS FROM HIS TRAVELS TO AUSTRALIA, OTHER PACIFIC SPOTS, THE MEDITER-

ranean, and possibly mexico. mr . and mrs. doh will also show several boxes

of shells brought back from their trip to the adriatic this last summer.

The meeting will be held at 8 p, m . at the Museum of Natural Science. Mem-
bers ARE ENCOURAGED TO INVITE FRIENDS TO VISIT WITH US.

Auction Planned for February

Plans are to have the annual auction on February 25 at the regular meeting.

We still have shells from the Pacific purchased last year from a returning

service man. In addition, we ask that any member who wishes to donate spe-

cimen shells for the auction to give them to Connie Boone , program chairman ,

3706 Rice Boulevard. Please give exact collecting data on these shells you

regard good enough for the auction. none will be sold ahead of the meeting.

Any left over will be donated to the collection of shells being prepared FOR

SALE AT THE MAY SHARPSTOWN MALL SHOW. THE SHELLS YOU DONATE FOR THE AUC-

TION MAY BE THE ONES YOU FOUND QUITE EASILY ON A SHELLING TRIP BUT WHICH MAY

NOT BE IN ANOTHER MEMBER'S COLLECTION. WE'LL WORK OUT SOME FAIR WAY FOR YOU

TO PURCHASE THESE AT REASONABLE PRICES.

Report November Field Trip by H. Ode

a successful field trip together with members of the san antonio shell club

was held on november 23rd . the weather was beautiful, the tide low and many

species of live shells were collected on the exposed flats. for those who

never dug a slnum or whelk it was a good day. several people were lucky to

get a live Pandora trilineata .

In a sample of fine BEACHDRIFT I COLLECTED a number of highly interesting small

SPECIES ABOUT WHICH I WILL REPORT AT A LATER DATE , BUT THE FIRST AUTHENTIC RE-

PORT of Parastarte triquetra for Texas may be reported here.

After the trip everyone was entertained royally by Leo and Mildred Tate.
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELLS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

HVOROBMOAC (CONTINUE

VlOSCALBA LOUISIANAE MORRISON 1965. ANOTHER LITTLE GASTROPOD OFTEN FOUND MIXED

WITH THE PREVIOUS SPECIES. IT HAS BEEN REPORTED BEFORE UNDER THE NAME PRO-
BYTHINELLA PROTERA PlLSBRY. WHICH HOWEVER IS A CLOSELY RELATED VlOSCALBA
from the Florida Pliocene. For further particulars we refer to the article
of Morrison. We only have reports of live material from Trinity Bay.

Figured in Morrison . J. E . . 1 965 . Proc . Biol. Soc . Wash. , Vol. 78 . p. 2 17-

224.

Previous references: Tex. Conch. . Vol. 1 (9).

Localities- Galveston. Matagorda. Port Aransas . Port Isabel.

OOOSTOMIA BARRETTI MORRISON 1965. THIS IS THE THIRD COMMONLY FOUND SPECIES
on the Texas coast, usually found together with the other two species. It

was mistakenly described as an odostomia. the species lives in galveston
Bay near La Marque and Seabrook . and dead shells arf. known from Mata-
gorda Bay and further south.

Figured in Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash. , Vol. 78. p. 217-224.
Previous references: none

Localities- Galveston Bay . Freeport. Matagorda. Port Aransas.
Remarks A number of other species can usually be collected in beachdrift
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR. MOST OF THESE ARE PROBABLY FORMS WHICH LIVE IN PURE
FRESH WATER OF THE LOWER REACHES OF THE RIVERS. WE WILL NOT DISCUSS THESE
HERE .

Family Assimine idae . This worldwide family is represented by only a single
species in Texas. The little shells resemble" small hydrobiids.

Assiminea succinea Pfeiffer 1840. This is a somewhat unusual species found
SO FAR ONLY AT GALVESTON. |T WAS COLLECTED ALIVE IN GALVESTON BAY BY
Mrs. Boone. The shell is somewhat sturdier than most hydrobiids, and is

not umbilicateo. Its color is yellowish, when fresh. These shells agree
OUITE WELL WITH THE FIGURE OF PHASIANELLA CONCOLOR C . B . ADAMS 1 850 , IN

Clench ano Turner. Occ . Pap. Mot l . Vol. 1 (15), p. 267 , pl. 36 . fig. 3 .

CH ACCOROING TO ROBERTSON IS PROBABLY SYNONYMOUS WITH A_. SUCCINEA .

Figured in See cited Reference.
Previous References Texas Conch. . Vol. 3, No. 9

Localities Galveston
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Family Mytilidae . Of this cosmopolitic family of bivalves species belonging

to the genera modiolus , brach idontes , amygdalum , lloberus , musculus ,

gregariella , lithophaga and adula can be collected on texas beaches.

Some species spend their life attached by byssus to some substratum

(Modiolus , Brachidontes) while others (Lithophaga) embed themselves in

holes in rocks or coral. still others are nestlers (amygdalum) or live in

abandoned borings in wood (adula) .

Brachidontes recurvus Rafinesque 1820. This bay species is quite common on

pilings and rocks in the brackish water portions of the coastal bays.

Worn valves are often found on the outer beaches but come from the bays

as the species does not live in the open sea.

Figured in: 1,2,3,4,5,6

Previous references: 11 ,14,17,19,51 , etc.

Localities: Common in the coastal bays along entire Texas Coast.

Brachidontes exustus Linne 1758. A quite abundant species smaller than the

PREVIOUS ONE , FROM WHICH IT CAN BE IMMEDIATELY DIFFERENTIATED BY THE DIF-

FERENT HINGE STRUCTURE. USUALLY ATTACHED ALIVE TO CLUMPS OF OYSTERS OR

CLUSTERED IN CRANNIES OF JETTIES AND SEAWALLS. IT OCCURS IN MANY TYPES

OF ENVIRONMENTS IN THE TEXAS COASTAL BAYS.

FIGURED IN: 1 ,2,3,4,5,6

Previous references: 11 , 1 3 , 1 4 , 17 , 1 9 ,20 ,27 ,28 , etc.

Localities: Abundant in bay environments along the entire Texas Coast.

Brachidontes citrinus Roding 1798. This species is quite rare in Texas. At
Port Isabel a few specimens have been collected on Boca Chica Jetty. In

reference 14 it is stated that this species occurs alive in the laguna
madre (inlet hypersaline , open hypersaline , enclosed hypersal1ne) and
also in shallow hypersal ine env 1ronment at rockport . these references

and several others need confirmation,

figured in: 1 ,2 ,3 ,4

Previous references: 14,19,27,28,51

Localities: Boca Chica Jetty

gregariella ppifex say 1825. fresh specimens which are characteristically

bearded are occasionally obtained from beachdrift at port aransas .
(coll

.

Ode , Speers). The species has been collected alive at Port Aransas and

Port Isabel (Speers) on rocks or debris nestled in goups in a sandy, semi-

hard MATRIX APPARENTLY CREATED BY THE ANIMAL, SO THAT ONLY THE HAIRY

HEARTSHAPED END IS EXPOSED. IN THIS MODE OF LIFE THE SHELL IS VERY WELL

CAMOUFLAGED. OFFSHORE TlMBALIER ISLAND MANY SPECIMENS WERE DREDGED

LIVING IN THIS MANNER. ANOTHER MODE OF LIFE OCCURS TOO: INDIVIDUAL SHELLS

CAN BE FOUND IN HOLES BORED, PROBABLY BY OTHER SPECIES, IN MOLLUSKS SUCH

AS OYSTERS. (GALVESTON, COLL. Ode) . OFFSHORE THE SPECIES IS VERY COM-

monly found that way.

Figured in- 2 ,3 ,4 ,6

Previous references: 11 ,12,13,18,19

Localities: Galveston, St. Joseph Isl. , Port Aransas , Port Isabel.

TO BE CONTINUED
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NUCULANA CONCENTRICA SAY 1824 AND NUCUUANA ACUTA CONRAD 1831 . BY H . ODE

All along the Texas coast two species of the genus Nuculana can be found

COMMONLY IN BEACHORIFT. THE TWO SPECIES APPEAR TO PREFER DIFFERENT ENVIRON-

MENTS Nuculana concentrica is regularly found in drift on the outer beaches

ANO IS PARTICULARLY COMMON ON GALVESTON ISLAND. BUT LIVE SPECIMENS ARE RARE

in drift. Tmc smaller Nuculana acuta appears to be largely confined to the

saline says. at san luis pass on galveston it is rather scarce , but it in-

CREASES IN ABUNDANCE TOWARD THE SOUTHWEST , SO THAT IN THE ROCKPORT-CORPUS

CHRISTI AREA IT FAR EXCEEDS _N_. CONCENTRICA IN ABUNDANCE. BOTH FORMS ARE

OIFFCRENT IN SURFACE SCULPTURE. SHAPE AND SIZE. THE LARGER OF THE TWO,

Nuculana concentrica . has its "beak" not upturned and its surface consists

OF A NUMBER OF CLOSELY SPACED VERY FINE LONGITUDINAL SURFACE LINES. WHEN

FRESH THE VALVES SOMETIMES DISPLAY A SILKEN SHEEN. NUCULANA ACUTA IS A SMALL

SHELL. HAVING RATHER COARSE LONGITUDINAL RIBS AND ITS "BEAK" APPEARS TO BE

more curved. as can be seen from our figures made by mr. c. dexter. made

from material in my collection and collected at port aransas.

There is some question in my mind whether this small species is correctly

ioentifieo as n. acuta. in offshore dredge material a number of forms in-

creasing in sturoiness with depth can be found which agree much better with

the figure of_n_. acuta given by dall in the blake report (vol . 12, bull.

MC2 . pl . 7 . figs. 3a-b). These deeper water shells display much more clear-

ly THAN THE SMALL BAY FORM THE RAOIAL RIB ON THE ANTERIOR END OF THE VALVE , A

rib which is often hardly discernible in the small bay form. in dredge mater-

ial from shallow oepths the small form also has been obtained, sometimes

mixed with the sturdier more globose form. both forms can, when suffucient=

ly mature. be separated without trouble. it is possible thus that the small

bay form represents a separate race or subspecies of n . acuta or perhaps

even another species. n_. acuta ranges into fairly deep water. the deep

water shells of the species there are so dissimilar from the bay form that it

is haro to believe that they belong to the same species and i would not be

surprized if two or more species are involved in the acuta complex. however,

more extensive material than is at present available from the galveston area

ano the texas coast is necessary for study to decide the problem.

Nuculana was reporteo in many of the early lists. The following references

to Nuculana concentrica and N. acuta are given here:

Nuculana concentrica

Dall 1885-1886. Bl-ake Report; Dall 1890. Bull. 37; Singley 1893; Singley

1895; Mitchell, no oate ; Dall 1898. Tr. Wagner Free Inst.; Johnson 1934, Proc .

Bost. Soc . Nat. Hist. . Vol. 40 (1 ); Richards 1939. Bull. Geol. Soc . Am.
,

Vol. 50. Laoo 1951 . Publ . Inst. Mar. Sci. . Vol. 2 (1); Parker 1955. Journ.

Pal. Vol. 29; Shepard and Moore 1955, Bull. Am. Ass. Petr. Geol. Vol. 38

. HtNOERSON 1956. Tex. A8cM Res. Found. Project 124; Parker 1956, Bull.

Am. Ass. Petr. Geol. Vol. 40; Neumann 1958, Tex. A8cM Res. Found.; Marland
1958 Masters Thesis . Tex. A&M; Parker 1959. Bull. Am. Ass. Petr. Geol.

Vol. 43; Kenneoy 1 959 . Masters Thesis . T.C.U.; Rice 1 960 , Inst. Mar. Sci .

Port Aransas; Parker 1960. Am. Ass. Petr. Geol. . Tulsa; Siler and Scott
1 964 . Fielo Trip Guioe Book . Corpus Christi Geol. Soc . ;

Harry 1 967 , Tex .

AftM. Galveston Lab.

Nuculana acuta

Richaros 1939. Bull. Geol. Soc. Am. . Vol. 50; Stenzel 1939. Nautilus Vol.
54 (I); laoo 1951. Publ. Inst. Mar. Sci. Vol. 2 (1); Pulley 1952, Tex. Jour,
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Sci. Vol. 4 (1); Parker 1955, Jour. Pal. Vol. 29; Hulings 1955. Masters

Thesis T.C.U.; Shepard and Moore 1955 , Bull. Am. Ass. Petr . Geol. Vol.

38 (8); Parker 1956, Bull. Am. Ass. Petr. Geol. Vol. 40; Neumann 1958, Tex.

A&M Res. Round.; Marland 1958, Masters Thesis, Tex. ASM; Parker 1959,

Bull. Am. Ass. Petr. Geol. Vol. 43; Kennedy 1959, Masters Thesis
,
T.C.U.;

Rice 1960, Inst. Mar. Sci., Port Aransas; Parker 1960, Am. Ass. Petr. Geol

Tulsa; Siler, and Scott 1964, Field Trip Guide Book, Corpus Christi Geol.

Soc.; Harry 1967, Tex. A&M, Galveston Lab.

The synonymy of both species is probably quite involved and we shall not

ATTEMPT TO GIVE ONE HERE . DALL PLACED hL EBOREA CONRAD IN SYNONYMY WITH

N. CONCENTRICA. LATER PARKER (1955-1956) AND OTHERS USED THIS NAME AND

ALSO MENTIONED A "RIBBED" VARIETY OF CONCENTRICA FOR THE LOUISIANA OFFSHORE.

This reference may pertain to a form of concentrica in which the area on the

OUTER SURFACE, VARIABLE IN EXTENT, WHERE THE SHELL APPEARS TO BE SMOOTH, IS

CLEARLY UNDULATED.

NUDULANA CONCENTRICA
FROM BEACHDRIFT, PORT ARANSAS, TEXAS

NUDULANA ACUTA
FROM BEACHDRIFT, PORT ARANSAS, TEXAS
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MOLLUSCANA BY W . W. Sutow , M.D.

This month, let us talk about the South Padre Island Shell Fair scheduled

row February 28 ano March 1 . 1970 at South Padre Island (Port Isabel). I

askeo Mrs. Betty Allen, the perennial program chairman, about the hist-

ory or the Sheul Fair and she wrote back as follows:

we hao our first show in february of i 96 1 in the back room of jetties

Restaurant The next year we held it in the open Picnic Pavilion with

our shells laid out on the picnic table had about twice as many exhibit-

ors ano over twice the crowd at least 5.000 people they figured from

the number of tolls on the bridge. that year we began using the title 'south

Paore Island Shell Fair' and we had judges for the first timc Anne Speers

ano Dr. Pulley and gave ribbons for the best displays.

In 1963 (the 3rd show^ a colo Norther forced us to have it in the Cabana

area ano it was pretty miserable but again we had anne and dr. pulley,

ribbons for awards and a great number of people. in 1964, the new c iv ic

Center was finished and we bravely set out to fill half of it. Anne and Dr.

Pulley were again the judges and they were getting tougher all the time. . . .

no longer. we found . could we get by with just putting pretty shells in a

case. we had to tell a story, or illustrate a fact. or educate the public.

1965. the 5th Fair, was the beginning of the major awards with Dr. Abbott
making the philadelphia award an annual trophy and. for the first time ,

Anne Speers offered her Texas shell trophy. Dr. Abbott was senior judge

ano the Philadelphia award went to Dorothy Moore . of our Club , for a dis-

play or Gulf of Mexico shells . In 1 966 , Dr . Abbott was again senior judge

ano the Philadelphia award went to another member of our club, Don Wiley,
A high school senior with a fine . educational display of mollusks in aquaria.

By this time we hao reacheo our saturation point of about 15,000 VISITORS and

over 100 exhibits .

1967 Dr. Rehder was Senior judge and the Philadelphia Trophy was won by

Nawona Gary. This was also the first year for the silver shell trays for the

best exhibit in each division. in 196 8 we had to move the show back to the

cabana area because the repairs to the clvic center had not been completed.
It was fiercely cold on Friday and Saturday morning but by noon on Saturday
the sun was out and it was warm enough for our judges (with dr . rehder again)

to tour the displays with some degree of comfort. i was the lucky one to win
the Philadelphia Trophy that year. Last year we were back in the Civic Cen-
ter with Dr. Rosewater as Senior judge and everything ran as smooth as silk.

Another member of our club. Antonio Anoretta , won the Philadelphia Trophy
WITH A WONDERFUL DISPLAY (50 FEET LONG) OF FOSSILS AND EXPLANATIONS OF FOSSIL

sruoics.

-O THAT BRINGS US UP TO THE COMING FAIR OUR 1 0TH ONE AND, WE HOPE , OUR
BEST ONI NO OF EXCERPTS FROM BETTY S LETTER .
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Texas Hydrobiids by H . Ode

In the following notes some data about the knowledge of Texas Hydrobiid

snails will be presented. apart from a few observations of myself i have

relied heavily on the paper of dr . h. d. murray published in sterk1ana (1).

Our knowledge about this part of our fauna is minimal and has progressed

but slowly in the last decades. apparently only at rare occasions hydro-

bud snails have been collected in texas and most of these have been obtained

from the Guadalupe River around New Braunsfels and the Rio Grande and

Devils Rivers. Another source of these little snails is beachdrift in which

many of the coastal species can be found. unfortunately all hydrobiids re-

quire a study of the soft parts before their systemat1cs can be straightened

out and this work has only just begun. beach material therefore is not very

helpful. to most collectors these little snails are drab and uninteresting;

moreover they are difficult to find and worst of all practically impossible

to identify. however it is a virtual certainty that after a diligent search

in freshwater springs, rivers and coastal swamps the dedicated collector

will end up with a number of as yet undescribed species.

In the course of time a number of hydrobiid species have been reported from

Texas and several of these were described as new. The list of species ori-

ginally described from Texas is as follows:

1886 potamopyrgus spinosus call and pllsbry, proc . davenport acad . nat.

sci . , 5 , p. 14 , pl. 2 , figs . 17-19. type locality comal creek. pro-

bably belongs in the genus pyrgophorus . see also ref. 2,3, and 4.

1886 hydrob1a texana pllsbry, proc . davenport a cad . nat. sci., 5, p . 33 ,

pl. 3, figs. 1,6. locality: guadalupe r iver and comal c reek .

Placed in synonymy with the first species by Walker, 1918. See also

refs. 2,4 (non carinate form)

1889 Amnicola peracuta Pilsbry and Walker, Proc . Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila.

p. 88, pl. 3, fig. 20, locality spivey's lake, navarro county (near

Corsicana) Texas . See also ref. 4 and 7 .

1906 Amnicola comalensis Pilsbry and Ferris, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.,

Phila., p. 171, fig. 37. locality Comal Creek , Guadalupe River at

New Braunsfels; 1910, Pilsbry, Nautilus, Vol. 13, p. 98. See also

refs . 3 and 4.

1906 paludestrina d1aboli pllsbry and ferris, proc . acad. nat. sc i . ,

Phila. , p. 170, fig. 36. locality: Devils River, Val Verde County

and Rio San Felipi, Val Verde County. See also refs. 3 and 4.

1906 Cochliopa riograndensis Pilsbry and Ferriss, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. ,

p . 171 , pl. 9 , figs . 10-13. Loalcity: Rio San Felipe , Val Verde

County, also Devils River, Val Verde County. See also refs. 3,4,

and 5.

1906 Horatia (Hauffenia) m icra Pilsbry and Ferriss, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.

Phila. , p. 172, pl. 9, figs. 7-9, (described as Valvata micra) 1916,

Pilsbry, Nautilus,, vol. 30, p. 83. Locality: Guadalupe River, New
Braunsfels. See also refs. 3 and 4.

1906 Horatia micra nugax Pilsbry and Ferriss, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. .

Phila., p. 173, pl. 9, fig. 6. (Valvata); 1916, Pilsbry, Nautilus,

vol. 30, p. 83, Locality: Guadalupe River at New Braunsfels. See

also refs . 3 and 4.
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1935 potamopyrgus cmeatumi pllsbry. nautilus, vol. 48. p. 91 .
text fig.

Locality Phantom Lake near Toyahvale . Reeves Co. See also

*cr. 4.

1935 COCMLIOPA TEXANA PlLSBRY. NAUTILUS. VOL. 48. P. 9. TEXT FIGS. 1-3.

Locality Phantom lake near Toyahvale. Reeves Co. See also ref.

4.

1951 LlTTORIOINA (TEXAOINAt SPH INCTOSTOM A A BBOTT AND LADO , JOURN . WASH.

Acao. Sci. . vol. 41 (10^ . p. 335-338. Locality: San Antonio Bay.

1960 calipyrgula circumstriata leonard and ho . nautilus. vol. 73. p. 125.

pl. 12. figs. 1-3. See also ref. 5.

I960 calipyrgula pecosensis Leonard and Ho. Nautilus . vol.73, p. 125.

pl. 12. figs. 1-3. See also ref. 5.

1965 VIOSCALBA LOUISIANAE MORRISON. PROC . BlOL. SOC . WASH.
,
VOL. 78. P.

217-224. Locality: Barataria Bay. Louisiana.

1965 OOOSTOMIA BARRETT I MORRISON. PROC . B IOL . SOC . WASH. .
VOL. 78,

p. 217-224. Locality Heron Bay. Mississippi.

In otmcr sources the following other species have been reported. Many of

these will reouire further confirmation.

1901 potamopyrgus coronatus pfeiffer. dall and s i mpson . moll . porto

Rico . p. 434.

1928 Amnicola Integra (Sayi 1821 . Baker. The freshwater mollusca of

Wisconsin. Part 1 . Gastropoda. Wis. Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey.

Bull. 70. 506pp. . pls . 1-28; see also refs. 6 and 7.

1928 Amnicola limosa (Sayi 1817. Baker, ibio.

1928 Amnicola limosa porata (Sayi 1821 . Baker, ibid.

1935 Paludestrina protea (Gould 1855, Strecker . Land and Freshwater

Snails. Trans. Texas Acad. Sci. , vol. 17. (Nueces River drift)

1935 Paluoestrina seemanni (Frauenfe ld i

, Trans. Texas Acad. Sci., vol.

17. (Nueces River drift .

1937 hyorobia palomasensis pllsbry, e. p. cheatum, proc . acad. sc i . ,

Tex. . vol. 20 . p . 13. (Fort Davis. Texas .

1963 somatogyrus depressus tryon . cheatum and allen, journ . grad . res.

Center . S . M . U . . vol. 31 . (3) . p . 174. (Pleistocene North Texas;

1 963 Amnicola sp? Cheatum and Allen , Journ. Grad. Res. Center, S.M.U.,
vol. 31 . (3 . p. 174. (Pleistocene North Texas)

1967 Lyrooes parvula guiloing 1828, Harpy. Marine Mollusca of Galveston,

Texas. Tentative ano preliminary list. Mar. Lab. Tex. A&M Univ.
,

Galveston. Tex. . 11p.

1968 Lyrooes monroensis Frauenfeld . 1863. Harry, Marine Mollusca of

Galveston. Texas. Tentative and preliminary list. Mar. lab. Tex.

A&M Univ. . Galveston, Tex. , 2nd ed. . 12p.

•ay ado here a few comments concerning these reports. On Texas beaches

several of these species in all probability have been found, but no certainty

exists. The very distinctive but variable Calipyrgula circumstriata Leonard
ano Ho 1960 is sometimes ouite common in beachdrift on the beaches of the
southern part of Paore Island. This species, as far as I know, has never
been found alive .

ano is only known from pleistocene deposits along the
Pecos River. Its occasional abundance in beachdrift could inoicate that it

still lives in the lower reaches of the r io grande system.

continued on page 55 . . .
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CONCHOLOGICAL PHILATELY UPDATED BY W. W. SUTOW , M.D

About a year ago we listed in this publication (TEXAS CONCHOLOGIST , Vol.

V, pp. 54, 55, 68, 75, 88, 89, 92) the stamps that featured mollusks as the

central or secondary design. since that time stamp issues picturing mollusks

have continued to appear. the table presented below updates the information

through October, 1969. Whenever possible, Scott numbers have been checked

with SCOTT'S STANDARD POSTAGE STAMP CATALOGUE 1970 and with the

information published in SCOTT'S MONTHLY STAMP JOURNAL. Reference

MATERIAL FOR THE MORE CURRENT RELEASES NOT YET CLASSIFIED IN THE CATALO-
GUE OR THE JOURNAL WAS OBTAINED FROM LINN'S STAMP NEWS.

In addition to locally well-known species (such as Strombus gigas in the

Caribbean countries) and universally popular favorites (such as Nautilus

POMP1L1US AND CHARONIA TRITONIs ) A NUMBER OF FAMOUS RARITIES HAS BEEN

philatel1cally illustrated. these include m ikadotrochus h1rasei (japan) ,

Cypraea aurantium (Fiji) , Conus gloriamaris (Papua & New Guinea) , Lambis

violacea (Mauritius), Harpa costata (Mauritius), and Conus clytospira (Maur-

itius). Indeed, the mollusk-on-stamp stamps have so increased in number and

variety that philatelic shell-collecting should provide both exciting and re-

ward,ng experiences for the venturesome hobbyist.

Mollusk Country Year

136. Octopus Uruguay 196 8

137. Cuttlefish " 1968

138. Mitra & Tonna Maldive 196 8

139. Turbo 8c Angel Wing Islds. 1968

140. " " " " 1968

141. Mitra 8c Tonna " 196 8

142. Mitra episcopalis Mauritius 1969

143. Harpa major & " 1969

Harpa costata

144. Argonauta argo " 1969

145. Hexabranchus " 196 9

marginatus

146. LAMBIS LAMBIS 8c " 1969

LAMBIS VIOLACEA

Value Scott No.

15p C335
50p C339
10L 283

25L 284

1R 286

2R 287

4C 341

30C 347

35C 348

40C 349

50C 350

147. Conus clytospira ii 1969 75C 352

148. MUREX HAUSTELLUM New 1969 2F 374

Caledonia

149. MUREX TRIREM1S n 1969 5f 375

150. MUREX RAMOSUS ii 1969 15f 376

151 . MUREX BRUNNEUS it 1969 100f C65
152. Turbo lajonkairii Cocos 1969 K 8

153. Tridacna crocea ii 1969 2C 9

154. Tridacna derasa ii 1969 3C 10

155. Shells on border

(fish series)

Dubai 1969 101-

108

156. Strombus gigas

(in design)

Haiti 1969 596-

598

157. Harp shell Sharjah--Khor 1969 2NP -

158. Distorsio ii

Page
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Molluscan Assemblages of Northwest Gulf of Mexico . Part II . by H . Ode

The interpretation of oreogco bottom samples cannot be made without an under-

standing of tnc geologic past. It is now universally accepted that after the last

icc age the sea level has risen several hundred feet, submerging the large area

which now extenos as the shallow shelf in front of the texas- lou is iana coast.

olo bays ano barrier systems are now covered by water and the dredge often brings

up from locations far out in the open gulf species which can only live in the shel-

tered environment of the coastal bays. the process of transgression by the sea

presently can be seen at many parts of the texas coast, for instance at sargent

ano the Bolivar Peninsula. Without the interference of man the process would

proceed at a faster rate.

From the first the Texas fauna has invited a comparison with that of the Carolinas

which has been called "carolinian". many species found on the carolina coast also

occur in abunoance in the western gulf . they are separated from the atlantic

proper by the florida peninsula which at its southern end supports a different,

more tropical fauna called "caribbean". in each of these socalled "provinces"

there exist many types of ecological assemblages each with their own specialized

composition. it has been assumed that somewhere along the texas coast, about
Matagorda Island, an important faunal break occurs. The molluscan beach faunas

of Galveston on one hand and those of Padre Island on the other indeed seem to

point to such a conclusion. i take issue with this interpretation and in my opin-

ion the difference is caused by the aforementioned difference in the water regime

of the coastal bays, east of the colorado river delta, large amounts of river

water regularly freshen the bays , but south and west of this river the bays have

largely a hypersaline character. the most westerly part of galveston bay,

which connects with the gulf through san luis pass, and which is much less in-

fluenced by river runoff than the main part of galveston bay, has yielded more

southerly elements of the molluscan fauna than any other part of the beaches

east of the colorado rlver. it is thus probably correct to include the whole
OF THE Texas coast in the same faunal PROVINCE . REALIZING THAT IMPORTANT CHANGES

only manifest themselves where the supporting elements of this fauna change.

The occasional richness in "rare" species of the Padre Island beaches is not so

much a conseouence of a faunal break as a consequence of these two causes: 1)

oeeper and clearer water is much closer to shore than it is in the galveston-
Freeport area. Most of the unusual species of the Padre Island beach have been

obtained by dredging 30-40 miles offshore in the galveston -freeport area. (j_el-

lina magna . pteria . dlstorsio . modiolus americanus , trachycardiu m isocardia ,

Neosimnia . Cyphoma .) 2) THE bays HAVE A HYPERSALINE character AND CONTAIN ele-

ments ADAPTED TO SUCH AN ENVIRONMENT: A NOMALQCARD IA , BULLA , HAMINOEA . LUCINA .

Phacoides . etc. These species occur only sparingly at Galveston but are common
further south , where they consequently compose a larger percentage of the beach
orift. The persistance of the typical Texas bay fauna far south into Mexico has
BEEN DOCUMENTED IN A PAPER BY GARCIA CUBAS. PRACTICALLY ALL REPORTED SPECIES FOR
the Lacuna de Terminos have been collected alive in Texas so that at least the
shallow coastal bay fauna from the Mississippi to Vera Cruz should be consider-
ed THE SAME PROVINCE. THIS IS NOT SURPRISING. COASTAL CONDITIONS ARE MORE OR
LESS THE SAME; MUOOY BAYS WITH VARIABLE SALINITY AND RELATIVELY MILD WINTERS.
THE OFFSHORE FAUNA HOWEVER MAY CHANGE MORE DRASTICALLY FARTHER SOUTH. A SIMI-
LAR FAUNAL 'BREAK" OCCURS SOMEWHERE EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI DELTA. THE DISCON-
TINUOUS DISTRIBUTION OF SEVERAL SPECIES EAST AND WEST OF THE DELTA SUPPORTS THE
lOCA THAT WEST OF IT WE DEAL WITH A MORE BRACKISH AND MUDDY PART OF THE CAROL IN-
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ian province while in the east its elements prefer the clearer and somewhat warm-
er waters of the eastern gulf. the absence of truly caribbean elements on the

west Florida coast north of Tampa clearly designates the fauna there as Carol-
inian. Colder winter temperatures and a different water regime west of the del-

ta (large sediment laden rivers) are responsible for the difference.

it is remarkable that a large number of species , commonly found dead in beach

drift around port aransas and port isabel are rarely found alive or have never

been found alive at these locations. this might indicate a change in environment

during the last 2000 years. however these species are still carolinian. man
has dug many artificial channels and deepened existing ones , so that this "fossil"

material came to the surface. the "spoil" is now slowly being distributed over

the area by currents , etc. in this manner the presence of batillarea minima ,

cerithium floridanum , cassispira ostrearum , etc. may be explained at port aran-

SAS and Port Isabel.

In summary then , it can be state that the Texas-Louisiana fauna which shows great

similarity with that of the carolina's is found anomalously far to the southwest,

on the other hand its tropical elements on the shelf edge appear to be derived to

a large extent from the fauna of the yucatan platform (due to current distribu-

tion) and are found anomalously far to the north. the close proximity of both

these faunas makes the northwest gulf of mexico one of the most interesting

areas in the entire western atlantic.

The first EXTENSIVE studies of the coastal faunas and a CLASSIFICATION of them

WAS MADE IN A SERIES OF PAPERS BY PARKER. FOR CONVENIENCE WE MAY HERE ADHERE

TO A DIVISION OF THE FAUNA INTO THREE CATEGORIES:

I . The bay and shore assemblages

II. The open Gulf bottom assemblages

III. The pelagic assemblages

TO BE CONTINUED
OOOOOOO

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 52

The shell reported as Lyrodes monroensis Frauenfeld , is often quite com-
mon ON THE BEACHES OF GALVESTON ISLAND. IT COMES FROM THE LOWER REACHES

of the San Jacinto and Trinity Rivers which are building deltas into Gal-

veston Bay. From beachdrift on Matagorda beach several other and smaller

species are known but will have to await identification until live popula-

tions CAN BE DISCOVERED.
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oooOooo
Book Review by H. Ode

THE AQUATIC SNAILS OF THE FAMILY HYDROBIIDAE OF PENINSULAR
FLORIDA, by FreoG. Thompson, University of Florida Press, Gainesville,

1968. $8.00.

The first systematic study of this extremely difficult family pertaining to a

relatively small part of the continental u.s.a. has recently appeared . it

is a beautiful book, well printed and containing some of the best shell draw-

ings i have ever seen, (by mrs . barbara webb) . by far the major part of its

268 pages is devoteo to a systematic account of the various florida species

ano only a relatively brief account is given of the general systematics of the

family. the author emphasizes that at present such a more detailed account

is impossible and that more anatomical investigations have to be made. there-

fore this book cannot be used as an identification guide of dead shells of this

FAMILY. A NUMBER OF NEW GENERIC NAMES , HELEOBOPS , ONOBOPS , HYALOPYRGUS ,

Aphaostracon , Spilqchlamys is introduced. In total 35 species are discussed

divided over 10 genera. of these 23 species are new.

According to the author only a single species is typically West Indian; a few
have migrated into florida along the northern coast of the gulf, while the

majority of species is truly endemic. useful are the distribution maps which
are shown for all discussed species. it becomes once more apparent from this

book that mankind is destroying the habitat of many species at an alarming
rate. on page 127 the author relates that the type locality, the only loca-

tion from which a certain species is known, was "improved" as the site of a

new power generating plant.

On PAGE 152 THE author presents an excellent example of why patronimics
SHOULD BE AVOIDED IN TAXONOMY.

The only CRITICAL remark I HAVE to make concerns the SLIGHT INCONSISTENCY
IN THE USE OF LATIN NAMES. FOR A FEW NAMES THE LATIN DERIVATION IS GIVEN,
WHILE FOR OTHERS THE AUTHOR NEGLECTED TO DO SO. IT WOULD BE A SERVICE TO THE
GENERAL REAOER, WHO NOWAOAYS IS NOT FAMILIAR WITH GREEK OR LATIN TO EXPLAIN
PRECISELY THE DERIVATION OF ALL NEWLY PROPOSED NAMES , GENERIC OR OTHERWISE

,

ANO TO STATE CLEARLY WHETHER SUCH A NAME IS TO BE CONSIDERED AN ADJECTIVE OR
not. Although the author has stated (p. 76) that the gender of Aphaostracon
IS NEUTER. HE USES CONSISTENTLY MASCULINE ENDINGS IN THE SPECIFIC NAMES (f . I .

Rhaoinus from the Greek p««5cVc>5 - slenoer). The number of misprints in

NAMES IS VERY SMALL <VlASCALBA FOR VlOSCALBA) ON PAGE ONE. WE HOPE THAT IN

FUTURE THE AUTHOR WILL EXTEND HIS STUDIES TO OTHER AREAS OF THE AMERICAS.
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Next Meeting

A Shell Auction will be held at the meeting February 25 at 8 p.m. at the

Museum of Natural Science. Mrs. Clarice Van Erp will swing forth with her

role as auctioneer. dr. w. w. sutow tells us that the lot of shells from

Guam includes some very nice Terebras . Cones and Cypraea that were not on

display last year. several members of the club and out-of-town friends are

donating other shells for the sale. so come and bring all the "shell money"

YOU CAN. This will be your chance to get THESE shells before they go on sale

at the sharpstown mall fair.

Report Last Meeting

Mr. Laurence Dexter spoke a few words in memory of Mr. Armand Yramatagui .

WHOSE TRAGIC DEATH CAME AS A SHOCK TO HIS MANY FRIENDS IN OUR SOCIETY. AFTEk
READING OF THE MINUTES A NEW SECRETARY WAS APPOINTED. OUR NEW MEMBER, FRANK

VAN MORKHOVEN VOLUNTEERED. THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE IS: TOM KlSTER, LAU-

RENCE Dexter and Doug Reynolds. Also the Shell Fair committee was appointed

Mary Sutow , John Ekstrom , Jean Dashiell and Clairie Van Erp.

Connie Boone gave the report for the library committee , and showed some of

our new acquisitions. the library will soon be housed in the museum . but the

current flu epidemic has delayed the transfer.

Charlie Doh gave a most entertaining talk about his diving trips in the Medi-
terranean and Pacific. Not only is Charlie an accomplished diver, but also

a first rate photographer.

Our New Membership Cards

Those who attended our last meeting were handed a beautiful membership card.

The President was amiss not to mention the story behind them. Several months
ago Leola and Berkeley Glass offered the Society to have a set of the cards

printed , which offer of course was thankfully accepted. jlm glass , the ir son
,

who is a professional designer, drew the attractive design.

Those who were not present at our last meeting will be mailed a card with this

ISSUE .

At this place, the Society offers its sincere thanks to Berkeley, Leola and

Jim Glass .

continued on page 68. . .
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELLS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

Family Mvtilioae (continued)

mooiolus americanus leach 1815. this well known species is, except on south
Padre Island, uncommon on Texas beaches. It is quite rare at Galveston,

<cre only a few loose valves have been found. live specimens attached
to clumps of whipcoral are not uncommonly found at south padre island.

FlGUREO IN 1,2,3.4,5,6

Previous references: 11,15,19,20

Localities- Galveston (rare), St. Joseph Isl., Port Aransas , South
Padre Island.

mooiolus demissus granos iss i mus sowerby 1914. this large characteristic
bay species occurs in many east texas bays , but apparently the bays from
corpus christi south become too saline for this species. it is common
arouno the fringes of galveston bay and matagorda bay (west of palacios).
They live mostly between the root masses of vegetation at the waters edge
Surprisingly hardly ever found on the outer beaches near Galveston, and
then usually brought in by gulls . who eat them. live and fresh specimens
are occasionally in or attached to root masses stranded upon the gulf
beaches in the corpus christi area. (coll . speers).
Figured in 1 .4 ,5 .6

Previous references 11 .24

Localities Galveston Bay, Matagorda Bay, Corpus Christi Bay.

LlOBERUS CASTANEUS SAY 1822. THIS SPECIES CAN BE COLLECTED ALIVE TOGETHER
WITH M_. AMERICANUS FROM CLUMPS OF WHIPCORAL AT ARANSAS PASS AND SOUTH
Paore Island. Live material may occasionally be obtained in dredgings
FROM THE BAY INLET AREA. In OFFSHORE DREDGE MATERIAL LIVE SPECIMENS ARE
SOMETIMES OBTAINED ENVELOPED IN A •NEST" COMPOSED OF SHELL FRAGMENTS
HELO BY THE BYSSUS THREADS.

FlGUREO IN 1 .2.3.4

Previous references 11 .12.51

Localities Port Aransas, South Padre Island.

Amvgoalum papyria Conrad 1846. This thin and beautiful shell is found along
/as Coast, but never in great quantities. Once at Port Is-

abel A GREAT NUMBER OF LIVE AND FRESH SPECIMENS WAS COLLECTED (ODE) . IT

KM >«vn from Galveston Bay and Matagorda Bay (Palac ios and Indianolaj
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and from around rockport , port aransas and port isabel. it lives as a

nestler in root masses and empty shells.

Figured in: 1 ,2,3,4,5,6

Previous references: II, 12, 13, 14, 19, etc .

Localities: Galveston, Palacios , Indianola, Port Aransas , Port Isabel.

Museums lateralis Say 1822. This species is quite rare at Galveston (coll.

Boone) but is not uncommon at Port Aransas and is common at Port Isabel

Live specimens have been obtained at the last named locations (ref. 23,

Speers). Lives attached to thick clusters of algae. Is uncommonly

dredged offshore galveston on mud bottoms.

Figured in: 1 ,2 ,3 ,4,5 ,6

Previous references: 19, 23, Harry 1967.

llthophaga bisulcata orb 1gny 1842. this is a common boring shell which is

often found alive in old oyster valves at port aransas. at sargent

also found in rocks. less common at galveston but wide spread in off-

shore dredg1ngs.

Figured in: 1 ,2,3,4,5,6,21

Previous references: II, 12, 16, 18, 19, 21 , etc .

Localities: Along entire Texas coast but more common to the Southwest.

llthophaga ar1stata dlllwyn 1817. this species has only been taken from

rock at Port Aransas and Port Isabel (both coll. Speers) where it is

less common than l. bisulcata . so far not found at galveston.

FIGURED IN: 1 ,2 ,4,6 ,21

Previous references: 18, 21

Localities: Port Aransas , Port Isabel

Adula sp . This possibly undescribed species was discovered several years ago,

by A . Speers in the empty tubes bored by Bankia or Teredo in a piece of

driftwood found at port aransas. a similar find was made somewhat later

on Matagorda Beach (coll. Ode) where a piece of tropical hardwood was

collected full with live and freshly dead specimens. since that time

other specimens have been collected in wood on padre island gulf beach

near Bob Hall Pier (Speers) and at Galveston, San Luis Pass (coll. Ode),

two live specimens were collected from llthophaga holes in an old shell

at the pass inlet area at south padre island (coll . speers). several lots

of this species have been obtained offshore galveston in the open gulf.

Figured in: not available

Previous references: none

Localities: Galveston, Matagorda Isl. , Port Aransas, South Padre Isl.

Remarks: Several other species occur in. Texas offshore waters: Lithophaga

nigra (coral banks) , Crenella sp . (very deep water) , Botula fusca (coral banks'!

A mygdalum sp . (shallow shelf).

000O000

In
,:Tulane Studies in Geology and Paleontology", Vol. 7 (4), p. 143-191 . has

APPEARED A PAPER BY R . L. GERTMAN ABOUT THE SUBFAMILY TYPHINAE (MURICIDAE 'I
.

In it the representatives , fossil and recent^of the Western Atlantic region

continued on page 60
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MOLLUSCANA BY W . W .
SuTOW

Some years back (in 1962 or 1963^ I sent a letter to the Jacksonville Shell

Club in Florida inquiring about shell trading possibilities. I received

a frienoly reply prom Mrs. Elizabeth Eubanks. The net result was a series

or wh changes. Liz Eubanks was then the vigorous editor of the Jack-

sonville Shell Clug publication called THE SHELL-O-GRAM .

GOOO FORTUNE SMILED ON US. IN 1964 LIZ AND HER FAMILY MOVED TO PASADENA

ANO IMMEDIATELY JOINED OUR SHELL CLUB. LIZ BROUGHT WITH HER A PROFOUND

KNOWLEDGE ABOUT SHELLS AND A CONTAGIOUS ENTHUSIASM FOR THE HOBBY. WHEN

OUR CLUB VOTED TO START A CLUB PUBLICATION LIZ EUBANKS WAS ELECTED TO BE

THE FIRST EDITOR. LlZ REMAINED EDITOR OF THE TE XA S CO NC HOLOG I ST THROUGH

Volume One. She formulated many of the basic editorial policies for the

publication.

HE SUMMER OF 1965 THE EUBANKS FAMILY WAS TRANSFERRED TO DALLAS. OVER

THE NEXT FOUR YEARS . LlZ NOT ONLY TOOK CARE OF HER FAMILY BUT ALSO STUDIED

AT THE NORTH TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY. SHE WAS AWARDED THE MASTER OF ARTS

degree in August 1969. Liz is now living at 9353 Bermuda Ave.
,
Baton Rouge

louisiana 70810. where she is working toward a doctorate in microbiology.

Our former editor writes and says mollusks are still her hobby. We are

proud and we wish her well.

OOOOOOO

We finally got up to Little Rock, Arkansas, last September and inspected

FIRSTHAND THE SHELL MUSEUM THAT THE GEORGE MAJORS HAVE RECENTLY BUILT.

IT WAS MOST IMPRESSIVE! GEORGE AND MARY MAJOR HAVE ADDED A TWO-FLOOR

EXTENSION TO THEIR HOME - JUST TO HOUSE AND DISPLAY THEIR COLLECTION OF

WORLD-WIOE SEASHELLS. A GREAT DEAL OF PLANNING PRECEEDED THE CONSTRUC-

TION OF THIS ADDITION. THE MAJORS NOW HAVE A SPACIOUS DISPLAY ROOM, WORK

TABLES. AND PLENTY OF STORAGE FACILITIES. BUT THE UNFORGETTABLE THINGS

ABOUT ANY VISIT WITH THE MAJORS ARE THE GRACIOUS HOSPITALITY THAT THESE

hosts unfailingly extend to any guest and the enthusiasm with which they

v. ill show you around.

it has been mentioned here before but it bears repeating. if you are in the

Little Rock area , take time out to visit the Majors . They , as well as the

junior family (george. junior and lynn), will welcome you. just one thing,

both George and Mary hold jobs during working hours so it would be essen-

tial to write or call them first. The Majors live in their "HOBBY HOUSE'
at 4405 West 8th Street in Little Rock. The phone number is 501-663-2280.

The Majors have been subscribers to this publication for years).

oooOooo
.CONTINUEO from page 59

ape oiscussed. in the january issue of the texas concholog 1st , vol . 5, p.

48 . 1 969. the figure of a small typhis was published and discussed by our

• i)cr Milored Tate in the accompanying article. The identity of this

shell. which was oreogeo offshore freeport. is typhis sqwerbii broderip

1833. it is one of the seven recent species known from the western atlan-

tic ano so far the only one known from the gulf of mtxico. in gertman's

PAPER THE SPECIES IS FIGURED ON PLATE 1 . FIGS. 5a , 5B . 5C .
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Menestho impressa Say 1822.

This very common species occurs in all bays along the Texas Coast where

it lives on the common oyster. although not as common in the galveston

area as further south around corpus christ1 and port isabel it is the most

widespread of all pyram idell ids of the bay systems . it belongs to the

group of chalky, thick shelled, heavily ornamented qpostomias of which

we have already figured several ones. the specimens figured here are in

typical beach condition as they were collected around port aransas. in

spite of its abundance in drift relatively few references to this species

in texas exist. the earliest is by slngley, 1892, in the 4th annual rep .

of the geol. surv. texas; some years later it was listed by mitchell in

his undated list. after that l.add 1 95 1 , pulley 1952, puffer and emerson
I 953 , Parker 1 955 , 1 956 , 1 959 , Rice 1 960 and Harry 1 967 , 1 968 listed the

species for Texas.

It is one of the least difficult to identify of all Texas pyramidellids .

Those interested in further information we refer to the following sources:

1822 turritella impressa say, journ. acad. nat. sci. phila. , 2, p. 244

1870 Odostomia impressa Gould, Inv. Mass. , ed. Binney, p. 330, fig. 600

1892 Odostomia impressa Say, Dall. Trans. Wagner Free Inst. Sci. , Vol

3, pt. 2, p. 251 .

1909 Odostomia (Menestho) impressa Say, Bartsch , Proc . Bost. Soc.

Nat. Hist. , Vol. 34 (4) , p. 103, pl. 13, fig. 51 .

1955 Odostomia (Menestho) impressa Say, Perry and Schwengel , Mar.

Shells West Coast Florida, p. 122, pl. 23, figs. 162.

The photograph of three specimens collected from drift along the Port

Aransas Causeway was taken by Mr. C. Dexter.
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Molluscan Assemblages or Northwest Gulf of Mexico. Part III.

Part III. Bay ano Shore Assemblages

The great majority of beach shells in Texas derives from the bays and the surf-

zone and but a few species originate from the open gulf. the bay fauna is a ra-

>< varied one. in the upper bays near the river deltas one finds a characteris-

tic brackish water fauna. it is not rich in species. but because it has been un-

fortunately little studieo. it is not well known. its most characteristic com-

ponents are the small gastropods of the family hydrobiidae . many members of

this family are specially adapted to cope with the often rapidly changing condi-

tions of temperature and salinity and as also noticed in western europe . pollution

In Texas there are several species: Littoridina sphinctqstqma . Viqscalba louisi-

anae . qpostomia barrett!. are known to live here and it is probable that fur-

ther investigation will reveal more species. bivalves are few. congeria leucq-

pheata is the only bivalve which can withstand extremely low salinities and thus

ranges farther upstream than any other species. occasionally species more typi-

cal for the enclosed bays are found here. numerous specimens of brachidontes

recurvus can be found attached to pilings and other objects . rangia . in soft mud
bottoms and modiolus demissus dug in between the matted roots of vegetation.

The bay assemblages proper have been classified by Parker and others in a great

many categories. it seems to me that such a division is rather based on convenience

of classification than that it reflects a truly existing biological difference.

heogpeth prefers to use for all bay communities the term "oyster bottom" after

its most characteristic mollusk crassostrea virginica . a distinction must be

made between bays of variable salinity and the hypersaline bays of south texas.

as further categories one has to add: the inlet and surfzone community and the

very special jetty and pilings community, which in texas represents a completely
artificial environment. the artificial jetties have been studied in many places in

the worlo and always exhibit a zonation of their biota. such a zonation can also
BE SEEN ON Texas jetties and it is WELL KNOWN TO COLLECTORS THAT SOME "rare" SPE-

CIES CAN BE OBTAINED AT THE END OF THE LARGER TEXAS JETTIES . WHERE THE WATER IS

OEEP (CANTHARUS TINCTUS . BARBATIA . A RCA
, ETC . )

The bays themselves have been DIVIDED INTO : 1 ) ENCLOSED BAYS . USUALLY THE UPPER
parts of the coastal bays which empty into another part of the system. example:
Trinity Bay of the Galveston system or Nueces Bay of the Corpus Christi system.

2 The open bays. i.e. those parts of the bay system which are in direct contact

i the open sea through passes. in these bays exist many differentiations of

environment. some of which support a characteristic ensemble of species. many
of these species will occur in other environments but in different proportion to

the total fauna. the most clearly defineo community is that of the low salinity

oyster reef which suppobts a number of special species. the irregular surfaces

of the oysters provide a shelter for many smaller gastropods which live in abun-
OANCE ON THE REEF. In THE UPPER PARTS OF THE BAY SYSTEM THE MAIN COMPONENT OF

THE REEF MATRIX IS CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA WHILE CLOSER TO THE INLETS THIS SPECIES

MAY BECOME REPLACED BY THE SMALLER NONCOMMERCIAL OSTREA EQUESTRIS (h IGH SALINITY

SHELL BANK OF PARKER).

Of the smaller gastropods a number LIVES OIRECTLY ON THE OYSTER (MENESTHO im-

PRESSA . BUSHIANA . ETC.). BUT OTHERS FINO A SHELTER ON THE OYSTER BECAUSE OF THE
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MAT OF GREEN ALGAE WHICH OFTEN GROWS ON THEIR OUTER SURFACE (BlTTlUM . MlTRELLA
,

S E 1 LA , ANACHIS, PYRGOCYTHARA PL1COSA , THE ONLY TEXAS BAY TURRID J THE PRECISE

MODE OF LIFE OF THESE SPECIES IS NOT WELL KNOWN. SOME ARE PROBABLY VEGETARIANS

(BlTTlUM , SEILA?) OTHERS AS ANACHIS AND MlTRELLA PREY ON OTHER ORGANISMS WHICH

ALSO LIVE ON THE REEF. A FEW ATTACHING BIVALVES ARE FOUND ON THE OYSTERS (BRACHI-

DONTES EXUSTUS ). SMALLER PATCHES OF OYSTERS ARE FOUND THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE BAY

SYSTEM, EVEN CLOSE TO THE INLETS. THERE THE CLUMPS CAN SUPPORT MANY OTHER SPECIES

WHICH ARE CONDITIONED TO RATHER HIGH SALINITIES (DlODORA , ISCHNOCH ITON) . THE CHAR-

acteristic boring mollusk is dlplothyra smyth i which lives in abundance in dead

oyster shells. less common are d iplodonta sem1aspera , gastrochaena h1ans and

l1thophaga bisulcata , species which do occur in the higher salinity reefs but which

are probably more at home in the deeper water of the inlets.

Bay margins provide a special environment. Melampus is virtually a land snail

and also littor1na irrorata spends most of its time above water. on the very

muddy shores dug in between the roots of vegetation live modiolus demissus and

tagelus plebeius and truncatella pulchella is occasionally found in heaps of rot-

ting vegetation at the bayshores . a number of small gastropods has been collect-

ed along the margins: several species of sayella , qpostomia weberi , ass1minea ,

appear restricted to the margins. macoma mitchell i and m. tenta appear to be

spread through the total environment of the upper bays and are not restricted to

the margins. all species found at the bay margins are adapted to cope with the

vagaries of such a life: high and low tide , exposing and flooding the mudflats
,

rotting debris, changes in temperature, etc. in some bays the socalled "grass-

flats" support a community of mollusks adapted to live between the roots and on

the thalassia stems (smaragdia , tr1colia , rlssolna , lucina , etc .) . a very un-

usual type of environment has been observed by hedgpeth in baffin bay. here are

located small reefs formed by masses of calcareous worm tubes (serpulid reef).

However these reefs are not of widespread occurrence and the conditions which

favor their growth seem no longer to prevail because no live reef mass has been

observed.

the inlet and surfzone fauna is probably the most varied near the inlets and

richest in species. near the passes through which sea water enters and leaves

the bays , the mudflats contain a rich variety of species of bivalves and gas-

tropods . of course many species of the open gulf have invaded the bays and

some have assumed slightly different shapes and coloration. for instance

polinices duplicatus exhibits a bay form and an open sea form. the former

is more globose and has a darker coloration than the one living in the open

Gulf. Anadara transversa grows much heavier and larger in the sheltered

bays than in the open gulf.

The same zonation as on the jetties probably exists on the beach. Near the

tideline the donax community lives in pure shifting sands often together

with Terebra salleana , Terebra maryleeae and Oliva sayana . These species

are seldom if ever found on the inner mudflats where they are replaced by

Terebra dislocata and Olivella dealbata and on rare occasions Terebra prqtexta

(Mr. Burch has informed me that this identification is probably incorrect;

at a later date we shall publish the necessary corrections); this species

prefers deeper water of the inlet channels and becomes quite common off-

SHORE .

in the tideline of texas beaches many species of small mollusks can be found,

some of which hardly ever are found alive or dead in the bays. such species
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MUST LIVE IN THE INLET AND SURF AREAS. NOW IT IS SOMEWHAT OF A PUZZLE HOW
SUCH SMALL ANIMALS CAN MAINTAIN THEMSELVES IN SUCH A TURBULENT MEDIUM. It

IS EXTREMELY PROBABLE THAT MOST OF THEM LEAD AN EPIPHYTIC OR PARASITIC LIFE

ON OTHER ORGANISMS WHICH ARE ANCHORED SECURELY TO THE SUBSTRATUM. FOR IN-

STANCE SOME VlTRINELLIDS AND EPITONIIDS APPARENTLY LIVE ON WORMS. COUNT-
LESS OF THCIR LEATHERY TUBES . FORMED BY GLUEING SANDGRAINS AND SHELL FRAG-
MENTS ARE SOMETIMES FOUNO AFTER A BLOW. MRS. C. BOONE DISCOVERED THAT
MANY OF THE M ICROMOLLUSKS CAN BE COLLECTED ALIVE BY CAREFULLY INSPECTING

MASSES OF FRESH WORMTUBE MATERIAL. ALSO C YCLOSTRE MELLA HUMILIS WAS COL-
LECTED ALIVE IN THIS MATERIAL. LARGER GASTROPODS SUCH AS POLINICES , MUREX .

ANO BUSYCON CAN OIG SO DEEP AS TO BE NOT DISTURBED BY WAVE ACTION. TYPICAL
BIVALVES OF THE SURFZONE ARE LABIOSA PLICATELLA AND LINEATA . THEY RARELY
IF EVER ARE FOUNO IN THE BAYS AND OFFSHORE DREDGING DOES NOT REVEAL ANY, SO

-r THE ONLY POSSIBILITY LEFT IS THAT THEY LIVE IN THE SURFZONE. DURING WIN-
TERTIME

.
AFTER A COLO SPELL, OCCASIONALLY LIVE MATERIAL IS FOUND AT THE TIDE-

LINE. DOSINIA DISCUS. TELLINA ALTERNATA . ANADARA BRASILIANA ARE TYPICAL SURF-
ZONE SPECIES AND ANADARA OVALIS AND NOETIA PONDEROSA ALSO OCCUR HERE BUT ARE
NOT TYPICAL POR THIS TYPE OF ENVIRONMENT. THESE SPECIES MAY SUPPORT SOME OF
THE SMALL PYRAMIDELLID MOLLUSKS FOUND SO COMMONLY IN BEACHDRIFT; VARIOUS
TURBONILLAS

. QPOSTOMIAS . LONCHAEUS , ETC . WHOSE HOSTS FOR THE MA IN PART ARE
AS YET UNKNOWN .

The deeper channels are the most likely source of the rarer AND larger beach
SHELLS

.
TONNA . THE LARGER SPECIMENS OF BUSYCON AND MUREX FULVESCENS . AN

OCCASIONAL DlSTORSIO . A MAEA . ETC., PROBABLY ALL COME FROM THE DEEPER WATERS
OF THE INLET CHANNELS.

The environment richest in SPECIES AND POPULATIONS is UNDOUBTEDLY FOUND ON THE
TIOAL MUDFLATS OF THE INLET AREAS , WHERE A FLOCK OF SMALL SPECIES CAN BE COL-
LECTED DURING THE CHANGE OF SEASONS. THE SUDDEN APPEARANCE AND DISAPPEARANCE
OF SOME OF THESE SMALLER SPECIES ON THE MUDFLATS IS QUITE REMARKABLE. THE
flats at San Luis Pass "bloom" on occasion with small Olivella dealbata

,

but many a time hardly a single specimen can be found. retusa candei is

SOMETIMES OUITE COMMON WHILE AT OTHER OCCASIONS NOT A SINGLE ANIMAL CAN BE
OUG. TELLINA IRIS IS USUALLY COMMON AND MOST OF THE TIMES A MEAL OF MER-
CENARY AND SPISULA CLAMS CAN BE OBTAINED. OTHER SPECIES SUCH AS PANDORA
TRILINEATA

. TELLADORA CRISTATA ARE LESS COMMONLY FOUND BUT LIVE HERE THE
YEAR ROUND ANO ALSO SlNUM PE RSPECT I VUM . PHOLADS AND PlNNA HAVE A FOOTHOLD
on the flats .

The Texas Jetties contribute only a small number of typical mollusks to
THE FAUNA. NOT OUITE SOLVED IS THE PROBLEM WHY THE MOST COMMON MOLLUSK
FOUNO ON THE JETTIES , CRASSOSTREA VIRGINIA . NEVER GROWS THERE TO MATURITY.
IT MUST BE THAT THE ENVIRONMENT IN WAVE TOSSED WATERS IS UNSUITABLE FOR ITS
DEVELOPMENT. MORE SUCCESSFUL ARE SlPHONARIA PECTINATA ANO THE LITTLE SHELLS
OF THE LITTORINA LINEOLATA COMPLEX. UNTIL RECENTLY THESE WERE IDENTIFIED
L. ZICZAC. BUT THAT SPECIES DOES NOT OCCUR IN TEXAS AND IT SEEMS THAT IN TEXAS
A MIXTURE OF TWO CLOSELY ALLIED SPECIES LIVES ON THE JETTIES. LITTORINA NEBU-
LOSA WHICH WAS PRACTICALLY WIPED OUT IN TEXAS BECAUSE OF A NUMBER OF LONG
COLO SPELLS IN THE EARLY SIXTIES IS ONLY FOUND ON OLD WOOD . At LEAST I HAVE
NEVER SEEN IT ON ROCK. In THE ALGAL MAT BlTTIUM VARIUM LIVES. THAIS HAE-
MOSTOMA IS THE MOST COMMON LARGE GASTROPOD BUT IS NOT TYPICAL FOR THIS EN-
VIRONMENT. A NUMBER OF ATTACHING FORMS LIVES BELOW THE LOW TIDE LEVEL;
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arca imbr1cata , barbatia tenera , barbatia candida and chama congregata .

Most valves of these species found on our outer beaches probably derive

from the jetties. in texas the main type of rock used in construction of

the jetties is pink granite which comes from the l.lano uplift. this gran-

itewithstands boring shells , so that only very rarely borers are found on

the jetties in an occasional piece of softer rock. not studied at all is the

nudibranch fauna of the jetties .

a systematic summary of the environments mentioned so far for category i

IS:

1 . Brackish water faunas

2. Hypersaline Bays; Bays of variable salinity

a) Enclosed bays

b) Open bays

c) Oyster reef

d) Grassflats

e) Bay margins

3. Inlets and surfzone

a) Inlet mudflats

b) Channels

c) Tidal beach zone

d) Surfzone

4. Jetties and pilings

a) Splatter zone

b) Tidalzone

c) Underwater zone

III. Open Gulf Bottom Communities.

Little is known about the various assemblages out in the open Gulf for the

simple reason that only few systematic investigations have been made.

The data which are available have been classified according to the depth of

the water and are listed as shallow shelf, intermediate shelf, deep shelf,

and continental slope. it is probably true that within each of these class-

ified ranges important differences exist in type of community, depending on

the type of bottom , the presence of particular supporting organisms , etc.

On the shallow shelf rocks and other debris may be present or extensive

banks composed out of pleistocene shell material offer a firm substratum for

species which cannot live on soft mud bottoms. heald bank and sabine bank

harbor a fauna which is quite different from the one found on the surround-

ing mud bottoms. for the latter several anadara species, cantharus
,
some

anachis species and macoma pulley1 are characteristic , while the pleistocene

banks contain a number of species which do not occur on mud bottoms. (xeno-

phora) . in some areas of the shallow shelf there are "stands" of whip coral,

enabling pteria , which attaches itself to it , and cyphoma and neosimnia ,

which "browse" on it, to live in abundance. at other locations sea pansies

occur in great masses. it is probable that such local abundance of sup-

porting organisms, favor specialized mollusk faunas. the reason for such

abundance is unknown to me .

The most important difference between the shallow shelf faunas may be the

composition of the bottom sediment: this can be either mud or sand in var-
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KHJS OEGREES OF MIXING. AN EVEN APPROXIMATE KNOWLEDGE OF THE DISTRIBUTION

OF SPECIES OVER THE SHALLOW SHELF IS LACKING AND WE CAN ONLY HOPE THAT SYS-

TEMATIC INVESTIGATION IN THE FUTURE WILL CLARIFY THE PROBLEMS. THE ONLY

TYPE OF COMMUNITIES MENTIONED IN THE LITERATURE ARE THE SOCALLED "WHITE

SHRIMP GROUND AND THE "BROWN SHRIMP GROUND" SAID TO BE CHARACTERIZED BY

PlTAR COROATA AND CALLOCAROIA TEXAS IANA . RESPECTIVELY.

at this moment it is impossible to make a more significant classification

of shelf ecologies than the vague and nondescr ipt i ve distinction between

l.ow . intermediate and deep shelf commun it ies .

Below the 50 fathom level the character of the fauna begins to change

drastically. above that level the family composition is fairly uniform,

although species in a family are replacing each other. but below it elements

h have no immediate coastline relations begin to appear so that below

100 fathoms the composition of the fauna is quite different. it is highly

probable that several levels of such complete faunal change exist, all the

way down to the deepest part of the gulf of mexico. (information obtained

from Mr. B. James of Texas A&M University). Very few data have been

published sofar about these changes but the data of parker about the fauna

• ich appears on the continental slope seem to support this view.

Somewhat more can be said about the fauna of the coral reefs fringing the

shelf. the mollusk fauna of these reefs appears to be purely caribbean

and the presence of a great many species also found on the yucatan platform

justifies the preliminary assumption of a close relationship with the fauna

at that location. collection of shells made so far on the reefs indicate

that the lumps . which rise a few hundreds of feet above the surrounding sea

bottom display a zonat ion in their mollusc fauna. those which rise high

enough to support a crown of live coral are populated by a community of

v.hich several members are missing at the deeper level of calcareous algae.

The algal zone supports a rich community of MICROMOLLUSCS which WILL TURN-

OUT TO BE OF HIGH INTEREST (MECOLIOTIA . SCISSURELLA . FlSSURELLIDS , PYRAMI -

DELLIDS . CAECIDS . A MPH ITHALAMUS . CYCLOSTOMA . ETC.) AND IS OF COURSE AC-

COMPANIED BY VARIOUS BORING AND ATTACHING FORMS OF BIVALVES (GREGARIELLA ,

JOUANNETIA , SPQNOYLUS . MALLEUS.) BUT RELATIVELY FEW FREE LIVING BIVALVES

^Lyropecten . Antigonia . Psammqbia circe ) . Commensals of sponges , which

are widespread. are common: hlatella , verm icularia .

as can be expected the completely different substrate of stetson bank.

supports an entirely oifferent fauna. the more northerly location of this

bank undoubtedly contributes to this difference. part of this difference

be expresseo rather in the relative proportions of the components than

•HE OCCURENCE OF NEW SPECIES. THE CYMATIIDAE OCCUR IN GREAT MANY SPECIES

ANO SOME IN LAI-'iE NUMBERS. THE MICROFAUNA HAS YET TO BE SCRUTENIZED UNDER

THE MICROSCOPE .

Ill PELAGIES

A THIRO VERY SPECIALIZED GROUP OF MOLLUSCS INHABITS THE EXPANSC OF WATER

ANO LEAOS A FLOATING OR ' FE . THE GROUP INCLUDES MOST OF THE

SQUIDS ANO OTHI I'OOA E/ IE OCTOPUS. NOT LONG AGO VOSS SUM-
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MARIZED THE OCCURENCES OF CEPHALOPODA IN THE GULF. WE SHALL NOT DEAL
WITH THEM HERE .

TO JUDGE FROM BOTTOM SAMPLES LARGE NUMBER OF PELAGICS MUST LIVE IN THE
Gulf. Subsurface floating forms such as Cavolinids, Atlanta and Spira-

tella are practically always present in dredge samples and it is to be ex-
pected that most species reported in the western atlantic will be ob-

tained in the samples dredged offshore texas and louisiana.

Some surficial pelagics , which occasionally are present in quantity on the

beaches such as janthina and lltiopa are surprisingly scarce in bottom
material. only creseis , which is quite common in beachdrift, is also com-

mon in bottom samples.

oooOooo

NOTES FROM THE LIBRARY COMMITTEE by W. W. Sutow , M. D.

Recent additions to the Library of the Houston Conchology Society in-

clude THE FOLLOWING:

S. Peter Dance : RARE SHELLS (reviewed in Vol. VI No. 3, October

1969)

Rowland F. Zeigler and Humbert C. Porreca: OLIVE SHELLS OF THE
WORLD

R. Tucker Abbott: SEASHELLS OF NORTH AMERICA (reviewed in Vol.

Vol. V No. 7, March 1969)

Walter Freeman Webb: FOREIGN LAND SHELLS
Phillip W. Clover: A CATALOG OF POPULAR MARGINELLA SPECIES
Fred G. Thompson: THE AQUATIC SNAILS OF THE FAMILY HYDROBII-

DAE OF PENINSULAR FLORIDA (reviewed in Vol. VI

No. 5, January 1970)

R. Tucker Abbott: PRONOUNCING THE SCIENTIFIC NAMES OF SEA-
SHELLS OF NORTH AMERICA (This is a record)

F. A. Schilder and M. Schilder: PRODROME OF A MONOGRAPH ON
LIVING CYPRAEIDAE (reprint)

THE COWRY (Vol. 1 , Nos . 1 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 and Vol. 2 No. 1)

BOOK REPORT by H. Ode

Dover Reprint, The Sea Beach at Ebb-Tide by Augusta Foote Arnold.

Dover, 486-21949-6, $3.50, 490 pages.

It is interesting to leaf through this classic written more than half a

century ago. It is still quite readable and the amateur collector with

little biological background and not fussy about the devious paths of tax-

onomy during the last 60 years, should find this reprint quite useful,

provided his interest is in the general biology rather than in the system-

atics. as stated in the preface the volume "was designed as an aid for

the amateur coll ector and student of organisms , both animal and vege-

table , which are found upon north american beaches" , atlantic as well
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as Pacific. To give such an aid in less than 500 pages may at present seem

(Possible task. Opinion may differ on the emphasis given to various

phyla discussed in the book. for instance , the mollusca have taken up no

s than 170 pages of the book whereas the arthropoda are dealt with in

61 PAGES AND THE VARIOUS PHYLA OF WORMS GET 28 PAGES. FORAMINIFERA AND

OSTRACOOA ARE ONLY MENTIONED. HOWEVER ONE SHOULD KEEP IN MIND THAT THE

book was written in 1901 and that its emphasis for the atlantic fauna

falls on the beaches of new england with a liberal sprinkling of infor-

mation concerning the south florida fauna. its reprinting may reflect

somewhat dismaying circumstance that no really modern, taxonom ical-

ly up to date , general field guide for easily accessible shallow water

marine biota is available. for such a guide there is definitely a need.

However, for the ' bluenoseo " shell collector a number of modern texts

ano guioes is available and for him the systematic part of the 170 pages

devoted to molluscs has mainly historical value. references to texas

are ouite scarce and listed for texas are only neritina viridis .
llttorina

irrorata . murex pomum , murex fulvescens ano purpura haemostoma. the

first of these is ouite surprising. smaragdia viridis was d iscovered (or

perhaps rediscovered 11 about ten years ago near port aransas . but it is

possible that the author was familiar with its texas occurence already

'01 .

oooOooo
.continued from page 57

Corpus Christi Shell Fair

The Eighth Annual Shell Fair sponsored by the Coastal Bend Shell Club of

Corpus Christi will be held this year on March 7 & 8 at the Garden Center.

Co-sponsor will be the City Park and Recreation Department. Judges will be

dr . v\ . v\ . sutow of our own club . mrs . jud taylor of san antonio , and mrs .

Jean Wasson of Corpus.

Anyone interested may enter an exhibit. Categories and rules may be obtained

from Mrs . H . L . Weaver. 622 Perl man . Corpus Christi , Texas 7 841 1 . The

show will be open to the public at the garden center. 5325 greely. from 2 to

6 p.m. on march 7 and from 1 to 6 p . m . on march 8. even if you do not plan to

ester the show. houston shellers may wish to drive down to see the show and

oo a little collecting on padre and mustang island beaches.

it is haroly necessary to remind our readers of the 1 0th annual south padre

Island Shell Show which will be held March 1st at South Padre Island. There

be a get together evening on friday evening, february 27th and the awards

oinner on Saturday evening. February 28th . The Fair will be open to the pub-

lic acl Sunoay March 1st.

oooOooo

A REPORT OF THE LAST FLOWER GARDEN DIVING TRIP HAS BEEN PRINTED IN DIVE , OF

RUARY 1970. IT WAS WRITTEN BY MIKE BROCK AND ILLUSTRATED BY PHOTOS TAKEN

by Dr. Harolo Reuter. Dr . W. E. Pierct and Travis Burgess of the Galveston

Dauy News. The arti good impression of the trip both above and

rtn /.ATER.
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Next Meeting

The Meeting on March 25 at 8p.m. at the Museum of Natural Science is being

called Show, Tell, and Listen Night. We plan to have a microscope set up,

a record player available so we can listen to the record on pronunciation by

Dr. R. Tucker Abbott, and a panel of members to help others with identifica-

tions OF SMALL OR LARGE SHELLS, LOCAL OR FOREIGN. SO COME WITH SOME OF THE

SHELLS YOU WANT IDENTIFIED (PLEASE LIMIT THE NUMBER!), OR COME WITH A FEW
SHELLS YOU WANT TO SHOW AND TELL ABOUT. IT'S YOUR NIGHT; MAKE IT WORK FOR

YOU !

Report February Meeting

The monthly meeting , held on February 25th , was attended by about 45 mem-
bers and 10 visitors.

Mrs. Boone reported that most of the library books are now housed in the

museum. They may be picked up there from Mrs. Ann Speers every Monday
thru Friday between 8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.; or they can be ordered by phon-

ing Mrs. Speers at the Museum for pelivery at the next monthly meeting.

Dr. Laurence Dexter, chairman of the nominating committee reported that a

ballot form will be mailed to all members on or about March 15th.

Mrs. Mary Sutow reported that preparations for the Shell Fair in Sharps-

town Mall in early May are coming along nicely, and that the Society may

use the entire mall space if necessary. she suggested that mr. charles doh

be the general coordinator for the fair, and appealed once again to all mem-

bers to donate whatever shells they can spare to the fair.

the main event of the evening was the auction of a number of shells , mainly

from the Guam area. Mrs. Clarice Van Erp again proved her talents as an

auctioneer, and the auction proved a great success. a total of $171 .42

worth of shells were sold.

all members who have shells to donate to our shop at the show in the sharps-

TOWN Mall , May 7 ,8,9, and 1 , should contact Mrs . J. Dashiell as soon as

possible

.

Field Trip

On April 19th we will assemble on the San Luis side of the beach PAviLLiob

at Jamaica beach, Galveston Island for a shelling trip along the beach.

Leader Lloyd Meister.
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELLS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

Family Phenacolepaoioae . Of this family only a single species has been taken

on the Texas coast. The location has since been badly disturbed.

Phenacolepas hamillei Fischer 1856. Many years ago three shells were col-

lected at Cline s Point. Port Aransas , by Mrs. Speers. Since then only

one further record has come to our attention; a single specimen collected

by Mrs. Tate about the same time on Freeport beach.

Figured in. 3

Previous references: none

Localities: Freeport. Port Aransas

Family Corbulidae . This difficult family needs much work in order to clear

up taxonomic confusion. although seldom reported in previous litera-

ture . the small valves of this family are not rare in drift. our names

are subject to revision.

Corbuua swiftiana C . B . Adams 1 852 . This species is common in beachdrift

all along the texas coast. it is characterized by the angular hook in

the outline. fresh shells exhibit a smooth sheen not seen in other cor-
bulas. Valves of Corbula start out thin but at some stage in their de-

velopment THEY INCREASE SUDDENLY IN THICKNESS. THIS MAKES JUVENILE

SPECIMENS LOOK OUITE DIFFERENT FROM MATURE ONES. AND PROBABLY EXPLAINS

THE DIFFICULTY ANO CONFUSION IN THIS FAMILY. LIVE MATERIAL HAS BEEN

OREOGEO IN INLETS AND BAYS NEAR PORT ARANSAS (SPEERS) . In ALL LIKELIHOOD
THIS SPECIES IS IDENTICAL WITH C_. CARIBAEA ORBIGNY 1842.
Figured in 1 .2.3.4

Previous references 9 1 2 . 1 4 . l 8 . 19

Localities Entire Texas coastline.

Cqwbula barattiana C. B. Aoams 1852. A much more globose and somewhat
SMALLER SPECIES THAN THE PREVIOUS ONE. IT IS AT GALVESTON SLIGHTLY LESS
COMMON THAN C_. SWIFT IANA IN ORIFT. IN OFFSHORE WATERS LIVE SHELLS ARE

COMMONLY OREOGEO ANO ALSO A FE W ARE KNOWN FROM OUR BEACHCS. IT IS COM-
PLY OREOGEO LIVE F AND BAYS AROUND PORT ARANSAS AND PORT
•BEL 'SPEEP

FlGUREO IN

previous ref>
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Localities: Entire Texas coastline.

notocorbula operculata phillippi 1848. this is one of the most common
offshore species in the galveston- free port area of the continental

shelf. Remarkably enough it is not found on the beach in East Texas
,

EXCEPT FOR ONE OLD VALVE NEAR SABINE. It BECOMES COMMON ON THE BEACH

on St. Joseph Island and is commonly found in orift from there on south-

ward. A FEW LIVE SPECIMENS AND A FEW FRESH ONES HAVE BEEN TAKEN FROM

the attachment root of whipcoral (port isabel). occasionally live spec-

imens are found in rootmasses washed ashore on mustang island. the

taxonomy of this species is involved and we have included several refer-

ences using other taxa in our "previous references".

Figured in:

Previous references: 9,12,17,18,19 and listed by Harry 1 968.

Localities: Sabine, St. Joseph Island, Mustang and Padre Island.

Paramya subovata Conrad 1845. This somewhat inconspicuous shell is un-

commonly found on Texas beaches. It is known from many locations and

is probably more common than its records indicate. Only known from

dead shells.

Figured in: 5

Previous references: 15

Localities: Galveston , Freeport , Port Aransas.

oooOooo

Shells Collected During the South Padre Island Shell Fair. by H. Ode

Several of our members collected live littorina nebulosa on the rocks near

the jetty. of this species i had stated that it occurs on wood. it apparently

also does live on other substrata. mr . f. vanmorkhoven obtained two speci-

mens of epitonium sericifilum from beachdrift. on march 7th i obtained a per-

fect large complete specimen of lab ipsa lineata , both valves still adhering

at San Luis Pass. At the same time several pairs of Labiosa plicatella were
collected. the tide was unusually high and the sea very rough.

OOOOOOO
New Publications

In the January issue of Geotimes J. T. Dutro , Jr. , has reviewed progress in

THE FIELD OF PALEONTOLOGY. HE WRITES: "ONE OF THE' MORE IMPORTANT PAPERS OF

THE DECADE WAS PUBLISHED BY THE PALEONTOLOG ICAL SOCIETY AS ITS MEMOIR 3,

"The Evolution of the Argopecten gibbus stock " by T. R. Walker.

This modern paleontological classic represents an elegant picture of spe-

clation and evolution in a compact group of pelecypods that arose in the

middle Miocene and developed through the late Tertiary with living repre-

sentatives IN BOTH THE ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC OCEANS. WALLER'S CASE FOR

THE PALEONTOLOGICAL SPECIES CONCEPT WELL GROUNDED IN NEONTOLOGIC STUDIES

IS AS COMPLETE AS ANY THAT HAS BEEN ATTEMPTED.

oooOooo

South Padre Island Shell Fair by Constance Boone

The 10th Annual Shell Fair held by the South Padre Island Shell Club was

a great success. One T.V. program estimated that 20,000 people came to

continued on page 77
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MOLLUSCANA BY W . Vv . Sutou . M.D.

- MENTION WILL BE MAP O PUBLICATIONS CONCERNED WITH MOl -

lusks or tmc Japanese waters and parts of the South Pacific. These bo,

ABC NOT FOUND ON THE USUAL DEALER'S BOOK LISTS. THE CONTENTS AND SCOPE OF

THESE VOLUMES. HOWEVER. SEEM TO BE OF SUFFICIENT SIGNIFICANCE TO WARRANT

REFERENCE DOCUMENTATION HTRE.

1 . THE MOLLUSCAN SHELLS by Katura Oyama . editor. Photography by

Yoshio Takemura. Volumes I through VI. Tokyo. Japan. Science and

Photography Club ano Resources Exploitation Institute. 1957 to 1963.

This is a set of six volumes. Each volume is a remarkable collection of su-

perb photographs (all in black ano white' taken especially for use in identi-

fication of species. Considerable effort was made to show distinguishing

features in detail. the species were selected mostly from japanese mollus-

can fauna but some indo-pacific species have also been included. well-pre-

serveo specimens from notable individual and museum collections in japan

were photographed. the genera have not been arranged in any taxonomic

order since the selections were made on the basis of possible interest to the

vteur collector.

Each volume consists of approximately 30 unbound plates. Each plate (7 12
by 10 inches) usually pictures shells belonging to the same genus. the iden-

TIFICATION BY SCIENTIFIC NAME (iN ENGLISH' IS PRINTED ON A FACING PAGE. All

printing is done only on one side of the page. although it was stated in the

foreword to the first volume that the text for the figured groups would be

published. this has not been done.

The Photographs are of highest technical and artistic quality and amazing

AMOUNTS OF FINE DETAILS ARE CLEARLY REPRODUCED. In ALMOST EVERY CASE . TWO

VIEWS OF THE SHELL SPECIMEN ARE SHOWN. |N MANY INSTANCES. ADDITIONAL SPECIAL

VIEWS ARE INCLUDED. THESE VOLUMES SHOULD BE CONSIDERED IMPORTANT SUPPLE-

MENTS TO THE POPULAR AND WIDELY USED JAPANESE BOOKS ON SEASHELLS

.

2. ENCYCLOPAEDIA ZOOLOGICA ILLUSTRATED IN COLOURS. VOLUME
III . Edited by Y . K . Okaoa i . Taki and others . 200 pp-1- 16 pp. Tokyo ,

Japan. Hokuryukan Publishing Co. . Ltd. SI 6. 1960.

This volume fill), which can be obtained separately, deals with invertebrates

of the phyla ech inodermata . mollusca . chaetognatha . and prosypygii. the

section on mollusks (164 pages) was edited by the late dr. isao tak i of the

Japan Science Museum. The volume is of the same format, same size (7 1/2

by 10 1/2 inches; and same ouality as the widely popular selected shells
OF THE WORLD by Dr. Tok io Shikama. However, the scope of coverage of

THE MOLLUSCAN FAUNA SEEMS TO BE LESS THAN THAT ENCOMPASSED BY KlRAS WELL-

KNOWN book or by Hirase's early volume. The text is in Japanese, the ioent-

N English, ano the illustrations are in color.

•AOE HE CCAUSE OF THE GENERAL PRESENTATION

OF THE MOLLUSCAN MATE^IAl BUT BECAUSE OF OTHER SPECIAL FEATURES. THERE

AM COLOR P (30 SPECIES/ AND SEVEN STUNNING

NUOIBRANCHS (99 SPI UDES A PLATE SHOWING EN-
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larged photographs (in color) and line drawings (black and whitej of 16 species

of pteropods. two other plates (in color) show 15 species of chitons of the

Japanese waters.

Next to the section on Mollusca , a major chapter of the book is concerned

with echinodermata . the sea urchins , sand dollars , sea cucumbers , star-

fishes , brittle stars and the like are pictured in full color. finally there

is a chapter on c haetognath ia (a rrow-worms) and one on the prosypygii (bryo-

zoa and brach iopods . )

The VOLUME , THEREFORE , CONTAINS pictorial information on molluscan and other

SPECIES NOT ORDINARILY AVAILABLE FROM ORDINARY TEXTS. SINCE THE BOOK INCLUDES

MANY SPECIES FROM THE SOUTH PACIFIC WATERS , THE DATA COULD BE OF PRACTICAL
VALUE TO THOSE INTERESTED IN THE INDO-PACIFIC INVERTEBRATE FAUNA.

oooOooo

NOTES FROM THE LIBRARY COMMITTEE BY W . W. SUTOW , M.D.

TWO BOOKS RECENTLY OBTAINED FOR THE LIBRARY ARE:

SHELL COLLECTING , An Illustrated History, by S. Peter Dance.

University of California Press. 344 pages. 1966.

SEA TREASURES, A GU IDE TO SHE LL COLLECTING . by Kathleen

Yerger Johnstone. Houghton Mifflin Company. 242 pages. 1957.

After a long lapse of three years , the library has received the current

additions to the OCCASIONAL PAPERS ON MOLLUSKS (The Department of

Mollusks , Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University). These are:

LAND MOLLUSCA OF SABA ISLAND, LESSER ANTILLES BY William J.

Clench. (Vol. 3, No. 38, pp 53-60, Feb. 6, 1970)

THE GENUS PR IOTROCHATE LLA (MOLLUSCA: HELICINIDAE) OF THE
ISLE OF PINES AND JAMAICA , WEST INDIES by William J. Clench and

Morris J. Jacobson . (Vol. 3 , No. 39 , pp 61-80 , Feb. 6 , 1970.)

oooOooo

Coral Reefs by H. Ode

In the latest issue of Geotimes , January 1970, a few notes of interest appear-

ed. IN A PAPER REVIEWING THE PROGRESS IN THE FIELD OF OCEANOGRAPHY DURING 1969,

John Lyman writes (page 20) "Living reef corals were found off North Carolina,

a habitat thought excluded by its low minimum temperatures".

Apparently the Northwest Gulf of Mexico reefs fringing the continental shelf

are not the most northerly reefs in the atlantic. i am very interested to hear

particulars about the composition of the mollusc fauna of these newly discover-

ED REEFS

.
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nuculoides Conrad 1841 by H . Ode

•iT AMERICAN SPECIES OF THE GENUS SEMELE HAS BEEN POUND A FEW TIMES
ON THE BEACHES OF ST . JOSEPH AND PADRE ISLAND. It IS AN EASILY RECOGNIZED SHELL.

i MORE ELONGATE IN OUTLINE THAN THE LARGER AND MORE COMMON SPECIES SEMELE
PURPURASCENS . WHI OFFSHORE AND IS UNCOMMONLY FOUND ON THE BEACHES.

DIFFERS FROM SEMELE PROFICUA . WHICH LIVES IN THE BAYS, BUT WHICH
IS NOT FOUNO IN OFFSHORE WATERS. SEMELE NUCULOIDES LIVES IN OFFSHORE WATERS

ALONG THE TEXAS COAST, BUT BEACH MATERIAL IS ONLY KNOWN FROM THE SOUTH-
PART of Texas. Some live material has been obtained off shore Galveston

ano Freeport. At Port Isabel specimens have been collected on the beach
which were rafted ashore on clumps of whipcoral. some of these are shown in

photograph. which was made by mr. c. dexter. size of the largest shell
is about 6 m

semele nuculoides has been reported earlier for texas in the following reports

1955 Hulings. N.C. . An investigation of THE benthic INVERTEBRATE fauna from
SHALLOW WATERS OF THE TEXAS COAST. MASTERS THESIS. TEX. CHRIST.

Univ. . 87 p.

1959 Kennedy. E. A. . A comparison of the molluscan fauna along a transect
EXTENDING FROM THE SHORELINE TO A POINT NEAR THE EDGE OF THE CONTINENTAL
SHELF OF THE TEXAS COAST. MASTERS THESIS . TEX. CHRIST. UNIV.

1964 Ode . H. and Speers. A. . Notes conterning Texas beach shells . Tex.
CONCHOLOGIST . VOL . 1 (2) . P . 3

1967 Harry. H. W. , Marine mollusca of Galveston, Texas. Tentative and
PRELIMINARY LIST. MARINE LAB. . TEX . A & M UNIV. . GALVESTON, TEX .

IIP. (SECOND ED. 1 96 8.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 80
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A Statement By A Little Old Lady In Tennis Shoes - In A. State of Confusion

About A "State" Shell

With the morning paper , the daily mail , in magazines , on T. V. , on Radio ,

-

at every turn we are being told of the serious problems man faces as the

result of his past exploitation of the earth's natural resources. we are

warned that the continued wanton destruction of natural ecologies can

easily result in the eventual destruction of a livable earth. in fact, the

rpoblems are so serious , that perhaps it is frivolous to worry about one

little species of shell. however, personal principles are involved, and be-

cause the designation of a state shell could so easily become just one more

instance of man's selfish exploitation of nature , perhaps you will bear with

me while i express some second thoughts i have had on the subject.

If the Texas Shell Clubs come to an agreement and successfully promote the

creation of a state shell, what will be the result? recently i have begun

having "visions" whenever this question arises. i keep imagining some of the

following situations occurring agajn and again, all over the state of texas:

(i here use oliva sayana as the possible state shell as it is the latest species

proposed for the honor(?). however, whatever species might be chosen, the

results would probably be the same.)

Scene I: Elementary classroom. The Teacher speaks: "For our spring

outing we are going to the beach. we have chosen a date when there will be

a very low tide , and i want all of you to try to collect a specimen of our

State shell. Remember what we have studied of its habitat, and if we find a

great many of the shells , perhaps we can send the extras to a school in north

Texas , as they don't have the opportunity to know the shells. "

Scene II. Two twelve year old boys are speaking: "Hey, Johnny, Guess
WHAT, I'M GOING TO THE BOY SCOUT JAMBOREE THIS YEAR." "YEAH? WHAT ARE YOU

GONNA TAKE WITH YOU FOR TRADES?" "TEXAS OLIVE SHELLS ! MY BIG BROTHER TOOK

THEM LAST YEAR AND CAME BACK WITH ALL KINDS OF KEEN STUFF. I'VE BEEN COLLECT-

ING ALL SUMMER WHEN WE'RE DOWN AT OUR BEACH COTTAGE. I GOT NEARLY 300 NOW.

TOM ONLY TOOK 200 AND RAN OUT. "

Scene III. Entertainment Committee meeting for a future convention.

The chairman speaks: "As we are using the Sea as our theme, we've bought

coral and sea fans and such for the centerpieces. what we feel will be the

nicest touch will be presenting each delegate with a specimen of our state

shell, oliva sayana , as a place favor. i've contacted several shell dealers

in Galveston, but they say we'll have to get help to get the 5000 we will need,

so i've written the state shell clubs , and some boy and girl scout troops along

the coast , and (of course this refers to a small convention .

Houston recently entertained 60,000 at one convention.)

Scene IV. Souvenier Shop. "Oh, Henry, I must get something to take

to all our grandchildren up north. oh look at all these cute things made from

the Texas State Shell. Key chains , dolls , amimals , ash trays , paper weights ,

AND ."

Well, I'm sure you too can imagine such scenes replayed over and over through

the years. Do you get the feeling the Olive shells should head for deep water?
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I am also mcminoeo or a visit i made to So. Padre a few years back. Not i ong

Am* North Carolina mao declared the Scotch Bonnet their Stati I

stopped by to see betty allan . as i always do on my trips down there . and

after mer usual warm greeting she chuckled and said. do you have a stock of

Scotch Bonnets you'd like to get rid of ?
. It seemed she had had a number of

inouiries from North Carolina shell dealers for these shells, as the local

supply hao been exhausted. They were frantic to take advantage of the de-

mano ano wanteo the north carolina state shell . regardless of what state

it camc from. coulo it be we woulo see a similar disappearance of our olives?

Of course state shell or no. collecting pressures are on the increase. There

are more tourists. summer residents. marine science students and actual

shell collectors roaming the beaches everyoay. however. this sort of per-

sonal collecting is not aimed at any one species. and fortunately. most shal-

low water species have a range extending into deep enough water that a good

percentage of each species is protected from casual collecting. however. if

tmc oemano on one particular species is greatly intensified. and especially

if there is the possibility of a profit involved. the story may be something

else. we can see the effects of such a demand in the commercial. edible

mollusks . such as the plsmo clam. the cherrystones of the east coast . and

so on. They must be protected by size . by limit and/or by seasonal restric-

tions ON COLLECTING. IN A FEW CASES EVEN THIS IS NOT ENOUGH . AS IS SEEN IN THE

californian abalone . and the species has been seriously decimated . a no so .

if a species is designated as a state shell . the resulting demand may give

rise to more sophisticated methods of collecting. and possibly the species.

at least along our coast could be seriously reduced in numbers.

Of course we have a State flower and a State bird, and there are still plenty

of these around years after their designation as state symbols. however.

we must remember that they are protected from both collecting and commer-
cial exploitation by law. they also enjoy one or two other advantages we

might consider .

The Bluebonnet has one special advantage. It is easily propagated by man.

Deliberately planted along our highways, it is nevertheless protecteo by

laws prohibiting picking along the highway right of ways. in state parks. etc.

of course most of the breath-taking displays we see occur on private proper-

ty ano are inaccessible to the general public. also the bluebonnet is not at

its best as a cut flower . ano so most people are content to enjoy its beauty

as it occurs in its natural habitat. knowing any they gather will soon wother
ANO FADE

.

The Mockingbiro is also protected against both caging and collecting. As one

of protecteo song biros . it is unlawful to have even a dead bird in your pos-

session . though it may be one fo uno along the road . or even in your own back

yaro. Without a special collectors permit . which are difficui t to obtain . you

are liable to as much as a si 000 fine for possessing one of the protecteo birds.

As with the Bluebonnet . tht M ^bird is also best appreciated for song

ANO SAUCY MANNER IN ITS NATURAL HABITAT FOP ITS P| UMAGE IS NOT ESPECIAl I Y

ATTRACTIVE. ANO MOST P IAVEI ITTIF DESIRE TO HAVE A OEAO (! I "O AROUND THT

house. The biro ano » * r aovantage . Thty occur
P A WIOE RANGE ANO API JT MOST AREAS OF THE STATI

With a State .at oiFFrRrnT. It occurs



only along a very narrow strip of coastal beaches. it is little known even

to the majority of coastal residents . and certainl/ can be only partially

appreciated in its natural habitat. one must have an olive shell in the hand

to appreciate the form and colorful pattern. the dead shell is quite a love-

ly thing in itself, easily turned into a desirable souvenir. as most of the

state residents could only hope to know it as a dead shell, it is understandable

that it could become a very excellent item to feature in every curio and souven-

ir shop throughout the state. thus it would seem that, if we as shell club

members are truly concerned with the welfare of these animals we find so

fascinating , we can hardly promote the creation of a state shell unless we

also promote a bill that would simultaneously provide the same kind of pro-

tection that favors our state flower and state bird.

|n considering such a law, we can see that it would have to make two rather

stringent provisions: i. no collecting. (no 'live' collecting? but that

would bring up the same problem as with the birds. how can you tell what

state a specimen was picked up after it's in a collection?) 2. uo commer-

cial exploitation. anything less than these two provisions would be impos-

sible to police , and probably worthless as protection for the species.

so thinking carefully of all the implications of promoting a state shell
,

perhaps the shell clubs should be the last groups to urge such exploitation

of a molluscan species. after all, is a state shell really necessary? is

it truly anything more than a promotional gimmick? would it serve a useful

purpose , other than 'selling' shells? how would you vote is you were an

Olive Shell?

ooooooo

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 71

VIEW THE EXHIBITS. CERTAINLY THE LINES WERE LONG, LONG, LONG ALL DAY ON SUN-

DAY, March 1 , at the park pavillion. Some forty Houstonians spent the week

end exhibiting . judging . shelling viewing the sights on the island and dipping

briefly into mexico. exhibitors from our club won many awards. mr. and

Mrs. Harry Short won blue ribbons , Mrs. Mildred Tate won Shell of the

Show, Mary Dryden won the divisional junior trophy, Mrs. Leola Glass won
a ribbon on one species, and mrs. constance boone won blue ribbons and the

sweepstakes ribbons for out-of-town exhibitors. there were many outstan-

ding displays this year.

Shelling in the area is still poor. Grasses are beginning to come back , but

many of the best bay areas before hurricane buelah seem bare except for

small species. one pleasant moment came when two chitons were found alive

on the clumps of oysters, none having been found since buelah. janth ina

janthina were washing in on the gulf beach on monday. drift hunting still

produces nice epitoniums, emerald nerites, pink pheasant shells. oysters
SUPPORT QPOSTOMIA IMPRESSAS AND Turbonillas . Pedipes MIRABILIS

,
Anachis ,

llttorina nebulosa , and nerita fulgurans were found on the rocks

.

The South Padre Shell Club is to be complimented for sponsoring this kind of

meeting for shellers from across the state and from other states. the hos-

pitality is always great. more shell talk is available here than at any time

of the year anywhere around here.
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notes on the mlcromollusks in two samples of beachorift

From San Luis. Galveston Island.

by H. Ode'

In November of last yfar I visited the beach at San Luis Pass at two occasions

SEPARATED BY A THREE WEEK INTERVAL. ON BOTH OCCASIONS WEATHER AND WIND CON-

DITIONS WERE PRACTICALLY THE SAME AND ALSO BEACH CONDITIONS APPEARED QUITE

SIMILAR. Equal amounts OF BEACHORIFT were present AND THEIR GREATEST ac-

cumulations WERE LOCATED ROUGHLY AT THE SAME SPOTS. THE FIRST SAMPLE WAS

COLLECTED FOR THE PURPOSE OF OBTAINING A LARGE QUANTITY OF SMALL HYDROBIID

•> WHICH WERE PRESENT IN GREAT PROFUSION IN THE DRIFT. AT THE SAME TIME

IT PROVIOED A FOLLOW UP OF AN EARLIER INVESTIGATION ABOUT RELATIVE ABUNDANCES

OF SPECIES IN BEACHORIFT WHICH I HAVE REPORTED BEFORE (TEX. CONCH. VOL . 2.

NO. 6^ . AT THE SECOND VISIT A SAMPLE OF EQUAL SIZE WAS TAKEN, WHICH PROVED

ESSENTIALLY SIMILAR IN COMPOSITION. THE DIFFERENCE BEING THAT THE LARGE NUM-

BER OF UPPER BAY SPECIMENS OF SEVERAL LITTLE GASTROPOD SPECIES WAS NEARLY

MISSING IN THE 2ND SAMPLE. ALL MATERIAL RECORDED HERE WAS SMALLER THAN ONE

OUARTER OF AN INCH. SO THAT MANY SPECIES ARE REPRESENTED ONLY BY JUVENILE

SHELLS. THE SAMPLE SIZE WAS ABOUT ONE HALF OF ONE QUART OF FINE DRIFT. OF

WHICH . AFTER WASHING , ABOUT 509o TURNED OUT TO BE SMALL WOOD FRAGMENTS . VEGE-

TABLE MATTER AND THE ORGANIC REMAINS OF CRABS , ETC.

Before I get to the list of species found in the two samples it may be inter-

esting TO MENTION A LISTING OF SPECIES FOUND ALIVE ON THE MUDFLATS AND IN THE

TIOELINE DURING THESE TWO VISITS. NOT ALL OF THEM ARE PRESENT IN THE SAMPLES

NOR ARE ALL SPECIES FOUND DURING THE LAST TEN YEARS AT THIS LOCATION REPRESENT-

ED in our list. Live collected were:

Epitonium angulatum

Tectonatica pusilla

Thais haemostoma
Anachis ostreicola

Cantharus cancellarius

busycon spiratum

Retusa candei

anaoara transversa

Atrina serrata

dosinia discus

Mercenaria CAMPECHIENSIS

a bra aeoualis

Ensis minor

mulinia lateralis

Periploma angulifera

POLINICES DUPLICATUS

SlNUM PERSPECTIVUM

ANACHIS obesa

MlTRELLA LUNATA

BUSYCON CONTRARIUM

TEREBRA DISLOCATA

LONCHAEUS CRENULATUS

ANADARA OVALIS

CRASSOSTREA virginica

DlNOCARDIUM ROBUSTUM

TELLINA IRIS

DONAX ROEMERI

Spisula SOLIDISSIMA SIMILIS

Pandora trilineata

Also a number of species noted in the tide line close to the sample are not

INCLUDEO RANG LA CUNEATA . RANGIA Fl.EXUOSA . C H IQNE CANCE LLATA . MACOMA CON-
STRICTA , MACOMA TAGELIFORMIS CALLOCARDIA TEXAS IANA . LABIOSA LINEATA . MUREX
FULVESCENS . DlOOORA CAYENENSIS . TELLINA ALTERNATA . PHOLAS CAMPECHIENSIS .

TWACHYCAROIUM MURICATUM . TAGELUS PLEBE IUS . BRACHIDONTES EXUSTUS , PHALIUM
GWANULATUM . LUC INA FLORIDANA AND PhACOIOES PECTINATUS . THESE SPECIES LIVE

EITH' INLETS OR IN THE SHELTERED BAYS. OF SOME I HAVE NEVER SEEN ANY
JUVENILE FRESH MATERIAL (M . TAGELIFORMIS . C. TEXASIANA) IN BEACHDRIFT. THIS

SHOULD PREFERABLY NEVER BE INCLUOED IN A STUDY SUCH AS THIS.
LARGE SHELLS SURVIVE FOR A LONG TIME ON THE BEACH ("PRESUMABLY SEVERAL YEARS)
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BUT ARE WA5HED ASHORE ONLY AT INFREQUENT INTERVALS AFTER A "BLOW". FINE

DRIFT IS WASHED UP PROBABLY EVERY DAY AND DISSIPATED QUICKLY BY THE WIND AND

WORN APART BY RUBBING SAND GRAINS. ITS SURVIVAL TIME IS AT MOST OF THE ORDER

OF A FEW WEEKS AS THIS ANALYSIS WILL SHOW. THUS THE LARGER SPECIMENS OF SHELLS

ARE CUMULATIVE ON THE BEACH AND INFERENCES CONCERNING THE FAUNAL COMPOSITION

BASED ON RELATIVE ABUNDANCES OF THE LARGER SPECIES OF BEACH AND BAY SHELLS

ARE APT TO BE ERRONEOUS. I BELIEVE THAT A STUDY OF THE SMALL FRACTION WILL GIVE

A BETTER INSIGHT INTO THE LOCAL FAUNA. THIS CAN BE SEEN BY LOOKING AT THE NEXT

TWO LISTINGS GIVING THE MOST COMMON GASTROPODS OF SAMPLE I AND SAMPLE 2. IN

SAMPLE 1 A LARGE NUMBER OF LAND SNAILS LARGELY BELONGING TO THE FAMILIES

P'JPIDAE AND SUCCINEIDAE WERE PRESENT; IN THE 2ND THEIR NUMBER WAS GREATLY

REDUCED. WE HAVE LEFT THEM OUT OF CONSIDERATION.

Both samples are listed in order of decreasing frequency:
SAMPLE (1) SAMPLE (2)

1) Thais haemostoma 1

2) All species of Epitonium 2

3) anachis obesa & ostreicola 3

4) LlTTORIDlNOPS MONROENSIS 4

5) Nassarius acutus 5

6) polinices duplicatus 6

tectonatica pusilla

7) Cyclostremella humilis 7

8) lltopia melanostoma 8

9) odostom ia gibbosa 9

10) assiminea succinea 10

1 1) acteon punctostriatus 1 1

12) BlTTIUM VARIUM 12

13) MlTRELLA LUNATA 13

14) RETUSA CANDEI 14

Thais haemostoma
anachis obesa 8c ostreicola

polinices duplicatus

tectonatica

Nassarius acutus

All species of Epitonium

litiopa melanostoma

Cyclostremella humilis

odostom1a cf. gibbosa

BlTTIUM VARIUM

acteon punctostriatus

creseis acicula

All species of Turbonilla

Odostomia weberi

retusa candei

For comparison I STATE the frequency diagram of a sample reported some

years ago

.

Previous sample

1) Cyclostremella

2) Epitonium

3) Creseis

4) Anachis

5) Thais

6) LITIOPA

7) BlTTIUM

8) POLINICES & TECTONATICA

9) ACTEON
1 0) OLIVELLA

One sees immediately that both SAMPLES 1 AND 2 ARE about equal in composi-

tion EXCEPT FOR THE UNUSUAL ABUNDANCE OF LlTTORIDlNOPS AND ASSIM INEA IN THE

FIRST SAMPLE. THERE IS ALSO NOT MUCH DIFFERENCE WITH THE EARLIER REPORTED

SAMPLE. Only a few specimens were left 3 WEEKS later, looking worn and

DISCOLORED. THE LIST OF BIVALVES SHOWS AN EVEN MORE SIMILAR DISTRIBUTION AND

WOULD ONLY DIFFER IN THE LAST THREE PLACES; FOR THIS REASON WE HAVE COMBINED
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IT IN A SINGLE LIST. (8 AND 9 REVERSED FOR SAMPLE 1 , AND 10 REPLACED BY A NA-

PAWA TRANSVERSA WHICH HOWEVER OCCURS SO SPARINGLY AS TO MAKE ITS RANKING

ilPICANv

PRESENT LIST PREVIOUS LIST
1 MULINIA LATERALIS 1 MULINIA

2) DONAX ROEMERI 2) ABRA

CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 3) PERIPLOMA

OSTREA EUQESTRIS

PERIPLOMA ANGULIFERA 4) PETRICOLA

5) PETRICOLA PHOLADIFORMIS 5) TELLINA

61 TELLINA IRIS

7) ABRA AEOUALIS

8 Barnea truncata - Crytopleura COSTATA

9 Ens is minor

10^ LABIOSA PLICATELLA

The following list is most REMARKABLE for THE SPECIES NOT LISTED: Arcidae

were scarce in the sample , anomia i s virtually missing and dlnqcardium which
shows up in countless small juveniles was practically absent. instead a

large number of juveniles of barnea a nd cyrtopleura was found. this sug-

gests that something may be learned by regular sampling throughout the year

at a single location. comparison with the previous listing (vol . 2 (6)) shows

that donax can vary considerably in abundance.

as noted previously mulinia turned out to be byfar the most common mollusk

in the sample. in both samples the number of individuals of this species was

in excess of 8035 of the total sample. almost all thais shells were the very

young slnusigera stage of the species , of which only a few had developed any

further. Except for the pelagics . Litiopa and Crese is
, the surfzone and in-

let C7 ' _lab_iosa AND THE UPPER BAY L ITTQR ID INOPS . ASSIMINEA AND QPOSTOM IA WEB-
ERI , ALL SPECIES ARE LOCALLY DERIVED FROM SHALLOW WATER. QPOSTOM IA WEBERI

HOWEVER SEEMS TO BE PRESENT ALWAYS AND COULD LIVE CLOSE BY, AS IT WAS PRE-

SEKT IN ALMOST EQUAL PROPORTION IN BOTH SAMPLES.

TO BE CONTINUED

oooOooo

continued from page 74

The following sources may be of interest to our readers:

1841 Amphioesma nuculoides Conrad. Am. Journ. Sci. , Vol. 41 , p. 347.

1 889 Semele nuculoides conrad . Dall . Bull . 37 , U . S . N . M . , p . 62 , No . 37 1

1900 Semele nuculoioes Conrad. Dall. Trans. Wagner Free Inst. Sci.

Vol. 3 . pt. 5 . p . 994 .

1951 Semele nuculoides Conrad. McLean. Bivalve mollusca of Porto Rico,
p. 107 , pl. 22 . fig. 3.

1953 Semelina nuculoioes Conrad. Olsson and Harbison, Monograph 8. Acao.
Nat. SCI. Phila. Pa . , p. 1 34.
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NOTES & NEWS

Next Meeting

Dr. Harold W. Harry, associate professor of biology at Texas A&M UNIV^rsity ,

will talk on "mollusca distributed by man" at the april 22 meeting of the socie-

ty, to be held at 8 p.m. at the museum of natural science. dr . harry's dis-

cussion will concern man's role in bringing in different kinds of terrestrial,

marine, and fresh water shells and establishing them in areas foreign to their

natural environments. the results of such actions by man, sometimes causing a

kind of "pollution by molluscs," make a story requiring attention from biolo-

gists and collectors.

Plans are also being made to have specimen shells donated for the Sharpstown

show on display for purchase by our members.

Report March Meeting

After reading of the minutes , Lloyd Meister gave some details about the field

trip for April. Mary Sutow reported about the preparations for the Shell Fair

in the Sharpstown Mall.

The ballots for the election of officers and board members were counted , in all

49 BALLOTS. The slate nominated by the nominating committee was elected.

Because Mr. C. Cardeza indicated the wish to withdraw, Mrs. Ann Speers was

ELECTED IN HIS PLACE.

The program was opened by playing part of the recording of SCIENTIFIC NAMES

spoken by Dr. R. T. Abbott. After that followed a most enjoyable time of

identification of shells , local and worldwide. most of the time the experts

were baffled

.

Open House by Lloyd Meister

The fourth annual OPEN HOUSE of the Brazosport Museum of Natural Science

will be held on May 3, 1970. It is the hope of the Museum's curator, Mildred

Tate , that as many of you as possible will attend the festivities.

At some later date , probably in the May issue , I will announce a different kind

OF FIELD TRIP. IT WILL HELP MEMBERS IN IDENTIFYING SHELLS. THESE SHELLS ARE AT

THE AFOREMENTIONED MUSEUM. IT WILL GIVE YOU A CHANCE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT SHELLS

FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD , AND FROM OUR OWN SHORES.

IF THERE IS ENOUGH INTEREST EXPRESSED TO ME ABOUT SUCH A FIELD TRIP I WILL MAKE THE

ARRANGEMENTS . LET ME HEAR FROM YOU

CONTINUED ON PAGE 92
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELIS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

fam ily myac ioae .

to this family belong the socalled softshell or steamer clams, which are a

popul-AR food in New England. These large clams are North Atlantic forms. In

Texas only a single small species of the genus Sphenia.

§phenia antillensis Dall and Simpson 1901 . This species was discovered several

years ago by Mrs. Speers at South Padre Island. Several live specimens were

collected from stones near the Coast Guard station. Recently five fresh

A VES WERE COLLECTED AT THE SAME LOCATION (Ode) .

FlGUREO IN: 3

Previous references: none

localities: south padre island

we will discuss a few species which were omitted in past issues.

Family Donacidae .

iphigenia brasiliensis lamarck .1818. a few fragmental shells of this species

have been collecteo in drift on padre island. no material has been as yet

obtained by dredging offshore galveston or freeport. it therefore appears

probable that the species reaches its northern limit near padre island. it

has been reporteo from tampico (ref. 1 1 .

FlGUREO IN 1.2,3.5.6

Previous references (see ref. II).

Localities Rare on the beaches of Padre Island.

Family Muricidae.

Risomurex roseus Reeve. 1856. In dredged offshore material this species of

Risomurex is not uncommon. The Texas material agrees well with descrip-
tions AND FIGURES OF_R_. ROSEUS . BUT DIFFERS SOMEWHAT IN COLORATION. OFF-
SHORE MATERIAL

.
EVEN WHEN OREOGED ALIVE . IS EITHER DRAB WHITISH OR REDDISH

brown in color ano never shows traces of pink or banded patterns. a single

•ml obtained two years ago h pom drift on matagorda beach. (coll .

Ode,. Probably this species has been confused with juvenile materiai of
Cantharus cancellarius . It should be to judge from its distribution off-

more common that its records indicate, a figure of a specimen ob-
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ta1ned off the east texas coast, but m;slabelled as drupa nodulosa is

shown on plate 8, figure 4 in reference 12.

Figured in: 3

Previous references: none

Localities: Matagorda Beach.

Fam ily Veneridae .

Parastarte triquetra Conrad , 1 846 . In a recent issue of the Texas Conchologist

this species was listed from a sample of beachdr1ft collected at san luis,

Galveston Island. A single, slightly chipped, valve was obtained. It seems
PROBABLE THAT THIS VALVE IS ADVENTITIOUS AT THIS LOCATION (INTRODUCED BY

WATERFOWL?). IN HIS BOOK AMERICAN SEASHELLS, ABBOTT LISTS THIS SPECIES

WITH A QUESTION MARK FOR TEXAS, BUT WE DO NOT KNOW ON WHAT AUTHORITY.

Figured IN: 1,3,4,6

Previous references: None

Localities: San Luis Pass (Galveston Isl.)

Correction:

In the previous issue we stated that no live specimens of Paramya subovata were
known! from texas. this is incorrect. a single live specimen was collected on

Galveston West Beach after hurricane Carla. (coll. Ode*)

Cyclostremiscus pentagonus Gabb. by H. Ode

This quite common little Vitrinellid has only a few times been collected alive

along the Texas coast. Most beach material is worn, especially at Galveston,

but can still be easily recognized, because of the table-like upper surfaces of

the whorls, as shown for instance in plate 49, figs. a,b,c of perry and schwen-
gel's West Coast of Florida Shells. C_. pentagonus is probably most abundant

on sand in shallow waters. It may live on tubicolous worms, but this is a guess

on my part. Mrs. C. Boone has obtained live material from the shelf area off

Freeport. At South Padre Island usually fresher material can be obtained from

beachdrift than at Galveston. These fresh shells have a slightly greenish color.

The synonymy of the species is quite involved. Originally it was reported under

the name apeorbis supran1t1dus wood , which however is a western european fos-

SIL (Gt. Brit.). The species was placed in the genus Skenea and its specific

NAME CHANGED TO TRILIX BY BUSH . ACCORDING TO WOODRING (1928) AND MOORE (1967)

C^ trilix Bush is synonymous with C. pentagonus Gabb, described from Santo

Domingo.

Previous references for Texas are:

1 955 adeorbis supran1tidus wood , hu lings , masters thesis. t.c.u. , 87 p.

1956 adeorbis supranitidus wood , parker, bull. am. ass . petr . geol. , vol .

40 , P. 295-376.

1959 Cyclostremiscus trilix Bush, Parker, Bull. Am. Ass. Petr. Geol. . Vol.

43 , P. 2100-2166.

1959 adeorbis supranitidus wood, kennedy, masters thesis, t.c.u.

1964 Cyclostremiscus pentagonus Gabb . Moore, Ph.D. Thesis. Univ. Miami,

235 p.

1967 Cyclostremiscus pentagonus Gabb, Harry, Marine Mollusca of Galveston.

Texas A&M , Galveston, Texas.
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Phil. Soc . Trans. , New series 15, p.

Nat. Sc . . Phila. 2d Series, 8, p. 349-

Wt MCNTION MERE THE FOLLOWING SOURCES

1873 Cvclostrema pentagona Gabb. Am
49-259.

1881 Vitrinella pentagona Gabb . J. Ac

380. pl. 45-47

1885 Skenea trilix Bush. Trans. Conn. Ac. Arts and Sc . , p. 464, pl. 14, figs

7 7a.

1889 Aoeorbis supranitious Wood. Dall , Bull. 18, M.C.Z.

U.S.N.M. , p. '50 . pl. 41 , figs. 7 .
7a.

1897 Circulus trilix Bush. Trans. Conn. Ac. Sc . , Vol. 10

6. 10. 10a. 12a-g; pl . 23, figs. 10. 15.

1947 Circulus trilix Bush, Gardner, U.S.G.S. paper 1 42H , pt. 8, p. 600.

1953 Cyclostremiscus ? trilix (BushI . Pilsbry , Monogr . 8 . Ac . Nat. Sc . , Phila

p. 429, pl. 55. figs. 2-4d.

1955 Cyclostremiscus trilix Bush, Perry and Schwengel, Mar. Moll. West
Coast Florida , p. 110. pl. 22 , figs . 1 42 a , b; pl. 49 . figs . 336 a , b , c.

p. 27 8; Bull. 37

p. 127 , pl. 22 , FIGS

oooOooo
Turtles and Rare Shells to Hog Spotlight in Houston Shell Fair by Mary Sutow

Live
.
green sea-turtles will vie with award-winning exhibits from other shell

hs ano with worlo-famous rarities from the Dclaware Museum of Natural
History for feature spots at the Houston Shell Fair. Mrs. Mary Sutow and
Mrs . Anne Speers

. co-chairmen for the coming event , divulged some of the am-
bitious plans for the Fair which will be held again this year at the Sharpstown

May 7-10. 1970.
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Mrs. Ii_a Loetscher has promised to show her pet turtles. Mrs. Loetscher is

participating in a joint mexican and united states government project to hatch

and release these turtles from padre island. recently, some 1700 baby turtles

were sent into the gulf waters. dr. r. tucker abbott , department of mollusks

Chairman at the Delaware Museum has indicated that he will send some rare

seashells including volutes and possibly the conus gloria-maris for display.

Negotiations are under way for the Shell Oil Company exhibit to be shipped here

for the Shell Show. The Houston Museum of Natural Science is also preparing

a mollusk-related display. Prize exhibits prepared by members of the South

Padre Island Shell Club and Brazosport Museum will be shown. Several other

groups have indicated their intentions to participate.

Commitments have been received from a great many members of the Houston Con-
chology Society. In order to plan for space, table requirements and placement,

exhibitors are requested to notify, as soon as possible, the respective chairmen

of the categories in which their exhibits will be classified. Exhibits are to be

put up Wednesday night, May 6 , and are to be taken down Sunday evening , May 10.

The names (and phone numbers in brackets) of the various chairmen are listed

BELOW:

General Chairmen: Mrs. Mary Sutow (528-3319)

Mrs. Anne Speers (526-4273)

Publicity: Mrs. Clarice Van Erp (465-2686)

Sales: Mrs. Jeane Dashiell (781-2728)

Specimen Shell Sales: Lloyd Meister (926-3812)

Texas-Gulf Coast Exhibits: Helmer Ode (664-9942)

East and West Coast (USA)

Exhibits: Mr. & Mrs. Sam Miron (723-3628)

World-wide Shell Exhibits: Mr. & Mrs. Charles Doh (465-8530)

Junior Division Exhibits: Douglas Reynolds
Girl Scouts Exhibits: Mrs. Fay Dryden (433-1644)

Museum Exhibits: Mrs. Anne Speers (526-4273)

Non-marine Molluscan
Exhibits: Mrs. Connie Boone (668-8252)

Arts 8t Crafts Exhibits: Mrs. Dorothy Kister (723-3294)

Fossil Exhibits: Sidney Stubbs (785-3078)

Photographic Exhibits: Don Schaefer (528-6673)

MOLLUSKS AND FOOD EXHIBITS: WAT SUTOW (528-3319)

Signs: Harry Short (664-9324)

two sales tables will be operated this year, one for regular shell packets
and the other for specimen shells. donations are urgently needed for these
tables. Plans are being readied for the usual dinner to follow the Shell Fair.

Time (probably Saturday night, May 9) and place will be announced later.

oooOooo
Notes on the Micro Mollusks in Two Samples of Beachdrift from San Luis Pass,
Galveston, Texas. Part II. (continued)

The following list represents all species in the samples:

SPECIES COMMENTS
LlTTORINA IRRORATA FRAGMENTS IN BOTH SAMPLES
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RlSSOINA CATESBYANA

ASSIMINEA SUCCINEA

LlTfORIDINOPS MONROENSIS

vloscalba louisianae

•aoina sphinctostoma

odostomia" barrett i

Caecum pulchellum

Caecum "glabrum"

Cyclostremella humilis

Cyclostremiscus pentagonus

Cyclostremiscus suppressus

solariorbis infracarinata

solariorbis blake i

Teinostoma biscaynense

Anticlimax pilsbryi

cochliolepis striata

VlTRINELLA FLORiDANA

CERITHIUM SP.

BlTTIUM VARIUM

cerithidea pliculosa

Cerithiopsis greeni

Seila adamsi

Triphora perversa

Modulus modulus

litiopa melanostoma
vermicularia fargoi

Epitonium ANGULATUM

Epitonium APICULATUM

Epitonium albidum

Epitonium rupicola

Epitonium multistriatum

Epitonium novangliae

Epitonium tollini

Epitonium candeanum
Janthina prolongata

Crepidula convexa

Crepidula fornicata

Crepidula plana

Phalium sp.

Strombus pugilis alatus

tonna galea

Tectonatica pusilla

polinices ouplicatus

slnum prespectivum

Thais haemostoma
MlTRELLA LUNATA

anacmis avara similis

Anachis obesa

Anachis ostreicola

Anachis florioana

na3sarius acutus

busycon contrarium

SINGLE SPECIMEN IN SAMPLE 1

ABUNDANT IN 1 , RARE IN 2

ABUNDANT IN 1 , RARE IN 2

A FEW IN BOTH I AND 2

FAIRLY COMMON IN BOTH SAMPLES

A FEW IN BOTH SAMPLES
A FEW WORN IN BOTH SAMPLES

A NUMBER OF FRESH IN BOTH SAMPLES

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

WORN SPECIMENS COMMON IN BOTH

A FEW WORN IN BOTH

A FEW FRESH IN 1

A FEW WORN IN BOTH

A SINGLE SPECIMEN IN BOTH

2 SP. IN 1 , 1 IN 2

1 SP. IN 1

FAIRLY COMMON IN BOTH

1 SP. IN 1

ABUNDANT , OLD IN BOTH

A FEW FRAGMENTS IN BOTH

MANY FRESH IN 1 , A FEW WORN IN 2

A FEW FRAGMENTS IN BOTH

FRAGS . IN BOTH

FRAGS . IN BOTH

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

SINGLE FRAGMENT IN 1

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

A FEW IN BOTH

FAIRLY COMMON IN BOTH

A FEW OLD IN BOTH

A FEW IN BOTH

TWO FRESH IN 1

1 SP . IN 1

A FEW OLD IN BOTH

A FEW FRESH IN BOTH

A SINGLE JUVENILE IN

A FEW OLD IN 1

1 IN 2

1 JUV, IN 2

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

A FEW JUV. IN BOTH

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

SEVERAL FRESH IN BOTH

COMMON IN BOTH

COMMON IN BOTH

2 FRESH IN 2

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

A FEW OLD IN BOTH
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busycon spiratum

olivella dealbata

olivella m1nuta

Terebra protexta

Terebra dislocata

Terebra salleeana

Pyrgocythara plicosa

kurtziella cerinella

acteon punctostriatus

Bulla striata

Retusa candei

volvulella sp.

Cylichna BIDENTATA

Haminoea succinea

atys r11seana

Melanella hemphilli

Henrya SP.

Menestho impressa'

Menestho bushiana

Menestho seminuda

Odostomia gibbosa

Odostomia canal iculata
Odostomia weberi

Odostomia dianthophila

Odostomia sp.

Odostomia sp .

sulcorinella teres

sulcorinella sp.

lonchaeus crenulatus

sayella livida?

Sayella CROSSEANA ?

sayella sp.

turbonilla hemphilli

turbonilla elegans

turbonilla sp .

turbonilla sp .

turbonilla sp.

creseis acicula

Cavolina longirostis

Melampus BIDENTATUS

NUCULANA ACUTA

NUCULANA CONCENTRICA

ANADARA TRANSVERSA

ANADARA BRASIL1ANA

NOET1A PONDEROSA

BRACHIDONTES RECURVUS

ANOMIA SIMPLEX

CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA

OSTREA EQUESTRIS

ADULA SP

.

ALIGENA TEXASIANA

Mysella PLANULATA

Mysella sp .

A FEW OLD IN BOTH

FAIRLY COMMON , OLD, IN BOTH

1 SPEC . OLD IN 1

A FEW OLD FRAGMENTS IN BOTH

A FEW OLD FRAGMENTS IN BOTH

A FEW FRAGMENTS IN 2

A FEW FRAGMENTS IN BOTH

COMMON , WORN FRAGMENTS IN BOTH

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

A SINGLE FRAGMENT IN 1

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

1 SP. IN 1

COMMON IN BOTH

1 SP . IN 1

1 SP. IN 1

1 SP. IN 1

SEVERAL IN 2

A FEW OLD IN BOTH

A FEW OLD IN BOTH

A FEW OLD IN BOTH

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

A FEW OLD IN BOTH
ABUNDANT IN BOTH

TWO OLD IN 2

SEVERAL FRESH IN 1

SEVERAL FRESH IN 1

COMMON IN BOTH

SEVERAL IN BOTH

COMMON IN 1 , FRAGMENTS IN 2

A FEW IN 1

A FEW IN 1

A FEW IN 1 , 1 IN 2

FRAGMENTS IN BOTH

COMMON IN 1 , A FEW IN 2

FRAGMENTS IN BOTH

FRAGMENTS IN BOTH

FRAGMENTS IN BOTH

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

A FEW OLD IN BOTH

FRAGMENTS IN 2

A FEW OLD IN BOTH

A FEW IN BOTH

FEW FRESH IN BOTH

FEW FRAGMENTS IN BOTH

FEW IN BOTH

A SINGLE JUVENILE IN 2

FEW FRAGMENTS IN BOTH

ABUNDANT FRAGMENTS IN BOTH

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

1 COMPLETE IN 1

FAIRLY COMMON IN BOTH

FRESH VALVES , FEW IN BOTH

OLD FRAGMENTS IN 1
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DlPLOOONTA SOROR

DlNOCAROIUM ROBUSTUM

OOSINIA DISCUS

MERCENARIA CAMPECH IENS IS

AnOMALOCARDIA CUNEIMERIS

Parastarte triouetra

Petricola pholadiformis

Tellina iris

s thigh l a mirabilis

Macoma tenta

donax roemeri

Semele proficua

Abra aeoualis

cumingia teluinoides

tagelis divisus

ensis minor

mulinia lateralis

labiosa plicatella

rocellaria h ians

corbula sp.

corbula swiftiana

paramya subovata

Unknown Corbulid

barnea truncata

Cyrtopleura COSTATA

PHOLAS CAMPECH IENS IS

DlPLOTHYRA SMYTHI

Bankia or Teredo sp.

Periploma angulifera

Dentalium texasiana

acanthopleura apiculata

OLD VALVE IN 1

A FEW IN BOTH

SEVERAL IN BOTH

TWO JUV . IN BOTH

A FEW IN BOTH

SINGLE VALVE IN 1

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

A FEW VALVES IN BOTH

A FEW VALVES IN BOTH

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

A SINGLE JUV. IN 1

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

A FEW VALVES IN 1

A SINGLE JUV. IN 2

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

FEW IN 1 , ABUNDANT JUV. IN 2

SEVERAL VALVES IN 1

SEVERAL FRESH IN BOTH

1 OLD IN 1

TWO VALVES IN 2

1 VALVE IN 2

MANY JUV . IN BOTH

MANY JUV. IN BOTH

A FEW JUV . IN

'SEVERAL VALVES IN BOTH

SEVERAL IN BOTH

ABUNDANT IN BOTH

OLD FRAGMENTS COMMON IN BOTH

SINGLE PIECE IN 1

Apart from a few species which were collected in only one of the two samples,

which is to be expected on statistical grounds. both samples were surprisingly

eoual . the difference between both samples can best be summarized by the

statement that sample 1 contained a number of small gastropod species ,
swept

by the current or wino from the upper parts of the bay system. these are:

llttoridinops monroensis . assimnea succunea , qpostomia sp. , qpostom ia sp . ,

sayella livida . sayella erosseana, and sayella sp. the identification of l

monroensis is of course tentative. the species was first listed by harry (1968)

for galveston. it agrees in all external characters very well with the figures

and description by thompson (196 8) . but study of the soft anatomy is desirable.

it is possible that also the different abundance of cerithiopsis greeni , turbon-

ella elegans . cumingia tellinoides and several other species which were present

in small numbers in sample 1 and virtually missing in sample 2 can be explained

by this mechanism. a local rainstorm in some part of the bay could conceivably

flush a limited area with a somewhat specialized fauna. for the abundance of

r>ya in the first sample i have no explanation. it is possible that the wind

has blown the tideline clear of this species. these shells are so small and

light that when at low tide the sun has drieo the beachdrift it is possible that

these extremely light shells are wind blown out of the drift. the most re-
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MARKABUE FACT ABOUT THIS LIST IS THE PRESENCE OF A NUMBER OF SPECIES HITHERTO

UNRECORDED FOR THIS LOCATION AND EVEN THE TEXAS COAST. INCLUDED ARE SOME

SPECIES WHICH WERE FOUND EARLIER BUT MERIT SOME REMARKS:

1) RlSSOINA CATESBYANA . THIS IS THE FIRST SPECIMEN, TO MY KNOWLEDGE, COLLECT-

ED at San Luis Pass. It has been found once on the outer beach of Galveston

(Ode) but is not uncommon in the Corpus Christi area.

2) Cerithium sp . A small, possibly juvenile shell unknown to me

3) Epitonium candeanum . Sometime ago Mrs. C. Boone had collected this

species at this location for the first time. Our two specimens appear to be

the same. However, juvenile shells of E. apiculatum and candeanum are

very difficult to separate and it is, in my opinion, even possible that this

complex in fact constitutes only a single species.

4) Anachis floridana. The second time that this species was collected here.

It undoubtedly belongs also in the avara complex, but is quite differently

COLORED

.

5) volvulella sp . a small shell, the first of this genus reported from gal-

veston beaches

.

6) haminoea succ1nea . only rarely has this species been taken at san luis pass.

7) Atys riiseana. The second record of this species for this location.

8) qpostomia sp . a number of very fresh and minute shells of a species unknown

to me and collected for the first time.

9) qpostomia sp . a number of very fresh and minute shells, different from

those above , unknown to me and collected for the first time.

10) sulcorinella teres . usually listed as qpostomia engonia teres bush . it is

unlikely that this is an "odostomia" and i prefer the generic designation pro-

posed by bartsch for some very similar shells from florida. this species

13 not rare on texas beaches.

11) sulcorinella sp . a smaller and rarer species than the previous one. it has

been collected before at this location.

12) Sayella livida. This is the fattest of the three species listed here and is

rare on Galveston Island.

13) sayella crosseana. a somewhat more slender form collected for the first

time on Galveston Island.

14) sayella sp. a very small slender sayella, which i have never seen before.

15) Adula sp. This mytilid , probably undescribed as yet, has been found sofar

only further south on the texas coast. a single complete specimen from

the drift. several others were picked in very fresh state out of a piece of

driftwood collected near the sampling locality. it may be mentioned that a

small number of a very globose , small l.eptonid species was associateo with

apula sp . in the woop. sofar , i hap not collected those on the beach, although

this species is not unusual in offshore dredge material.

16) Parastarte triquetra . This species has been mentioned with a question mark

for Texas by Abbott (Amer. Sea Shells, p. 419), but sofar it was never col-

lected. The single valve is a little chipped at the lower edge , but other-

wise IN FAIRLY GOOD GENERAL CONDITION. IT IS POSSIBLE THAT THIS SPECIES DOES

not belong to the living texas fauna, but was introduced by a migrating bird.

17) unknown corbulip . the first valve of this species collecteo by me. it has

a very peculiar irregular, wavy, rap1ating pattern of striae.

18) acanthopleura apiculata. the first chiton piece ever collected by me at

Galveston. The species apparently does live in the saltier bays.
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MOLLUSC ANA BY w . w SuTOW M D

FEBRUARY. 1967 ISSUE OF THE TEXAS CONCHOLOGIST I BRIEFLY OUTLINED
THE CONTENTS OF A 2-VOLUME PUBLICATION EDITEO BY K . M. WILBUR AND CM. YONGE
B called PHYSIOLOGY OF THE MOLLUSC A. It was pointed out then that the

CHAPTERS IN THE BOOKS WERE WRITTEN BY AUTHORITIES IN THE FIELD AND THAT WHILE THE
TEXT MAY BE TOO HIGHLY SPECIALIZED FOR MANY OF THE SHELL COLLECTORS, REFERENCE
DOCUMENTATION OF AT LEAST THE CHAPTER HEADINGS SEEMED WORTHWHILE.

WE HAVE ANOTHER RECENTLY PUBLISHEO BOOK OF SIMILAR NATURE AND SCOPE. THIS IS

THE BIOLOGY OF THE MOLLUSC A by R . D. Purchon (Pergamon Press, 1968.
560 pages. $27 ). Dr. Purchon is Professor of Zoology in the University of
London at Chelsea College of Science and Technology. In writing the book it
was Dr. Purchon's purpose "to make readily available the interesting arguments
BROUGHT FORWARD. THE ILLUSTRATIONS, AND THE CONCLUSIONS REACHED IN A LARGE
NUMBER OF AUTHORITATIVE PAPERS ON MOLLUSCS WHICH HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED DURING THF
LAST 40 OR 50 YEARS".

The book contains the following chapters:

1 . Form and function of the mantle cavity and associated organs.
2. Feeding methods and adaptive radiation in the gastropoda.
3. Feeding method and evolution in the bivalvia.
4. Adaptive radiation in the polysyringian bivalves.
5. Digestion

6. Reproduction

7. Distribution of molluscs .

8. The functions of the nervous system in the dibranchiate .

Each chapter is written for the zoological student and the professional and the
LANGUAGE IS TECHNICAL. HOWEVER. EACH OF THE CHAPTERS PROVIDES AN INTERESTING
AND FAIRLY UNDERSTANDABLE PERSPECTIVE EVEN FOR US AMATEURS. A S USUAL, S.GN.F.-
CANT REFERENCES ARE LISTEO IN THE BIBLIOGRAPHY.

FOR ME PERSONALLY. THE MOST FASCINATING PORTIONS OF THE BOOK WERE THE TWO AP-
PENOICES TITLED 'APPENDIX A, THE FOUR MINOR CLASSES " AND "APPENDIX B, THE
THREE MAJOR CLASSES". THESE APPENDICES WERE INTENDED TO INCLUDE A "NUMBER OF
EXERCISES IN WHICH THE STUDENT INVESTIGATES THE ANATOMY OF THE ANIMAL". THE
ANATOMY OF A MOLLUSK FROM EACH CLASS IS DESCRIBED. MUCH LIKE A COLLEGE LAB-
ORATORY MANUAL

. CONCISE INSTRUCTIONS ARE GIVEN FOR D.SSECT.ON OF THE ANIMAL THE
KEY F.ND.NGS AT EACH STEP ARE INDICATED .N THE TEXT. A NUMBER OF HELPFUL DIAGRAMS
ARE INCLUDED FOR ORIENTATION. THE FOLLOWING SPECIES ARE DESCRIBED: MONOPLACO-
PHORA - NEOPIL.NAGALATHEA

; POLYPLACOPHORA - LEPIDOCHITONA CINrPHK- APLACO-
PHORA - CHAETODERMA

;
AND. SCAPHOPODA - DeNTALIUM CONSPICUUM AND DENTAL.UM EN-

TALJS.. FOR THE THREE MAJOR CLASSES . EXAMPLES DISCUSSED ARE- B.VALV.A - ASPA-
JHARJA BRUMPT!.; GASTROPODA - BUCCJNUM JJJiDATUM., APLYSJA WiNJ^ AND ^HACHA-
jjna_ species; ano. Cephalopoda -_Sepja_officinalis .

THE AUTHOR POINTS OUT THAT ABOUT A THOUSAND SCE.NT.F.C ARTICLES ARE PUBLISHED
EACH YEAR ON MOLLUSKS

. .N THE PERIOD OF TIME COVERED BY THE BOOK ABOUT 50 000
PAPERS ON MOLLUSKS WERE PU8LISHED.
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A.M.U. - THIRTY-SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING, JULY 16-20, 1970

The 36th annual meeting of the American Malacological Union is set for July

16-20, 1970 at Key West, Florida. The A.M.U. recently distributed informa-

tion REGARDING THIS MEETING. HOUSING WILL BE AT THE KEY WESTER MOTOR INN AND

Villas (Roosevel Boulevard on A1A, Key West, phone 305/296-5671). Lecture

sessions will be held in the key wester convention hall.

the highlights of the announced program include -

Wednesday, July 15: Informal get-together 8:00 p.m.

Thursday, July 16: "History of Florida Malacology" by Dr. Wm.
J. Clench and "Evolution of a Sheller" by M. K. Jacobson in

addition to other papers ,
2-5 P.M.

Friday, July 17: "Commercial Marine Mollusks of the United

States" an all-day symposium. Shell Club night at 8:00 p.m.

Saturday, July 18: Papers in a.m. - Field trip in the afternoon,

low (-0.6) tide at 4:00 p.m.

Sunday, July 19: Papers all day. Session for shell collectors

featuring harpa (harold rehder), cassidae (tucker abbott) ,

and a "Cone Identification Clinic" (William Old), at 8:00 p.m.

Monday, July 20: Symposium in a.m. on "Biological Systematics

of Marine Gastropods". Closing papers in p.m. including the

Past-Presidential address by Joseph Rqsewater on "The

Molluscan Family Littorinidae" . Annual banquet in evening

with an illustrated talk on living cephalopods by a represent-

ATIVE from the University of Miami Marine Laboratory.

oooOooo

The Shell Fair at Corpus Christi by W. W. Sutow , M.D.

Dr. George Metz with his "Coat of Mail Shells" display, an impressive showing

of West Coast (U.S.A.) chitons , won the major DuPont Trophy at the Eighth

Annual Shell Fair of the Coastal Bend Shell Club that was held in Corpus

Christi March 7 and 8, 1970.

The Texas Shell of the Show Award was given to Mildred Tate for her fine

specimen of oocqris bartschi rehder. other major awards included the gary
Trophy for Texas land snails (won by Rev. and Mrs. F. G. Butler of Alice"! , the

tricolor ribbon for an especially outstanding exhibit (awarded to the dupont
trophy winner from the port isabel show - the gulf of california dredged shell

display by Mrs. Frisbie and Mrs. Poe) , and, the Sweepstake ribbon for the

most blue ribbons (won by dr . and mrs. thacher gary of san marcos) .

In addition to the Shell of the Show award, Mildred Tate won blue ribbons in

the one-area local texas waters category (w ith a display of rare dredged deep
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>« species) and in the Special Group category (with her collection of albino

She also received merit awards for the local shells category and for

ONE FAMILY CATEGORY (WITH A DISPLAY OF PECTENS .

)

coastal Bend Club presented a well organized shell show that was held

this year at the Garden Center. The attendance by participants and by the

public was good ano the competition for the major awards was quite brisk. the

JUDGES WERE MRS. MYRA TAYLOR (SAN ANTONIO), PAUL McGEE (HOUSTON) AND W . W.

SUTOW (HOi

San Antonio Shell Club Announces Plans For A "Shell Exposition "

The first San Antonio Shell Exposition has been scheduled by the San Antonio

Shell Club for October 8 to 1 1 , 1970. This will be held at the Wonderland

Shopping City in San Antonio.

The Show schedule has already been distributed. There is a major division (with

5 classes) for the Texas Gulf Coast Mollusca. There is another major division

for Texas Lano and Fresh Water Mollusca. A Hall of Fame division for pre-

vious WINNERS HAS ALSO BEEN ANNOUNCED. THE OTHER TWO DIVISIONS INCLUDE THE

Special Groups (9 classes and subclasses) and the General Category of Mollusks

(4 classc

Ribbons will be awarded in each class and subclass. The best exhibit in each

of the 5 divisions will be awarded a trophy. a best shell" ribbon will be

given in each of the 5 divisions and the "shell of the show" will be selected

from the division winners.

The Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences Award will be presented to the

most outstanding collection of the show". the gary award will go to the

outstanding texas land gastropod exhibit and the murray award will go to the

outstanding texas fresh water exhibit.

000O000

.CONTINUED FROM PAGE 81

Our April Meeting has been designated as our annual meeting. A short review
OF THE PAST YEAR WILL BE PRESENTED AND PLANS FOR THE COMING YEAR WILL BE DIS-

CUSSED.

on page 71 of our previous issue we discussed an article in geotimes. the quo-
tation mark after attempted was omitted. from the same paper i quote: "two
major sections of the treatise on invertebrate paleontology were released in

1969. The long awaiteo pelecypod volumes provide a much needed synthesis of

the important group. except for the oysters which are to be covered in a 3rd

volume. or particular interest are the introductory sections: general fea-
tures of the blvalvia by l . r. cox; form . function and evolution by e. g.

Kauffman; and Classification of Bivalvia by Norman D. Newell. Many of the

IOEAS WILL SERVE AS A BASES FOR DI6CUSSION AND DEBATE AMONG MOLLUSC WORKERS
FOR YEARS TO COME. NOTE EDITOR WE RECOMMEND BOTH VOLUMES AND THE MEMOIR

HE ATTENTION OF THE LIBRARY COMMITTEE.
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Next Meeting (August, 1970)

The program for the August meeting will be announced later

F?eport April Meeting

After reading of the minutes Mrs. Sutow reported on the preparations for

the Annual Shell Fair. Mrs. Van Erp , as publicity chairman for the Fair,

reported good progress in her efforts to publicize the Shell Fair through

local news channels.

Mrs. Boone informed the meeting that the Beaumont Shell Club will stage

its show this year during the second week of june at the royal coach inn in

Beaumont. Next, she introduced the main speaker for the evening, Dr.

harold w . harry, associate professor of biology at texas a&m university.

Dr. Harry gave a most interesting talk on the subject: "Mollusca introduced

by Man in foreign environments". An animated question and asnwer period

followed his presentation.

Report Shell Show in Sharpstown Mall.

The Shell Show in the Sharpstown Mall was viewed by more than 15,000 view-

ers. Many of our members exhibited and beautiful displays from members of

our sister clubs contributed to the great interest shown by the public. the
club is indebted to mary sutow who organized the affair and persuaded, co-

ordinated and cajoled us into plenty i to l.loyd meister and doug reynolds

who did all of the backbreak1ng unglamorous work without which no fair can

succeed; to jeane dashiell who with her staff spent long hours to clean .

sort and package shells to make us an affluent society; to harry short who
prepared the beautiful signs for the different departments; to clair1e van
Erp who ably took care of the publicity , so that many of us became TV stars

overnight.

Outstanding exhibits were shown by the Museum of Natural Science of Houston
the Delaware Museum of Natural History, the Brazosport Museum of Natural
Science and Shell Oil Company. We enjoyed the cooperation of the Oceano-
graphy Center of the Houston Independent School District, and elementary
schools. Robert Haynes . first prize winner of the senior space-science

division of the Greater Houston Science Fair exhibited his prize winning

exhibit of the Oyster. Girl Scouts exhibited and there was some breathtaking

underwater and above water photography. a shellcraft shop vied with a shell

shop for attention.

continued on page 100
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELIS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

Family Melanellioae . This difficult family of slender conical gastropods has

a number of representatives on the texas coast. very little is known

about their habits . but it appears probable that most are parasites of other

organisms. the taxonomy of these shells is involved and more work by ex-

perts is necessary to straighten out the confusion within this group. from
Texas beaches the genera Nisq . Balcis , Strqmbiformis and Melanella are

known. jmlsq is relatively large with an open umbilicus; balc is is conical

v\ ithout umbilicus and has a relatively small body whorl; Strqmbiformis
is long and slender, glassy and thin shelled with a relatively large body

whorl. For the forms with a strongly curved spiral, we, merely as a

matter of convenience , use the generic name melanella .

nlso interrupta sowerby 1834. this attractive shell has only uncommonly
been collected dead on the texas beaches. most material comes from
Port Aransas and further south. In reference 11 the name N. interrupta

IS erroneously applied to the pyramidellid species Lonchaeus crenulatus
Holmes. In offshore dredgings N . interrupta is widespread and common.
Figured in : 4 ,6 . 1 3

Previous references: 13.19

Localities: Sabine McFaddin Beach (OdeI , Port Aransas

Balcis jamaicensis C.B. Adams. 1845. Probably the most common Melanel-
lio of the Tcxas beaches. Occasionally the species is rather common in

beach drift, and usually a few specimens can be collected from beach-
orift. It is common over the shelf area near Galveston and Freeport.
Live material is known from Port Isabel Bay and Ingleside (Speers).
Figured in: Clench & Turner . Occ . Pap . on Moll . , Vol . 1 (1 5) , pl . 36 .

fig. 5.

Previous references: 19

Localities Has been colllecteo all along the Texas coast.

Balcis conoioea Kurtz ft Simpson . 1854. This species which is different from
THE PREVIOUS ONE IN HAVING A KEELED BODY WHORL AND A DIFFERENTLY SHAPED
MOUTH IS LESS COMMON THAN B. JAMAICENSIS . IT IS COMMON OVER THE SHELF
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area near galveston and freeport. the species has been dredgcd al ive

near the coast guard station at south padre island.

Figured in: 7

Previous references: 11 .13,19

Localities: Galveston, Matagorda, Port Aransas, South Padre Island.

balcis hemphill! pall , 1884. this smaller shell is uncommonly found dead

in beachdrift along the texas coast. we give this name with some reser-

vation as identification of species within this family is difficult because

of the confusion in its taxanomy . this species is of a uniform brown color

and is considerably smaller than both previous ones. live material is

known from port isabel (speers) .

figured in: 4,6,

Previous references: none

Localities: Galveston, Port Isabel.

Strombiformis bifasciata Orbigny, 1842. This small species which is occa-

sionally NOT UNCOMMON IN BEACHDRIFT, HAS BEEN TAKEN FROM BEACHDRIFT ALONG

THE ENTIRE TEXAS COAST. THIS IS THE SPECIES WHICH IN THE PAST WE HAVE

called Strombiformis bilineata Alber , 1834. It is a small slender thin

shelled glassy shell with two brown bands. it is not uncommon offshore

so that it is probably restricted to rather shallow water. dead speci-

mens are known only, but often they are fresh,

figured in: 3

Previous references: none

Localities: Galveston, Matagorda, St. Joseph Isl. , South Padre Isl.

Melanella arcuata C . B . Adams, 1850. On several occasions a number of very

small melanellids have been collected on texas beaches , which show the

typical curvature of the spiral structure, giving the shell a particular

droopy appearance. perhaps somewhat arbitrarily we have named these

shells m. arcuata c . b. adams . these forms are somewhat unusual on

Texas beaches. When fresh they are glassy clear. Several live speci-

mens WERE COLLECTED AT PORT ISABEL, STRAINED FROM MATERIAL DISGORGED BY

seacucumbers (speers) .

Figured in: Dall , 1889, Gastropods Blake Report, pl. 19, fig. 11

Previous references: 18 (offshore on Baker Bank.)

Localities: Galveston, South Padre Island.

REMARKS:

A GREAT MANY OF THE SPECIES HAVE BEEN OBTAINED IN DREDGINGS FROM THE SHELF.

IT IS PROBABLE THAT SOME AS YET UNIDENTIFIED BEACH MATERIAL IN OUR COLLECTIONS

BELONGS TO ONE OR TWO OTHER SPECIES. MORE MATERIAL IS NEEDED TO DECIDE THIS.

TO BE CONTINUED

OOOOOOO

New Magazine for Shell Collectors

The first issue of a new magazine for shei i collectors has appeared. "OFF
SEA AND SHORE" will be pubi ished four times a year. Subscription is $3.50

PER YEAR; INDIVIDUAI COPIES ARE $1 .00. Ir CAN BE ORDERED FROM THE EDITOR.

Thomas C. Rice, P. O. Box 33. Port Gamble , Wa. 9836 4 . U.S.A.
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MOLLUSCANA BY W. W . Sutow , M. D.

With summer just around the corner, many club members, no doubt, are making

plans for all sorts of shell collecting forays to distant vacation spots. are

you heaoco for the california coast? if you are , here are some tidbits of in-

FORMATION OF POSSIBLE INTEREST TO YOU.

1 . In California, a sport fishing license is required of any person, 16 years

of age and oloer . for the taking of mollusks . this means the collecting

of any live specimen . a special non-resident 10-day sport fishing license

costs $3.00. a special 3-day license for waters of the pacific ocean only

may be had for si .00.

2. Certain mollusks , such as abalones , clams , chiones , cockles .mussels and

scallops have season, collecting hours, size, and bag regulations. the

REGULATIONS ARE STRICTLY ENFORCED. BE SURE YOU KNOW THE DETAILS.

3. no fish. mollusks or crustaceans may be taken in those waters adjacent to

certain portions of the santa catalina island.

4. no invertebrates except clams , abalones, crabs, chiones, cockles, mussels

scallops and lobster may be taken in any tide pool or other area between

the high tide mark and a point 1 ,000 feet beyond the low tide mark off-

shore from any state park. state beach, state recreation area or state

reserve . collecting in these prohibited areas is subject to stiff fines.

Unfortunately , access to the shore may be had in only these public places

so DO BE SURE OF YOUR SHELLING GROUNDS.

5. Do not eat mussels during the summer. Specific details should be checked

out locally.

6. All mollusks may be taken by skin diving (with a license). Similarly, mol-
lusks MAY BE TAKEN BY SCUBA DIVING IN ALL OCEAN WATERS SOUTH OF YANKEE
Point in Monterey County. In all ocean waters north of Yankee Point,

only rock scallops may be taken by scuba diving.

For shelling along the entire California coast, Ricketts, Calvin and Hedgpeth's

BETWEEN PACIFIC TIDES (available in our library) is a delightful and

INFORMATIVE DISCUSSION OF THE ECOLOGY , ZONATIONS, AND MOLLUSCAN HABITATS

THAT ONE ENCOUNTERS IN CALIFORNIA. THE BOOK DESCRIBES THE INVERTEBRATE

LIFE , INCLUDING MOLLUSKS , THAT ABOUNDS ALONG THE SHORES OF THE GOLDEN
State . R . T . Abbott's SEASHELLS OF NORTH AMERICA is a handy

CHECKLIST FOR THE SEASHELLS OF THE PACIFIC COAST. J. H. MCLEAN'S MARINE
SHELLS OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA authoritatively lists the species

MOST COMMONLY FOUND IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. CALIFORNIA ABALONES.
FAMILY HALIOTIDAE (by K . W . Cox; . COMMON MARINE BIVALVES OF
CALIFORNIA (by J. E . Fitch), and A COLLECTORS GUIDE TO WEST
COAST CHITONS 'by the Burgharots; all should be most useful.
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Teinostoma biscaynense Pilsbry and McGinty 1945 by H . Ode

This widespread and rather common gastropod can often be collected in fair

numbers from beachdrift along the texas coast. it is usually found in drift

from the bays and beaches close to the inlets. live material has , as far as

i know, not yet been observed in texas, the species is probably a commensal

or a parasite of tubicolous worms. characteristic of the species is the for-

mation of a thin layer of shiny calcareous material over the upper part of the

whorls so that the early whorls are covered. in very young specimens this

layer is absent. the umbilicus is as in most teinostomas completely filled

by a callus , even in juvenile material. by this characteristic immature shells

can be differentiated from immature vltrinella floridana . teinostoma and

vltrinella probably are closely related.

Like so many of the Texas micromollusks this common species has seldom been

reported before. we have mentioned it several times in this publication.

Other references are:

1964 Moore, D. R., PhD dissertation . University of Miami , Florida, 235 p.

1967 Harry, H. W. , Marine Mollusca of Galveston. Tentative and prelim-

inary list. Mar. Lab. Tex. A&M , Galveston, Texas (2nd ed. 1968).

1969 Ode , H. and Speers , A. , Tex. Conchol. , Vol. 6 , p. 3.
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According to D . R. Moore . Teinostoma obtectum Pilsbry and McGinty 1945
AND TEINSTOMA NESAEUM PlLSBRY AND McGlNTY 1945 ARE IDENTICAL WITH IT. THE
FOLLOWING SOURCE MAY BE OF USE FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO STUDY THIS INTERESTING
GROUP OF MICROMOLLUSKS

'945 Teinostoma biscaynense Pilsbry and McGinty. Nautilus Voi . 5Q p |.

1 3 . pl. 1 . fig. 4.

The largest specimen in the photograph, taken by Mr. C. Dexter, is slightly
UNOER 2 MILLIMETER. THE SPECIMENS WERE COLLECTED FROM BEACHDRIFT ON MATA-
goroa Beach.

oooOooo

Shells in the Culture of the American Indian by Anne Speers

Introduction

In searching for information on the American Indians' use of shells for the
DISPLAY EXHIBITED BY THE HOUSTON MUSEUM OF NATURAL SCIENCE IN OUR RECENT
Shell Show. I was most fortunate in having access to the Museum's Anthro-
pology LIBRARY. I WAS RATHER AMAZED AT THE AMOUNT OF MATERIAL AVAILABLE ON
THIS RATHER OBSCURE SUBJECT. AND BECAME QUITE FASCINATED WITH THE SUBJECT
BEFORE I HAD COMPLETED THE PROJECT. BECAUSE WE COULD NOT DISPLAY SOME OF THE
MORE INTERESTING INDIAN ARTICLES USING SHELL. SUCH AS WAMPUM BELTS OR CARVED
Shell Gorgets, I thought perhaps the readers of this paper might, nevertheless
BE INTERESTED IN HEARING ABOUT THESE UNIQUE USES OF SHELL. AS WELL AS A MORE
OETAILEO REPORT ON SOME OF THEIR USES SHOWN IN THE MUSEUM EXHIBIT.

The following report, which will appear in several parts , is , for the most
PART TAKEN DIRECTLY FROM THE LITERATURE. WITH CONSIDERABLE CONDENSING AND
CUTTING. FOR THOSE WHO MIGHT LIKE TO PURSUE THE SUBJECT FURTHER. I WILL IN-

cluoe a list of the books i found most informative.

The Age of Shell
In a broad region at one time occupied by the mound-building Indian tribes of
North America, we observe a peculiar and an original effort - - an art dis-
tinctive IN THE MATERIAL EMPLOYED, IN THE FORMS DEVELOPED, AND TO SOME EX-
TENT THE IDEAS REPRESENTED. It IS AN AGE OF SHELL. A SORT OF SUPPLEMENT TO
the age of stone .

Art hao its beginning when man first gathered clubs from the woods . stones
FROM THE RIVER BED. AND SHELLS FROM THE SEA-SHORE FOR WEAPONS AND UTENSILS.
IN HIS HANOS THESE SIMPLE OBJECTS BECOME MODIFIED BY USE INTO NEW FORMS, OR
WERE INTENTIONALLY ALTERED TO INCREASE THEIR CONVENIENCE. THIS WAS THE IN-
FANCY. THE INCEPTION OF CULTURE. A PERIOD FROM WHICH A TEDIOUS BUT STEADY
ADVANCE HAS BEEN MADE UNTIL THE REMARKABLE ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE PRESENT WERE
REACHED.

THE STEPS WHICH LEO UP TO THESE RESULTS ARE BY NO MEANS CLEAR TO US. WE FIND
IT IMPOSSIBLE TO TRACE BACK THROUGH THE HISTORIC AGES INTO AND BEYOND THE PRE-
HISTORIC SHAOOWS

.
THE PATHWAY TO CULTURE FOLLOWED BY ANY ONE PEOPLE. BY

COLLECTING THE VARIOUS RELICS OF ART IN SHELL. WE ARE ABLE TO ADD A FRAGMENT
TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF ANCIENT RACES.
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It is difficult to demonstrate the great antiquity of many of these relics.

Many of those obtained from the shell heaps of the Atlantic coast are doubt-

less VERY ANCIENT, AND CARBON DATING HAS PLACED SOME SHELL RELICS RECENTLY

removed from indian mounds near houston at about 3400 before present. those

taken from spiro mound , oklahoma, which included the artifacts which made

up the greater part of the display by the museum of natural science, are

believed to have originated in the cultural age , just prior to the beginning

of European influence.

it is known that man in his most primitive condition must have resorted to the

sea-shore for the food which it affords. weapons or other appliances were

not necessary in the capture of mollusks; a stone to break the shell. or one

of the massive valves of the shells themselves, sufficed for all purposes.

The shells of mollusks probably came into use as utensils at a very early

date, and with products of the vegetable world, afforded natural vessels

for food and water. in time, by accidental suggestion perhaps, it would be

found that modifications would enhance their usefulness, and the breaking

away of useless parts and the sharpening of edges and points would be resort-

ED to. Perforations which occur naturally in some species of shell, would

BE produced artificially, and the shells would be strung on vines or cords

and suspended about the neck for convenience of transportation. in this way,

perhaps, the custom of wearing pendants for personal ornament originated.

Following this would be the transportation of such articles to distant places

by wandering tribes, exchanges would take place with other tribes , and finally

a trade would be developed, and a future commerce of nations be inaugurated.

The farther these USEFUL ARTICLES were carried from the source of supply

the greater the value that would be attached to them , and far inland the

shell of the sea might easily become an object of unusual consideration,

having an origin more or less shrouded in mystery, it would in time become

doubly dear to the heart of the superstitious indian, perhaps an object of

actual veneration, or at least one of such high esteem that it would be

treasured by the living and buried with the dead.

Thus, the material, so plentiful on the sea-shore that it was thought of only

as useful for vessels and implements, became a valued treasure in the interior;

its functions were gradually enlarged and differentiated; it was worked into

varied shapes, such as pendants for the ears, beads for the neck, pins for the

hair and elaborate gorgets for the breast. it served as fetish and charm .

and was frequently used in the ceremonial jugglery of the mystic dance.

the slightest modification of these relics by the hand of man attracts our

attention, and from that infant stage of the art until the highest and most

elaborate forms are reached, they have the deepest interest to the student

of human progress.

Shell Species Especially Favored by the American Indian

PECTENS
The Pectens are widely distributed, and because of their beauty of form and

color have been in great favor with all peoples. they were employed exten-
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SIVCLY BY THE ANC 1

1

OF AMERICA AS ORNAMENTS AND RATTLES. AND
vAMPLES EXHUMEO FROM GRAVES . MOUNDS. AND REFUSE HEAPS APPEAR TO HAVE

BEEN USED AS UTENSILS . CUPS FOR PAINT . AND VESSELS FOR FOOD AND DRINK. THEY
•<E ESPECIALLY PLENTIFUL IN THE CEMETERIES OF THE ANCIENT C AL I FORN IANS . AND

SPECIMENS MAY BE FOUNO IN GREAT MUSEUMS WHICH WERE USED AS PAINT CUPS. SOME
STILL PARTIALLY FILLED WITH THE REMAINS OF INDURATED PAINT. SOME WERE RECEP-
TACLES OF ASPHALTUM , ANO OTHERS . QUITE EMPTY WERE EMPLOYED PROBABLY FOR
DOMESTIC PRUPOSES. PECTEN CAURINUS AND P. HASTATUS WERE EMPLOYED BY THE
MAKAH ANO OTHER INDIANS FOR RATTLES. THE SPECIES MOST USED ON THE ATLANTIC
COAST WERE P. IRRADIANS AND P. CONCENTRICUS

CLAMS
Clams formed a very important part of the food of the ancient seaboard tribes.
and the emptied shells have been utilized in a great variety of ways. the
VALVES OF MANY SPECIES ARE LARGE AND DEEP, AND ARE AVAILABLE FOR CUPS AND DISHES
ANO AS SUCH ARE NOT SCORNED EVEN BY THE MODERN HOUSE-WIFE , WHO PERIODICALLY
MAY UTILIZE THESE SHELLS FOR SERVING SPECIAL SEA-FOODS. FOR THE INDIAN THEY
SERVED AS KNIVES . SCRAPERS . AND HOES , AND WERE EXTENSIVELY USED IN THE MANU-
FACTURE OF WAMPUM. THE HARD-SHELL CLAM. VENUS MERCENARIA . WITH ITS PURPLE
HUES ON A PORTION OF THE SHELL, WAS ESPECIALLY FAVORED FOR THIS USE. As THESE
SHELL BEADS BECAME A COMMON MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE DURING EARLY COLONIAL TRADING
with the Indians, the Dutch settlers in what is now the New York area, be-
came PROFICIENT IN MANUFACTURING THESE BEADS BY LATHE AND MECHANICAL DRILLS,
AND MANY FAMILIES REALIZED A TIDY PROFIT FROM SUCH INDUSTRY. THE EXTENSIVE
BEDS OF V_. MERCENARIA FOUND OFF LONG ISLAND SERVED AS THEIR SOURCE OF RAW
MATERIAL .

The Southern variety of v_. mercenaria; V. campechiensis . attained sizes
WHICH MADE IT USEFUL AS DISHES. ON THE PACIFIC COAST. TlVELA STULTORUM .

THE PlSMO CLAM
. WAS SIMILARLY USED. MACTRA AND SPISULA SPECIES WERE ALSO

USED TO SOME EXTENT. AS WERE THE LARGE COCKLES OR CARDIUM SPECIES OF BOTH
EAST AND THE WEST COASTS.

TO BE CONTINUED

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 93 OOOOOOO

Exhibits ranged from shells on stamps . aquaria, fossils , shells as foodstuffs
SHELL BOOKS

.
TO LIVE TURTLES . WHO WERE UNDOUBTEDLY THE MOST PETTED AND ADORED

ANIMALS IN TEXAS. ABLY CARED FOR BY lLA LOETSCHER AND HER HELPER, JESSE CHA-
TEEN. THE SHOW WOULD NOT HAVE SUCCEEDED WITHOUT THE GOOD OFFICES OF JOHN
EOSTROM OF THE SHARPSTOWN CENTER . WHO AFTER OUR FIRST SHOW WAS CONVERTED
INTO AN ARDENT SHELL COLLECTOR. THE COOPERATION OF MANY MERCHANTS IN THE
Center, who exhibited some of the valuable exhibits such as paintings, shell
CRAFT

.
AND THE CONUS GLORIAMARIS IS ESPECIALLY VALUED BY THE SOCIETY. TO ALL

THOSE WHO CONTRIBUTED IN ANY WAY TO THE SUCCESS THE HOUSTON CONCHOLOGY SOCIETY
EXTENDS ITS WARMEST THANKS.

DUES
The Treasurer reminds our members and subscribers that dues are due. Checks
CAN BE MAILED TO K' MRU VANERP, I I 306 SURREY OAKS LANE . HOUSTON , TEXAS
77024. A family membership is S5 . 00 , individual membership $4.00, junior
membership S2.00. and the subscribers fee. S2.00.
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NOTES & NEWS
Next Meeting

"Shell Expedition in the Virgins on the Yacht D'Vari" will be the subject

of the talk to be given by our member, mrs. w. b. glass (leola) , at the

meeting August 26 at 8 p.m., in the Museum of Natural Science. Leola

will also display shells she collected on this trip in may.

Members are urged to invite friends to attend meetings this year. Many of

you have encountered acquaintances who have evidenced interest in shells

this summer. our programs this year will emphasize collecting in other

areas of the world, as well as collecting on our own coast.

Report May Meeting

The monthly meeting, attended by about 25 members and 4 guests, was call-

ed TO ORDER AT 8:00 P.M. ON MAY 27TH BY DR . HELMER ODE, PRESIDENT.

Minutes of the last meeting were read by the secretary and were accepted.

The treasurer, Mrs. C. Van.Erp, gave her report and stated a balance at

hand of $1076.75. She reminded all present that the yearly membership
fees are now due. her report was accepted.

Next, Mrs. Mary Sutow , our chairman of last month's Shell Fair came
forward and read a number of letters she received from persons that visi-

ted , exh1bitlj or otherwise participated in the show. she expressed her

thanks to all her co-workers who helped her in making the show such a

great success, and presented a check of $301 .63 to the treasurer, donated

to the Society by the shell craft exhibitors at the Show.

The secretary then read the minutes of the last Board of Directors meet-
ing , which was held last May 19th, 1970 These minutes were accepted as read

Mrs. Connie Boone introduced the main speaker of the evening, Mrs. Anne
Speers , WHO gave a delightful and very informative talk on shelling at the

Texas beaches south of Galveston. Her presentation was illustrated by a

number of color slides taken during previous shelling trips she made on the

beaches south of the r io grande in old mexico.

DUES
The Treasurer reminds members and subscribers to pay their dues as soon

as possible. no copies of the texas concholog i st will be mailed out

after October 1st to those who are not paid up.

continued on page 8
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELLS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

family rlssoidae . of this large world wide family only a few species of the

genus r issoina and a single of the genus alvania can be collected along

the Texas coast.

R issoina browniana Orbigny 1 842 . Dead shells of this smooth species are not

UNCOMMON AT PORT ARANSAS AND FURTHER SOUTH. VERY RARE AT GALVESTON.

Also known as R . laevigata C . B . Adams 1 850 . Live material is unknown

from Texas .

Figured in: 3.4.6.11

Previous references 11 .18.19

Localities Galveston. Palacios, Indianola. Port Aransas, South Padre

Islano.

rlssoina decussata montagu 1803. this relatively large species has been

found only a few times on the beach. dead shells are uncommon in dred-

ged material in the galveston- fre eport area. so far, no live material

has been collected in texas.

Figured in: 3,6.8

Previous references: none

Localities: High Island. Port Isabel.

rlssoina catesbyana orb igny 1842. this elegant shell is probably the most
common rlssoid on our coast. it is rare at galveston (ode) but becomes

increasingly more common towards the west. dead shells are common at

Port Aransas and further south. So far only a few live specimens have

been dredged from the inlet area at port isabel (speers) .

Figured in: Texas Conchologist . Vol. 6, p. 4.

Previous references: See Tex. Conchologist, Vol. 6, p. 5.

Localities Galveston. Palacios. Port Aransas, South Padre Island

Rissoina cancellata Phillippi 1847. Offshore this species is common but

only a few beach shells of the species are known. all have been col-

LECTED at South Padre Island, where only dead shells were taken.

FlGUREO IN REF. 3

Previous references 18

Localities South Paore Island
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RlSSOINA MULTICOSTATA C. B. ADAMS 1850. THIS SPECIES IS QUITE COMMON OFF-

SHORE IN THE GALVESTON-FREEPORT AREA, WHERE LIVE MATERIAL HAS BEEN OB-

TAINED. Surprisingly enough it almost never reaches the beach. Only a

single dead specimen is known from beachdrift from mcfaddin beach ,

Sabine, (coll. Ode).

Figured in: ref. 3.

Previous references: none,

localities: mcfaddin beach, sabine.

ALVANIA AUBERIANA D'ORBIGNY 1842. RECENTLY A S INGLE DEAD SHELL OF TH IS SMALL

species was taken from beachdrift at the coast guard station at port

Isabel (Ode). It is widespread offshore but apparently lives too deep

to reach the beach. it is possible that many of the rarer species col-

lected at this location have been introduced by shrimpers who clean

their decks when coming into port.

Figured in: 3, 8

Previous references: none

Localities: South Padre Island.

Remarks: Several other species have been mentioned in the literature per-

taining to the Northwest Gulf of Mexico. It is now known that several

other species of r isso ina occur offshore. we may mention here only rlssoina

elegantissima , which occurs alive on the offshore reefs.

Epilogue to Micromollusks from San Luis Pass. by H. Ode

In February 1970, I collected again a small sample of beachdrift at San

Luis Pass , but this time at a location on the West side of the Pass , closer

to Christmas Bay. Its composition was different from the samples dis-

cussed PREVIOUSLY IN SEVERAL RESPECTS. FIRST OF ALL THE NUMBER OF GASTRO-

PODS WAS DRASTICALLY REDUCED AND ONLY CYCLOSTREMELLA HUMILIS AND VlTRI-

NELLA FLORIDANA WERE COMMON. ANACHIS WAS LARGELY REPLACED BY MlTRELLA .

EPIDONIIDS WERE SCARCE AND QPOSTOMIA'S VIRTUALLY ABSENT , ALTHOUGH TWO LIVE

Odostomia gibbosa were obtained. Live COLLECTED SPECIMENS OF THIS SPECIES

SECRETE A PECULIAR YELLOW DYE, WHICH DISCOLORS THE MOUTHS OF THESE SHELLS,

A FACT FIRST BROUGHT TO MY ATTENTION BY MRS. C. BOONE , WHO DISCOVERED IT.

On the other hand Turbonillas were FAR MORE COMMON THAN in the previous

samples. Most striking however was the presence of a number of bivalves,

which were uncommon in the samples described previously.

Shells of Aligena texasiana were quite common both as juveniles and fully

grown shells. the former are more elongate in shape than one would ex-

pect from the mature shell. mysella planulata also occurred in large

numbers, not only in single detached valves but also in complete specimens.

at least two other species of mysella were present in the drift and a few
valves of the species listed earlier as "unknown corbulid". fragments of

brachidontes exustus peppered the sample and worn valves of corbula barat-

tiana and corbula swift1ana appeared in fair numbers. many worn valves of

lucina multilineata and l^. amiantus were also noted.

Still another very small Pyramidellid species of a genus unknown to me was
found and a beautiful small macromphal ina , possibly a new species , added

additional interest to the sample. lastly two fragments of cardiomya 5p.

never before found at san lu is pass showed that much collecting must be

continued on page 7
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vitrinella floridana pllsbry and mcglnty 1946

This widespread species occurs in all of the Texas Coastal days and is easi-

ly FOUNO IN BEACMDRIFT COLLECTED CLOSE TO THE INLET AREAS. LIVE MATERIAL IS

known from the port aransas area where it is somewhat more common than at

Galveston. Very few shells have been oredged offshore so that it may be

safely concluoeo that this species is a coastal bay dweller. as sources i

CITE

1 946 V ITRINELLA FLORIDANA . PlLSBRY AND McG INTY . NAUTILUS . VOL . 60
,

PP. 12-18. PL. 2. figs. 4. 4a.

Previous references for Texas are:

1964 Moore. D. R.. The family Vitrinellidae in South Florida and the

Gulf of Mexico; Ph . D . Thesis . University of Miami . Fla. , 23510

1 965 Moore . D. R . , Nautilus . Vol. 78 (3) . pp. 73-79.

1967 Harry. H. W . . Marine molluca of Galveston. Tentative and pre-

liminary last Mar. Club, Texas A and M University. Galveston,
Texas, (2nd edition, 1968),

Earlier references to Vitrinella sp . , which could be this species , are the

following

1 951 Ladd , H . S . . Publ . Inst. Mar. Sci . , University of Texas . Vol. 2
,

(1) . pp. 125-163.

1 959 Parker R. H. . Am. Ass. Petr . Geol. , Vol. 43 . pp . 2100-2166.

Vitrinella florioana from San Luis Pass, Galveston Island

About 2 mm .
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MOLLUSCANA BY W. W. Sutow , M.D.

There are any number of ecological situations with which direct personal

contact would be highly unlikely. any information relating to the molluscan

fauna associated with such ecologies must come indirectly, for example, from

published scientific reports. one of these fascinating environments is the

antarctic continent. what sort of mollusks live in the oceans there?

nlcol, in the article "antarctic pelecypod faunal peculiarities" published

in SCIENCE 168:1 248-1 249 , June 5 , 1970 , makes a few observations . He

STATES THAT "... .61 PERCENT OF THE ANTARCTIC PELECYPOD SPECIES ARE NO MORE

THAN 10.0 MM IN HEIGHT OR LENGTH". THIS IS 1 CM OR JUST A BIT OVER THREE-

EIGHTH OF AN INCH.

The species found in antarctic waters apparently DIFFER SIGNIFICANTLY FROM

THOSE FOUND IN THE ARCTIC. NlCOL STATES THAT "THERE ARE NO SPECIES OF DEPOSIT-

FEEDING TELLINACEANS IN THE ANTARCTIC" AND THAT THE "ANTARCTIC PELECYPOD

FAUNA IS DOMINATED BY THREE FAMILIES - THE LlMOPSlDAE , PhILOBRYIDAE , AND CY-

amiidae . none of these families is found living in arctic waters".

Another little known environment difficult of direct access is the depth of

THE SEA.

In the March 28 , 1969 issue of SCIENCE (163:1419-1424) , there appears a re-

port by Howard L. Sanders and Robert R. Hussler entitled "Ecology of the

Deep-Sea Benthos". The faunal composition of the samplings at various

depths is described. of interest is the terminology relating to "faunal

vertical zonation". the zone from 200 to 3000 meters in depth which includes

the continental shelf is termed the "bathyal zone". the "abyssal zone"

range from 2000 or 3000 meters to 6000 meters. the "hadal zone" refers to

depths greater than 6000 meters. according to the desk dictionary, the term

"benthos" is applied to the "aggregate of organisms living on or at the bottom

of a body of water".

The same authors had reported previously some of THE data from the quanti-

tative ANALYSIS OF THE DEEP SEA BENTHIC SAMPLES (HESSLER , R. R. AND SANDERS,

H. L.: Faunal diversity in the dee-sea. DEEP SEA RESEARCH 4:65-78, 1967

They found a surprising rich faunal diversity based on numbers of species

counted. The dredgings were conducted on the ocean floor between New Eng-

land and Bermuda and also the bottom of the tropical Atlantic. One sample,

for example, from 4680 meters (sargasso sea) contained 35 species of mol-

LUSKS. These were divided as follows: Aplacophora 4 species , Pelecypoda

21 species, gastropoda 9 species, scaphopoda 1 species. for compar ison ,

material dredged from 1330-1470 meters (on the continental shelf) contained

84 molluscan species. included among them were aplacophora 1 4 species,

Pelecypoda 28 species , Gastropoda 35 species , and , Scaphqpoda 7 species .
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Shells in the Culture of the American Indian (continued") by Anne Speers

UNIQS
Shells of the great family of the fresh-water Unios have always held an im-

portant PLACE IN THE DOMESTIC AND MECHANICAL ARTS OF THE SAVAGES OF NORTH
America. Their chalky remains were among the most plentiful relics of the

mounds and other ancient burial places. in some cases . they came from kit-

n miooens . ano the more recent graves with all the pearly delicacy of the

freshly emptied shell. not large enough for food vessels , they made most

satisfactory spoons and cups, ano were frequently found to retain pigments

from the last toilet of the primeval warrior and destined for use in the

spirit land. |t is °robable . however . that they were much more frequently

employed as knives and scrapers . and as such . played their part in the bar-

baric work of scalp taking and torture. the literature cites other uses
such as removal of hair from hides. scaling fish, chopping or cutting meat

ano vegetables for cooking and large valves were made into hoes for the cul-

TIVATION of the Indian corn.

As they occurred in a pretty general distribution over the country, their

presence in mounds probably has little importance in the study of artificial

distribution. very little trouble has been taken to identify the numerous

species collected. however. a by-product of these shells, the fresh water

pearls. were much treasured for beads. one report by early spanish explorers

tells of robbing the graves of many a dead indian in search of strands of pearls

However, the methods used to drill these pearls, using heated copper spindles,

was necessarily crude and spoiled most for the european market.

HALIOTIS
The Abalones afford one of the best examples of the varied uses to which the

natural shell has been applied by the indians. several species of this beau-

tiful shell were used, and were taken from graves in great numbers. utilized

as dishes. cups and spoons. the shells were found with paint pigments, foods,

and the much esteemed chia seed in many graves. they were also used to con-

tain the asphaltum . occurring naturally in pits in i he california regions, and

in turn . the asphaltum was used to stop the natural holes in the shells , and

to build up the rim to create deeper vessels. the pearly nacre made them

especially oesirable as raw material for ornaments. in many forms these

shells were burieo with the dead. to serve the purposes for which they were

used in life .

DENTALIUM
Dental ium pretiqsum of the West Coast . served that area in much the same
way as the wampum of the mound building indians of the east. valued because

of the natural perforation which made stringing a simple matter, it was used

both for money and for ornamentation. |n both the eastern and western tribes

the inoivioual owning numerous strands of shell beads was respected. past
inoiscretions could ee forgiven with the exchange of beads, ano set "prices"

of a given number of strings could pay for a wife , a horse , or , if necessary .

A LIFE .

BUSYCONS
a great variety of the larger unival ve sea-shells were used in the unaltered

the busycons probably taking the most important place. species of
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Strombus , Cassis , and Fasciolaria in about that order, were also utilized.

busycon perversum has been more extensively used than any other shell, and

its distribution among the tribes in one form or another, was very wide. it

could be obtained along most of the atlantic and gulf sea board , and was
artificially distributed over the greater part of the atlantic slope. its

uses were too numerous to list here, but it furnished raw material for beads,

gorgets, bracelets, and numerous other modes of ornamentation. the larger

shells were valued as bowls , weapons and implements for the sowing of corn
,

and served in several forms for ceremonial purposes.

From the employment of shells in their complete state to their modification

for convenience is but a slight step, and when once suggested is easily ac-

COMPLISHED. Holes are bored, handles are carved or added, margins ground

down, useless parts are broken away, and surfaces polished. the colum-

ellae of the large univalves were removed and were used for a variety of

purposes. This was especially true of Busycon. The mechanical devices

used to work shells were very simple, such as flint implements for cutting,

and stones for breaking and grinding. hand drills were at first used for

perforating, but later, mechanically revolving drills were devised. as
late as the early 1900's, wampum was still valued in trading with the wes-
TERN Indians. A writer in the year 1880 tells of attempting to obtain a long

necklace from a navaho , only to find that his finest mule could not equal

the strand in value.

Because of the rapidity with which they decay, we can know little of sur-

face DEPOSITS OF SHELLS BY PREHISTORIC OR EVEN BY COMPARATIVELY RECENT PEO-

PLES. IT IS PRIMARILY THROUGH THEIR CUSTOMS OF BURYING VALUED ARTICLES WITH

THEIR DEAD THAT THESE RELICS ARE PRESERVED TO US. WHEN WE THINK OF THE

QUANTITY OF SUCH OBJECTS DESTROYED BY TIME , EXPOSURE , AND USE , WE MARVEL

AT THE VAST NUMBER THAT MUST HAVE BEEN , WITHIN A LIMITED NUMBER OF YEARS
,

CARRIED INLAND. IN THE MORE RECENT MOUNDS, THERE MAY BE FOUND SPECIMENS

OBTAINED BY THE INDIANS THROUGH THE AGENCY OF WHITE TRADERS , BUT THE VAST

MAJORITY WERE DERIVED DOUBTLESS FROM PURELY ABORIGINAL SOURCES. ONE WRITER

STATES THAT WHEN THE TRADERS 'EXHIBITED A LARGE AND FINE SHELL AND HELD IT TO

THE EARS OF THE INDIANS ON THE INTERIOR, "THE NATIVES WERE ASTONISHED AT HEAR-

ING THE ROAR OF THE GREAT WATERS AND WOULD PAY FOR SUCH A SHELL WITH FURS

VALUED TO $30 OR $40 OR MORE". TENNESSEE MOUNDS WERE ESPECIALLY RICH IN

SHELL ARTIFACTS, BUT ALL THE MIDWESTERN STATES YIELDED EXAMPLES OF SHELLS

AS TRADING MATERIALS PRIZED BY THE EARLY INHABITANTS, WHETHER OBTAINED THROUGH

THE EFFORTS OF THE WHITE MAN, OR AT AN EARLIER TIME FROM WANDERING NATIVES

OF ANOTHER TRIBE. THEY WERE POSSESSIONS OF USE AND BEAUTY, AND FORTUNATELY

FOR OUR KNOWLEDGE TODAY, WERE OFTEN BURIED WITH THEIR OWNER, THAT HE MIGHT

HAVE FURTHER USE AND PLEASURE FROM THEM IN THE HAPPY HUNTING GROUNDS WITH

HIS ANCESTORS .

oooOooo

continued from page 3

done before the fauna of galveston bay will be understood. it is possible

that the presence of the many additional species, which appeared in this sam-

ple is caused by the closer proximity of the collection locality to christmas

Bay which is probably the most saline and as yet least polluted part of the

Galveston Bay system.

oooOooo
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Coming Shell Shc Connie Boone

two new smell shows will 8e competitive c\lnt> n in this area and open

to Houston Conchologv Society members. The San i Shell Club m ii i

have the first s an antonio shell exposition at the wonderl and shopping c ity

in San Antonio on October 1 through 4 . 1970. Dr. ano Mrs. R. Thacher Gary .

Box 324 . Rt . 1 . San Marcos . Texas 78666 . are chairmen and may be contact-

ed FOR RULES ANO ENTRANCE BLANKS.

The San Antonio show will be juoged by Dr. T. E. Pulley. Mrs. Milored Tate,

ano Mrs. Betty Allen. It will be divioed into six main divisions as follows

Texas Gulf Coast Mollusc a. Texas land and fresh water Mollusca . Special

croups for novice and students . advanced exhibitors . hall of fame . general

category of mollusca . ano displays by invitation. new awards include the

Best Texas Marine Shell Exhibit Award to be presented by Mrs. Myra Taylor

and the Murray Awaro for the outstanding Texas fresh water exhibit.

The Sea and Shore Shell Show . to be part of the Brazoria County Fair but to

be a full-fledged shell show open to out-of-the-county shellers this year,

will be held october 3 through 11 . 1970. at the brazoria county fairgrounds

in Angleton. Mrs. Mildred Tate is superintendent, with Mrs. R. L. McCain
and Mrs. Bryan Perry on the committee . Contact Mrs. Tate. 211 Huisache.

Lake Jackson, Texas, for entry blanks and information.

There will be six main divisions, including entries for marine shells, marine

life, land and fresh wa shells, shell association which includes shell

craft. educational and beachcombers. judging will be completed on monday.

October 5. and exhibits must remain in place for the full week of the county

fair. Dr. W. W. Sutow and Paul McGee are judges.

000O000

CONTINUED from page 1

Texas Land Mollusks

In the next issue we will start publishing a study of Paul McGee entitled:

Distribution and ecology of the terrestrial mollusks of the Texas Coastal

Counties. This study was submitted as a masters thesis at the University

of Houston in 1965.

Library Notes by W . W. Sutow, M.D.
The final section (No. 48) of JOHNSONIA , Volume IV. has been received.

This short monograph provides some pertinent new data in the Volutidae and

Conioae : Volume IV consisted of numbers 40-48 and was published over a

1
0- year period . 1960-1970.

Another new addition to the library is the long-awaited book entitled THE
LIVING COWRIES by C. M. Burgess. This was published by A . S. Barnes
ano Company and Carlton Beal . New York and London. Publication date is

1970 AND THE BOOK CONTAINS 389 PAGES.
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NOTES & NEWS

Next Meeting

"Shelling in the Exumas" will be the general topic of our program 6H SEptem-

ber 23 at 8 p.m. at the museum of natural science. several of our members
and their friends will share their experiences of cruising and shelling in the

chain of islands in the bahamas. they will display their shells and show

slides. Hugh and Ruth Junkin are organizing the program. Promises to be

the kind of evening that will make the homebound shellers most envious !

Report August Meeting

The first monthly meeting after the long summer vacation was held at the

Houston Museum of Natural Sciences on August 26th 1970. The meeting was

attended by about 40 members and 15 guests. It was called to order at 8:00

p.m. by Helmer Ode, President.

Minutes of the last meeting were read by the secretary and accepted as read.

The treasurer, Mrs. Clarice Van Erp , gave her report and stated a balance

at hand of $1416.12. she reminded all concerned that the yearly membership

fees are now overdue. her report was accepted.

Mrs. Connie Boone reported on two Shell Shows to be held in the area. The
Brazoria County Fair will have a show at Angleton , Texas October 5th through

11th, with Mrs. Mildred Tate as its Superintendent. The San Antonio Shell

Club will stage its show, its first one, at the Wonderland Shopping City

October 1st through 4th. Both these shows are to be competitive ones.

Dr. Sutow informed the members about recent acquisitions for the library.

He showed the book on Living Cowries and stated that the Society now has a

subscription to the "hawaiian shell news".

Coonie Boone introduced the speaker for the evening, Mrs. Leola Glass, who
gave a delightful and informative talk on her and her husband's shelling trip

to the Virgin Islands this last summer. She showed a large number of beautiful

shells collected during that trip , and she presented us all with very nice

surplus shells

.

Underwater Film Festival Expects Repeat Sell Out

The Festival, sponsored by the Houston Underwater Club, will be held at the

Jones Hall for the Performing Arts ,615 Louisiana , at 2:00 and 8:00 p.m. . on

Saturday, September 26, 1970.

continued on page 19
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELLS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

l_Y SPORTELLIOAE . A FAMILY OF MOSTLY SMALL INCONSPICUOUS BIVALVES WHICH

probably for the most part are habitants of sponges or other protective

organisms. From the Texas beaches we have identified in this family only

a single species belonging to the genus ensitellops (monograph 8, acad

.

Nat . Sc . . Phila. 1 953 . p . 94 . but offshore more species occur .

ensitellops c . f. constricta conrad . 1 84 1 . this small elongate bivalve in un-

common in beachdrift at port aransas and south padre island (coll . speers

Ode and is quite rare in drift around San Luis Pass. Galveston Island,

where but a few loose valves have been collected from drift (coll . ode) .

Figured in: Trans. Wagner Free Inst. Sc . 1898. pl. 25. fig. 4,4a.

Previous references: none

localities: san lu is pass. port aransas . south padre island.

Family Turrioae . This is probably the largest family of marine gastropods

living tooay. we have not split it into two different families . turridae

ANO MANGELIIDAE , WHICH APPEAR TO BE SEPARABLE ON ANATOMICAL GROUNDS ,

BECAUSE FOR SEVERAL SPECIES LISTED BELOW INSUFFICIENT DATA ARE AVAILABLE

to us. The majority of Texas beach species probably belong to the Man-
GELIIOAE . Only a few of the listed species belong to the immediate

COASTAL FAUNA. PYRGOCYTHARA PLICOSA APPEARS TO BE THE ONLY TEXAS BAY

SPECIES; KURTZIELLA CERINELLA . THE MOST OFTEN COLLECTED ONE , IS RE-

STRICTED TO THE TIDAL MUDFLATS AND THE SURFZONE AND RUBELLATOMA RUBELLA

IS RESTRICTED TO THE SURFZONE AND SHALLOW OFFSHORE WATERS. THE 1 OR SO

OTHER SPECIES KNOWN TO US FROM THE BEACH ARE , WITH ONE EXCEPTION , COMMON
IN OREDGED MATERIAL. BUT ONLY RARELY REACH THE BEACHES . WHERE THEY OFTEN
HAVE BECOME TOO OLO AND WORN FOR CERTAIN IDENTIFICATION. APART FROM THE

LISTED SPECIES AT LEAST 70 OTHER SPECIES . WHICH WE WILL NOT LIST HERE , ARE

KNOWN FROM OFFSHORE WATERS IN THE N-W GULF OF MEXICO.

POLYSTIRA ALBIDA PERRY . 1811. ONLY A FEW SPECIMENS OF THIS LARGE BUT WIDE-
SPREAD TJJRRJO ARE KNOWN FROM THE BEACH. IT IS QUITE COMMON OFFSHORE .

OFTEN OREOGEO ALIVE. SOME OF THE BEACH SPECIMENS ARE PROBABLY SHELLS
LOST BY SHRIMPERS NEAR THE FISHING PORTS (FREEPORT , PORT ARANSAS) AND THE
REMAINOER ARE SH' rAINCO FROM SPOIL MATERIAL RESULTING FROM CHANNEL
OH EDGING OPERATIONS. THE SPECIES LIVES IN TOO DEEP WATER TO REACH OUR
BEACHES .
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Figured in: 1 ,3 ,5 ,6 ,7

Previous references: 19,26,29

localities: freeport , port aransas , port isabel.

Pyrgocythara plicosa C . B. Adams , 1 840 . This species is fairly common in

BEACHDRIFT IN ALL TEXAS BAYS AND ON THE BEACHES NEAR THE INLETS. IT LIVES

ON SUBMERGED ACCUMULATIONS OF OLD OYSTER SHELLS ON WHICH IT CAN BE COL-

LECTED alive in Galveston West Bay and around Port Aransas , Rockport

and Port Isabel. It is very plentiful at the Port Aransas causeway and

South Padre Islamd. Several live specimens have been collected on mud-

flats (coll. Speers). In ref. 11 and in a paper by Puffer and Emerson
(see below) it has been figured as Mangelia sp.

Figured in: 11, J. Pal. , Vol. 27 (4) , p. 537-544.

Previous references: see ref. 11 , 19.

Localities: in bays along entire Texas coast and near inlets.

vltricythara metria pall , 1892 . a single specimen of this very pretty small
shell was obtained from beachdrift at the western end of the seawall at

Galveston (Ode) and another small FRESH SPECIMEN ON THE Gulf beach at

South Padre Island (Speers). It is a deeper water form widely distri-

buted OVER THE OFFSHORE SHELF. ONLY AT RARE OCCASIONS THESE FORMS REACH

the beach and they cannot be considered part of the coastal fauna.

Figured in: 3

Previous references: Tex. Conch. Vol. 3 (9), p. 7.

Localities: Galveston, South Padre Island.

kurtz1ella cerinella pall , 1889. this is undoubtedly the most common texas
BEACH MANGELIID . SPECIMENS OBTAINED FROM BEACHDRIFT HAVE USUALLY LOST

almost all of the peculiar granulose punctations of the outer shell layer

and look in consequence old and worn. good fresh specimens are rarely

collected on the beach. a single live specimen was collected by mrs.

Boone on the mudflats of San Luis Pass and several other live ones were
obtained on the mudflats near the coast guard station at port isabel

(Speers). The species is only seldom dredged offshore and this material

looks old and worn.

Figured in: 4,6

Previous references: 11,19

Localities: In beachdrift along the entire Texas coast.

kurtziella atrostyla pall , 1889. this species is one of the most common
mangeli ids of the texas offshore. a single fresh specimen was obtained

FROM A CLUMP OF WH IPCORAL WASHED ASHORE AT PORT ISABEL (Ode) . TWO LIVE

specimens were obtained from whipcoral at boca chica (speers) and beach

specimens were collected on mustang island (speers) .

Figured in: 4,6

Previous references: 12

Localities: Port Isabel.

TO BE CONTINUED
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MOLLUSCANA BY W . W . SUTOW , M . D

.

From time to TIMI i have plugged in this section the concept of "Thematic

Exhibit " fo»- seashells. It v\ as heartening to note that just such an exhibit

the Duponi Award (Best of the Show) at the first Santa Barbara Shell

Show in California. This v\as a display on Symbiosis prepared by Faye B.

HOWARO. A PHOTOGRAPH OF THE EXHIBIT IS REPRODUCED ON THE INSIDE OF THE BACK

COVER OF TABULATA FOR JANUARY. 1970. THE INTERESTED READER MIGHT LOOK UP

THE ARTICLES BY FAYE HOWARD ENTITLED "MOLLUSCAN RELATIONSHIPS" WHICH APPEAR-

ED in TABULATA i.October . 1968 and January. 1969 issues). It is presumed

THAT THESE ARTICLES BY THE EXHIBITOR EMPHASIZED THE KEY FEATURES OF THE AWARD-

* INNING EXHIBIT .

IN RELATION TO THE GENERAL SUBJECT OF SYMBIOSIS . THE ENTIRETY OF VOLUME 5 OF

ADVANCES IN MARINE BIOLOGY (Academic Press. 1967. 424 pages) is a

MONOGRAPH ON MARINE MOLLUSCS AS HOSTS FOR SYMBIOSES WITH A REVIEW OF

Known Parasites of Commercially Important Species" by Thomas C . Cheng .

The articles originate from the Department of Zoology. University of Hawaii,

here are some tidbits gleaned from the monograph.

Symbiosis is considered as a broad ecological heterospecific relationship be-

tvneen two animals. the relationship ranges from "phoresis" in which the host

organism merely provides shelter, support or transfer for the other to "para-

sitism" in which the smaller organism. the parasite, is dependent metabolical-

ly on the larger. the host. two other relationships are mentioned- "mutualism"

and commensalism" . in mutualism. the "mutualist" and the host are "meta-

bolically depenoent on each other." commensalism is described as being com-
parable to eating at the same table" but not being dependent one on the other.

The subject of symbiosis IS CONSIDERED TO BE IMPORTANT BECAUSE OF ITS OBVIOUS

IMPACT ON THE HOST CdAMAGE TO COMMERCIALLY IMPORTANT SHELLFISH), BECAUSE OF

public health considerations (cause of human disease) . and , because of the

fundamental biological aspects of the phenomenon.

One chapter that may be of some interest to many of us is entitled "Parasites

of commercially important marine molluscs - the phylum mollusca". the sec-

tion deals with molluscan parasites of mollusks . actually only the family

Pyramioellioae IS MENTIONED. IT IS STATED THAT ALL PYRAMIDELLIDS ARE PARA-

SITES. Although Abbott in his book on American seashells indicates that

several hundred so-called species of the "pyrams" have been described, cheng
mentions only a mere hanoful . which incluoes qpostom ia impressa , qpostom ia

bisuturalis . ooostomia seminuoa . ooostomia scalaris . qpostomia eulimoides ,

and ooostomia trifida . these species are known to parasitize commercially
important shellfish. the animals usually attach to the outside of bivalves.

After piercing the soft parts of the victim with a long stylet-like proboscis,

the gastropods feeo by pumping out blood or tissue fluid. host preference is

apparently manifested by each of these parasitic molluscan species but it

seems debatable whether actual host specificity can be proved. for example,
ooostomia impressa preferentially feeds on crassostrea virginica but it

will also paras it i 7e blttiu m varium . crepidula convexa . triphora nigrocincta
ano urqsalpinx cinerea . ooostomia bisuturalis prefers young oysters but will
also feeo on mercenaria merceh/ria amd aeouipecten i rradians .
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Distribution and Ecology of the Terrestrial Mollusks by Paul Louis McGee

of the Texas Coastal Counties.

History of the Terrestrial Malacology in Texas

The years 1820-1880 marked the era of the most intensive scientific explor-

ation OF THE NATION. THIS ERA BEGAN WITH THE MASS EMIGRATION OF PIONEERS

from other parts of the world to the united states and to texas. geiser

(1937) stated that his files contained the names of 1200 explorers who were

in Texas during this period.

Jean Louis Berlandier (1805-1850) was among the first of the naturalists to

come to Texas and the first records of land mollusks from this area were

obtained from his collection. he was educated in switzerland under the

famous botanist decandolle and came to mexico in 1826. in 1828 he joined a

Boundary commission sent by the Mexican Government to investigate the

territory along the louisiana border in what is now texas , and during the

YEARS 1828 TO 1834 HE traveled extensively in the region bounded by Mata-
moros , laredo, uvalde , kerrville, hempstead, san felipe, goliadand

Aransas Bay. His most intensive collections were made in the vicinity of

matamoros , laredo, san antonio, gol iad , and san felipe.

Although Berlandier was primarily interested in collecting plants for De-

candolle , he also gathered many land and fresh water mollusks which he sent

to the Swiss malacologist , J. Moricand. A detailed biography of Berlandier

is given in s. w . geiser's book " natural itst of the frontier" (1937). ac-
cording to geiser (p. 69), the u.s. national museum in washington is in

possession of a list, in berlandier's handwriting, of the collections made

from April 25 , 1 827 to November 15,1 830. In addition to some 55 ,000 spec-

imens OF PLANTS, THIS LIST MENTIONS "MORE THAN 700 SPECIMENS OF LAND AND

fresh water mollusks , mostly from texas". some of this material must have

reached Moricand , since the latter described in 1833 two species of land

snails collected by berlandier with the locality "mexico, in the province of

Texas" . These two species , now known as Polygyra texasiana and Pratico-

lella berland1eriana , were the first land mollusks to be recorded from the

state where they are both widely distributed, but it is not known exactly

where Berlandier obtained his specimens. Little is known concerning the

disposition of the remainder of berlandier's shells. in 1853, lt. d. n. couch
of the U. S. Army, visited Matamoros where Berlandier had made his home
FROM 1829 UNTIL HIS DEATH IN 1851 . COUCH PURCHASED THE REMAINDER OF HIS

NATURAL HISTORY COLLECTION AND LATER PRESENTED IT TO THE U.S. NATIONAL

Museum. Some mollusks must have been included in this material for I. Lea

(1857) described from it two species with the locality "texas" which he later

corrected to "tamaul ipas "
. the first of these, helix (polygyra ) couchiana ,

now known as polygyra ar1adnae , is strictly a mexican species and not part

of the living texas fauna, although it is sometimes found dead in texas beach

drift. The second species , Helix (Polygyra )tamaulipasensis , ( which Dr.

J. Bequaert now regards as the earliest valid name for one of the subspecies

of polygyra texas iana)
, is found in west texas but not definitely known from

northeastern mexico.

Ferdinand von Roemer (1 81 8-1 891 ) , a well known German geologist and pal-
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eontologist. came to texas in november. 1845. and remained until may. 1847.

|n addition to his intensive study of the geology of texas . which included a

collection of numerous fossils and other geological specimens. roemer made

first extensive and correctly localized collection of the marine , terres-

trial . and fresh water mollusks of texas. at galveston island. roemer's

port of entry from europe . he collected helix septemvolva , the texas form

now known as polygyra septemvolva febigeri . and succinea texas iana (now

regaroeo as identical with succinea luteola ^ . which had been described two

months earlier the same year, before completing the trip from galveston

to houston . roemer was invited to spend a few days at "new washington"
,

now Morgan's Point, on the Houston Ship Channel. Here he collected Helix

alternata (the texas form at present called anguispira alternata strong-

ylodes ; Pfeiffer's Helix strqngylqdes . was based on Roemer's specimens

from texas ^ . and helix caduca . (which was wrongly identified and was actu-

ally a specimen of mesomphix friabilis ) . these four species of common snails

were taken within the gulf coast area of this report. while the remaining

twenty-four species of land snails collected by roemer came from new
Braunfels in Comal County. This malacological material was submitted to

l. pfeiffer (1849 1 who described the new species. roemer (1849), in the

German edition of his book "Texas" . now very rare , listed his entire collect-

ion OF MOLLUSKS. BUT THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION, PUBLISHEO A FEW YEARS AGO,

omitted this list.

Jacob Boll (1828-1880 . a Swiss naturalist and entomologist, came to Texas

in 1869 and collected many natural history specimens. under the direction

of L. Agassiz. Boll was concerned primarily with collecting insects for

the Museum of Comparative Zoology of Harvard, but after Agassiz' he col-

lected VERTEBRATE FOSSILS FOR E. D. COPE. LIKE MOST OTHER NATURALISTS OF

HIS DAY. BOLL ALSO COLLECTED LAND SNAILS. AND HE IS KNOWN TO HAVE OBTAINED

THE TYPE OF HELIX (TRIODOPSIS ) HENRIETTAE . NOW KNOWN AS TRIODOPSIS VULTUOSA

henriettae in "eastern texas" . as well as that of conulus trqchulus , now

known as euconulus chersinus trqchulus . somewhere in "texas". the speci-

mens of practicolella berlandieriana , mlcroceramus texanus and holospira

goldfussi . reported by h. strebel and g. pfeiffer (1880) from dallas were
received from boll; probably they were not collected in the dallas area, but

in some other section of texas. apparently most of boll's mollusks were

sent to European naturalists.

j. a. slngley was one of texas' most active local contributors to terres-

trial malacology. he collected widely in the state from 1888 to 1893,

particularly in the corpus christi area. slngley's most important publi-

cation was a list of the marine and terrestrial mollusks of texas that was
includeo with the fishes of texas published in the bulletin of u . s . flsh

Commission in 1892. The same list was repeated in the Fourth Annual Re-
port of Geological Survey of Texas (for 1 892; published in 1893.

J. D. Mitchell H 848-1922) was one of the best of the local naturalists.

His primary interest was in the field of Herpetology , but he also made
large collections of insects . crustacea and mollusks. his ability as a col-

lector is attesteo to by the large number of species named for him. most of

his collections were made in the vicinity of victoria, texas, his home town.
There ape two updated lists of Texas' mollusks published for him by the
printing shop of a v i' i 1/ newspaper . copies of these lists in the u.s.
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National Museum indicate that the probable year of their publication was

1 894.

TWO OF THE MORE RECENT IMPORTANT MALACOLOG ISTS IN THE STATE HAVE BEEN J. K.

Strecker and E. P. Cheatum. Strecker was curator of the Baylor University

Museum in Waco, and in the year following his death (1933) the Baulor Uni-

versity Museum published his check list of Texas mollusks. E. P. Cheatum
began his malacolog1cal collections in 1935 and continues to the present time

to publish on terrestrial mollusks , primarily from the general vicinity of

Dallas , Texas .

Unquestionably the outstanding publication on terrestrial mollusks for the

area 1s)h. a. pllsbry's monograph, land mollusks of north america , published

in four parts by the academy of natural science in philadelphia from 1939 to

1948. pllsbry first visited texas in 1885-1886 and later returned with james h
Ferris to collect in the southern and southwestern portions of the State.

More information concerning these early travels of Pilsbry and Ferriss in

Texas can be obtained from their description of the area in the Proceedings

of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia for 1906.

Other naturalists known to have made malacological collections in Texas in-

clude:

Gustaf WlLHELM Belfrage (1834-1882)

in Texas in 1 867 .

D. N. Couch (1822-1897)

in Texas in 1853-1854.

John Milton Bigelow (1804-1878)

in Texas in 1 853.

Caleb G. Forshey (1812-1881)

in Texas in 1855-1860.

Richard Byrd Burleson (1822-1879)
in Texas in 1855-1879.

G. H. Ragsdale
in Texas in 1846-1860

F. Carter

in Texas in 1 8 59

F. A. Sampson (1842-1860)

John Henry Clark
in Texas in 1850-1855

A. G . Wetherby
in Texas in 1878-1880

History of the Development of Provinces and the Province Concept

Fabricius (1778) was one of the first to categorize the land areas of the
world into regions of similarities which he called "climate". l.atreille

(1817) modified and improved the system of fabricius, but he too based his

divisions primarily on the temperature of the regions. swainson (1835) wab

the first to use the term "province" , and he was also the first to recognize
uniformity of the fauna as a basic criterion for determining the extent of
AREAS

.

Woodward (1856) outlined and named the marine provinces of the world, and

his system is still in use today, with only minor modifications. in addition
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TO THE REQUIREMENT OF FAUNAL UNIFORMITY . WOODWARD PROPOSED THAT AT LEAST

50* OF THE FAUNA OF A PROVINCE SHOULD CONSIST OF ENDEMIC SPECIES.

The first acceptable division of the continental areas of THE WORLD INTO MA-

JOR PROVINCES WAS PROPOSED B1 Scl ATER (1858\ WHO BASED THEM ON THE HIGHER

TAXONOMIC CATEGORIES OF BIRDS. THIS TYPE OF DIVISION IS A REFLECTION OF EVOLU-
TIONARY RELATIONSHIPS AND IS AN INDICATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE ISOLATION

OF THESE AREAS. EITHER IN TIME OR IN DISTANCE. SCLATER NAMED HIS MAJOR REALMS
THE PALAEARCTIC . NEARCTIC. NEOTROPICAL. ETHIOPIAN. INDIAN AND AUSTRALIAN AND

THESE DIVISIONS WHICH HAVE SINCE BEEN ABUNOANTLY CONFIRMED BY DISTRIBUTION

STUOIES OF OTHER ANIMALS .

E. D. Cope (1880
,

>. in a discussion of the zoological position of Texas . assert-

ed THAT THE STATE SHOWED FAR MORE AFFINITY FOR SPECIES OF THE NEARCTIC THAN

FOR SPECIES OF THE NEOTROPICAL REGIONS. On THE BASIS OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF

vertebrates . mainly reptiles and batrachians . cope recognized and defined

in Texas a Southwestern Division , a Plateau Division, and a Southeastern

Division. In an earlier zoo geographic study, Cope (1873) had defined the

austroriparian province to include all of the coastal plains of the south

Atlantic and Gulf States . and the Sonoran Province to encompass the wes-
tern desert. Cope recognized the transitional nature of the Texas fauna,

particularly the strong affinities between the austror ipar ian province and

the Southeastern Division .

Dice (1943 proposed a definition of a Province in modern terms as "a consid-

erable AND CONTINUOUS GEOGRAPHIC AREA CHARACTERIZED BY THE OCCURRENCE OF ONE

or more ecological associations that differ, at least in proportional area

covered. from the associations of adjacent provinces. in general, biotic pro-

vinces are characterized also by peculiarities of vegetation type . ecological

climax . flora . fauna . climate . physiography . and soil" . on the basis of this

definition. dice proposed a system of provinces for the whole of north ameri-

ca, with the navahonian. chihuahuan, kansan, comanchian, tamaulipan, texan .

ano austroriparian provinces occurring largely. or in part, within the bound-

aries of texas

.

on the basis of studies of vertebrate distribution. blair (1950) made certain

modifications of the boundaries of dice's provinces as they occur in texas.

The Comanchian Province was split, with the northern portion being combined

rw the Texan Province, and the southern portion, including the Edwards
plateau. established as a new province called the balconian, the balcones

Escarpment forming its southeartern boundary. Blair also proposed extend-

ing THE NORTHERN BOUNDARY OF THE TAMAULIPAN PROVINCE NORTHWARD FROM BAFFIN

Bay to Matagoroa Bay. The following is a brief description of the zoogeogra

phic provinces occurring in Texas as proposed by Dice and modified by Blair;

ano shown in Fig . I

:

1 . the austroriparian blotic province includes most of the gulf coast plain

of North America, extending from the Atlantic Ocean on the east to Texas on

the west. Its western boundary in Texas lies approximately along a north-

south LINE DRAWN FROM THE EASTERN EDGE OF REO RlVER COUNTY THROUGH THE WES-
TERN eoge of Harris County . to Galveston Island. This Province has the high-

est rainfall in the state '45 in. or more yearly average) and is therefore,

more densely woooeo. more than one-fourth of the area covered in this re-

port lies within this province. in chambers. jasper, jefferson, hardin, harris

Liberty. M MEftY, Newton. OfAnr.r and Tyler counties.

to be continued
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Melanella arcuata C . B. Adams, 1850 by H . Ode

The occurrence of this small gastropod in Texas was recently reviewed in the

Tex. Conch. (Vol. 6 , p. 95). The shells shown in the figure were obtained

FROM BEACHDRIFT AT MATAGORDA BEACH. THEY ARE FRESH LOOKING AND WERE IN ALL

PROBABILITY DERIVED FROM HOSTS LIVING NEARBY. THE ONLY PREVIOUS REFERENCE

TO THIS SPECIES IN THE TEXAS FAUNA IS FOR THE OFFSHORE CORAL REEFS , WHERE MORE

SIMILAR LOOKING SPECIES OCCUR:

1 958 Melanella arcuata C . B . Adams . 1 850 , Parker , R . H . and J . R .

Curray, Fauna and bathymetry of Banks of Continental Shelf,

Northwest Gulf of Mexico . Bull. Am. Ass. Petr . Geol. , Vol. 40,

pp. 2428-2439.

The Melanellidae are as Abbott has remarked badly in need of revision.

Sources are often unclear or contradictory. We cite here:

1 850 eulima arcuata c . b . adams , contr . conch . , no . 7 , p . 110

(Reprint 1 950 Occ . Pap. Moll., p. 257.)

1889 Eul ima arcuata C . D. Adams, Dall , Trans. Wagn. Inst. Sc . Vol.

3 , pt. 1 , p. 160.

1890 Eul i ma arcuata C . B. Adams, Dall , Gastr . Blake Rep. , p. 328,

PL. 19 , fig. 1 1 .

MELANELLA ARCUATA FROM BEACHDRIFT ON MATAGORDA BEACH. SIZE ABOUT 2 1/2 M.M
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Shells in the Culture of the: American Indian (continued^ by Anne Speers

Shell Mounds ano Kitchen Middens

Shell heaps . a term applied to deposits of refuse resulting from the consump-

tion OF SHELLFISH AS FOOD. COMMONLY OCCUR IN THE COASTAL STATES . AND ALONG

RIVER VALLEYS WHERE FRESH WATER CLAMS AND SNAILS WERE PLENTIFUL. THESE

KITCHEN MIDDENS . ACCUMULATED ON ALL INHABITED SITES . AND ARE AMONG THE MOST

WIOELY DISTRIBUTED ANO PERMANENT REMAINS LEFT BY PRIMITIVE PEOPLES. FOR

THESE REASONS. AND BECAUSE THEY NECESSARILY CONTAIN EXAMPLES OF HANDIWORK

OF THE PROPLES CONCERNED IN THEIR ACCUMULATION , THEY ARE OF THE HIGHEST VALUE

TO THE STUDENT OF PREHISTORIC TIMES.

THE PERCENTAGE OF WASTE RESULTING FROM THE CONSUMPTION OF SHELLFISH IS VERY

GREAT. ANO THE ACCUMULATIONS ON MANY SITES ARE SO EXTENSIVE AS TO EXCITE THE

WONOER OF THOSE WHO ENCOUNTER THEM FOR THE FIRST TIME. DEPOSITS COVERING

10 OR EVEN 20 ACRES ARE NOT UNCOMMON . BUT THE DEPTH IS USUALLY NOT GREAT SAVE

ON LIMITED AREAS . WHERE THEY RISE FREQUENTLY TO 20 FEET. AND IN CASES TO 30

FEET OR MORE. THOUGH SOMETIMES APPROXIMATELY HOMOGENEOUS THROUGHOUT

THERE ARE GENERALLY EVIDENCES OF STRATIFICATION IN THE GREATER DEPOSITS, AND

LAYERS OF EARTH AND OTHER REFUSE ARE INTERCALATED WITH THE SHELLS.

The deposits are NOT ALWAYS MERE RANDOM ACCUMULATIONS, FOR DURING the period

of deposition and subsequently, the materials have been utilized in the erec-

tion of mounds for residence and defense and as depositories for the dead.

Many of the most notable shell-mounds are the result of long periods of

gradual deposition and building during which they served alternately for

resioence and burial. and in the south, perhaps also as sites for temples
ano fortifications.

a mouno situated on stallings is. in the savannah river below augusta , geor-
gia, affords an excellent illustration of the use of midden deposits in the

construction of burial mounds. it is described at 15 feet in height and 120

by 300 feet in horizontal extent; consisting of mussel, clam and snail (palu-

dina shells ano as containing hundreds of skeletons deposited in successive

LAYERS

.

in discussing the species encountered, mounds of florida are described:

Those along the Atlantic coast of the peninsula arecomposed chiefly of oyster

shells; but on the west coast, besides the oysters there are several genera

OF THE CONCHS INCLUDING BUSYCON . STROMBUS . PLEUROPLOCA . FASCIOLARIA . AND

other shells. the deposits of the northern margin of the gulf of mexico
in Louisiana, and Mississippi described as containing especially the oyster
AND THE CLAM GnATHOQON (RANGIA) CUNEATA . THE INLAND FRESH-WATER SHELL-HEAPS
of Florida are composed of distinct genera of shells - Ampullaria , Paludina

,

Unio
, etc . On the St . John's river , a fresh-water snail , Vivipara georgiana

is everywhere the principal, ano in many cases the almost exclusive species.

Since the occupancy of the country by the whites , the destructions of these

deposits of shell has gone forward with great rapidity. they have been

burned for lime ano for fertilizer; have been used in vast quantities for the
building of roads . as at st . augustine . mobile and new orleans , and have

been leveleo by the plow on innumerable sites.
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The cultural contents of the normal middens furnish a very striking record

of the arts and 1ndurtries, habits and customs of the tribes concerned. ord-

inary implements of stone, bone, shell, wood, and metal are embedded with

the shells , and it is not unusual to encounter at various levels traces of

ancient lodge sites. it is observed that in some of the deposits remains of

art are rare or apparently absent, while in others of equal size and possibly

greater antiquity, artifacts are plentiful. fragmentary earthenware is a-

bundant in many of the heaps of eastern united states , and usually corres-

ponds somewhat closely with that of the village sites of the general regions,

but in the salt-water accumulations the pottery is often exceptionally rude

IN MAKE. This may be measurably accounted for on the theory that the shell

heap sites were in many cases not permanent abodes and that inferior vessels

were constructed for local and temporary use.

Many of these Shell heaps, especially of Florida, present the appearance

of great age , and the growth on them of live oaks of the largest size indi-

cates that the deposits had reached their present dimensions before, perhaps

long before, the discovery of america. great age is also suggested by

changes in the river courses , the erosion of bluffs , and the formation of

swamps since the period of the midden accumulation, as well as by changes

in the character of the shells themselves . dr. h. a. pllsbry, discussing

the bearing of the observed faunal changes on the question of antiquity

stated that there was a marked change in the characteristics of the shells

during the period of formation of certain of the shell fields. at the lower

levels in the juniper creek mounds , for example , a dominant species of the

shells used is the normal vlvipara georgiana . near the surface a divergent

form (altior) appears and prevails. at another point a variety known as lim-

nothauma appears , the most strongly characterized individuals being at or near

the surface. "we have no definite standard whereby to measure the time re-

quired for the evolution of a new species or varieties, and their establishment

as dominant local forms; but judging by the amount of change in the mollusca

since the deposition of such post-glac 1al deposits as the loess , we cannot

escape the conclusion that a long period is indicated. (h . a. pllsbry in a

letter addressed to clarence b. moore in response to inquiries. about 1910).

From Bulletin 30 , Part 2; Bureau of American Ethnology, 1910.

to be continued
oooOooo

. . . .continued from page 9

Featured at the Festival will be Gold Medal Award-winning underwater movies

from around the world. color and black and white salon prints as well as

scuba and underwater photographic equipment will be on display. three salt-

water aquariums filled with exotic marine life will be exhibited. there will

also be extroadinarily beautiful prized collections of coral and shells.

Tickets are S2 . 50 (matinee) and $3.50 (evening) at the Jones Hall box office,

or $2.00 and $3.00 when purchased in advance at all Foley's or from members
of the Houston Underwater Club. The Festival will culminate an International

Underwater Photographic Competition, sponsored by the Houston Underwater
Club in conjunction with the Texas Chapter of the Underwater Photographic

Society and Texas Gulf Coast Council of Diving Clubs. For further informa-

tion call 464-101 0.
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BOOK REVIEW BY W. W. Sutou . M.D.

THE LIVING COWRIES by C. M. Burgess. A. S. Barnes Company and Carlton
Beal. 1970. 389 pages. 9 1 2x1212 inches. S30

.

In spite of its expensive price tag (SSO^ this book will be the indispensable

reference for any shell collector who hasan interest in the cowries. the
book is highly recommended.

According to the author . the book "was written to provide shell collectors
.

malacologists . and other interested individuals with an illustrated teference
to all of the knovsn living members of the genus cypraea linnaeus 1758". dr .

Burgess has succeeded in doing just that.

Burgess recognizes 1 89 species of cowries . each of which is illustrated. In

addition . about a hundred "geographical races" are shown. effort was made

to position and light the shells "so that minute details of tooth formation,

aperture. and other specific concholog ic al characters are clearly shown".

The results are the 44 beautiful and clear color plates of photographs that

show dorsal and ventral views of each species described.

in the text . each species is identified by the name , the author . the year des-

cribed and the periodical or publication in which the original description

appeared. Synonyms are given in chronological order. The shell, animal,

habitat and distribution are described in detail. maximum and minimum sizes

are indicated. maps drawn for each species give the known range.

Also, "pertinent hints on field collecting, noteworthy historical incidents

and interesting stories regarding the shells are recorded. such facts as

seem incontestable concerning habitat, animal color, and mantle character-

istics are tabulated".

an interesting feature is the rarity rating . assigned by the author to each

species. a numerically graded scale is used - from 1 (common) to 10 (ex-

tremely rare . the "most common rating" (1) is given to four species: caput-

serpentis . tigris . annulus and moneta. the rarest cowries , each with a rating

of 10. are : cohenae . englerti , martini , musumea , rabaulensis , katsuae , brq-

deripii , valentia . barclay i . leucodon . armeniaca and porteri. cypraea aur-

antium . the golden cowry . rates only a "7".

The book also contains helpful discussions of certain cowry "groups" and pro-

vides THE READER WITH SOME 9 PAGES OF REFERENCES (THROUGH 1965) TO THE PUB-

LISHED LITERATURE ON THE GENERAL SUBJECT OF COWRIES.

OOOOOOO

SPIROLAXIS EXOUISITA AT GALVESTON

A SOMEWHAT BROKEN SPECIMEN OF THIS REMARKABLE SPECIES WAS RECENTLY FOUND IN

BEACHORIFT AT SAN LUIS PASS. GALVESTON ISLAND. BY MR. FRANK VAN MORKHOVEN .
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October Meeting
***** of Melius

Charles Doh will share with us his excitement at finding a colony of Strombus
gallus this summer while on vacation in the west indies. admiral carlos car-
deza will bring some of the prize finds from his summer stay at his home at

Sanibel Island off the West Coast of Florida. The meeting will be held Octo-

ber 28 AT 8 P.M. AT THE MUSEUM OF NATURAL SCIENCE.

Members are invited to bring special shells collected on recent beach trips

or vacation journeys to put on the display table. for instance , at the last

meeting Sam and Fannie Miron were carrying a nice recent find from the Gal-

veston BEACH , A LIVE , BIG NERITINA RECLIVATA . ALTHOUGH COMMON FROM LOUISIANA

eastwards along the gulf coast, they are found very rarely alive in texas.

Please , if you bring a shell or shells , be prepared to give a very brief discus-

sion ON YOUR OFFERING , OR WRITE IT OUT ON A CARD WITH THE DISPLAY.

Report September Meeting

The monthly meeting, attended by about 40 members and 12 guests, was called

to order by dr. h elmer ode , president , at 8:00 p.m. on september 2 3rd , 1 970 .

After reading of the minutes of the last meeting Dr. Ode and Mr. Van Mork-
hoven showed a number of photographs of micro-gastropods collected from

beachdrift samples from our texas shore and photographed by mr . f. van

morkhoven

.

Mrs. Ann Speers told the meeting about her idea of organizing a three-day

workshop on marine biology sometime early next year, sponsored by our society

and possibly the museum of natural sciences. she asked for additional

suggestions from the members concerning this proposal. after some discussion

the President suggested that Mrs. Speers should re-introduce her proposal at

one of the next meetings , after more definite plans for such a workshop have

been drawn up.

dr. sutow showed some new books on shells , recently acquired for the society's

LIBRARY

.

Mrs. Boone introduced the main speakers for the evening, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh

junkin , who gave a well prepared and informative talk on their 9 months long

shelling trip through the exumas in the bahamas. beautiful color slides

illustrated their talk, and a large exhibit showing a wide variety of shells

continued on page 32 ... .
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELIS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

Family Turrioae (continued*

Nannooiella melanitica Dall . 18 85. This species is quite common in our off-

shore waters. It is rare in drift at Port Aransas, but fairly common in

beachmaterial at port isabel. some of our material was identified by

T. L. McGinty. Most beach material is worn and in poor condition.

Figured in: 3

Previous references: none.

Localities: Port Aransas. Port Isabel.

Rubellatoma rubella Kurtz and Stimpson .1851. This species is somewhat

uncommon in beachorift along the entire texas coast. but is a regular

constituent of offshore dredge material. Only dead shells are known

from Galveston but some live shells were collected at Port Aransas

Speeds .

Figured in: no figures available.

Previous references: none

Localities: Galveston. Freeport . Port Aransas.

Daphnella morra Dall . 1 881 . A single specimen of this small species was

taken on Matagorda Beach (coll. Ode). It is widespread in offshore

waters but apparently seldom reaches the shore. Fresh offshore spec-

imens HAVE A BEAUTIFUL DEEP BROWN COLOR.

Figured in: i

Previous references: none

Localities: Matagorda.

Telecythara floridana Fargo 1 95 3. A single worn specimen of this species ,

DESCRIBED FROM THE FLORIDA PLIOCENE . WAS COLLECTED AT THE WEST END OF

THE GALVESTON SEAWALL (COLL . ODE). IT MISSES THE PECULIAR NUCLEAR WHORLS

CHARACTERISTIC OF THIS GENUS BUT IS EXACTLY SIMILAR TO A LOT OF 9 SPECI-

MENS OBTAINED OFFSHORE GALVESTON. MOST OF WHICH ARE FRESH. THEY CONFORM

ALL RESPECTS TO THE ORIGINAL DESCRIPTION AND ESPECIALLY THE NUCLEAR

APPARATUS

.

URED IN 7

Previous references

Localities Galveston

a few more species will
i ed in our next issuf .
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Family Architectonicidae

Spirolaxis exquisita Dall and Simpson , 1 901 . A small specimen of this re-

markable LITTLE GASTROPOD WAS COLLECTED BY MR . F. VAN MORKHOVEN FROM BEACH-

DRIFT at San Luis Pass, Galveston Island. It is, as far as we know, the first

one ever collected on the texas beach. a photograph of the specimen by mr.

van morkhoven, shows this remarkable shell, of which the whorls are detached

The specimen was slightly colored by a green dye to bring out the structural

detail in the photograph.

Spirolaxis exquisita Dall and Simpson
From beachdrift at San Luis Pass. Size: 1 .28 mm

SOURCES:

1901 OMALAXIS EXQUISITA , DALL AND SIMPSON, MOLLUSCS OF PORTO R ICO
,

P. 432 , PL. 54 , fig. 12.

1 961 Spirolaxis exquisita Dall and Simpson 1 901 , Abbott and Warmke ,

Caribbean Seas hells , p . 64 , text fig . 1 4h

1965 id. Rice, W. H. and Korvicker , L. S. , Mollusks from the deeper

WATERS OF THE NORTHWESTERN CAMPECHE BANK, MEXICO. PUBL . INST.

Mar. Sci. , Univ. Tex. , Vol. 10, p. 119, pl. 2, fig. 6.

oooOooo

Movie

On October 27th , Channel 1 1 will show a movie of the last destroyer trip

during which shells for the houston museum of science were collected. con-

sult your local newspaper for showtime.
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MOLLUSCANA B> W. W. Sutow . M.D.

to those of our club members who collect seashells of the american pacific

coast ano particularly from the gulf of california. the name philip pearsall

Carpenter shoulo be familiar indeed. Next to Bartsch and Dall . Carpenter

is responsible for describing the greatest number of marine molluscan species

from this part of the world. during the past several years , there appears

to have been a concerted effort to document the contributions of this most

remarkable presbyterian minister (1819-18771. here is a list of publications

relating to carpenter.

1. Palmer . K.V.W. : TYPE SPECIMENS OF MARINE MOLLUSCA DESCRI-
BED BY P.P. CARPENTER FROM THE WEST COAST ( SAN DIEGO TO
BRITISH COLUMBIAN

Geological Society of America. New York. 1958. 376 pages.

Illustrations of more than 190 types and of many original specimens with

pertinent data are included. only 4 of about 50 pelecypod species and only

about one-fifth of the types of the gastropods have had the types figured

previously .

"

2. Palmer. K.V.W.: TYPE SPECIMENS OF MARINE MOLLUSCA DESCRI-
BED BY P.P. CARPENTER FROM THE WEST COAST OF MEXICO AND
PANAMA

,

Bulletins of American Paleontology (No. 112). 46:289-408, 1963.

carpenter described over 126 species from western mexico, lower cali-

fornian and western panamic regions. excluding those species mentioned

in the "mazatlan catalogue". elghty-four carpenter types have been

located; these are oiscussed and illustrated here.

3. Carpenter . P.P. : CATALOGUE OF THE COLLECTION OF MAZATLAN
SHELLS IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM. (FACSIMILE reprint).

Paleontological Research Institution. Ithaca, N.Y. 1967. 552 pages.

This is a reproduction of the text of the publication describing the Rei-

gen collection donated by carpenter to the british museum carpenter

"described 255 species as new but assigned varietal status to 34 of these.

He identified 333 previously described species and in addition included 113

different forms as indeterminate species."

4. Brann.D.C.: ILLUSTRATIONS TO "CATALOGUE OF THE COLLECTION
OF MAZATLAN SHELLS" BY PHILIP P. CARPENTER.

Paleontological Research Institution, Ithaca, n.Y. 1966. Ill pages.

The Mazatlan Catalogue" published by Carpenter contained no illustra-

tions. Hitherto unprinteo camera lucida drawings (60 plates) prepared by
Carpenter are now publisheo in their entirety.

to be continued
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d istriiiution and ecology of the tcrrfstrial mollusks by paul louis mcgee
ok thi: Texas Coastal Counties (continued)

2. The Texan Biotic Province was originally defined by Dice as a broad ecolog-

ical TRANSITION /ONE, OR ECOTONE, BETWEEN THE FORESTS OF THE AUSTROR IPAR IAN

and Carolinian Biotic Provinces to the eastward and the drier , open grasslands

to the west. In central Texas the Balcones Escarpment forms an abrupt wes-

tern BOUNDARY OF THE PROVINCE . BUT FARTHER NORTH AND SOUTH , WHERE THE ESCARP-

ment disappears, the boundary is more arbitrary. in the southwestern area,

Blair has placed the boundarv along a line in Victoria, Goliad, and Refugio

counties where the pedalfer soils of the east are replaced by the pedocals

of the west.1 the average yearly rainfall in th fs area is less than 45 in . , but

more than 16 in. local extensions of the austror ipar ian biota into the texan

Province occur where edaphic conditions permit, but over most of the Texan

Province . at least in undisturbed areas . the dominant vegetation is wooded

grassland of the savannah type. the counties included are: brazoria, cal-
HOUN, Fort Bend, Galveston, Harris, Jackson, Matagorda, Victoria, Waller,
and Wharton.

3. The Tamaulipan Biotic Province in Texas is the northward extension of a

typically Mexican biotic unit. Dice originally included in it only the south-

ern tip of Texas (Cameron . Hidalgo , Starr and Willacy counties) . which Blair

later separated as the Matamoran District. According to Blair, a more log-

ical AND NATURAL BOUNDARY OF THE TAMAULIPAN PROVINCE IN TEXAS IS AT THE BAL-

CONES Escarpment in the west; while in the east it is a somewhat indefinite

line where the tamaulipan brush and cactus thickets pass gradually into the

prairies and savannahs of the texas province. the average yearly rainfall is

less than 16 in. and the climate is " megathermal " . being excessively hot in

summer and generally warmer than in other parts of the state in winter. more
than one-third of the area covered by this report lies within the tamaulipan
Province, in Aransas, Bee, Brooks, Calhoun (part), Cameron, Goliad, Hidal-

go, Jim Wells. Kenedy, Kleberg, Nueces, Refugio, San Patricio, Victoria

(part), and Willacy counties.

The following provinces are not represented in the AREA COVERED BY THE THESIS.

A. The Balconian Biotic Province of Blair corresponds to a part of Dice's

comanchian province of central texas and includes most of the hill country
and the Edwards Plateau north of the Balcones Escarpment and west of the

Pecos River. The climate is of the semi-arid and dry sub-humid type.

1 " Pedalfers "are topsoils relatively poor in humus, produced under suffi-

cient tree cover and under fairly humid conditions by natural decay of the up-

per LAYERS OF THE SUBSOIL, WITH ACCUMULATION OF IRON AND ALUMINUM BENEATH THE

TOPSOILS

.

" PEDOCALS "ARE TOPSOILS RELATIVELY RICH IN HUMUS . PRODUCED UNDER PRAIRIE

COVER AND UNDER MORE ARID CONDITIONS , WITH AN ACCUMULATION OF CALCIUM BENEATH

THE TOPSOIL .

See: E . P . Odum , 1 959 , Fundamentals of Ecology . 2nd Ed . . p . 131.
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5 . Tnr B'QTic Province of E. >«t of Dice's Comanchian

province ano - of th! the l.lano estacaoo of

western Texas. The climate is of the semi-arid type ano the average tempera-

tur' ter is lower than in other parts of texas.

6 . The Chihuahuan Biqtic Province covers most of the trans-Tecos area of

*est Texas. This region is characterized by plains at a rather high altituoe

interrupted by several mountain ranges. some of which exceed 6000 to 8000

fee' ht. the climate is very arid ano proouces a semi-desert vegetation.

7. The Navahqnian Biqtic Province . developed mainly in New Mexico, extends

into Texas only over a very small area in the Guadalupe Mountains.

Each of these major Biotic Provinces . with the possible exception of the Texan

has boundaries that extend far beyond the political boundary of Texas. Be-

cause of its size and location, this state has become a meeting ground for the

characteristic faunas of the east and west ano the north ano south. The Texan

Province . centrally located within the state . has been hardest to oefine ano

has been troublesome to every zoogeographer who studied the area.

Dice 1943 referred to the Texan Province as a broad transition zone . or eco-

tone . between the more easily recognized provinces of either side. blair

~ateo recognition of this transitional area as a biotic province re =

sents a fairly unsatisfactory disposition of the area. but there seems to be no

reasonable alternative. there are no endemic species of vertebrates. the

outstanding b iogeograph ic phenomenon here is the interd igitat ion of forest ano

GRASSLANO ASSOC lATIONf

Collection Procedures and Data Recording

During the years 1956-1961 many collecting trips were made by the author.

OFTEN TOGETHER WITH Dp. J. BEOUAERT . ALONG THE TEXAS COAST. ANO ALTHOUGH

most of these trw e primarily for other purposes . stops for collection

of lano snails were made on each of them. eight trips of three days or mope

were made to port isabel ano thirteen trips of two days or more to port

Aransas .

two trips of two oays duration were made to klngsville and adjoining areas

expressly for lano snail collection . ano twelve trips of one to three days

each were maoe to the blg thicket * area of east texas for the specific pur-

pose of defining this region ecologically. there were. in addition. many one

day trips in search of lano snails in harris and aojacent counties.

The distribution maps of this report are based on these personal collections

of dr. j. beouaert ano the author. as well as on specimens seen by dr . j.

beouaert at the museum of comaprative zoology at harvard. the academy of

Natural Sciences in Philadelphia the United States National Museum in

Washington, ano the Chicago Museum of Natural History.

Whenever possible . records are based on specimens collected alive. Fre-

quently HOWEVER . COLLECTIONS HAVE BEEN SO SPARSE IN AN AREA THAT IT HAS

been necessary to incluoe recoros based on dead shells collecteo in litter

ano in river or gulf beach orift.
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Distribution and Ecology of the Terrestrial Mollusks

of the Texas Coastal Counties.

CHIHUAHUAN

FIGURE 1 .

The Biotic Provinces of Texas as proposed by Dice

(1943) and modified by blair (1950).

Boundary of Texas Coastal Region

(Area of present study)
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Distribution *no ECOUOO rwiAi Mou_U$k*
of the Texas Coastal COUf

FIGURE 2

Climatic regions of Texas from Thornthwaite (1943)

TO HE CONTINUED
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Notes on Conservation by Anne Speers

BAY AREAS CONTINUE TO BE THREATENED - - Texas' bay areas represent

A MICROCOSM OF THE EARTH'S THREATENED ECOLOGY.

The delicate balance among organisms living in the coastal ESTUARIES CAN BE

upset by a host of outside influences , and the plight of the state's shallow
bays is a graphic example of man's interference with nature.

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department biologists have kept watch over the

major bays in past years , recording a profusion of data ranging from salinity

and siltation to tides and pollutants.

Some of the data already are furnishing valuable information. For example ,

it has shown that periods of drought can cause high salinities and resultant

mortality among shrimp, fish, oysters and other organisms.

Pollution can affect abundance and productivity in two ways directly by

toxic effect or indirectly by decreasing dissolved oxygen, changing acidity or

destruction of food and habitat.

the precious nursery grounds where aquatic species reproduce are vulnerable.

Marine fisheries biologist A. R. Martinez, who is heading up a coastal hydro-

graphic STUDY OF THE MAIN BAY AREAS . SAID IN A RECENT REPORT THAT PORTIONS OF

INVALUABLE nursery grounds have been lost "in all coastal areas."

Martinez listed several examples of nursery ground damage in some of the

major bay areas during the past years:

- In Galveston Bay, 1 ,200 feet of shoreline have been bulkheaded , a marsh

area has been drained and a bayou partially blocked. in moses lake , a

hurricane levee was completed, replacing a one-mile natural opening

with a 65-foot gate. work has started on a u.s. corps of engineers

project which will turn several square miles of marsh land into a fresh-

water impoundment.

- In West Bay , approximately 30 acres of shallow nursery area have b^en

modified by a large basin and an 1 1 , 000-foot access channel. at w 1lson

Point in Jones Lake, natural marsh land was bulkheaded and filled for

a housing development.

- Matagorda Bay suffered damage when an oil company deposited spoil in

powderhorn lake, covering several good nursery grounds.

- In San Antonio Bay, spoil from an oil well channel covered approxima-

tely 100 acres of prime nursery grounds.

- In Aransas Bay. approximately 364 acres have been ruined by dredging

of the rockport-aransas pass intracoastal waterway and several other

large channels .

- In the Corpus Christi Bay area approximately 30 acres of shallow

water were bulkheaded and filled to enlarge a city recreation area

continued on page 32
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LIBRARY NOTES BY W . V\ . SUTOV\ . M.D.

The following new books and publications have been aooeo to the Club library.

M. NlCKLES: MOLLUSQUES TESTACES MARINS DE LA COTE OCCIDEN-
TALE D AFRIQUE
Manuels Uest-Africains . Vol. II. Paul Lechevalier . Edi-

teur. Paris. 1950. 269 pages .

mollusks of the west coast of africa from morocco to con-
go are oescribeo (in french*! and illustrated (464 figure-

L. H. Hyman: THE INVERTEBRATES. Vol. Vi. MOLLUSCA I.

McGraw-Hill Book Company. 1967. 792 pages.

This well-known and well- illustrated volume deals author-

itatively WITH FOUR CLASSES OF MOLLUSKS: APLACOPHORA . POLY-

PLACOPHORA . MONOPLACOPHORA AND GASTROPODA. ANATOMY. PHY-

SIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY ARE STRESSED IN TEXTBOOK DETAIL.

S. AngelETTI: CONCHIGLIE DA COLLEZIONE
instituto geografico de agost in l-novaras . italy. 1968.

80 pages. (9 1/4 x 12 1/4 inches .

The text is in Italian. The publication is a nice "picture

book"' of selected world shells. a number of colored photos

of the Mediterranean fauna is included.

P. J. ARRECGROS: COQUILLAGES MARINS
llbaririe payot. lausanne. 1966. 64 pages.

This little pocket booklet provides some good colored photo-

graphs OF SEASHELLS OF THE ENGLISH CHANNEL AND MEDITERRA-

NEAN.

J. H. MACLEAN: MARINE SHELLS OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
1969. 104 PAGES.

This is a hanoy . authoritative reference for mollusks of the

Southern California coast . Supplements Abbott.

G. E. & L. E. Burghardt: A COLLECTOR'S GUIDE TO WEST COAST CHITONS
San Francisco Aouarium Society. 1969. 45 pages.

a good atlas containing check list and photographs of the

chiton species most likely to be collected by a shell col-

LECTOR on the West Coast of the United States and Canada."

J. T. Smith- TAXONOMY . DISTRIBUTION , AND PHYLOGENY OF THE
CYMATIID GASTROPODS ARGOBUCC INUM , FUSITRITON,
MADIARGO AND PRIENE.

This is a systematic revision of several cool water cyma-
tmo genera providing the basis for b iogeograph ic studies

ano a possible scheme of phylogenetic affinities' . "ecolo-
gic ano distributional data are summarized .
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Shells in the Culture of the American Indian (continued) by Anne Speers

Shell Beads as Money

Perhaps the best known Indian Artifact to the average person is "wampum" the

usual name applied to the various forms of shell beads manufactured by the

Indians and used as a medium of exchange over most of the Atlantic slope, and

later through the midwest and central tribal areas.

Reference to this shell money is extensive in the literature, but we will

quote from only one or two here.

The term wampum is said to be from an Algonquin word signifying white, such

being the prevailing color of most of the beads. the ordinary wampum beads

are cylindrical in shape , varying from a sixth to a quarter of an inch in length

and being about an eighth of an inch in diameter. there were two main varie-

ties , one white and the other purple-black. the main source of shell was the

clam , mercenaria mercenar1a . as many of these exhibit purple on the lower
half of the valves , the shell was used for both the white and the purple wam-
pum , but always the purple wampum was worth twice the value of the white.

These were wrought smooth as glass , and the Indian traders valued the purple

wampum at eighteen pence per yard, and the white at nine pence. to quote one

writer , "The Indians also make 'Pipes' of shell , (The columella of the Busy-
con , CUT AND POLISHED), WHICH ARE EVEN MORE VALUABLE. THEY ALSO MAKE 'RUNTEES

of the same shell , and grind them as smooth as 'peak' ." (another name for the

wampum beads). "These are either large, like an oval Bead and drilled the

length of the oval , or else they are circular and flat, almost an inch over,

and one third of an inch thich and drilled edgeways. of this conch shell they

also make round tablets of about four inches diameter, which they polish as

smooth as the others and some they etch or engrave thereon circles , stars ,

Half Moons, or any other figure suitable to their fancy. These they wear
instead of medals and use the peak , runtees and pipes for coronets , brace-
lets , belts, or long strings hanging down before the breast, or else they lace

their garments with them and adorn their tomahawks and every other thing that

they value"

.

From the accounts of Beverly, another writer, we learn: "The Indians had

nothing which they reckoned riches before the english went among them ex-

CEPT Peak, Roenoke and such-like trifles made out of 'Cunk' shell. These

passed with them instead of gold and silver and served them both for money
and Ornament. It was the English alone that taught them first to put a value

ON their skins and furs and to make a 'trade' of them".

The author, Lawson wrote in 1714: "An Englishman could not afford to make

so much of this wampum for five or ten times the value , for it is made out of

a vast great shell, of which the country affords plenty; where it is ground

smaller than the small end of a tobacco pipe or a large wheat straw. this

the Indians grind on stones and other things until they make it current, but

the drilling is the most difficult to the englishman. which the indians manage

with a nail stuck in a cane or a reed filled with sand. thus they roll it con-

tinually on their thighs with their right hand , holding the bit of shell with

their left; so in time they drill a hole quite through it which is a very tedious

work; but especially in making their roenoak , four of which will scarce make
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ONE LENGTH OF VVAMPu' -. mi THAT NEVER VALUI nil IK IIMI .

SO THAT THEY CAN AFFORD TO MAKE THEM ANO NEVER Nl
| AN Till ENGLISH WILL

TAKE THE TRADE OUT OF THE i- MONTH WITH WHICH YOU MAY ULIY

SK INS , FURS . SLAVES OR A' THE INDIANS HAVE; IT PERSUADI S Till M lO DO
ANYTHING AND PART WITH EVERYTHING THEY POSSESS. EXCEPT THEIR CHILDREN FOR

SLAVES. AS FOR THEIR WIVES. THEY ARE OFTEN SOLD ANO THEIR DAUGHTERS VIOLATED
FOR THIS SHELL MONEY. V\ ITH THIS THEY BUT OFF MURDERS; AND WHATSOEVER A MAN
CAN DO THAT IS ILL. THIS WAMPUM WILL QUIT HIM OF ANO MAKE HIM. IN THEIR OPINION

GOOD AND VIRTUOUS. THOUGH NEVER SO BLACK BEFORE".

TO BE CONTINUED

OOOOOOO

. . .CONTINUED FROM PAGE 29

ALONG THE SHORELINE.

- IN THE UPPER LAGUNA MADRE , ABOUT 10 ACRES OF NURSERY GROUNDS WERE

COVEREO BY SPOIL FROM AN OIL WELL CHANNEL. MAINTENANCE DREDGING OF

THE INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY RESULTED IN DEPOSITION OF SPOIL THAT CLOSED

THREE SMALL PASSES BETWEEN SPOIL BANKS WHERE WATER CIRCULATION AL-

READY WAS CRITICAL. THESE WERE LATER REOPENED BY THE CORPS OF ENGIN-

EERS.

- in the lower laguna madre . damage to habitat occurred when a levee

being used in redredging the arroyo colorado broke and blocked off

an important nursery ground area near the arroyo bed.

The Texas bays . therefore . continue to be imperiled from all sides. Heavy

rain on the watersheds brings tons of silt. pesticides and other elements

into the estuaries. dry periods allow salinity to rise, also threatening

the balance

.

OOOOOOO

. .continued from page 21

collected during this trip was laid out for all members to admire. the col-

lection included material found in the bahamas by the mundy, kolius and

gooowin families . who also contributed additional color slides .

Lloyd Meister and Doug Reynolds showed a number of color slides of the lar-

ger Texas Gulf shells, taken by them for the Survey.

Fielo Trip Schedule

November 1st - Meet 9:00 a.m. at High Island Fishing Pier. We will go east

along the beach.

December 1 3th - Meet at Galveston end of San Luis Pass bridge on beach.

Shelling on the mudflats.

Leaders will be announced at October meeting.
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^CONCHOLOGKT
Volume VII . No. 4 November 1 970

NOTES & NEWS ^^ of Mo]lusk.

NOTICE! CHANGE IN NOVEMBER MEETING DATE!! LlbrGiy

Because of the Thanksgiving Day holiday, it is customary for the Society to

have the November meeting a week earlier. Dr. W. W. Sutow will discuss the

"ground rules" and methods of exchanging shells with other collectors around

the world. don schaefer has offered to show the slides he made at last year's

show at sharpstown mall. the meeting will be held wednesday, november 18.

at 8p.m. at the Houston Museum of Natural Science.

There will be table space for shells which members wish to exchange. It is

suggested that each shell or pair of shells to be offered for exchange be pack-

aged separately. with a complete data slip enclosed. shells need not be rare

ones; you may have shells brought back from vacations ^h at a 1v lip ,nrr to your

collection but not to collections of other membei

THERE WILL BE NO MEETING IN DECEMBER!!

Report October Meeting

The monthly meeting of the Society took place on OcTOBEFr"5tH***dJMySb*ffTHE

Museum of Natural Science. The meeting, attended by about 30 members and 3

guests . was called to order at 8 p.m. by dr. h elmer ode . president.

Dr. Sutow. of the Library Committee, reported that the library has reached

a stage where it is nearly complete. he showed some new books recently add-

ed to the library.

Mr. Lloyd Meister informed the meeting that the showing of the movie of the

last destroyer trip which collected shells for the museum has now been re-

SCHEDULED for January 7 . 1 97 1 . at 7 p . m . on local channel 1 1 .

Mrs. Connie Boone told the meeting that. she had received notice of tentative

plans for a Texas Shell Clubs convention to be held at South Padre Island

sometime next spring. she also presented a motion to donate si 00 . to the

Houston Museum of Natural Science in recognition of its generous assistance

to the Society by providing its facilities for our monthly meetings. This

motion was seconded by mrs. van erp and was approved unanimously.

Dr. Ode appointed Mrs. Clarice Van Erp as chairman of a new committee to

study the possibilities of holding the 3-day workshop on marine biology. as

suggested by mrs. anne speers at the september meeting.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 44
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELLS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

Family Turrioae (continued^

Crassispira ostrearum Stearns. 1872. This rare species is occasionally ob-
tained FROM SPOILMATERIAL AROUND PORT ARANSAS AND PORT ISABEL. IT ARE
probably Pleistocene fossils. One live specimen has been reported from
Port Isabel, but the determination is in some doubt.

Figured in: 1 .5 .6 .7

Previous references: 12

Localities: Galveston (fragment, coll. Ode> , Port Aransas, Port Isabel.

Crassispira fuscescens Reeve , 1 84 3. Taken alive by divers from the 7 1/2

fathom reef. about 1 1/2 miles offshore from the mansfield cut area.

Also collected alive from the Port Aransas jetty (Speers). This species

is also taken alive offshore in the galveston area.

Figured in: 1.3 .6

Previous references: 11 . Harry. 1967.

Localities: Port Aransas

Crassispira leucocyma Dall . 1883. Taken alive by divers from the 7 1/2

fathom reef near the mansfield cut. also several shells, all with heavy

incrustations of algae and occupied by hermit crabs , collected on the

beach from south padre island along the brownsville ship channel. where

they perhaps were deposited by shrimpers (speers).

Figured in: 1.3.4,6

Previous references: 23

localities: port aransas, port isabel.

monilispira monilis bartsch and rehder , 1 939. a single worn specimen of this

not too uncommon offshore species was collected at sargent (ode*) . so
far it is our only record from the beach.

URED IN: 4

Previous references: 11

Localities: Sargent Beach.
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CLATHRODRILLIA ALB1NODATA REEVE. 1845. ONE SPECIMEN WAS COLLECTED ALIVE BY

divers on the 7 1/2 fathom reef near the mansfield cut (speers).

Figured in: 3

Previous references: none

Localities: Offshore Padre Island.

ithycythara sp. indet. several specimens of this interesting genus occur off-

SHORE Galveston. A few years ago, a single specimen was collected from

drift at the galveston seawall (ode) . another 4 specimens - only one in

fresh condition - were collected on boca chica beach (speers).

Figured in: not available.

Previous references: none

Localities: Galveston, Boca Chica.

We have found some material which has not yet been identified with certainty.

It is possible that among this material (coll. Speers) the following two spec-

ies ARE PRESENT.

Cryoturris serta Fargo , 1953. A single specimen was taken from a roll of

seawhip on Boca Chica beach (Speers). We are not quite certain about

this identification. one and probably more species of this genus occur in

offshore galveston waters. the most common of these is more like c .

serta than the recent_c_. fargo i mcg inty , which is larger and fatter than

the material known to us.

Figured in: 7

Previous references: none

Localities: Boca Chica

Granoturris padolina Fargo, 1953. Two specimens are known to us. One comes

from a spoil area near the port aransas ferry (speers) . though in good

condition it could be a fossil specimen. the other looks rather fresh and

was collected on the beach of mustang island (ode) .

Figured in: 7

Previous references: none

Localities: Port Aransas, Mustang Island.

Family Cyclostremellidae . A family of extremely small gastropods , speci- •

ally erected for the following single species.

Cyclostremella humilis Bush , 1 897 . We have in Vol . 5 , pages 38, 39 discussed

and figured this species. for completeness , we list it again in this column

it is common in beachdrift at galveston and has been found along the entire

Texas coast. Mrs. C. Boone has collected several live specimens on live

tubicolous worms washed up on the beach of galveston island.

Figured in: Texas Conchologist , Vol. 5, page 38.

Previous references: see Tex. Conch. , Vol. 5, page 39.

Localities: In beachdrift along the entire Texas coast.

oooOooo
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MOLLUSC ANA BY W . W. SuTOW . M.D.

HERC IS THE CONTINUATION OK LAST MONTH'S LISTING OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS RELA-

TING TO THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF P . P. CARPENTER TO THE KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE MOL-

LUSCAN FAUNA OF THE AMERICAN PACIFIC COAST , FROM PANAMA TO BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Keen. A. M American Mollusk Types at the British Museum (Nat-

ural HISTORY 1

*. IV. CARPENTER'S MAZATLAN COLLECTION."

VELIGER . 10:389-439. 1968.

The Carpenter plates (shown in Brann's publication) did not include fig-

ures OF LARGER SHELLS "OF WHICH THERE WERE NEARLY A HUNDRED SPECIES ".

Keen now presents drawings and PHOTOGRAPHS of "virtually all of the non-

microscopic TYPES "

.

6. Coan . E. V.: A Bibliography of the Biological Writings of Philip Pear-

sall Carpenter".

Veliger . 12:222-227. October. 1969.

This list of publications by P. P. Carpenter has been made as complete

as possible. Also included are references to selected papers about Car-

penter AND HIS SPECIMENS. THE BIBLIOGRAPHY ALSO LISTS COLLATIONS OF BOOKS

AND JOURNALS CONTAINING CARPENTER'S PAPERS.

*******

P. P. Carpenter apparently developed in his early teens a deep and lasting

INTEREST IN SHELLS WHILE ARRANGING CABINETS OF SHELLS AND FOSSILS AT THE BRIS-

TOL Institution, he came to know many of the conchologists of his time. He
trained for the ministry and was ordained in 1841 . he carried on his religious

activities at warrington from 1846 to 1858.

ill surprise many to learn that carpenter never visited the west coast of

North America and collected none of the shells he described from that area.

In 1851 HE AND HIS BROTHER-IN-LAW BOUGHT A HUGE COLLECTION OF SHELLS FROM

Frederick Reigen. Reigen had put together this collection at Mazatlan on the

west coast of mexico.

After carefully stuoying and classifying the shells . Carpenter presented about

8873 specimens of mollusks and related material to the british museum (nat-

URAL History) in 1860. Carpenter first came to America in 1858 when he brought

a portion of the duplicates from the reigen mazatlan collection to the state
Cabinet of Natural History (Museum) at Albany, New York. He went back to

Warrington in 1860. where he worked for 5 years on "collections which were
sent from the smithsonian. large collections he had made in america for the

Warrington Museum, ano his own .

Carpenter moveo to Montreal in 1865 where he stayed until his death in 1877.

xinateo the extensive carpenter collection to the redpath museum,
McGill University.
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Distribution and Ecology of the Terrestrial Mollusks by Paul Louis McGee
of the Texas Coastal Counties (continued)

In justification for using records based on river drift shells , IN EACH CASE

the large number and the condition of the shells would imply that they had

not been transported any great distance. to substantiate the probability

that most of the dead shells found commonly in drift are not transported

great distances, the following observations are regarded as significant:

1 . polygyra dorfeuilliana is found alive and in large numbers in the vicinity

of dallas , as well as dead in the drift on the upper reaches of the trinity

River nearby; but only very few specimens were taken from the considerable

quantity of beach drift that has been examined from trinity bay and galves-
TON Island. In contrast to this, the beach drift on Galveston Island is some-
times WHITE WITH THE COUNTLESS NUMBERS OF DEAD SNAILS OF OTHER SPECIES OF

LAND SNAILS KNOWN TO LIVE NEARBY.

2. MESODON ROEMER1 IS SIMILARLY KNOWN TO LIVE IN A WIDESPREAD AREA OF SOUTH

central Texas along the Brazos and Colorado Rivers , and it is commonly
found there in the drift of these rivers as far down stream as sealy in austin

County and Columbus in Colorado County. Never, however, has it been taken

from the drift carried into the gulf and there concentrated on the beaches
,

nor in drifts thrown out on the lower reaches of the rivers in the coastal

counties.

3. Several species of Holospira occur abundantly in the drier regions of

Southwest Texas along the Rio Grande, Pecos, Nueces, Guadalupe, and Devil's

Rivers , but on only three occasions have isolated specimens of Holospira

roemeri been reported from beach drift on the gulf coast close to the mouth

of the Rio Grande. (L. Hubricht, 1960).

In view of these CIRCUMSTANCES , AND because in some cases the only signifi-

cant collections of land snails made in many of the south Texas counties

were based on beach drift, it has been deemed advisable to use such records

in attempting to determine the actual range of each species. in each case

where the presence of a species within a county is based on dead shells, the

record is accepted only if the shells are present in large numbers and in

seemingly fresh condition, while the species is known from other sources to

live nearby.

Systematic Treatment of Species

The present inventory of the land mollusks of the Texas Coastal Counties

includes 49 native species and 5 recognizable subspecies , the only ones that

can be accepted as living nowadays is the area. the individual accounts of

their distribution by counties in the state as a whole and the accompanying

maps are based on two distinct groups of data.

The section called "Specimens Examined" lists all counties with records

based on identifications of specimens by dr. j. bequaert, either from col-

lections made by the author, often in collaboration with dr. bequaert. or

from other sources (as mentioned in chapter iii). the county records of this

group are shown on the map as solid black circles.
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FIGURE 3.

Precipitation minus Evaporation

S. Dept. of Commerce Climatological Data
Texas 1956.
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The sections called "Previous Published Records" includes only counties

with records taken from the literature and whose identifications could not

be confirmed by dr. bequaert's examination of specimens. the county re-

cords of this group are shown on the maps as open circles.

in addition to the records from the area covered by this thesis , the maps in-

clude the known range of each form throughout texas , in order to put the

regional occurrence in the proper perspective and make it more meaningful.

This was made possible by Dr. Eequaert's contributing the statewide infor-

mation WHICH HE GATHERED FROM COLLECTIONS AND LITERATURE SINCE 1956.

the references under each form are as a rule restricted to the original des

scription and its author, and to pllsbry's recent comprehensive "land mol-
lusca of North America" (1939 to 1948). Exceptionally a few references to

synonyms have been added, when they seemed indispensable for the aims of

this investigation . brief remarks on relative abundances or ecology follow.
Mention is also made of the known occurrences in the Houston area.

According to Dr. Bequaert (personal communication), about 85 native species

)with 20 recognizable subspecies), are definitely known to live at present in

Texas. It may be of some interest that over half of this number have been

observed in the gulf coast counties , and that the majority of these are found

within the Houston City limits.

Collection dates (by month and day) have been omitted for the following rea-

sons. Most of the lost on which the county records are based were not pro-

vided WITH SUCH DATA. ACCORDING TO DR. BEQUAERT (PERSONAL COMMUNICATION),

such dates are of no particular significance for terrestrial mollusks in

Texas. The chief environmental factors regulating the distribution of these

snails are the nature of the soil, the type of vegetation, the relative humid-
ity and the temperature. in texas in general, and particularly in the coast-
AL Counties , these factors show too little regular seasonal variation to

INFLUENCE THE COLLECTING OF SNAILS. THE MOST PRODUCTIVE COLLECTIONS PER UNIT

OF TIME WERE MADE, NOT ANY PARTICULAR SEASON, BUT FOLLOWING RAIN OR EARLY
IN THE MORNING BEFORE THE DEW WAS DRY, AND WHEN THE WEATHER WAS NEITHER TOO

COLD NOR TOO HOT. THE AUTHOR HAS COLLECTED WITH EQUAL SUCCESS AT ALL TIMES

OF THE YEAR , PROVIDED THERE WAS SUFFICIENT MOISTURE AND SHADE TO PERMIT THE

MOLLUSKS TO MOVE ABOUT. MOREOVER, EVEN DURING THE COLDEST OR HOTTEST DAYS

LIVING SNAILS MAY BE FOUND RESTING UNDER SHELTER , SUCH AS LITTER BENEATH DENSE

VEGETATION, UNDER BARK OF DEAD TREES , UNDER STONES, ETC. RIVER AND BEACH DRIFT

TOO MAY YIELD DEAD SNAILS AT ANY SEASON , WHENEVER FLOODS OR HIGH TIDES WASH UP

DRIFTING TRASH.

IN ADDITION TO THE NATIVE LIVING SNAILS DISCUSSED IN THIS CHAPTER, OTHER SNAILS

MAY BE FOUND OCCASIONALLY IN THE AREA, AS SOME OF THESE ARE BY NO MEANS RARE ,

PARTICULARLY WITHIN THE HOUSTON C ITY LIMITS , THEY ARE APT TO CONFUSE THE STU-

DENT , WHO MIGHT MISTAKE THEM FOR MEMBERS OF THE NATIVE FAUNA. FOR THIS REA-

SON THREE LISTS HAVE BEEN ADDED TO THE APPENDIX TO THE MAIN LIST OF STRICTLY

NATIVE FORMS. THESE LISTS ARE: (a) MOLLUSKS INTRODUCED BY MAN WITHIN HISTOR-

IC TIMES AND NOW FOUND ALIVE IN THE AREA. (b) MOLLUSKS THAT ARE NOW EXTINCT IN

the area, although their dead shells are found occasionally washed up from

Pleistocene dead shells are found occasionally washed up from Pleistocene

deposits. (c) mollusks found dead only in beach drift washed up by the sea

from beyond the boundaries of texas.
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Analysis of Range Data

Careful review of the range limits of land snails as they occur in the coast-

al plain of Texas reveals a number of patterns of similarity. Several species

which are characteristic of the austror ipar i an province reach their western

limit in the "Big Thicket' area east of the Trinity River, while for a some-

what LARGER NUMBER THE RANGE EXTENDS FARTHER WEST INTO HARRIS COUNTY.

if the range of the species continues southward beyond harris county . then in

most cases . it ejctends at least as far as the vicinity of corpus christi. here

are terminated the ranges of the largest number of spfcies found living in the

eastern part of the coastal plain.

a few species. along the coastal portions of their ranges, seem to be restric-

ted to the area between galveston bay and corpus christi bay . these might

represent endemic species for the texan province , but they are almost all

small and uncommon , and when more complete collections are made , it may be

found that they also occur in adjoining provinces.

Some of the Mexican species of the Tamaulipan Province are known presently

only from the southern tip of texas. there would thus seem to be an area

from the Rio Grande to Corpus Christi that is particularly poor in land snails.

Such a condition may exist , but there is also a good likelihood that this gap

actually represents only a scarcity of collections at the proper time.

the foregoing general statements are presented graphically in tables 1-5.

From these tables it can be seen that the Austroriparian Province in east

Texas is a region of faunal uniformity as far west as Harris County where

many species terminate their ranges. from galveston bay to corpus christi

Bay is also a region of faunal uniformity marked at its southern end by the

termination of the ranges of many species. south of corpus christi bay also

seems to be a region of faunal uniformity, although collections are still in-

adequate for proper delineation of ranges in this area.

Newell M948 proposed that a zoogeographical province should be a geograph-

ic AREA IN WHICH THE RATE OF FAUNAL CHANGE SHOULD BE LOW WHILE IN THE NARROW

boundaries on either side the rate of change should be high, it should be noted

that by this definition there is no need for a province to include any endemic

species. and it is agreed by most modern taxonomists that newell's analysis

most nearly fits the general idea of what constitutes a province.

by newell's definition , then , the land snails of the texas coastal area would
inoicate the presence of three well defined zoogeographical provinces. the
Austroriparian Province includes all of the eastern portion of this area as

far west as galveston bay and harris county. the texan province extends

from Galveston Bay to Corpus Christi Bay. and the Tamaulipan Province ex-

tends from Corpus Christi Bay southward into Mexico.

to be continued

Editorial note: Unfortunately it is impossible to publish for any discussed

species a map of texas with the symbols used by mr . mcgee. we hope that

the listing of counties as given in the text will be sufficient for our readers
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BOOK REVIEW by W. W. Sutow , M.D.

LIVING VOLUTES. A MONOGRAPH OF THE RECENT VOLUTIDAE OF THE
WORLD , by C . S . Weaver and J. E . DuPont.

Monograph Series No. 1 , Delaware Museum of Natural History, Greenville,

Delaware. 375 pages (9 1/4" x 12 1/4"), 1970.

This book is expensive ($55). But like the aristocrats of seashells which are

described, the color photographs and the text of this publication are outstan-

DING. This is a "must" book for all volute collectors.

This book is about the Family VOLUTIDAE Rafinisque 1815. Ten subfamilies

are listed. The volutes are discussed in 43 GENERA and 22 SUBGENERA. The

authors consider 199 species and 5 subspecies to be valid. seventy-nine daz-

zling color plates illustrate the shells. in addition some 43 figures, mostly
line drawings , depict the radulae while 13 pages of maps show the range and

distribution of many species.

These well known conchologist-authors have had unparalleled access to the

shelling grounds and to the rarities (volutes) of the world. further , they

have had the benefit of consultations with authorities from many lands. each

species is described systematically, with sections of the text dealing succes-

sively with type specimen, type locality, range and distribution, habitat, di-

mensions, shell description, animal and radula , and remarks.

a complete bibliography of significant publications for each species is includ-

ED. There are 13 pages of consolidated list of references at the end of the

BOOK; THE LATEST REFERENCES ARE DATED 1965. UNDER SYNONYMY, THE AUTHORS

"HAVE CONSISTENTLY USED SEVERAL WELL KNOWN REFERENCES" AND LISTED "CITATIONS

THAT SHOW NAME CHANGES , DIFFERENT GENERIC ARRANGEMENTS , FIGURES , ANATOMICAL

AND RADULAR DESCRIPTIONS, LOCALITY DATA, AND RANGE EXTENSIONS".

I WAS INTERESTED PARTICULARLY IN THE SECTION COVERING THE GENUS SCAPHELLA . I

FOUND THAT I HAD LOST SCAPHELLA KIENERI ALTOGETHER AND THAT I HAD GAINED SCA-

PHELLA DUBIA . S . KIENERI IS CONSIDERED BY THE AUTHORS TO BE A SYNONYM FOR THE

LATTER SPECIES. THE FORMER SUBSPECIES OF S. JUNON1A BUTLER1 AND S. JUNONIA

JOHNSTONAE HAVE LOST THEIR SUBSPECIF1C IDENTITIES. LISTED AS SYNONYMS FOR S .

DOHRNI ARE GOULDIANA , ROBUSTA , BERMUDEZI , FLORIDA , ATLANTIS , CUBA , AND MARI-

NAE. THE SYNONYM FOR S . DUBIA INCLUDES SCHM lTTI , GEORGIANA , KIENERI AND ETHE-

LAE .

When there is talk of volutes , one immediately thinks of the Great Barrier

Reef and Australia and of the expanses of the South Pacific. By actual count

i tallied 39 species and subspecies of volutes for the waters about north and

South America. This is roughly \5% of the total.

(For some readers who may not know, the monograph series JOHNSONIA , Vol.

2, No. 22, pages 41-60 and Vol. 2, No. 32, pages 376-377 have described many

OF THE SCAPHELLAS OF THE WESTERN ATLANTIC LISTED ABOVE.)
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Shells in the Culture of the American Indian (continued^ by Anne Speers

The Manufacture of Wampum

Before the coming of the white man. the shell beads were laboriously shaped

ano drilled with only the crudest of tools. the first drill was a develop-

ment of the primitive awl. a sharp-pointed instrument of bone. stone, (often

flint^ . or copper which was held in one hand. presseo against the object and

turned back and forth until a hole was bored. artificially perforated ob-

jects of bone . ivory . pottery . stone . and wood common to all periods of the

worlds history are found in mounds. caves, shell-heaps and burial places of

the inoians. the holes varied from an eighth to a half inch in diameter. and

from a fourth of an inch to 6 inches or more in depth.

Boring by means of hollow drills vsas also done. Grass reeds or tubes of

wook were filled with ory or wet sand which abraided the object as the tube

was twirled back and forth. usually the objects were drilled first from one

end. and then reversed to complete the process, showing the indians under-

standing of reducing friction in the process.

the object being drilled might be bored from above while resting before the

operator. or held in the left hand while the drill was rolled up and down the

thigh: or at times the object was held between the naked feet while the drill

was revolved between the hands.

the strap drill used both as a fire drill and as a perforator , was an im-

provement on the shaft drill. the shaft was kept in position by means of the

head piece of wood. which was held in the teeth. a thong was wound once round

the shaft. one end being held in each hand. and pulled alternately to the right

and to the left. the thong was sometimes furnished with hand pieces of bone

or wood to give a firmer grip to the strap. to a person using the strap drill,

the jar to the teeth and head was at first quite severe. but much of the dis-

comfort apparently disappeared with use.

Closely related to the strap drill was the BOW DRILL. The top of the shaft

WAS HELD IN POSITION BY THE LEFT HAND, WHILE A STRAP. ATTACHED TO THE TWO ENDS

OF A BOW . AFTER WRAPPING AROUND THE SHAFT, IS ALTERNATELY. REVOLVED BY A BACK

AND FORWARD MOTION OF THE BOW.

The PUMP DRILL . still employed by primitive peoples . consisted of a shaft

WHICH PASSED THROUGH A DISK OF STONE . POTTERY, OR WOOD; AND A CROSSPIECE

THROUGH THE SHAFT ALSO RAN. TO EACH END OF THE CROSSPIECE IS ATTACHED A

THONG HAVING SUFFICIENT PLAY TO ALLOW IT TO CROSS THE TOP OF THE SHAFT AND TO

PERMIT THE CROSS-PIECE TO REACH CLOSE TO THE DISK. THIS DISK IS TURNED TO WIND

THE STRING ABOUT THE SHAFT AND THIS RAISES THE CROSS PIECE.

BY PRESSING DOWN THE CROSSPIECE AFTER A FEW TURNS HAVE BEEN TAKEN , THE SHAFT

IS MADE TO REVOLVE ANO THE DISK RECEIVES SUFFICIENT IMPETUS TO REWIND THE STRING

~H BY SUCCESSIVE PRESSURE AND RELEASE. CONTINUES THE RECIPROCAL MOVEMENT
NECESSARY TO CUTTING. THIS DRILL ATTAINED MUCH GREATER SPEED. AND THE RIGHT

HANO WAS LEFT FREE TO HOLD THE OBJECT BEING DRILLED. THE PUMP DRILL, THOUGH

LONG USEO. ESPECIALLY AMONG THE PUEBLO INDIANS , WAS PROBABLY OF FOREIGN ORI-

GIN.
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The beads were ground smooth by means of stone , THEN strung on strands of

hemp. We are told in one account; "When these beads are worn out, so that
they cannot be strung neatly, and even on one thread they no longer consider

them good. their way of judging them is to rub the whole thread full of them
on their noses; if they find it slides smooth and even, like glass beads, then

they are considered good, otherwise they break them and throw them away."

Shell Money of the West Coast.

Shell money at an early time on the Pacific Coast became a medium of exchange,

not only among the indians but also among the whites. a single shell, of the

DECORATED DENTALIUM (DENTALIUM PRETEOSUm) WAS MEASURED AND ITS VALUE DETER-

mined by the creases on the left hand. strings of these shells reaching from

the thumb nail to the point of the shoulder contain 1 1 of the largest and 14 of

the smallest of these shells. some of the natives had a set of lines tattooed

on the inner side of the left forearm which indicated the length of 5 shells of

the several standards of length

.

These tusk shells were attained in the following manner: to the end of a

suitable pole , a strip of wood was secured , being placed transversely to the

line of the pole , and first studded with bone or wooden teeth thus forming a

crude rake. from the bow of a canoe or boat propelled usually by a woman
,

the tusk-shell fisher stood and carefully prodded the sands at the bottom of

the water a number of times and then drew up his instrument to see whether

any of the shells had become impaled on the teeth. this was a practical

method of obtaining the shells as they were not found between the tide marks.

the women strung these shells neatly on bits of dried sinew; they were after-

ward ornamented with fragments of haliotis shell and with tufts of mountain-

goats wool. a string of 25 strands of these shells which placed end to end
,

reached one fathom or 6 feet was called a 'hiaqua' and was the standard of

value. the short or broken shells were strung in like manner and these infer-

ior strings were called 'kopkops' , of which 40 were equal in value to one hia-

QUA. Bands or belts were made of these shells , and these also served as

currency and for ornament.

However, "Forty to the fathom" was the standard, or one hiaqua, which would

purchase as a rule one male and two female slaves. this was approximately

the equal of 40 pounds sterling.

In the central and southern part of the state of California there was a staple

currency known as 'hawock' made from the shells of 'a ponderous clam when
ADULT' (POSSIBLY THE PlSMO SURF CLAM , TlVELA STULTORUm ). THE SHELL WAS CUT

INTO SMALL DISKS , OF WHICH THE LARGER WERE WORTH ABOUT 25 CENTS AND THE SMALL-
ER ABOUT 4 CENTS. SOME OF THE DISKS , 2 INCHES IN DIAMETER AND 1/2 INCH IN THICK-

NESS , WERE WORTH ABOUT A DOLLAR APIECE. POWERS MENTIONS A NECKLACE OF 'HAWOK'

WORN BY A YOUNG WOMAN WHICH WAS 10 YARDS LONG, CONSISTED OF 1 ,160 PIECES AND

WAS WORTH ABOUT $225

.

The Qlivella shell money was know as 'kolkol' , MADE from Olivella BIPLICATA
,

AND THE SHELL WAS PREPARED SIMPLY BY GRINDING OFF THE APEX AND STRINGING IT

MOUTH TO MOUTH WITH OTHERS. THIS MONEY, IT WAS SAID, WAS 'SLIGHTLY ESTEEMED*.

PERHAPS OWING TO THE GREAT ABUNDANCE OF THE SPECIES.
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HALIOTIS ?HELi UHL-LO '; THIS WAS MADE FROM
THE BEAUTIFUL. SHELL 6N CUTTING IT INTO OBLONG STRIPS FROM I INCH TO 2 INCHES LONG

ANO ABOUT 1 I WIDE. HOLES WERE DRILLED NEAR ONE END AND THE STWIPS WERE
STRi TO EDGE. TEN PIE. -TITUTED A STRING. THE LARGER PIECES WERE
WORTH SI .00 APIECE . THUS THE VALUE OF A STRING ABOUT S10.00.

TO BE CONTINUED

oooOooo

continued from page 33

Lloyo Meister announced that the next field trip will be held on December
1 3th at San Luis Pass.

Mrs . Dexter drew the members attention to an offer made to the Texas Parks

V\ildlife Commission to purchase a 19 mile long strip of property along the

Mustang Island beachfront, and she urged all members to write to the Parks

Wildlife Commissioner and Director in support of such purchase.

The remainder of the evening was taken up by delightful talks by members
Charlie Doh . Admiral Cardeza and Mrs. Clarice van Erp about their shelling

experiences in Guadeloupe . Sanibel and Lopez island near Vancouver respec-

TU ELY .

Business Meeting

During the board meeting held on Monday. November 2nd. the board decided to

designate the February Meeting as a business meeting at which the Bylaws of

our organization will be discussed. Members who desire a copy of our bylaws

for study. please contact either mr. f. van morkhoven or mr. h. ode".

at the same board meeting the following motion was voted on:

Vnhereas the Houston Conchology Society has

been informed by the irs that its tax exemp-
tion is jeopardized by any practice whereby

:"mber of the society receives personal

gain or income . it is hereby resolved that
there shall be no more sales of any articles

or crafts by club members under the auspices

of the Society" .

This motion was adopted by majority vote.

Acknowledgement

The editor apologizes to the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department for having

ovittf3 a prope» ackno/.leogement . the note on conservation submitted 3y

^pee»s and published in our october issue was a news release by the

Texas Pa»*s a»o Vvilolife Department. From the same source comes the news
that soon a history of the rldley tu^'tlf . the same species which our members

at ou» last 5hfll shov. . a ill be published.
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NCH0L06IST
January , 1 971

OTES & NEWS Division of Mollusks

Sectional Library
Next Meeting

Dr. Tom E. Pulley, director of the Houston Museum of Natural Science,

will give the second half of the history of shell collecting in the world
,

beginning with lamarck, at the january meeting on the 27th at 8 p . m . at the

Museum. Back in January, 1968, Dr. Pulley titled his discussion "Collec-

tions and Collectors" and promised that night to come back and continue his

interesting talk on early concholog1sts and books. he will show some of the

books of illustrations of shells that are now housed at the museum.

Report November Meeting

The monthly meeting of the Society took place on November 1 8th , 1970 at the

Museum of Natural Science.

Mr. Frank Van Morkhoven informed the audience that he was resigning his post

as secretary because he was moving away from Houston. Dr. Ode praised Mr.

Van Morkhoven for past service and appointed Fritz Lang as acting secretary.

Mr. Harold Geis discussed the history of the by-laws , and our clubs begin-

ning from the Outdoor Nature Club. Mr. Geis said that the by-laws can be

changed by a simple majority at a special meeting called for that purpose.

He mentioned that the by-laws should BE revised to suit the NEW CONDITIONS.

Mr. Lloyd Meister reported on plans for the future shell fair.

Mr. Harry Short appeared before the club to read a letter about the shell

craft at the sharpstown shell fair and his feelings about shellcraft in general.

Dr. Ode discussed the problems of internal revenue regulations as they re-

late TO CASH SALES AT THE SHELL FAIRS.

A MOTION WAS MADE BY MR . JOHN EDSTROM , SECONDED BY MR . SAM MlRON TO STUDY

THE PROBLEM OF SHELLCRAFT SALES AND TAKE IT UP AT THE FEBRUARY MONTHLY BUSI-

NESS Meeting. Motion was carried by voice vote.

Dr. Sutow presented a very interesting and informative talk about shell trad-

ing. He had books to show and a beautiful Golden Cowrie just received in trade.

Slides of several Sharpstown Shell Exhibits were shown.
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELLS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

Family Periplomatidae

This is a family of unusually hinged bivalves, sometimes called "spoon-

clams" IN REFERENCE TO THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE HINGE. TWO SPECIES

are known from texas. our nomenclature is based on a paper presented

by dr. j. rosewater given at the 34th annual meeting of the a.m.u. in

Corpus Christ i, 196 8. (see Annual Reports for 1 96 8 , pages 37-39).

Periploma margaritaceum Lamarck , 1 801 . This is a common shell on the Texas
beach: apparently it lives near the inlets and in the surfzone. one valve

is much inflated, but the other is rather flat and of different size. hing-

ed specimens are usually common in the tideline along the entire texas
coast, but only on rare occasions are live shells found on the beach.

This species has been reported for Texas under a variety of names: P.

INAEQUIVALVIS SCHUMACHER 1 817; _P_. INEQUALE C . B . ADAMS 1 842; P_. AN-

GULIFERUM PHILIPPI, 1847. IT IS HIGHLY PROBABLE THAT THESE THREE NAMES
ARE SYNONYMS. IN HIS STUDIES OF THE FAUNA OF THE TEXAS COASTAL BAYS

,

PARKER LISTS P_. FRAGILE TOTTEN 1 835. WE HAVE NOT SEEN THIS SPECIES AND
it is likely that parker's identification is in error.

Figured in: ] ,4 ? 6

Previous references: many
Localities: Common along the entire Texas coast.

Periploma orbiculare Guppy 1882. Dr. H. Harry collected this species alive

IN SOFT MUD IN GALVESTON WEST BAY. IT HAS A FAR MORE ROUNDED SHAPE THAN
THE PREVIOUS SPECIES. WE HAVE REPORTS THAT IT HAS BEEN FOUND IN BEACH-
DRIFT ON GALVESTON Island. Kennedy (1959, Masters Thesis T.C.U.) fig-

ures A SPECIMEN AS P. PAPYRATIUM SAY. WHICH WAS OBTAINED OFFSHORE EAST
Texas.

Figured in: not available

Previous references: none

Localities: Galveston West Bay

Family Columbellidae

Acknowledgement by A. Speers. When visiting the Smithsonian Institute
in 1967, I met Dr. Geo. Radwin, then completing research for his doctor-
ate on the Columbellidae. I asked if he could explain Anachis transli-
RATA TO ME, AS IT SEEMED TO ME THERE WAS SOME CONFUSION IN THE LITERATURE
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AND ILLUSTRATIONS. HE REPLIED THAT HE WAS NOT SURPRISED, BECAUSE THERE

EXISTS CONSIDERABLE CONFUSION IN THE SPECIES OF THIS FAMILY COMMON TO OUR

COAST, AND EXPRESSED THE WISH TO SEE A SERIES OF THE SPECIES FOUND IN TEX-

AS. On returning home, the specimens were sent and he very kindly re-

plied WITH A DETAILED EXPLANATION OF THE CORRECTED TAXONOMY OF OUR COAST-

AL SPECIES. The names used in the following list are those designated by

Dr. Radwin. His thesis is due to be published, and will undoubtedly solve

many other problems in this family. we thank dr . radwin for his per-

mission to go ahead with this change of taxonomic designations prior to

the publication of his thesis.

This large and widespread family of gastropods is represented in Texas by

several species in the genera anachis and mltbella.

Anachis ostreicola Melvill, 1 881 . This species has been considered by many

workers as a subspecies of a. obesa c . b. adams and is listed as such

in most of the current literature. the latest studies of dr. radwin
have interpreted this form as different from a. obesa c . b. adams. one
can indeed consistently separate both forms on the basis of shellshape

and colorpattern . it occurs, mixed w1th^a_. obesa in populations along the

entire Texas coast, where it is common in the bays and in beachdrift.

Figured in: \2

Previous references: none

localities: living in the bays along the entire texas coast.

Anachis obesa C . B. Adams, 1845. From_A_. ostreicola Melvill this species

differs by its slightly greater size, much lighter colorpattern, finer

ribbing, and slenderer shape. it is abundant in beachdrift and lives in

all Texas bays close to the inlets on old oyster shells and submerged

rocks and stones.

Figured in: 1 1

Previous references:
. usually confused with A. ostreicola

Localities: Living in the bays along the entire Texas coast.

Anachis floridana Rehder
i
1939 . This species was discovered about 10 years

ago by Mrs. A. Speers at Port Aransas. Since then it has been found

alive at Port Isabel, where it is not rare, and occasionally at Galveston,

where a few dead specimens were found at San Luis Pass and Bolivar

Peninsula, It has also been collected alive on the Freeport Jetty.

Probably this species lives all along the Texas coast but has in the past

not always been identified properly.

Figured in: nautilus, Vol. 53 (1), pl. 6, fig. 6

Previous references: none

Localities: Galveston, Freeport, Port Aransas, Port Isabel.

Anachis semiplicata Stearns, 1873. In the South Texas bays this is the

most common columbellid . it is characterized by its colorpattern and

differs from a. translirata in its sculpture. at galveston a . semi-

plicata is less common than at port aransas and port isabel, where it

is often numerous on fronds of seaweed in the inlet areas.

Figured in: Bull. A.A.P.G., Vol. 38(8), pl. 38, fig. 8, Vol. 40,

Previous references: many text fig. 19a.

Localities: Along the entire Texas coast but most abundant toward the

Southwest.
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MOLLUSC ANA BY W . W. Sutow , M.D.

LOVERS OF SHELLFISH, TAKE HEART!
THE GEODUCK , OR GOOEYDUCK IS HERE! !

Under this heading, a lengthy news article by James E. Bylan appeared in

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL for August 3, 1970. The major portion of the

REPORT DISCUSSED THE GEODUCK , PANOPE GENEROSA GOULD. THIS IS THE GIANT CLAM

THAT POPULATES THE MUD OF QUIET BAYS AND ESTUARIES ALONG THE PACIFIC COAST

FROM MORRO BAY TO THE PUGET SOUND. THE NAME OF THIS MUD DWELLER IS DERIVED

from Chinook Indian sources, and, according to Mr. Bylan (and Webster's

dictionary^ the common name for the clam can be spelled "gooeyduck" , "geo-

duck ", goeyduck ", goeduck "
, or "gweduck".

The mollusk lives 4 to 5 feed deep in mud and extends its huge siphon upward

to the surface of the mud. it can spurt geysers of water 4 to 5 feet high.

Fully extended the geoduck is as long as a 5 or 6 year old child. The geo-

duck is the largest american clam and the 10 to 12-pounder is common. mam-

moth creatures up to 40 pounds have been reported. the shells can measure

more than 8 inches in length. digging up one of these mollusks is a major

undertaking - and an unforgettable adventure.

The news article concerns the efforts to commercialize the gastronomic

qualities of this delicious mollusk. in part, the marketing of this hitherto

more of less unknown gourmet food stems from the increasing problems in

meeting the demands for the familiar clams , abalone and crustaceans. the

promoters have already coined a euphonious appellation for the geoduck,

"Washington King Clam".

Another reason for this sudden activity and interest concerning the geoduck

is the "discovery" by state and navy divers that the bottom of puget sound

is teeming" with the clams. quoted statistics claim that "some 20,000

acres surveyed revealed an estimated 40 million geoducks".

washington state legislature has authorized commercial operations for these

clams. in order to prevent over-zealous clamming, it is required that the

geoduck must be "hauled to the surface by divers". this will prevent mechan-

ical dredging. when one realized how difficult it is to dig up one of these

creatures even on an exposed tidal flat, the harvesting of each one the clams

from the mud under water will not be easy or rapid.

Thus , the supply of geoducks will not be exhausted rapidly and the long life

of the industry is assured to some extent. on the other hand, the consumer

will probably have to pay dearly for these delicacies. steamer clams are

wholesaling in seattle for about 18 cents a pound. it is estimated that the

price for the geoduck must exceed 70 cents a pound to yield any profit. ap-

parently the geoduck is being distributed to restaurants currently for about

$2.50 a pound ccompared to $3.50 for a pound of abalone). a 3-pound geoduck

will yield from 1 to 1 1/2 pounds of meat.

The timing of the geoduck boom may be opportune. In San Francisco, the local

catch of the famous dungeness crab has dwindled. the alaskan king crab is

becoming scarcer. the abalone production off the california coast has shrunk,

so - the gooeyduck may catch on as the gourmet's latest molluscan delight.
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Distribution and Ecology of the Terrestrial Mollusks by Paul Louis McGee
of the Texas Coastal Counties (continued)

Discussion of Species

polygyra (polygyra ) septemvolva febigeri (bland)

Helix febigeri Bland , 1 866 , American Jl. Conch . , II , Pt. 4 , p . 373
,

PL. 21 , fig. 10.

POLYGYRA SEPTEMVOLVA FEBIGERI PlLSBRY, 1940, LAND MOLL . N. AMER. ,

I , Pt. 2 , p. 591 , fig. 381L.

Distribution. Specimens examined from Brazoria, Galveston, Harris,
jefferson, nueces counties. previous published records from cameron, mata-
gorda, wlllace counties.

Remarks . This species in Texas is confined to areas bordering waters,
either brackish or of normal gulf salinity. the average soil type is sandy
with a ph near 7 to near 9. the writer found large colonies living under
beach drift left by a moderate high tide. a common associate is succinea
luteola , a less common one , polygyra texas iana .

In the Houston area, this species is found at the San Jacinto Battle-
ground Park.

POLYGYRA (DAEDALOCHILA) AUR1FORMIS (BLAND)

Helix auriformis T. Bland, 1859, Ann. Lyc . Nat. Hist., York, VII,

Pt. 1 , p. 37 , fig. V.

POLYGYRA (DAEDALOCHILA ) AURIFORMIS PlLSBRY, 1940, LAND MOLL. N.

Amer. , I , Pt. 2 , p. 599 , figs. 385 a-f.

Distribution . Specimens examined from Austin, Bastrop, Bexar,

Blanco, Brazoria, Brazos, Burleson, Calhoun, Cameron, Chambers, Colo-
rado, Comal, Fayette, Fort Bend, Galveston, Hardin, Harris, Hays, Jack-

son, Jefferson, Karnes, Kerr, Lavaca, liberty, Mason, Matagorda, Nueces,

Refugio, Robertson, San Patricio, Travis, Victoria, Washington counties.

Previous published records from Aransas, Orange, Willacy counties.

Remarks . This species has a wide but interrupted range in the south-

east section of Texas. It does not seem to be restricted to any specific habi-

tat OR SOIL TYPE. IT IS FOUND UNDER LOGS AND LEAF MOLD OF EAST TEXAS AND

UNDER ANY SMALL OBJECT THAT OFFERS SHADE IN THE DRIEST OF TEXAS PRAIRIE GRASS

LAND. IT IS OFTEN FOUND IN THE PARKS WITHIN THE CITY LIMITS OF HOUSTON AND

USED TO OCCUR AS LATE AS 1 960 ON THE CAMPUS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON.

POLYGYRA (LOBOSCULUM) LEPORINA (GOULD)

Helix leporina A. Gould , 1 848 , Proc . Boston Soc . Nat. Hist. , 3 ,

p. 39.

POLYGYRA LEPORINA PlLSBRY , 1 940 , LAND MOLL . N . AMER . , I , PT . 2 ,

P. 611, FIGS . 391 A-E.

Distribution. Specimens examined from Austin, Brazoria, Calhoun,

Dallas, Fort Bend, Galveston, Hardin, Harris, Jefferson, Lee, Leon, lib-

erty, Madison, Matagorda, Montgomery, Nueces, Orange, Robertson, San

Patricio counties. Previous published records from Anderson, Bowie, Cam-
eron, Washington, Willacy counties.
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Remarks . The records from Brazoria and Matagorda were possibly

BASED ONLY ON DRIFT SPECIMENS, THIS IS CERTAINLY TRUE FOR THOSE FROM SAN PA-

TRICIO, Nueces, Cameron and Willacy counties; there is no evidence that P.

LEPORINA LIVES ANYWHERE IN THE TAMAULIPAN PROVINCE. THIS SPECIES IS NEVER

FOUND IN HABITATS THAT DO NOT OFFER ABUNDANT, DAMP, DECAYING VEGETATION, BEING

MOST ABUNDANT AT THE BASE OF TREES IN MIXED P INE-DEC IDUOUS FOREST. IT IS FRE-

QUENTLY COLLECTED WITHIN THE HOUSTON CITY LIMITS.

POLYGYRA (ERYMODON) MOOREANA (W . G . B INNEY) , TYPICAL

HELIX MOOREANA W. G. B INNEY , 1859, PROC . AC . NAT. SC I . , PHILA,

P. 184.

POLYGYRA MOOREANA PlLSBRY . 1 940 , LAND MOLL. N . AMER. , I , PT . 2 ,

P. 622 , FIGS. 296A-D.

Distribution . Spec imens examined of typical mqoreana from Austin ,

Bandera, Bastrop, Bell, Bexar, Blanco, Bosque, Brazoria, Brazos, Burle-

son, Burnet, Calhoun, Colorado, Comal, Coryell, Ellis, Fayette, Frio,

Galveston, Gillespie, Gonzales, Grayson, Hays, Jackson, Kendall, Kerr,

Kimble, Lampasas, Lavaca, lee, Liberty, Mason, Matagorda, McLennan,
Medina, Milam, Nueces, Refugio, Robertson, San Patricio, Tarrant, Travis,

Uvalde, Victoria, Washington, Webb, Wharton, Willacy counties . Previous

published records from anderson, cameron, dallas, fort bend , hidalgo, real,

Starr, Waller, Williamson, Wilson counties .

Remarks. This species is widely distributed in a variety of habitats

in the Texan and Balconian Provinces. The collecting done indicates a pre-

ference FOR A SOMEWHAT DRIER HABITAT THAN OFFERED BY THE HUMID AUSTRORIPA-

rian of east texas. _p_. mooreana and its subspecies tholus are known only

from Texas. The few records from the Tamaulipan Province were based on

drift material only.

polygyra (erymodon) mooreana tholus (w . g. blnney)

Helix tholus W . G . B inney , 1 857 , Proc . Ac . Sc i . Ph ila . , p . 1 86 .

POLYGYRA THOLUS PlLSBRY , 1 940 , LAND MOLL . N . AMER. I , PT . 2 ,

P. 624 , FIGS. 396E-G.

Distribution . Specimens examined from Bandera, Brazoria, Brazos,
Burleson, Calhoun, Cameron, Fayette, Galveston, Harris, Jackson, Kerr,
Matagorda, Milan, Nueces, Refugio, Robertson, San Patricio, Victoria,

Washington, Willacy counties . Previous published records from Fort Bend
county .

Remarks . The apparent small range of this form is due to the dif-

ficulty OF SEPARATING IT FROM TYPICAL P_. MOOREANA . PlLSBRY DISTINGUISHED P. THQ-

LAi§ AND BY ITS WIDER UMBILICUS. HOWEVER, THE WRITER HAS SPECIMENS FROM THE
SAME LOCALITY THAT APPEAR TO INTERGRADE COMPLETELY. DR. BEQUAERT IS OF THE
OPINION THAT P_. THOLUS SHOULD BE MADE A SUBSPECIES OF_P_. MOOREANA. POLYGYRA
GRACILIS L. HUBRICHT (1961 , NAUTILUS, LXXV, PT . 1 , P. 26; PL. 4, FIGS. N AND
o) was based on specimens transitional between typical mooreana and m. tho-
lus . as is the case of typical mooreana . the few records from the tamaulipan
Province are based on drift shells only.
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POLYGYRA (ERYMODON) TEXAS IANA (MORICANd). TYPICAL

Helix (Helicodonta) texasiana Moricand. 1833, Mem. Soc. Phys.

Hist. Nat. Geneve, VI, Pt. 1, p. 538, Pl. I, figs. 2a-c.

POLYGYRA TEXASIANA PlLSBRY. 1940, LAND MOLL . N. AMER. , I, PT . 2,

P. 617, FIGS. 394A-F.

Distribution . Specimens examined from Aransas, Archer, Atascosa,
Austin, Bandera, Bastrop, Baylor, Bee, Bell, Bexar, Blanco, Bosque, Bowie,
Brazoria, Brazos, Brooks, Burleson, Burnet, Caldwell, Calhoun, Cameron,
Chambers, Clay, Colorado, Comal, Coryell, Crockett, Dallas, Denton,
Dimmit, Duval, Fannin, Fayette, Frio, Galveston, Garza, Goliad, Gonzales,
Grayson, Grimes, Guadalupe, Hamilton, Harris, Hays, Hidalgo, Hood, Hunt,
Jack, Jackson, Jefferson, Jim Wells, Karnes, Kaufman, Kendall, Kenedy,

Kerr, Kimble, Kinney, Lampasas, La Salle, Lavaca, Lee, Leon, Liberty,

Limestone, Live Oak, Llano, Matagorda, Maverick, McLennan, Medina, Milam,
Montgomery, Navarro, Nueces, Orange, Polk, Refugio, Robertson, Rockwall

,

San Patricio, Starr, Tarrant, Taylor, Throckmorton, Travis, Upton, Uvalde,
Val Verde, Victoria, Washington, Webb, Wharton, Willacy, Williamson,
Zapata, Zavala counties . Previous published records from Anderson, Borden,

Cooke, Crane, Crosby, Ellis, Falls, Hill, Lubbock, Pecos, Real, Reeves,

Stonewall, Terrell, Waller, Ward, Wilson counties.

Remarks. The typical form of this species shows the widest dis-

tribution OF ANY TERRESTRIAL SNAIL IN TEXAS. THE VARIETY OF HABITATS THAT THE

species occupies offers a logical explanation for its extended range. it oc-

casionally occupies an arboreal habitat; also living in beach drift debris

left by an unusually high tide; in leaf mold of the forests of east texas;

in well kept lawns in the houston area; on cacti in the semi-arid area of

Cameron county.

polygyra texasiana is the characteristic land snail of texas, where

it is widely distributed and often occurs in large populations. the study of

its variants and their distribution is of unusual interest. according to dr.

j. bequaert (personal communication) , four forms of the species are suffi-

ciently distinct to be ranked as subspecies, and three of these occur in the

Gulf Coast Plain area. This treatment of the complex and the nomenclature

used here differ radically from those now in general use and particularly

from those of h . a. pllsbry's manual of north american land mollusks .

For this reason Dr. Bequaert suggested that the writer include in this dis-

sertation THE FOLLOWING BRIEF STATEMENT OF HIS CONCLUSIONS.
" P. TEXASIANA IS SO VARIABLE IN ALL SHELL CHARACTERISTICS THAT A LOG-

ICAL AND PRACTICAL INTERPRETATION OF ITS INFRASPEC IF IC VARIATION IS MOST DIF-

FICULT. Many of the variations of shell characters are of relatively minor

IMPORTANCE OR OCCUR ONLY SPORADICALLY AS INDIVIDUAL VARIANTS OVER MUCH OF THE

TOTAL RANGE OF THE SPECIES, BEING THEN UNSUITABLE FOR THE RECOGNITION OF RE-

COGNIZABLE SUBSPECIFIC ENTITIES. AFTER STUDYING THOUSANDS OF SHELLS FROM

MANY POPULATIONS, THROUGHOUT THE TOTAL RANGE OF THE SPECIES, I CONCLUDED

THAT ONLY THE FOUR FORMS LISTED BELOW CAN BE RECOGNIZED CONSISTENTLY (iN

SPITE OF OCCASIONAL TRANSITIONAL SPECIMENS), AND SHOULD BE GIVEN SUBSPECIFIC

STATUS. Each of the four has ITS own GEOGRAPHICAL distribution, although

they may overlap where they meet.

"1
. typical_p_. texasiana occupies the major part of the range of the

complex, throughout east and central texas (from the red rlver to the r lo

Grande, and from the Sabine River and the Gulf to the 100th meridian), ex-

tending INTO PARTS OF LOUISIANA, ARKANSAS AND OKLAHOMA. IT IS CHARACTERIZED
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BY THE POSITION ANO SHAPE OF THE TEETH IN THE APERTURE OF THE SHELL: THE TWO
OUTER LIP TEETH ARE CLOSE TOGETHER, SEPARATED BY A NOTCH AS DEEP AS WIDE; THE

TWO BRANCHES OF THE V-SHAPED PARIETAL TOOTH ARE LOW AND SLANT GRADUALLY AT

THE ENDS.

2. p . texas iana tr iodonto ides is restr icted to the close v ic in ity

of the Gulf in the northeastern section; published records from elsewhere

I consider erroneous or based on individual freaks in populations otherwise

OF TYPICAL TEXAS IANA . IT DIFFERS FROM THE OTHER THREE SUBSPECIES IN HAVING

THE TWO OUTER TEETH FAR APART, THE NOTCH BETWEEN THEM BEING WIDER THAN DEEP;

THE V-SHAPED PARIETAL TOOTH IS AS IN TYPICAL TEXAS IANA .

"3. P_. TEXAS IANA POLITA IS FAIRLY COMMON IN THE EXTREME SOUTHEAS-
TERN CORNER OF THE STATE, IT EXTENDS BEYOND THE R IO GRANDE INTO THE MEXICAN
STATES OF TAMAULIPAS AND NUEVO LEON. THE LONGER BRANCH (NEAREST THE UMBIL-
ICUS) OF THE PARIETAL TOOTH IS STRONGLY RAISED INTO A CONVEX CREST WHICH FALLS
OFF ABRUPTLY NEAR THE OUTER END; THE SHORTER BRANCH IS LOW AS IN TYPICAL
TEXAS IANA ; THE TWO OUTER LIP TEETH ARE AS IN TYPICAL TEXAS IANA .

"4. _P_. TEXAS IANA TAMAL IPASENS IS IS PECULIAR TO WEST TEXAS (WEST OF
THE 100TH MERIDIAN AND SOUTH OF THE PANHANDLE), EXTENDING SOMEWHAT FARTHER
SOUTHEAST ALONG THE R IO GRANDE. IT IS NOT DEFINITELY KNOWN FROM MEXICO (iN

SPITE OF THE NAME). THE LONGER BRANCH OF THE V-SHAPED PARIETAL TOOTH IS RAISED
INTO A CONVEX CREST AS IN T_. POLITA ; BUT IN ADDITION TO THE SHORTER BRANCH IS

MUCH THICKENED, WITH A MORE OR LESS PRONOUNCED SWELLING NEAR THE OUTER END;

THE TWO OUTER LIP TEETH ARE AS IN TYPICAL TEXAS IANA ."

POLYGYRA (ERYMODON) TEXASIANA TR IODONTO IDES (BLAND)

Helix tridontqides T. Bland , 1 861 , Ann. Lyc . Nat. Hist. , New York
,

VII, p. 424, Pl. IV, figs. 11-12.

POLYGYRA TR IODONTO IDES PlLSBRY , 1 940 , LAND MOLL . N . AMER. , I , PT . 2
,

P. 616 , FIGS. 393A-B.

Distribution . Specimens examined from Brazoria, Chambers, De Witt,
Galveston, Hardin, Harris, Jefferson, Liberty, Nueces counties . Previous
published records . none.

Remarks. This subspecies vies with P. texasiana in the variety of
HABITATS IT OCCUPIES. SOME SPECIMENS FROM HARRIS COUNTY APPROACH P. TEXAS-
JANA_ IN SHELL CHARACTERS. THIS SUBSPECIES IS FREQUENTLY FOUND IN CERTAIN PARTS
OF HOUSTON. IT IS PROBABLY RESTRICTED TO THE COASTAL AREAS OF THE AUSTRORI-
PARIAN AND TEXAN PROVINCES. THE FEW RECORDS FROM ELSEWHERE IN TEXAS ARE
EITHER DOUBTFUL OR BASED ON BEACH DRIFT SHELLS.

POLYGYRA (ERYMODON) TEXASIANA POLITA (PlLSBRY AND HlNKLEY)
POLYGYRA POLITA PlLSBRY AND HlNKLEY , 1 907 , NAUTILUS , XXI , PT . 1 ,

P. 38 , PL. 5 , FIGS. 1 1 .

Distribution. Specimens examined from Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr,
Val Verde, Willacy, Zapata counties .

Remarks. This subspecies appears to intergrade with texasiana in

SOME COUNTIES. AFTER COMPARISON OF SPECIMENS , COLLECTED IN TEXAS SINCE 1957
,

WITH TYPES AND PARATYPES OF P. SCINTILLA . DR. BEQUAERT BELIEVES THIS TO BE
ioentical with _p_. t. polita.

to be continued
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Graph is underwoodae Bartsch 1947 by H. Ode

In Volume 6, (4), November 1969, page 34 of the Texas Conchologist , Mrs. A.

Speers and I reported this minute species for the first time for Texas.

Since that time no new material has come to light and the species must be

considered rare along the texas coast, where it is known from galveston,

Port Aransas and Port Isabel. Although resembling closely a small Turbo-

nilla , Graph is can immediately be recognized by its regularly shaped nu-

cleus , WHICH IS TOTALLY DIFFERENT FROM THE NUCLEUS OF TURBONILLA.

Live material is known from Port Isabel (scraped with algae from rocks) and

also a single lot of a few specimens was dredged offshore galveston. how-

ever i am not quite certain that these latter shells belong to the same species

The photograph of a dead specimen collected by H. Ode from beachdrift at

Port Aransas was taken by Mr. F. van Morkhoven. It shows clearly the deep

suture, the fine spiral sculpture between the slightly s shaped riblets, the

smooth normal nucleus and the general slender appearance of the shell.

The species was described by Bartsch (Smithson. Miscell. Coll. , Vol. 106,

(20) 1947) from Florida, but seems to have escaped the attention of most

collectors elsewhere.

GRAPHIS UNDERWOODAE BARTSCH 1 947

FROM BEACHDRIFT ALONG THE CAUSE-

WAY at Port Aransas. Size: 3.28 mm
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NOTE ON CYPRAEA MUS LINNEAUS . BY CONSTANCE BOONE

The Living Cowries ," Dr. C . M. Burgess concluded that the animal and

MANTLE CHARACTERISTICS OF CYPRAEA MUS LINN , 1758 , WERE UNRECORDED , AND HE

ALSO CONCLUOEO THAT THE HABITAT WAS UNKNOWN OR UNRECORDED, SINCE IT HAP-

PENS THAT THREE TEXANS , TEMPORARILY TRANSPLANTED TO THE DUTCH ANTILLES AND

VENEZUELAN COASTLINE, WHILE THEIR HUSBANDS WERE EMPLOYED BY OIL FIRMS, DID

COLLECT THIS RARE CYPRAEA ALIVE AND ARE ABLE TO DISCUSS THE ANIMAL AND HAB-

ITAT, IT SEEMS APPROPRIATE THAT IT BE OFFICIALLY RECORDED IN THE "TEXAS CON-

CHOLOG131

The interesting thing about this present report is that these collectors

have provided trades of this cypraea to a number of texas shell club mem-
bers, and it is also known that one of the collectors provided specimens in

alcohol to professional concholog ists . however, it was only recently that

one was asked about the animal and description of habitat. with surprise ,

Mrs. Alice Mullen, now of Panama and formerly of Beaumont, replied that

she hao never thought much about it, that no one had ever asked her about the

animal. The other two Texans are Mrs. Elizabeth Johnson and Mrs. Maggie
Ross

.

The animal, according to Mrs. Mullen, is a transparent gray. With the

animal exposing its mantle, the design of the shell could be faintly seen.

She does not now remember whether there were any noticeable papillae
,

but she remembers the mantle as thin and rather smooth. the trio of
Texans began to look for this rather rare cowrie alive after finding dead
specimens on the beach of a little bay on the venezuelan coast opposite
Aruba. No other shells were found there alive, reports Mrs. Mullen. The
bay was from 2 inches deep to knee deep in the area where THE CYPRAEA MUS
WERE COLLECTED. THERE WERE NO ROCKS , BUT THE AREA WAS FILLED WITH A KIND

OF EEL GRASS. THE LAGOON WAS EASY TO SILT AND MUDDY, SO THE COLLECTORS
WALKED UPSTREAM WITH THE CURRENT AT DUSK, SOMETIMES SEEING THE CYPRAEA ,

SOMETIMES FEELING THEM WITH THEIR FEET. THIS WAS SOME SIX YEARS AGO, BUT
OTHER SPECIMENS HAVE BEEN COLLECTED AT THE SAME LOCATION RECENTLY BY

FRIENDS .

oooOooo

REVIEW BY H . OD£

MOLLUSCAN COMMUNITIES OF BEAUFORT, NORTH CAROLINA, BY SAMUEL
O. Bird, in: Bulletin American Association of Petroleum Geologists, Vol.
54 (9 . p. 1651-1676.

This paper will allow a better comparison of the faunas of the coast of
Texas with those of the Carolinas. From the evidence presented there can
remain little doubt that both faunas are very similar indeed. Among the
106 species listed only a few are not found in Texas, likewise a somewhat
GREATER NUMBER OF SPECIES, COMMON IN TEXAS BAY ENVIRONMENT IS NOT REPORTED
FOR THE BAYS OF BEAUFORT (F . I . CYRTOPLEURA COSTATA . NASSARIUS ACUTUS . TEC-
TONATICA PUSILLA ). WHETHER THE LACK OF VlTRINELLIDS OTHER THAN ADEORBIS
SUPRANITIDUS (=C YCLOSTREM ISCUS PENTAGONUS ) IS REAL OR DUE TO SAMPLING
TECHNIQUE CANNOT BE DECIDED HERE. ALSO PUZZLING IS THE SMALL NUMBER OF

continued on page 56
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An Open Letter to the Officers, Directors and Members of the Houston

conchology society:

i am one of the small minority group within this club. we are known as shell-

crafters

.

i have no desire to create any dissension within the society. neither do i

question the right of the board in passing the motion in which we are accused

of using the prestige of the society for personal gain. i do question the fair-

ness of not allowing any of us to appear before the board to present our views

The motion mentions the Internal Revenue Department's opinion. The Revenue

Department, as all of you know, does not give a ruling prior to the filing of

a return. they do give an opinion but only on request. we would like to

see a copy of the letter requesting an opinion if one is available

merely to see if some of the facts were accidently omitted.

i am willing to discuss the matter of personal gain with the revenue depart-

MENT , with any Board member , or any member of the Society.

It is true that $1500.00 was realized from the sale of shell-craft at the last

Sharpstown exhibit. $300.00, 20% went to the Library Fund of the Society.

The Short's part was in the neighborhood of $400.00, or $200.00 to each of us.

This $200.00 represents one years work that includes five eight hour days at

Sharpstown. One day to get ready - 3 days at the center - and 1 day to pack
,

get things home and back in place.

also ,t includes the cost of buying and collecting the materials. if any of

you are willing to give 30 minutes a day for a year - collecting - cleaning

and polishing shells not arranging them i am sure that i can get this

highly profitable job for you.

we have been so conceited or so stupid to think that we had something to

offer the club in the fields of little imagination small talents and
tremendous ability to generate an interest in shells where none existed

especially among the youth.

We do not do production line shell-craft. Instead we attempt to do unusual

and original things. mrs. short, in my opinion, does beautiful floral ar-

rangements and plaques. 1 admit to being slightly prejudiced in her favor.

i attempt to do fun things and arrangements of current events such as

Men on the Moon . . . and a Mobile just finished, of the recent race

between the australian and american yachts. the boats chase each other

continually - if there is air movement. also, a collection of shellcraft

based on Nursery Rhymes has been completed, which I believe will compete

FAVORABLY WITH OTHER DISPLAYS IN ATTRACTING PUBLIC ATTENTION.

Mrs. Short and I will be the first to admit that we have made tremendous

PROFITS FROM SHELLS NOT IN MONEY BUT IN THE SATISFACTION OF CRE-

ATING SOMETHING WITH OUR HANDS IN THE MAKING OF NEW FRIENDS AND SEEING

THE EXPRESSIONS ON THE FACES OF THE VERY YOUNG AS WE POINT OUT AND TELL THE
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LEGEND OF THE SAND DOLLAR". PRIDE AT HAVING BEEN INVITED TO EXHIBIT AT THE

Shell Fair in Port Isabel at which World famous judges awarded us seven

RIBBONS .

At the Joske's exhibit two years ago profit was - that on San Jacinto Day -

A SCHOOL HOLIDAY - 2200 PEOPLE MOSTLY SCHOOL CHILDREN VISITED THE EXHIBIT.

WE FELT THAT OUR DISPLAY OID COMPETE FAVORABLY WITH OTHERS EXCEPT THE

MICROSCOPE THAT HAD BEEN SET UP SO THAT YOUNGSTERS COULD LOOK AND SEE THE

TINY PERFECT SHELLS. THE KIDS REALLY WENT FOR THAT.

Mrs. Short passed up an opportunity for profit at the Joske show when she

REFUSED TO SELL AN ARRANGEMENT FOR $5 . 00 THE ARRANGEMENT WAS IN A CONTAINER

THAT HAD COST HER S7 . 50 .

Additional profit came from being asked to do SHOW and TELL
PROGRAMS AT BAYOU MANOR, VARIOUS GARDEN CLUBS , PEO CHAPTERS AND THE GAL-

VESTON Shell Club. We hope to do a program at Holly Hall before Christmas

AND EACH RESIDENT WILL BE GIVEN A SHELL-CRAFT GIFT. STILL MORE PROFIT FROM

Sharpstown Center when we gave small shell things to youngsters who show

intense interest and to ladies in wheel chairs , on crutches or handicapped in

ANY MANNER INCLUDING AGE. WE HOPE TO CONTINUE TO PROFIT IN THIS MANNER.

in conclusion back to motion as published we note that the motion

was passed by majority vote not unanimously. : would it be out of

line to ask how many directors voted and how the vote stood? was it 8 to 1

6 to 3 or 5 to 4? The Supreme Court supplies that in-ormation

about their decisions.

These remarks apply only to Mrs. Short and myself. We are not angry

just a little embarrassed.

This is not an appeal for anyone to change their opinion. We appreciate

the opportunity to present our views from the other side of the shell.

Harry B. Short

oooOooo

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 54

REPORTED PYRAMIDELLIDS . ONE OF THESE , REPORTED AS PYRAMIDELLA CRENULATA

IS OOOSTOMIA TERES BUSH , WHICH IS A COMMON SPECIES IN GALVESTON WEST BAY

AND A COMMON CONSTITUENT OF TEXAS BEACHDRIFT. APART FROM THIS MISIDENTI-

FICATION THERE ARE SOME OTHERS INDICATED BY THE FIGURES. DlPLODONTA PUNC-

TATA LOOKS VERY SIMILAR TO DlPLODONTA SOROR C . B. ADAMS; ALIGENA ELEVATA

PROBABLY IS ALIGENA TEXAS IANA HARRY AND MYSELLA PLANULATA APPEARS TO ME

TO BE A DIFFERENT SPECIES, WHICH IS ALSO, BUT RARELY FOUND IN TEXAS. HOW-

EVER THESE ERRORS DO NOT CHANGE THE GENERAL CONCLUSIONS OF THE PAPER.

ONf MAY REGRET THAT THE AUTHOR DOES NOT MENTION SIMILAR STUDIES BY PARKER

OF THE COASTAL FAUNAS IN TEXAS. A SOMEWHAT MORE EXTENSIVE EXPLICATION OF

THE STATISTICAL METHODS USED BY THE AUTHOR WOULD HAVE INCREASED THE VALUE

OF THIS PAPER.
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Division of Mollusks

next meeting Sectional Library
Society matters will be discussed during our next meeting which will be held

Wednesday, the 24th of February at 8p.m. at the Museum of Natural Science

in Hermann Park. On the program are: Report by the Nominating Committee,

discussion of our bylaws, the sale of shellcraft at our shell fair by members,

and such matters as the membership wishes to bring to the attention of the off-

icers and the board.

Report January Meeting

The January meeting of the Society was attended by about 40 members and four

visitors .

Minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved without corrections.

Mr. Charles Welch of the City of Pasadena - City Planning Department, came

before the body with a presentation for conservation of armand's bayou , other-

WISE known as Middle Bayou. His main cause was to secure support for the es-

tablishment of a Park area enclosing the shoreline of the Bayou to preserve

it in its natural state.

Mr. Welch was well received as he urged writing of support letters to Mayor
Clyde Doyal at Pasadena, Texas, City Hall.

A motion was made and seconded for the Society to send a letter to Mayor
Doyal supporting the Park plan. Motion was carried by voice vote.

President Helmer Ode appointed a nominating committee consisting of Charlie

Doh , Sam Miron and Dorothy Kister, to nominate a slate of officers.

Dr. Sutow introduced Dr. T. E. Pulley with the program for the evening.

Dr. Pulley entertained the club members with an interesting talk on the his-

tory OF SHELL COLLECTING, CONCHOLOG ICAL PUBLICATIONS, PERSONALITIES AND THE

SWEEP OF EVENTS IN CONCHOLOGY FROM ANTIQUITY UP TO DATE. HIS TALK WAS AT THE

SAME TIME INFORMATIVE , AMUSING , COLORFUL AND EXCITING . WE ALL ENJOYED HIS

VISIT.
oooOooo

in the recent november-december issue of "armco today" a well written sum-
mary of our members work on the mollusk fauna survey for the northwest gulf
of Mexico appeared. Lloyd Meister, our Vice-President was interviewed by a

company reporter. the result is a well illustrated, very readable article,

entitled "a labor of love".
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELLS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

Family Columbellioae (continued . . .

Anachis translirata Ravenel. This clearly different looking species has a

distribution which differs from that of a_. semiplicata . it appears to be

most common on the east texas beach and less so farther west. formerly
this species was known in texas as anachis avara similis. both a. semi-
plicata and a. translirata are rare in offshore dredgings where they are

replaced by other species.

Figured in:
] 5

Previous references: 18, 19

Localities: All along the Texas coast in coastal bays.

Anachis iontha ravenel. This is one of the species which replaces both pre-
viously MENTIONED SPECIES ON THE OFFSHORE SHELF OF TEXAS. IT HAS ONLY
rarely been collected alive on the Texas beach, but lives on the 7 1/2

fathom reef off padre island less than two miles offshore. dead shells
are not too uncommon at port isabel. listed as pyrene albella iontha
Ravenel in ref. 4

Figured in: 4

Previous references: Listed by Harry for Galveston
Localities: Bolivar Peninsular (Ode), Port Aransas, Port Isabel (Speers).

mltrella lunata say 1826. a very common species usually found together with
A_. OSTREICOLA MELVILL AND A_. OBESA C . B . ADAMS . IT LIVES ABUNDANTLY IN

MOST COASTAL BAYS AND IS COMMON IN DRIFT ALONG THE ENTIRE TEXAS COAST.
Also common in dredge material offshore Galveston. However the off-
shore SHELLS ARE NOTICEABLY DIFFERENT IN SHAPE FROM THE BAY FORM IN THAT
THEY ARE SMALLER AND MORE SLENDER. MOREOVER THEY HAVE A MUCH FINER AND
MORE ELABORATE COLOR PATTERN. THIS FORM IS SOMETIMES FOUND AT SARGENT.
FlGUREO IN: 1 ,3 ,4 , 1 1

Previous references: many
LOCALITIES: ABUNDANT IN ALL TEXAS COASTAL BAYS AND IN BEACH DRIFT.

Family Cuspidariidae .

This widespread family whose members mainly inhabit deeper water is re-
presented on the Texas beach by only a single species.
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Cardiomya ornatissima Orbigny 1842. Only a few valves of this offshore rather

common species have so far been collected on texas beaches. it is a high-

ly variable shell which probably has been described under a large variety of

names. our designation could be in error and future studies of dredged

material may show that more than a single species is involved. offshore
material shows amazing variability. the majority of texas beach specimens

comes from port aransas and port isabel, but the species is also known

from beachdrift collected at freeport.

f'gured in: 3 ,4

Previous references: \y %
i 8 , listed by Harry,

localities: san luis pass, freeport, port aransas , port isabel.

Family Turritellidae .

two very similar species represent this family on the texas beach.

Vermicularia fargoi Qlsson 1951 . Fragments of this remarkable snail are quite

commonly collected around port aransas and port isabel but less often in

beachdrift at galveston and freeport. to our knowledge no live shells are

known from the texas coast, so that it is doubtful whether the species at

present lives in texas. the worn fragments consist almost always out of

the tightly coiled turritella stage of the shell from which the loose un-

coiled part is broken off. this undoubtedly accounts for a number of ref-

erences to the genus turritella for the texas beach. the species must

have lived mainly in bay environment since it hardly ever occurs in off-

shore dredgings. offshore it is replaced by v_. spirata.

Figured in: 1 , 4 , 11

Previous references: 11 , 13, 19, 20

Localities: Entire Texas coast but abundant only in the South.

Vermicularia spirata Phillippi 1836. We have no reports of beachfinds of this

species for galveston-freeport are of the texas beach. along padre is-

land it is sometimes found in old chunks of coral or rocks washed in during

heavy storms , especially in the little shell and b ig shell areas of that

BEACH

,

Figured in: l ,18

Previous references: 18 (sometimes confused with previous species).

Localities: Padre Island.

Family Lamellariidae .

a family of snails whose inconspicuous shells so far have been rarely

collected on Texas beaches.

lamellaria c . f. leucosphaera . two s mall spec i mens

of this fragile shell are so far the only specimens known to us. one was

collected dead on mustang island, the other was taken alive from the in-

LET area at Port Isabel. The color of the animal was white. Both were

COLLECTED BY A. SPEERS. IN THE COLLECTION OF THE HOUSTON MUSEUM OF NA-
TURAL Science is present another dead specimen, dredged offshore Galves-
ton , WHICH IS PROBABLY THE SAME SPECIES.

Figured in:

Previous references:

Localities: Mustang Island, Port Isabel.
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MOLLUSCANA by W . W. Surow , M. D.

One summer oay . in thc iarly 1950s. I took the kids for a walk along the sho

of Japan Sea off the northwest corner of Kyushu. Thi waves were: quiet so l

WENT WADING. IMMEDIATELY. I WAS STUNG BY NUMEROUS TINY CREATURES SWARMING

NEAR THE SURFACE OF THE WATER. I DIDN'T KNOW WHAT THEY WERE - BUT TH f STINGS

SMARTEO FOR QUITE A WHILE. I HAD A RING OF RED MARKS AROUND EACH ANKLI .

Almost 20 years later. I might hav/e found the answer. The December 19. 1969

ISSUE OF SCIENCE CARRIES A COVER PICTURE SHOWING NUDIBRANCHS (GLAUCILLA'

FLOATING UPSIDE DOWN NEAR THE SEAWATER SURFACE. THOMPSON AND BENNETT, IN

IR ARTICLE PHYSALIA NEMATOCYSTS: UTILIZED BY MOLLUSKS FOR DEFENSE ,

SCIENCE 166:1532-1533, describe stings (similar to those I suffered) occur-

ing among surf-bathers in australia. apparently, the culprits were the nudi-

branchs glaucus atlanticu5 and glaucilla marginata. it is postulated that

these nuoibranchs "utilize for oefense (against fish and perhaps other predators)

the nematpcysts (stinging cells) of the coelente rates upon which they prey

The Portugese-man-of-war is one such coelenterate . Since these nudibranchs

occur wioely in warm seas, including those around japan it is possible that my

encounter many years ago involved these mollusks.

*******

A MALACOLOGICAL MAP OF AUSTRALIA IS SHOWN IN THE JULY, 1970 ISSUE OF

HAWAIIAN SHELL NEWS. Six provinces are depicted. In checking an-

other REFERENCE SOURCE, THESE PROVINCES ARE DESCRIBED BY B . C. COTTON ( SOUTH

Australian Mollusca: Archaegastrqpqda . 1959. Page 18 1 as follows:

1 . dampierian - from cape york, north australia to geraldton,

Western Australia.

2. flinoersian - from geraldton to melbourne, victoria, including

North and West coasts of Tasmania.

3. Maugean - East Coast of Tasmania.

a. peronian - from melbourne along the eastern coast of victoria,

New South Wales and South Queensland to Glad-
stone .

5. Banksian - Gladstone to Cape York.

6. Solanderian - The Great Barrier Reef.

*******

In the supplementary section of Volume IV of JQHNSONIA . there is appended
AN INTERESTING COMMENTARY ENTITLED "ANALYSIS OF SPECIES AND SYNONYMS ". IN

THE FOUR PUBLISHED VOLUMES OF JQHNSONIA THERE HAVE BEEN DESCRIBED NOW A

TOTAL OF 562 SPECIES AND SUBSPECIES OF MOLLUSKS FROM THE WESTERN ATLANTIC.
For these 562 species, 918 synonyms were included. A total or 306 had no

SYNONYMS; 89 OF THE 306 WERE NEWLY DESCRIBED SPECIES. THE ANALYSIS BY THE
EDITOR INOICATES THAT THE "... .SPECIES WITH THE LARGEST NUMBER OF SYNONYMS
ARE EITHER: 1) COMMON, WIDELY DISTRIBUTED AND INTERTIDAL; 2) ATTACHED OR BOR-
ING; 31 BEAUTIFUL, CONSPICUOUS AND MUCH SOUGHT AFTER BY COLLECTORS' . THE
MOST SYNONYMS LISTED FOR A SINGLE SPECIES WAS 35 FOR MARTESIA STRIATA LINNAEUS.

oooOooo
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Distribution and Ecology of the Terrestrial Mollusks by Paul l_. McGee
of the Texas Coastal Counties (continued)

Stenostrema (Euchemotrema ) leai alic iae (Pilsbry)

Helix monodon var . alic iae Pilsbry , 1 893 , Man . Conch . , VIII, p. 152.

Stenotrema monodon alic iae Pilsbry , 1 940 , land Moll. N . Amer.
,

I, Pt. 2, PL. 679, FIGS. 421c.

Stenotrema leai aliciae Pilsbry and L. Hubricht, 1956, Nautilus,

LXIX , Pt. 3 , p. 96.

Distribution : Specimens examined from Austin, Bexar, Brazoria,

Brazos, Burleson, Calhoun, Cameron, Chambers, Comal, Coryell, Dallas,

Fayette, Fort Bend, Galveston, Gonzales, Grayson, Hardin, Harris, Jasper,

Karnes, Kerr, Lavaca, Leon, Liberty, Matagorda, McLennan, Nueces, Polk,

Refugio, Robertson, San Jacinto, San Patricio, Travis, Tyler, Victoria,

Wharton, Willacy, Wood counties. Previous published records from Bandera,

Bastrop, Bowie, Brooks, Cass, Ellis, Guadalupe, Jefferson, Milam, Mor-
ris, Titus, Washington counties .

Remarks . This species is usually found under dead logs in shaded

areas, rarely elsewhere. Wherever it occurs it is usually abundant. On
the beaches of texas this species represents almost one half of the bulk

of land snail drift; the records from cameron and wlllacy counties are

entirely based on such dead beachdrift shells. it is fairly common within

the Houston City limits.

Praticolella berlandieriana (Moricand)

Helix (Helocogona) berlandieriana Mor icand , 1 833 , Mem . Soc . Phys .

Hist. Nat. Geneva , VI , Pt. 1 , p . 537 , Pl. I , figs . 1a-b

Praticolella berlandieriana Pilsbry, 1940, Land Moll. N. Amer.
,

I, Pt. 2, P. 694, figs. 427A-B.

Distribution . Specimens examined from Aransas, Austin, Bastrop,

Bee, Bexar, Bosque, Brazoria, Brazos, Brooks, Burleson, Caldwell, Cal-

houn, Cameron, Comal, Coryell, De Witt, Fayette, Galveston, Gonzales,

Grimes, Guadalupe, Hamilton, Hardin, Harris, Hays, Hidalgo, Jim Hogg,

Jim Wells, Karnes, Kendall, Kenedy, Kleberg, Lavaca, Lee, Liberty, Live

Oak, Matagorda, McLennan, Medina, Milam, Montgomery, Nueces, Polk,

Refugio, Robertson, San Patricio, Starr, Travis, Victoria, Washington,

Wharton, Willacy counties. Previous published records from Anderson,

Bandera, Bell, Colorado, Dallas, Duval, Fort Bend, Gillespie, Goliad,

Jackson, Kerr, McMullen , val Verde , Waller, Wilson counties .

Remarks . For the purpose of this paper_P_. b. pachyloma and_P_. jb .

taeniata are considered synonyms of p. berlandieriana, with which they in-

tergrade completely. wherever this species exists it is usually very abun-

DANT. The writer has found it by the hundreds on grasses and leguminous

HERBS ALONG THE RAILROAD RIGHT-OF-WAY IN CAMERON COUNTY. IT IS ALSO ABUN-

DANT AND ALIVE IN DEBRIS OF BRAY'S BAYOU IN MACGREGOR PARK AND ELSEWHERE IN

Houston. This species occurs with _P . griseola in some areas .

Praticolella griseola (Pfeiffer)

Helix griseola Pfeiffer , 1 841 , Symb. Hist. Helic. , I , p. 41 .

Praticolella griseola Pilsbry , 1940, Land Moll. N. Amer., I, Pt. 2,

p. 690, figs. 425A-D.
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Distribution . Specimens examined from Cameron, Harris, Nueces, Wil-

lacy COUNTIES. MOST OF THE PREVIOUS PUBLISHED RECORDS FROM ELSEWHERE MAY HAVE

BEEN BASEO ON M IS- IOENT IF IED P. BE RLANO IE R IANA .

REMARKS . THE DISTRIBUTION OF THIS SPECIES IS PERHAPS LARGER THAN INDI-

CATED BY THE RECORDS. IT OCCURS WITH P. BE RLANO IE R I
ANA IN SOME LOCALITIES. P.

CAMPI IS HERE CONSIDERED A SYNONYM OF P. GRISEOLA, IT IS OFTEN ENCOUNTERED IN

GARDENS IN THE HOUSTON AREA; BUT ITS OCCURRENCE THERE MAY BE DUE TO TRANSPORT

BY MAN .

Mesodon (Me spoon) thyroidus (Say

HELIX THYROIDUS SAY , 1 816 , NICHOLSON'S BRIT. EnCY . , 1ST AM. ED . . II ,

Pt. 2.

Mesodon thyroidus Pilsbry , 1 940 , Land Moll. N. Amer . , I, Pt. 2 ,

p. 706, figs. 431A-B AND 432A-K

Distribution . Spec imens examined from Austin , Bowie , Brazoria ,

Brazos, Burleson. Calhoun, Chambers, Colorado, De Witt, Fayette, Fort

BENO, GALVESTON, GONZALES, HARDIN, HARRIS, HAYS, JEFFERSON. LAVACA, LIBERTY.

MATAGORDA. POLK , REFUGIO, ROBERTSON, TYLER. WASHINGTON, WHARTON COUNT I ES .

Previous published records from Anderson. Bastrop, Caldwell, Collin, Comal,

Dallas. Ellis. Grayson, Jackson, Lee. Morris, Nueces. Orange, San Jacinto.

Waller, Webb, Williamson counties .

Remarks . This species has one of the largest ranges of any North

American snail, being found from Ontario to East Texas. It has been found

AT MANY LOCALITIES IN SOUTH TEXAS UNDER LARGE BRIDGES THAT PROVIDE SUITABLE

MICROHABITATS . IT IS ALWAYS ASSOCIATED WITH DEAD LEAVES LEFT BY RIVER DRIFT

IN THESE ARTIFICIAL HABITATS. IN TEXAS IT IS RESTRICTED TO THE AUSTROR IPAR IAN
,

Texan and eastern portion of the Balconian Province. It is a common snail in

the houston area.

Triodopsis (Triodopsis ) vultuosa (Gould)

Helix vultuosa Gould , 1848, Proc . Boston Soc . Nat. Hist. Ill, p. 39.

Triodopsis vultuosa Pilsbry, 1940, land Moll. N. Amer. I, Pt. 2,

p. 818, FIGS . 4 84B-D.

Distribution . Specimens examined from Anderson, Angelina, Bastrop,

Bexar, Fayette, Freestone, Hardin, Harris, Houston, Jackson, Lee, Liberty,

Marion, Milam, Newton, Polk .Robertson , Smith, Tyler, Walker, Wood coun-

ties. Previous published records from Bowie, Cherokee, Galveston, Henderson,

Morris, Nueces counties.

Remarks . H. A. Pilsbry recognizes two subspecies of vultuosa in

texas: t . vultuosa cope i and t . vultuosa henriettae: and he regaros t. cra-

gini as specifically distinct. however, according to dr . bequaert (personal

communication thfse three names appear to be based on individual variants

only of j. vultuosa . the texas records of all four forms of the t. vultuosa

complex are included on one map. the only apparent requirement of this species

is that of leaf mold and shade provided by the oak-plne areas of east texas.

The species is by no means rare in the Houston City area.

Thysanophora (Thysanophora ) HORN II (W . M. GABB 1

HELIX HORNII W . M. GABB, 1866, Amer. Jour . Conch . , 1 1 , Pt . , P . 330 ,

PL. XXI , FIG. 5.

Thysanophora (Thysanophora) horni (sic.) H. A. Pilsbry, 1940, Land

Moll . North Amer . . I , Pt . 2 , p . 986 . figs . 57 4a (2 figs .

)
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Distribution . Specimens examined from Brewster, Cameron, Culber-

son, Edwards, Hidalgo, Jeff Davis, Live Oak, Presidio, San Jacinto, Uvalde,

Val Verde counties. Previous published records from Comal, Frio, Galveston,

Maverick, Medina, Nueces counties .

Remarks . I have never taken this small "xerophyle" alive, but Dr.

Bequaert (personal communication) found it alive in Live Oak, Uvalde and Cam-
eron counties. However, it is abundant in drift in Cameron county. Pilsbry

records it also from new mexico and arizona; as well as in mexico from son-

ora and tamaulipas southward to jalisco. it is essentially a mexican snail.

bulimulus (rabdotus ) alternatus (say)

bulimus (sculatus ) mariae albers , 1 850 , die heliceen, p. 162.

bulimulus alternatus mariae pllsbry , 1 946 , land moll . n . amer . ,

FIGS . 6A-D ,F.

bulimus alternatus say, 1830, new harmony disseminator, p. 25

("Mexico") .

Distribution . Specimens examined from Atascosa, Bee, Brooks, Cam-
eron, Dimmit, Duval, Frio, Hidalgo, Jim Hogg, Jim Wells, Kenedy, Kinney,

Kleberg, LaSalle , Live Oak, Maverick, McMullen, Nueces, Refugio, San

Patricio, Starr, Uvalde, Val Verde , Webb, Willacy, Zapata, Zavala counties .

Previous published records from Karnes county.

Remarks . This species occupies the same ecological niche in South

Texas as B. dealbatus does in the Northeast part. The two species have been

found together alive in san patricio county, and this probably represents the

Northern range limit of this snail. Where it is found, it is very abundant.

According to Dr. Bequaert (personal communication) B. alternatus mariae

(the name commonly used for the Texas snails) is not separable from typical

b. alternatus .

bulimulus (rabdotus) dealbatus (say) , typical

Helix dealbata Say , 1 821 , Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci . Phila. , ll , p. 159.

BULIMULUS DEALBATUS PlLSBRY , 1 946 , LAND MOLL . N. AMER., II, PT. 1,

P. 7 , FIGS . 4A-fJ.

Distribution . Specimens examined from Brazos, Calhoun, Colorado,

Dallas, DeWitt, Ellis, Fayette, Grayson, Grimes, Harris, Hays, Henderson,

Jackson, lavaca , lee, Leon, Matagorda, McLennan, Milam, Montgomery,
Polk, Refugio, Travis, Tyler, Washington, Wharton counties. Previous pub-

lished records from Anderson, Bowie, Fort Bend, Madison, Waller counties .

Remarks . According to Dr. Bequaert (personal communication) B. deal-

batus LIQUABILIS IS NOT SEPARABLE AS A SUBSPEC IES FROM TYPICAL DEALBATUS . AL-

though recognizable in some specimens, many transitional shells have been

found. This species is restricted to a grassland habitat. In many places it

occurs in the clearings between groups of trees , but this writer has yet to

find it living under them. the southern limit of the range of typical deal-

batus appears to be refugio county. it is a common snail in houston and vicin-

ITY.

BULIMULUS DEALBATUS MOOREANUS (L . PFEIFFER)

BULIMUS SCH1EDEANUS VAR . W. G. BlNNEY, 1859, TERR. AlR-BREATH. MOLL

U.S., IV, P. 129; P. LXXX, fig. 8.
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BULIMUS MOOREANUS "W. G. BlNNEY PFEIFFER, 1868, MONOGR. HEL IC .

ViV. . VI . P. 143.

BULIMULUS SCHIEDEANUS VAR. MOOREANUS W. G. BlNNEY, 1878, BULL. MUS .

Comp. Zool. , IV, p. 392; figs. 277-279.

BULIMULUS DEALBATUS MOOREANUS PlLSBRY AND FERRISS , 1 906 . PROC . ACAD .

NAT. Set. Phil. . LVIII . p. 1 33; Pl . VI , figs. 1-6.

BULIMULUS (RABDOTUS ) DEALBATUS MOOREANUS PlLSBRY, 1946, LAND MOLL.
N . Amer. , Vol. II. Pt. I, p. 12; figs . 4g ,h ,\_.

Distribution . Specimens examined from Atascosa, Austin, Bandera,
Bastrop. Baylor, Bee, Bell, Bexar, Brazoria, Brazos, Burleson, Burnet,
Caldwell . Calhoun , Comal , Crockett , Dallas , De Witt , Frio , Gillespie ,

Gonzales, Hamilton, hays, Karnes, Kendall, Kerr, Kimble, lavaca , lime-
stone, Matagorda, McLennan, Medina, Milam, Navarro, Nueces, Pecos, Re-
fugio, Robertson, San Patricio, Tarrant, Travis, Uvalde, Victoria, washing-
ton counties. Previous published records from Bosque, Coleman, Denton, Falls
Goliad, Guadalupe, Hill, Lampasas, Mason, Palo Pinto, Somervell, William-
son, Wilson counties.

Remarks . Although some other supposed subspecies of B . dealbatus
are difficult to separate , mooreanus is one of the ffw that show homogenous
characteristics throughout its wide range. i have taken it alive from victoria

ano San Patricio counties where it was aestivating on fence posts. It is a com-
mon AND CHARACTERISTIC SNAIL OF CENTRAL TEXAS, PARTICULARLY ABUNDANT IN THE
Hill Country.

bulimulus dealbatus ragsdale

i

h. a. pllsbry

BULIMULUS RAGSDALEI PlLSBRY. 1890, NAUTILUS, III, PT . 2, P. 122.

BULIMULUS DEALBATUS RAGSDALEI PlLSBRY , 1 946 , VOL. II , PT . 1 , P. 11,

FIGS. 5A-G.

Distribution . Specimens examined from Archer, Bee, Bexar, Blanco,
Burnet, Cooke, Duval, Jim Hogg, Jim Wells, Kenedy, Kerr, Kinney, La Salle,
Live Oak, Maverick, McMullen, San Patricio, Uvalde, Val Verde, Webb, Young
counties. Previous published records from Baylor, Brewster, Cameron, Crock-
ett, Hidalgo, Montague, Pecos, Terrell counties .

Remarks . This subspecies has been taken alive under the dead leaves
of yucca and agave plants. this subspecies and b^ alternatus are perhaps the
most indicative of the arid portion of southwest texas.

euglandina (euglandina texas iana (pfeiffer)

ACHATINA TEXAS IANA PFEIFFER , 1 857 , NOVIT. CONCHOL. , I , P . 82 , PL.

XXII , FIGS. 11-12.

EUGLANDINA TEXAS IANA PlLSBRY , 1 946 , LAND MOLL . N . AMER. , II , PT . 1

P. 195 , FIG. 95C.

Distribution . Specimens examined from Cameron and Kenedy counties.
Previous published records from Hidalgo county.

Remarks. This carnivorous snail is restricted to the southeastern
corner of Texas, in the Tamaulipan Province. Its habits of burrowing may
account for the apparent scarcity.

TO BE CONTINUED

OOOOOOO
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PARVITURBOIDES INTERRUPTU5 C . B. ADAMS, 1850. by H. Ode

This small species was reported earlier in the Texas Conchologist , Vol. 6, p.

10, 1969. It is only known from Port Aransas and further south but is not un-

common ON THE OFFSHORE SHELF IN THE GALVESTON-FRE EPORT AREA AT DEPTHS BETWEEN

10 and 35 fathoms live specimens were several times found in empty bank ia or

Teredo borings in submerged wood.

The two photographs were made by Mr. F. van Morkhoven from a specimen taken

FROM BEACHDRIFT AT PORT ARANSAS. THE SPECIMEN WAS COLORED BY A GREEN DYE TO

BRING OUT SCULPTURAL DETAIL IN THE TOP VIEW PHOTOGRAPH.

parviturboides interruptus c. b. adams , 1850, from beachdrift, port aransas

Texas. Size: 1.60 mm.
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Shells in the Culture of the American Indian (continued*! by Anne Speers

Indian wampum Belts

in the December issue we discussed the use of the shell beads made from the

Eastern Quahog , and commonly known as 'Wampum' and their use as money.

These shell beads were also used in another mannfr of significance in Amer-

ican Inoian culturf . This was in the weaving of Wampum 'belts' which were

the nearest thing the indians had to a recorded history.

This custom of using woven bands of shell beads (later the glass beads of

white-man were used^ as a means of keeping mnemonic records of tribal his-

tory, laws, treaties, speeches, etc. , was perhaps the most remarkable use

of shells made by the indians.

the belts were long strings of wampum, woven together by cross strands of

fine leather thongs, thus creating a nice beaded fabric. the placement of

colored beads to create symbols and designs was of the utmost significance
,

for each belt was unique , and by its design indicated the message delivered.

The length and size of the BELT INDICATED the relative importance of the af-

fair; THE COLORS WERE ALSO INDICATIVE OF INTENT. FOR INSTANCE, A BELT WITH A

preponderance of black beads (the dark purple of the quahog shell) , generally

conveyed a message of reproof or evil. if the black were combined with red,

it often meant a declaration of war. white was the symbol of peace , and

other happier messages. with no written word, it was the exchange and pres-

ervation of these highly treasured belts, which were exchanged on almost
any occasion of note , which perpetuated the affairs of the tribe.

Thus, should one tribe wish to enlist the alliance of another tribe in declar-

ing WAR ON A THIRD TRIBE , A SUITABLE BELT WOULD BE FASHIONED AND WITH AN EXPLI-

cit (often long and involved) verbal message, sent by runner to the second

tribe. the runner would convey his 'gift' and deliver the accompanying mes-
sage in a long speech , but at the moment of handing over the belt , the words
were usually few, but of great significance, and thereafter they would be

repeated as exactly as possible whenever the belt was 'read' by the elders of

the tribe. thus, as long as an agreement between tribes was in force the

specific belt was a part of the wealth of the tribe and highly treasured. per-
iodically the belt, along with all others owned by the tribe, were removed from
the treasury and ceremoniously read by the chiefs and eldeps of the tribe.

The young braves of the tribe were invited to listen to these sessions, and
thus as the elders and chiefs reviewed in detail the message indicated by each
belt, not only were their memories refreshed of tribal obligations and his-
tory, but the young were indoctrinated into the business and affairs of the
tribe they would be responsible for in the future.

Besides the most important Wampum 'belts' , single strands and much smaller
bands of wampum beads were exchanged between individuals to convey simple
messages or agreements of less consequence. therefore, as these exchanges
were numerous and expected for most occasions, it would seem the supply of
wampum beads would become a real problem. however, other attending customs
took care of this problem.

Whenever a tribe , or individual received a wampum message , or gift , he was
expected to 'answer' or return another strand or belt of wampum of equal
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size. now as long as an agreement was in effect, or the belt still held some

other significance for the tribe , it was highly regarded as part of the tribal

treasury. however, when such an agreement was concluded, or broken, that

particular belt was broken, and the wampum thus freed for use in other belts.

There is no way of knowing the origin or age of the mnemonic use of wampum as

a custom among the indians. apparently it went back to a very early time in

their culture. However, it was still in use at the time this country was

forming its own state governments , and therefore several of the original

colonies, in making treaties with the indians received wampum belts. some
of these have been preserved in historical museums, and other examples of

this art have also been preserved in some of the larger museums. therefore,

when next you visit some large museum , if you find no shell display to hold

your attention, it might be worth while to visit the american indian displays,

and perhaps you will find there an extraordinary example of indian 'shell art'.

TO BE CONTINUED

oooOooo

Two Masters Theses of Interest to the Texas Shell Collector by H. Ode

IT IS UNFORTUNATE THAT THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN MASTERS THESES OFTEN DOES

NOT TRICKLE DOWN INTO THE OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZED BODY OF PUBLICATIONS. THUS

OFTEN THE FACTS REPORTED AND THE WORK EXPENDED IN THESE EFFORTS ARE OVERLOOKED

IN A LITERATURE SEARCH. HERE I WILL BRIEFLY REPORT ON TWO NOW ALREADY OLD

MASTERS THESES, WHICH CONTAIN SOME USEFUL INFORMATION ABOUT THE TEXAS OFF-

SHORE MOLLUSC FAUNA.

SAMPLES WERE OBTAINED BY DREDGING OFFSHORE EAST TEXAS IN AN INVESTIGATION

SPONSORED BY THE O IL- INDUSTRY . >"ROM A SERIES OF STATIONS SAMPLES WERE TAKEN

AND THE CONTENTS IDENTIFIED. WHETHER THIS LIMITED MATERIAL IS SUFFICIENT IN A

STATISTICAL SENSE TO DELIMIT RANGES AND WHETHER IT ENABLES ONE TO DRAW VALID

CONCLUSIONS WITH REGARD TO FAUNAL COMPOSITION I DOUBT. IT IS REMARKABLE THAT

THE SAMPLES DISCUSSED BY BOTH HULINGS AND KENNEDY HARDLY EVER CONTAIN MANY OF

THE COMMON M ICROMOLLUSCS . IT IS NOT CLEAR WHETHER THIS SMALL FRACTION WAS

LOST IN SAMPLE PREPARATIONS OR WAS SYSTEMATICALLY NEGLECTED.

IT MUST BE EXPECTED THAT IN REPORTS SUCH AS THESE ERRORS OF VARIOUS TYPES OC-

CUR. Typographical errors are unfortunately common, but will seldom cause

confusion. There are several obvious misidentifications . These blemishes

however are compensated by the value the works have in putting on photographic

record another segment of a largely unknown fauna off the texas coast. the

plates at the end of both theses are clear and sharp and will help those who

are interested in the molluscan fauna of the northwest gulf of mexico.

1955 HULINGS , N. C. , An investigation of THE BENTHIC invertebrata fauna

FROM THE SHALLOW WATERS OF THE TEXAS COAST. MASTERS THESIS

T.C .U.

1959 Kennedy, E. A. , A comparison of the molluscan fauna along a tran-

sect EXTENDING FROM THE SHORELINE TO A POINT NEAR THE EDGE OF THE

CONTINENTAL SHELF OF THE TEXAS COAST. MASTERS THESIS T.C.U.

oooOooo
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Book R by H . Ode

TREATISE ON INVERTEBRATE PALEONTOLOGY, PART N, VOLUME I AND 2,

1969; PART I. 1964 Reprint: oirectcd and edited by R. C. Moore. The: Geolog-

ical Society of America. Inc. . and the University of Kansas.

in these three beautiful volumes. recently acquired for our library, an up-to-

oate survey is given of the present state of knowledge of the phylum mollusca,

except the mesogastropoda and the n eogastropoda , groups which will be dis-

cussed in a volume to appear sometime in the future.

The systematic treatment of all discussed classes is preceded by A GENERAL

introduction in which a complete explanation of malacolog ical and concholog-

ical terminology can be found. these articles are written by outstanding ex-

perts and make most interesting reading for the serious shellcollector . also

the systematic part is authored by highly qualified specialists. the oiscussed

groups, which include all known fossil and recent genera, are almost all il-

lustrated by simple and mostly quite clear and distinctive figure. a quick

check which i made , showed that the enumeration is , as far as i may be consi-

dered a judge in this matter, quite complete, although it is possible to find

omissions .

Quite a few changes in arrangement and taxonomy will be noticed. For in-

stance NOETIA IS NO LONGER INCLUDED IN THE FAMILY ARCIDAE , BUT PUT TOGETHER

WITH ARCOPSIS IN THE FAMILY NOETIIDAE . THOSE WHO ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE AR-

RANGEMENT in Abbott's American Seashells can discover more such differences,

WHICH NEED NOT BE DISCUSSED HERE.

All three volumes have been carefully PROOFREAD AND THE number OF PRINTING

errors is surprisingly small. it would have been a miracle if in a work of

this scope no errors would occur. we note here one which is bothersome. on
figure c 5, page n 255, the caption should read anadarinae instead of arcjnae;

also cunearca incongrua is not shown by figures 5a , 5b , as the text implies
,

but by figures 6a , 6b.

There is no doubt that both the professional and amateur student of recent

faunas will find these three volumes a great help in their work.

OOOOOOO

two articles of interest to the general shellcollector appeared in "oceans ,

Vol. 3, No. 6, 1970. One of these , entitled: Death from the Depths, by

Bruce W . halstead and Dana d. Danielson describes various poisonous crea-

tures OF THE OCEAN. AMONG THE MOLLUSKSTHE CONE SHELL «S MENTIONED AND, THE

Octopus, an animal seldom considered as poisonous. A beautiful figure of

the Australian Octopus maculosus is one of the many illustrations of the
paper. Apparently this Octopus injects its poison into its prey when it bites.

The other article, entitled "Untaxing Taxonomy" discusses some general as-
pects OF SCIENTIFIC NAMES AND TOUCHES UPON THE RULES OF THEIR FORMATION. THE
AUTHOR, LEIGHTON R. TAYLOR, JR . , TELLS US THAT A NEW SPECIES IN THE GENUS
ABRA HAS NOW BEEN OFFICIALLY NAMED ABRA CADABRA . WE ARE NOW WAITING FOR A

NEW SPECIES IN THE GENUS ALABA TO BE NAMED ALABA NANA .
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NOTES & NEWS

March 24 Meeting

a real treat is in store for members at the march 24 meeting to be held as

usual at 8p.m. at the houston museum of natural science. audrey and wayne

holiman of edinburg will present a program on some of their collecting trips

to Mexico. Their most recent one before Christmas took them to la Paz and

up the Baja Peninsula. There Audrey collected a beautiful Oliva porphyria

and Wayne has the film to prove it. Their program will be illustrated with

slides and film on the country travelled and on the shells collected. bring

your friends!

Report February Meeting

February business meeting was called to order by President Ode at about 8:00

p.m. There were 21 members present , which constituted a quorum.

Minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved as read. Letter to

Mayor Doyal of Pasadena was read.

Nominating Committee presented their list of candidates as follows:

President:

Lloyd F. Meister

Vice President - Program Chairman

Mrs. Lawrence N. Dexter

Vice President - Field Trip Chairman

Mr. Douglas W. Reynolds

Vice President - Field Trip Co-Chairman

Mary Sutow
Treasurer

Mr. Paul Hudson

Secretary

Fritz Lang

Board of Directors: (vote for 5

Mrs. Fred Speers (1)

Dr. W. W. Sutow (2)

Mrs. D. A. Dashiell (1)

Mrs. HollisQ. Boone

Mr. John Edstrom

continued on page 78
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELLS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

Family Ischnochitonioae .

the chitons are poorly represented in the texas fauna ano so far only two
species are known in the inshore fauna, which are both small and incon-

spicuous .

Chaetopleura apiculata Say . 1839. Although in offshore dredgings this is the

most common chiton along the texas coast , very few live specimens have

been collected in the bays. two live specimens were taken from oysters
in South Bay, South Padre Island (coll. Speers . It has also been re-

corded LIVE FROM THE JETTY AT SOUTH PADRE ISLAND. LOOSE VALVES CAN BE

collected from drift along the various causeways to padre island. the
sculpture on these valves differs considerably from that of the valves
of the next species.

Figured in : 1 ,4 ,6

Previous references: 12,17, listed by harry
Localities: San Luis Pass (coll. Ode"), Port Aransas, South Padre

Island.

ischnochiton papillosus c . b . adams , 1 845 . this is the only chiton , which
can be collected regularly along the southern part of the texas coast.
It is so far unknown from Galveston, but has been collected on the jetty

at Freeport. From Rockport south it occurs commonly alive on oyster
shells, stones and other objects in the bays. This species varies greatly
in coloration; lavender, green and brown shades have been collectkd in

Texas .

Figured in: 1,3 ,4 ,6

Previous references: 17,19,20

Localities: On oystershells in the south Texas bays, Freeport.

Family Loliginidae . The squids are inhabitants of the open and often very
dbep seas. Only a single small species is known to venture occasionally
into the Texas bays. The likelihood of finding complete specimens of
souids on the beach is very remote.

Lolliguncula brevis Blainville , This small species , common in the
offshore waters of the gulf of mexico, has been taken in traps in the in-

LET at Port Aransas. The beak-like mouth parts of this or perhaps a re-
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lated species are not uncommon in gulf beachdrift, especially in the

spring, at Port Aransas.

Figured in: 1

Previous references: many

Localities: Port Aransas

Family Octopodidae . The Octopus is probably a widespread inhabitant of the

Texas coastal waters, but the beachcomber will only rarely come across

ONE .

Octopus vulgaris Lamarck, We mention this species with some reserva-

tion. A REASONABLY GOOD SIZED SPECIMEN WAS ONCE FOUND ALIVE STRANDED IN A

depression between mudflats near san luis pass (coll. ode> , but we are

not quite sure whether the above identification is correct. following

hurricane carla the bay at south padre island harbored numerous octopi

and many washed ashore. in the course of time we have come across a num-

ber of references and heard stories about fishermen catching an octopus

while fishing in the bays or from the jetties.

Figured in: none abailable

Previous references: several

Localities: Galveston, South Padre Island

We will add a number of species to families already treated.

Family Cerithiidae .

Albina cerithidioides Pall , 1 889. A few specimens of this, one of the most

ABUNDANT OFFSHORE GASTROPODS, HAVE BEEN COLLECTED FROM BEACHDRIFT AT SAN

Luis Pass, Matagorda and other localities north of the Corpus Christi

area. South of St. Joseph Island the species becomes abundant in beach-

drift ALONG THE CAUSEWAYS TO MUSTANG AND PADRE ISLANDS, BUT SO FAR NO

live material is known. the distinction between this species , blttium

varium and juveniles of_c_. variabile is not always easy.

Figured in: 3

Previous references: several

Localities: Galveston, Matagorda, South of St. Joseph island.

Family Myacidae .

Sphenia tumida lewis , 1 968. Elsewhere in this issue a fuller account of this

species is given. it is quite different from sphenia antillensis , so that

confusion is excluded. the single known specimen came from a mass of dark

blue clay found on freeport bryan beach. the specimen might therefore

be a fossil.

Figured in: Vol. 6, Tulane Studies of Geology and Paleontology, 1968,

pages 23-32.

Previous references: none

localities: freeport bryan beach.

TO BE CONTINUED
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MOLLUSCANA BY W - W - SUTOW , M.D.

THE BOOK (377 PAGES^ Entitled STUDIES IN THE STRUCTURE. PHYSIOLOGY

AND ECOLOGY OF MOLLUSCS contains the proceedings of a symposium held

MAWCH 8 AND 9. 1967 BY THE ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OP LONDON AND THE MALACOLd

CAL SOCIETY OP LONOON . THE BOOK WAS EDITED BY VERA FRETTER AND WAS PUBLISH-

ED BY ACADEMIC PRESS (1 968K AUTHORS AND CHAPTER HEADINGS ARE LISTED BELOW.

G. NEWMAN, G. A. KERKUT & R. J. WALKER: THE STRUCTURE OF THE BRAIN OF

HELIX ASPERSA . ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC LOCALIZATION OF CHOL INESTERASE AND AMINES.

C. B. STDOEN, R. J. WALKER & G. A. KERKUT: THE LOCALIZATION OF DOPAMINE

ANO 5-HYDROXYTRYPTAMINE IN NEURONES OF HELIX ASPERSA .

R. J. Walker, A. Hedges & G . N . Woodruff: The pharmacology of the neurones

OF HELIX ASPERSA .

A. Abolins-Krogis: Shell regeneration in Helix pqmatia with special refer-

ENCE TO THE ELEMENTARY CALCIFYING PARTICLE.

P.S.B. DlGBY: The mechanisms of CALC IFICATION in the molluscan shell.

E. A. KAY: A REVIEW OF THE BIVALVED GASTROPODS AND A DISCUSSION OF EVOLUTION

WITHIN THE SACROGLOSSA.

B. SWEDMARK: The biology of the interstitial mollusca.

A. HURST: The feeding mechanism and behaviour of the opisthobranch Meliba

leonina .

E. R. Trueman: The burrowing activities of bivalves.

W.T.W. Potts: Aspects of excretion in the molluscs.

R. H. NlSBET 8c J. M. PLUMMER: THE FINE STRUCTURE OF CARDIAC AND OTHER MOL-

LUSCAN MUSCLE

.

J. joose , M. H. Boer & C . J. Cornelisse: Gametogenesis and oviposition in

Lymnaea stagnalis as influenced by
jf

-irradiation and hunger.

H. H. Boer, E. Douma 8t J.M.K. Koksma: Electron microscopy study of neuro-

secretory CELL AND NEUROHAEMAL ORGANS IN THE POND SNAIL LYMNAEA STAGNALIS .

T. A. Vlieger: Spontaneous activity and tactile pathways in the central ner-

vous system of Lymnaea stagnalis.

J. Lever a R. Thijssen: Sorting phenomena during the transport of shell

VALVES ON SANDY BEACHES: STUDIES WITH USE OF ARTIFICIAL VALVES.

M. P. Kernsey: Britain's fauna of land mollusca and its relation to the post-

glacial THERMAL OPTIMUM.

J.G. Evans: Changes in the composition of land molluscan population in North
Wiltshire during the last 5000 years.

J. F. Peake: Habitat distribution of Solomon Island land mollusca.
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Distribution and Ecology of the Terrestrial Mollusks by Paul L. McGee
of the Texas Coastal Counties (continued)

euglandina (slngleya ') s ingle yana w . g. blnney

Gland ina singleyana W. G. Binney, 1892, Bull. Mus . Comp. Zool. ,

XXII, No. 4, p. 16 3; Pl . I, fig. 4.

euglandina singleyana pllsbry. 1946. land moll . n. amer. vol. ii,

pt . 1 , p . 1 97 , figs . 95 a,b.

Distribution : Specimens examined from Bandera. Bexar, Caldwell,
Comal, Fayette , Goliad , Hays, Kendall, Kerr, Kinney , Travis , Val Verde,

Victoria counties . Previous published records from Atascosa, Frio, Gonzales,

Guadalupe, Medina, Real, Wilson counties .

Remarks: E. singleyana is characteristic of the Hill country of cen-

tral Texas in the Balconian Province. The few records from the northeastern

corner of the tamaulipan province appear to be based on river drift shells.

Haplotrema (Geomene'i concavum (Say")

Helix concava Say , 1 821 , Jour . Acad . Nat . Sci . Phil . , II , p . 159.

Haplotrema concavum Pilsbry , 1 946 , Land Moll. N . Amer . Vol. II ,

PT. 1 , P. 20 8-210 , FIGS . 100 A-D AND 1 01 A-F (ANATOMY) .

Distribution . Specimens examined from Liberty county. Previous

published records from ellis and shelby counties.

Remarks . Apparently this snail reaches its western-most limit in

East Texas. It is known to occur from Arkansas to Florida and northward to

Canada.

Euconulus chersinus trochulus (Re inhardt^

c fonulus ^ trochulus reinhardt, 1883, s itzungs- ber . ges. nat.

Freunde zu Berlin , p. 41 .

Euconulus chersinus trochulus Pilsbry , 1 946 , Land Moll. N . Amer . ,

II , Pt. 1 , p. 241 , fig. 11 9f_.

D istribution . Specimens examined from Bandera, Brazoria, Brazos,

Burleson , Burnet , Cameron , Comal , Dallas , Ellis , Fayette , Gonzales ,

Guadalupe , Hardin , Harris, Karnes, Kerr, Lavaca, Liberty, Matagorda,

McLennan, Milam, Nueces, Polk, Refugio, Robertson, San Patricio, Uvalde,

Val Verde, Victoria, Washington counties. Previous published records from

Calhoun, Hays, Hidalgo, Jackson, Kendall, Lee, Live Oak, Medina, Taylor,

Travis counties .

Remarks . This small snail is often found within the Houston city

limits .

guppya gundlachii (pfeiffer)

Helix pusilla Pfeiffer, 1829, Arch. f. Naturgesch. , V, Pt . 1 , p. 351,

Not of Lowe, 1 833.

Helix gundlachi i Pfeiffer, 1840, Arch. f. Naturgesch. , V, Pt . 1 . O.

250.

GUPPYA GUNDLACHII PlLSBRY , 1 946 , LAND MOLL . M . AMER . II , PT . 1 ,

P. 244 , fig. 1 20a.
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Distribution . Specimens examined from no county. Previous publisheo

recoros from cameron and hloalgo counties.

Remarks. Pilsbry (1 946 gives the range of the snail as Florida and

Texas south to Panama ano Venezuela. The records indicate that this small

loely distributed in mexico and central america. in ex-

TREME southeastern Texas it has only been taken on three occasions in river

or beach orift. ano is as yet a dubious member of the living fauna of the state.

Retinella (Glyphalus ' roemeri (Pilsbry and Ferris

vltrea dalliana roemeri pllsbry and ferriss, 1906, proc . ac . nat.

SCI. Phila. LVIII , p. 151 . fig. 8 (4 figs.

Retinella (Glyphalus , Glyphalqides > roemeri Pilsbry , 1 946 , land

Moll. N . Amer. , II , Pt . 1 , p. 277 , figs. 1 38 and 1 39 M-3 .

Distribution . Specimens examined from Bandera, Bastrop. Burleson,

Comal. Edwards, Gonzales, Guadalupe. Harris, Karnes, Kerr, Kimble. McLen-

nan, Nueces, Refugio. Robertson, San Saba. Uvalde. Val Verde counties.

Previous publisheo records from hays. Kendall. Medina, Somervell counties .

Remarks . R . roemeri is nearly restricted to the Balconian Province,

of which it is a characteristic snail. its sporadic occurrence in the gulf

Coast area is mostly in river drift.

It has been taken on occasion in the Houston area (Studewood Park .

Retinella (Glyphyalinia indentata paucilirata (Morelet

Helix paucilirata Morelet , 1851 , Test. Noviss. Ins. Cub. Amer.

Centr . . II , p. 8.

Retinella 'Glyphyalinia indentata pauc ilirata . Pilsbry, 1946, Land

Moll. N. Amer. . II , Pt . 1 , p. 291 . figs. 146 (2 figs . and 1 39 (7-8,

radula and genitalia .

Distribution . Specimens examined from Austin, Bandera. Bexar,

Blanco. Brazoria, Brazos, Brewster. Burleson, Burnet, Cameron, Comal,

Coryell, Culberson, Dallas, DeWitt, Fayette, Fort Bend, Gonzales. Gray-

son, Guadalupe, Hamilton, Hardin, Harris, Hays, Hidalgo. Karnes. Kendall,

Kerr, Lavaca, Lee, Leon. Liberty, Matagorda, McLennan, Medina, Milam,

Nueces, Polk, Refugio, Robertson, San Patricio, San Saba, Tarrant, Travis,

Tyler, Uvalde, Val Verde, Victoria, Waller. Washington counties. Previous

published records from anderson, bastrop, bell, brooks, ellis. frio, garza,

Jeff Davis , Lubbock, Maverick, Real, Somervell, Taylor, Wichita. Willacy,

Wilson counties .

Remarks . R . i. paucilirata occurs over most of Texas. It is often

common and usually found under bark of fallen trees.

It is common in the Houston area.

Mesomphix friabilis fW. G. Binney)

Helix friabilis W . G . Binney , 1 857 , Proc . Ac . Nat. Sci . Phila. , p. 1 87

Mesomphix ' Omphalina
I
friabilis Pilsbry , 1 946 , Land Moll. N . Amer. ,

II , Pt. 1 , p. 328, figs. 168 (2 ,4 ,6 , radala and 169 a-e .
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Distribution . Specimens examined from Austin, Brazoria, Calhoun,
Dewitt, Falls, Fayette, Gonzales, Harris, Hays, Lavaca, Matagorda, Milam,
Refugio, Robertson, Travis, Tyler, Victoria, Washington counties . Previous
published records from bastrop, bell, bexar, bowie, brazos, caldwell, dal-
LAS, Denton. Lampasas, Lee, McLennan, Orange, Waller, Webb, Wharton,
Williamson counties.

Remarks . This species lives abundantly in undisturbed areas of the
city parks of Houston, Texas. It prefers the same type habitat as Mesodon
thysoidus with which it frequently occurs.

hawaiia minuscula (a. blnney)

Helix minuscula A . B inney , 1 840 , Boston Jour . Nat . H ist . , III, p . 435
,

(1 841?^ , Pl. 22 , fig. 4.

HAWAIIA MINUSCULA PlLSBRY , 1 946 , LAND MOLL . N . AMER. , VOL. II , PT . 1

P. 420-424 , figs. 228 a-b , 229 1-3.

d istribution . specimens examined from austin, bandera, bastrop,
Bexar, Brazoria, Brazos, Brewster, Burleson, Burnet, Calhoun, Cameron,
Chambers, Comal, Crockett, Culberson, Dallas, Edwards, El Paso, Fayette,
Fort Bend, Frio, Galveston, Gonzales, Grayson, Guadalupe, Hamilton, Hardin,

Harris, Hidalgo, Karnes, Kerr, Kimble, Knox, Lavaca, liberty, Live Oak,
Madison, Matagorda, McLennan, Milam, Montgomery, Nueces, Pecos, Presidio,

Reeves, Robertson, San Patricio, San Saba, Schleicher, Terrell, Uvalde,

Val Verde Victoria, Washington, Webb, Zapata counties . Previous published

records from Archer , Armstrong, Borden, Briscoe, Brooks, Castro, Crane,

Crosby, Dallam, Dawson, Floyd, Garza, Glasscock, Hartley, Hays, Howard,
Kendall, Lee, Lubbock, Lynn, Martin, Maverick, Medina, Randall, Real,

Roberts, Sherman, Somervell, Stonewall, Tarrant, Taylor, Ward, Wichita.

Willacy, Winkler counties.

Remarks . H. minuscula is at present nearly world-wide in distribution

in tropical and warm temperate areas. Much of this is due to transport by man.

It is often found in green houses in western Europe.

It is a common snail in the Houston city area.

Ventridens demissus (A. B inney)

Helix demissus A . B inney , 1 843 , Boston Journ . Nat. Hist. , IV , Pt . 3 ,

p. 361 ; Pl. 16 , fig. 1 .

Zonites brittsi i Pilsbry , 1 892 , Nautilus , V p . 99.

Ventridens dem issus britts ii , Pilsbry , 1 946 , Land Moll. N . Amer.
,

II , Pt. 1 , P. 460 , figs. 249.

D istribution . Specimens examined from Bowie, Polk, Tyler counties.

Previous published records from Hardin county.

Remarks . Like V_. intertextus , this species enters Texas only in the

Austroriparian Province, where it reaches its extreme southwestern range in

Hardin county. Unlike intertextus in Texas , it is abundant where it is found.

It is common in grassy clearings near Town Bluff, Tyler county. According

to Dr. Bequaert (personal communication) , Z . brittsii is not separable, even

as a subspecies , FROM typical demissus .
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Ventrioens intertextus (A 4 Binney)

HELIX INTERTEXTA A . BlNNEY , 1 841 , BOSTON JOURN . NAT. HlST. . Ill , PT .

4, P. 41 3. PL. XX , fig. 2.

Ventrioens i ntertextus Pilsbry , 1 946 . Land Moll . N . Amer. , 1 1 , Pt . 1

p. 468, figs. 254a-c .

Distribution. Specimens examined from Hardin county. Previous pub-

lished records . None.

Remarks. The Big Thicket", in the Austroriparian Province, of East

Texas represents the southwestern edge of the range of this species. Further
collecting north and east of hardin county will perhaps reveal it in larger

quantities .

zonitoides arboreus (say

Helix arboreus Say , 1 816 , Nicholson's Brit. Ency . , 1 st . Am. Ed. , II ,

Art. Conchology.

zonitoides arboreus pllsbry . 1 946 , land moll . n. amer. , ii, pt. i ,

p. 480, figs. 258f (genitalia^, 260 (6-8, genitalia), 261 (3 figs.) and

FIGS. 262A-C.

Distribution . Specimens examined from Austin, Bandera, Bastrop,
Brazoria, Brazos, Burleson, Comal, Dallas, Fayette, Gonzales, Grayson,
Guadalupe, Hardin, Harris, Harrison, Hays, Jefferson, Karnes, Kerr, Lavaca,
Lee, Leon, Liberty, Matagorda, McLennan, Milam, Navarro, Newton, Nueces,
Polk, Refugio, Robertson, San Patricio, Tyler, Victoria, Washington counties .

Previous published records from Anderson, Bell, Bexar, Cooke, Crosby, Ellis,

Falls, Gaines, Galveston, Garza, Kendall, Somervell, Swisher, Taylor, Titus,
Travis counties .

Remarks . This species now occurs in every state in the United States
except Nevada, but much of its present range is due to transport by man. Ori-
ginally strictly North American , it has been introduced to many areas of the
world, in Texas it is not known from the drier western and southwestern
areas. In the Panhandle it is known only from fossil shells. It occurs under
bark of logs and in leaf mold in damp places.

It is a common snail in the Houston city area.

Striatura meridionalis (H. A. Pilsbry and J. H. Ferriss)

VlTREA MILIUM MERIDIONALIS PlLSBRY AND FERRISS , 1 906 , PROC . ACAD .

Nat. Sci. Phil. , LVIII , p. 152.

Striatura meridionalis Pilsbry , 1 946 , land Moll. N . Amer. , II , Pt. 1 ,

p. 493, figs. 270 (3 FIGS.), figs. 271a_-c.

Distribution. Specimens examined from Bandera, Bastrop, Brewster,
Burleson, Fayette, Guadalupe, Harris, Lavaca, liberty, Mclennan, Milam,
Nueces, Robertson, Uvalde, Washington counties. Previous published records
from Comal, Fort Bend, Hays, Medina, Somervell counties .

Remarks . The author had difficulty in separating this species from
small zonitoides. perhaps the minute size (1 .75 mm. d ia . ) has prevented
more specimens from being collected and identified.

it was collected on one occasion within the houston city limits (stude-
wood Park) .

to be continued
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Discoveries at Aransas Bay Areas by Constance Boone

Though reported in past literature as occurring in Texas, the little clam,

Gemma gemma Totten , hasn't been found alive by collectors in recent years.

On February 11 , 1971 , I revisited a little sandy spit into the Intracoastal

Canal at Port Aransas , because I once collected some very nice Polinices

there , as well as some interesting sayellas and henryas alive . this is a

muddy place, and at low tide the sand bars extend out into the canal where
thick grass grows, about the only way i can collect some of the minute shells

is to pick up every tiny trail with a spoon or trowel and place the whole bit

of sand in a sieve and swish this through water. i seldom really know just

what i have until i get home and can view the material under a microscope.

This time, my reward was four live Gemma gemma . The remainder of the small

shells consisted of tellina tampaensis conrad , cerithium variabile c. b.

Adams . and Lyons ia hyalina flqridana Conrad , to name a few.

Gemma gemma belongs to the subfamily Gemminae of the family VENERIDAE.
Mrs. Winnie Rice's Preliminary Check List of the Mollusca of Texas (October,

19601 does mention that this species is deposited in the main collection of the

Institute of Marine Science at Port Aransas.

The day before, on February 10,1 prowled the back bay area of Packery Chan-

nel, THE INSIDE AREA AT THE END OF MUSTANG ISLAND NEAREST NORTH PADRE ISLAND.

The tide was extremely low after the eclipse and the sand point far inside

from the Mustang Island paved road was completely empty of water. The

grasses are beginning to be prolific again in this area. Here, last year, some

of the Corpus members found Smaragdia viridis alive and also somewhere in the

vicinity they found some tellidora cristata. i did not find either of these

much-desired shells , but i did find my first live haminoea succinea conrad

1846. i thought the little bubble-like shells had red spiral lines on them,

BUT Dr. Helmer Ode has convinced me the spiral lines are just exhibiting some

clay and dirt. the shells were found in tiny trails near the water. under a

lens, the animals are yellowish-green with black spotting or speckles. mrs.

Leola Glass once collected these alive at San Luis Pass, Galveston island,

on the bay side. we sometimes find this translucent little paper bubble in

drift, but it has not been taken alive too often.

Other shells from the sand spit consisted of many live Tellina versicolor

DeKay. They occurred in spit-like trails, and at this low-tide time, you

could observe the glistening of the shells at one end. The only way to col-

lect THESE WITHOUT DAMAGING THE FRAGILE LITTLE SHELLS IS TO COLLECT THE WHOLE

TRAIL IN A SIEVE AND GENTLY WASH OUT THE SAND AT THE WATER'S EDGE. EVERY ONE

OF THESE WERE DEEP PINK RAYED. I CLEAN THEM WHEN I GET HOME BY SOAKING THEM

IN WATER A FEW HOURS AND GENTLY PICKING OUT THE MEAT UNDER A LENS. THERE WERE

ALSO PLENTY OF TELLINA IRIS SAY AVAILABLE , BUT THIS SHELL I GET AT SAN LUIS IN

TRAILS. I HAVE BEEN ABLE TO COLLECT TELLINA VERSICOLOR ALIVE IN TRAILS AT SAN

Luis only rarely. It does frequently wash up on sea weed.

oooOooo
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- - CORRECTION - -

Included with this issue . you will find a re-run of pages 59-60 and 65-66

from the February issue. Through error, the photo of the Parviturboides

interruptus v.as inverted by the printer. please replace the incorrect

pages with this copy.

oooOooo

Shelling Note by H. Ode

During a recent trip to the beach a large number of live Solen viridis were

collected in the tideline. this for texas unusual species has been collect-

ed previously in small numbers at san luis pass, galveston island, but on

March 7, 1971 , hundreds of live specimens washed ashore along High Island

beach, most of which were juveniles. apparently the east texas coast is

the most westward area of occurrence for this species. because it has never

been found west of galveston. it has been reported by parker for the lou-

ISIANA Coast.

oooOooo

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 69

a letter to the society from leola glass was read by dr. ode .

The group discussed Shell Craft and other craft sales at length, bringing up

legal, financial and moral issues, along with publicity aspect of craft dis-

PLAYS .

Following motion was made by John Edstrom. seconded by Sam Miron:

"Craft items made by members will be turned over to the club, on consignment,

with an indication of the cost in writing. items to be furnished only by mem-
bers, not commercial suppliers. after sales , expenses will be paid to suppli-

ERS . Proceeds to Society will be used to defray expenses of club publications.

Foregoing motion was carried by a vote of 13 for one against.

a spontaneous discussion of a proposed shell show occurred on the floor. thir-
teen members voted by standing to have such a show this year.

Connie Boone oiscussed program for the March meeting.

Various members oiscussed the by-laws and what changes may be needed. Pres-
ident Oof asked members to make suggestions for by-law changes to be taken
UP LATER .

oooOooo
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Sphenia Tumida Lewis , 1 968 from Bryan Beach , Freeport , Texas by H . Ode

Seven years ago I collected on Freeport Bryan Beach some shells which wash-

ed UP ON THE BEACH ENCASED IN A BIG LUMP OF DARK BLUE CLAY. THE COMPOSITION

of the molluscfauna of the clay definitely indicated a bay-environment, be-

cause after washing , the clay yielded a number of dead hinged specimens of

Macoma mitchelli Pall. This tellinid bivalve is rarely found on the outer

beaches of the texas coast, but is more common in the brackish water upper

portions of the coastal bays, where it lives. no live molluscs were present

in the clay.

a single rather inflated small valve of a species unknown to me was found in

the debris washed out of the clay and until recently remained a puzzle. it

resembles somewhat a cuspidaria , but on the whole it showed a sufficient

number of differences, which made such an identification implausible. more-
over the other species of shells indicated a bay environment rather than the

deeper water habitat which is common for members of the cusp idar i idae . i

also thought of a possible relationship with hlatella , but again there were

many arguments against such an opinion. so the matter rested until recent-

LY.

In Vol. 6, pp. 23-32, 1968 of the Tulane Studies in Geology and Paleontology,

E. Lewis has published the description and figures of a new species of Sphenia ,

which was obtained from a pleistocene deposit in flagler county in florida.

Both description and figures leave little doubt that the shell picked up on

Bryan Beach is identical with the new species described from Florida and

named Sphenia tumida . The Florida specimens were collected from a bed of

blue, highly foss 1li ferous , argillaceous medium sand, which constitutes part

of the Pamlico formation. The fauna in it contains many elements of a hyper-

saline SHALLOW BAY ENVIRONMENT AND HARDLY ANY ELEMENTS INDICATING LOWER SA-

LINITIES. Perhaps Tellina texana is one of those. Lewis postulated for the

Florida shells "a high salinity, shallow water bay-environment with a pre-

dominantly SAND OR SAND MUD SUBSTRATE, CONSIDERABLE WAVE ACTION, WEAK CUR-
O O

rents, and a minimum water temperature of 50 f. to 60 f."

for a description and additional information on sphenia tumida we refer the

reader to the paper of lewis cited above, but we will note here some addi-

tional points of interest. the freeport specimen is in most respects quite

similar to the florida specimens but differs , as do some other florida shells ,

from the holotype and paratypes . the latter are described as thin shelled,

finely striated and not larger than 9 mm. our specimen is of unequal thick-

ness and especially at the margins the shell is somewhat thickened and not

thin, the sculpture is rather rough and finally the shell is over 12 mm. in

size. Hinge characters and pallial sinus are as far as can be seen — the

shell is slightly worn in exact agreement with the florida material. in

his discussion of occurrences of sphenia tumida in florida other than the

type locality lewis mentions specimens which differ slightly from the types

in several respects. in particular these valves are thicker and heavier and

are considered by lewis to be an ecotypic variant of s . tumida . this mater-

ial comes closest to the freeport beach specimen.

The Texas specimen must, unlessevidence to the contrary comes to light, be

considered a derivative of a brackish water bay environment. the above men-
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TIONED DIFFERENCES MAY BE OUE TO DIFFERENCES IN SALINITY; IT IS ALSO POSSIBLE

THAT OUR SPECIMEN DISPLAYS CERONTIC CHARACTERISTICS. THE AGE OF THE TEXAS
SPECIMEN IS UNKNOWN AND DIFFICULT TO ASCERTAIN WITHOUT FURTHER STUDY OF THE

MATERIAL FROM WHICH IT WAS RECOVERED. A PLEISTOCENE AGE IS QUITE POSSIBLE.

S. TUMIDA MUST BE AN UNUSUAL SPECIES BECAUSE UNTIL NOW IT HAS ESCAPED THE

ATTENTION OF SHELL COLLECTORS ALONG THE SHORES OF THE NORTHERN GULF. COL-
LECTING ALONG THE MUD BANKS OF THE INTRACOASTAL CANAL NEAR FREEPORT AND OTHER
PARTS OF THE TEXAS COAST MIGHT DISCLOSE ADDITIONAL SPECIMENS.

WE HOPE TO FIGURE THE SPECIMEN IN A FUTURE ISSUE OF THE TEXAS CONCHOLOG 1ST

.

oooOooo

More on Mus by Constance Boone

cypraea mus was given an inappropriate name by llnneaus! while visiting in

Corpus Christi recently, I talked with Mrs. Maggie Ross, one of the three

Texans who collected Cyp. mus alive in Venezuela. She happened to remark
that she observed boys out in the lagoon collecting the cypraea and asked them
what they wanted with them. it seems that the men of the village wanted
the shells because they ate the meat. this was supposed to increase virility.

oooOooo

Two Minute Shells from Guaymas by Constance Boone

I WAS ASKED RECENTLY WHAT SHELLS I COLLECTED ON MY TRIP TO GUAYMAS , SONORA
,

Mexico, this last January, that I was especially proud to obtain. My reply
WAS IMMEDIATE. WHILE THE TWO SPECIES WOULD NOT APPEAL TO EVERYONE, MY
PRIZE FINDS WERE OF LIVE-TAKEN ZlNEZONA RIMULOIDES CARPENTER , 1 865 , AND LIVE -

TAKEN OXYNOE PANAMENSIS PlLSBRY AND OlSSQN . 1943. THE REASON, I GUESS , IS

THAT I HAVE DESIRED SIMILAR SPECIES FROM THE ATLANTIC AND GULF WATERS FOR A

VERY LONG TIME , AND HAVE JUST RECENTLY ACQUIRED SCHISMOPE CINGULATA O.G .

Costa, 1861 , from Florida, dredged and sent to me by a friend. I still
HAVEN'T GOTTEN THE OXYNOE FROM FLORIDA. EDNA MARCOTT ONCE DREW THIS ANI-

MAL AND SHELL FOR PUBLICATION IN SEAFARI AND THE FLORIDA COLLECTORS TALK OF
GETTING THIS MOLLUSK ON ALGAE.

ZlNEZONA AND SCHISMOPE ARE MINUTE SPECIES OF ABOUT ONE MILLIMETER THAT BE-
LONG in the Family SC I SS U R E L L I DA E . They are slit-shells , minute mol-
LUSKS THAT HAVE A BELT GROOVE AROUND THE MIDDLE WHIRL, WITH AN OPEN SLIT
THEREIN TO THE EDGE, WHICH IS SUPPOSED TO CLOSE IN THE SPECIES WHEN ADULT.
The Schismope I found were crawling near the spines on Pinna ruguosa . The
ANIMAL IS PALE STRAW COLORED. CHECK THE SCHISMOPE SPECIES DESCRIBED IN

CARIBBEAN SEASHELLS AND SEE MYRA KEENS DRAWING IN SEA SHELLS OF TROPICAL
West America for the two other species.

MY OXYNOE WERE FOUND CRAWLING ALONG UNDER ROCKS MUCH LIKE GARDEN SLUGS, EX-
CEPT THESE WERE SHERBET, LIME GREEN. THE ANIMAL IS MUCH BIGGER THAN THE
LITTLE FOLOED-IN TYPE BUBBLE SHELL IT COVERS. UNDER A LENS , THE ANIMAL WAS
COVERED WITH REDDISH DOTS. THEY WERE FOUND NEAR AN ALGAE BLOOM NEAR A SEW-
AGE DISPOSAL INTO THE BAY.

OOOOOOO
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Next Meeting

Safari to Africa for Shells

Another real treat is in store for members at the April meeting. This time

we'll have a "Shelling Safari to Africa". Mrs. C. Camden Ernest of San

Antonio will be our guest speaker to tell about two collecting trips to Africa,

the most recent last fall. she will bring shells to show and have a movie.

The meeting, as usual, will be held at the Houston Museum of Natural Science

and will begin at 8 p.m. on april 28. bring your friends.

TWO YEARS AGO, I5ABELL ERNEST FLEW TO AFRICA TO SHELL AND MEET WITH SOME VERY

WELL KNOWN COLLECTORS. WHEN SHE CAME BACK FROM THIS TRIP, SHE GOT OFF THE

PLANE AND HANDED HER HUSBAND THE FAMED CYPRAEA FULTONI SOWERBY , 1903. THIS

COWRIE HAS BEEN RECOVERED ONLY FROM THE STOMACHS OF FISH. MANY OF THE COW-
RIES from Africa are known only from beach specimens or from deep water.

Mrs. Ernest will be able to display many of her treasures from the Indian

Ocean .

Our members are also reminded of the auction of the two prime specimens of

the Tiger Cowrie donated by Mr. E. R. Cross of the Hawaiian Malacological

Society.

sjc sfc 4*

37th Annual Meeting of the American Malacological Union

This meeting will be held from July 1 5 to 1 9 at Cocoa Beach, Florida. Those

who plan to attend should make reservations now. several interesting field

trips are planned.

Several of our members won trophies and first place in the divisions they en-

tered at The Rock and Mineral and Shell Show in Bay City, March 5th and 6th.

* * * * *

Three Nudibranchs from South Padre Island. by H. Ode

From Mr. George Linney I received three different species of live collected

NUDIBRANCHS FROM THE LAGUNA MADRE AND THE CAUSEWAY AT SOUTH PADRE ISLAND.

Unfortunately I cannot identify them. One is a small grayish animal of uni-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 92
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELLS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

Correction!

in the previous issue, the name of one os the listed species was misspelled.

albina cerithidioides should be alabina cer ith id ip ides .

Fam ily Hydrobiidae

llttoridinops monroensis frauenfeld , 1863. this species is often so common
in beachdrift in the galveston area, mainly san luis pass , that, although
it lives mostly in fresh or almost fresh water, it should be listed here.

The identification made here cannot be considered definite, AS we HAVE not

ANALYSED ANY LIVE MATERIAL. THIS SPECIES, AND IN ALL PROBABILITY, A NUM-
BER OF RELATED SPECIES, CLOSELY RESEMBLING IT, OCCUR IN BEACHDRIFT ALONG
THE ENTIRE TEXAS COAST FROM SABINE TO PORT ISABEL.

Figured in: See Book of Review , Tex. Conch . , Vol. 6 , p. 56.

Previous references: List of Dr. H. Harry
Localities: Along the entire Texas coast.

llttoridinops sp. indet. one of these related species is mentioned here. at
Rockport

, Port Aransas and South Padre Island a number of shells of a

related species has been collected. they are thicker in structure, less
INFLATED, AND SLIGHTLY SMALLER IN SIZE.THAN L. MONROENSIS. THE SPECIES
is unknown to us.

Figured in: Not available

Previous references: None
Localities: Rockport, Port Aransas , South Padre Island.

CALIPYRGULA C I RCU MSTR IATA LEONARD AND HO , 1960. BEACHDRIFT AT PORT ISABEL
and Port Mansfield usually contains some specimens of this species. No
LIVE SPECIMENS HAVE EVER BEEN COLLECTED AND IT IS POSSIBLE THAT THE SPECIES
is extinct. the species was described from old deposits along the pecos
River, but it is unlikely that our material was transported that far. This
LITTLE SHELL IS EXTREMELY VARIABLE IN SCULPTURAL DETAIL.
Figured in: Nautilus, Vol. 73, p. 125, pl . 12, figs. 1-3.
Previous references: Texas Conchologist.
Localities: Port Mansfield, Port Isabel.
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Family Diplodontidae

dlplodonta turgida verrill and smith , 1 881 . it is possible that this species

is no longer correctly designated by above name , but lacking the pertinent

information we have decided to name it thus. there is no doubt that our

specimens are fully identical with the shell figured in the famous bulletin

39 by dall. this species is common in offshore dredgings and is the lar-

gest and most inflated of all texas dlplodontas. so far only collected

on a beach near port o'connor where about 20 live specimens of various

sizes were obtained, and at san luis pass, where two worn specimens

were taken

.

Figured in: 22

Previous references: none

Localities: San Luis Pass, Port O'Connor.

Family Tellinidae.

Tellina sybaritica Pall, 1881. A large number of dead specimens were ob-

tained FROM DRIFT COLLECTED AT THE COAST GUARD STATION AT SOUTH PADRE

Island. The species differs in sculpture and coloration from Tellina

versicolor . The latter is widespread and common in beachdrift and is

known alive from several locations , but t\ sybaritica , which appears to

live slightly deeper is so far a rare beachshell. possibly introduced by

shrimpers at this location.

Figured in: 3 , 21

Previous references: none

Localities: South Padre Island.

Family Cardiidae .

Laevicardium pictum Ravenel , 1861. This abundant offshore species has

been taken on st. joseph island and at port isabel. at the latter

location a few specimens were rafted ashore on a clump of whipcoral.

it is a quite variable shell, which can vary considerably in flatness. l.

fiski Richards in our opinion is merely a small inflated form of it.

Figured in: 3 ,4 ,21

Previous references: 19, listed by Harry.

Localities: St. Joseph Island, South Padre Island.

Papyridea semisulcatum Gray, 1825. A very small juvenile valve of this

rather rare species was taken from beachdrift collected at the coast
Guard Station at South Padre Island. (Febr. 1970, coll. Ode-). It is

completely different from valves of the same size of the related species

p. soleniforme « but is exactly similar to valves obtained near miami ,

Florida. As far as we know , this is the first reference to this species

for the western glji.f. however, an adventitious origin of this species

cannot be ruled out, bfcaust "exotic" shell'-: are occasionally collected

at this location .

Figured in: 3 ,21

Previous references: none

Localities: South Padre Island.
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MOLLUSC AN A BY W . W. Sutow , M. D.

This month's comments might well be titled EXCERPTS FROM A MARSHALL
ISLANDS DIARY". They concern things that happened during my recent (Febru-

ary and March, 1971) trip to the Marshall Islands. Since shells and sheli-

collectors are involved. these paragraphs may be of interest to the club mf

BERS.

First, there is Ernie Libby, former member of the Houston Conchology Society,

now living on saipan in the marshall islands. to his friends, the medical re-

PORT on Ernie is exceptionally good. The best evidence for the success of his

BILATERAL HIP REPLACEMENT LAST YEAR WAS THE SIGHT OF ERNIE SHELLING ALONG THE

REEF ON RONGELAP KNEE-DEEP IN THE SWIRLING SURF. ERNIE IS NOW CONTRIBUTING

HIS BOUNDLESS ENERGIES AND TALENTS TO THE ACTIVITIES OF THE NEWLY FORMED SAI-

PAN Shell Club. This includes the publication of their club journal SHELL
'N TELL . (Ernie says his club members will be looking for exchange contacts .i

Second, we verified some exciting news concerning Strombus taurus . Several

of the collections we saw on kwajalein displayed nice specimens of strombus

taurus. on inquiry, we found that these came from the kwajalein lagoon.

Hitherto, this specifs was considered to be restricted to the Rongelap Atoll.

(Rongelap Atoll is some 150 miles northwest of the Kwajalein Atoll . Appar-

ently THE TAURUS IS FOUND AT DEPTHS OF 60 FEET TO 160 FEET AND BEYOND. IT IS

POSSIBLE THEREFORE THAT WITH SCUBA GEAR ONE MIGHT LOCATE STROMBUS TAURUS IN

DEEP WATERS OF OTHER ATOLLS.

Third, I would like to mention Elmer leehman and Ellis Cross. Elmer is vice-

president OF THE HAWAIIAN MALACOLOG ICAL SOCIETY AND CHAIRMAN OF THIS YEAR'S

Shell Show - a big event in Honolulu. Elmer drove me to the Cross residence.

Ellis was doing some hard research on a planned article on pleurotomarias but

he took time out to chat about shells , shelling and shellers . when i left ,

Ellis put a matched pair of giant tiger cowries (Cypraea schilderiana i in my
hands and said that they were being donated for the houston concholog ical

Society shell auction. The proceeds are to be used to defray publication ex-

penses OF THE TEXAS CONCHOLOGIST . Can you beat SUCH GENEROSITY?

i should also mention the specimen i saw of the spondylus species. the thing

was fully 14 inches in diameter and the valves were more than an inch thick,

a few of these bivalves had been found attached to cables in 60 feet of water
on kwajalein. deano dean, the diver, who had found these specimens (and had

gone to the trouble of locating one for me to inspect) apologized for showing
me a small one only. he had actually collected some that were considerably
larger! i would be interesting to speculate on this apparent giantism since

most biological growth phenomena seem to have built-in limits.

Finally, it may be news to report that the Kwajalein Shell Club is being re-
organized. A HIGH LEVEL OF ENTHUSIASM WAS APPARENT AMONG THE 30 PLUS COLLEC-
TORS WHO ATTENDED THE MEETING. SINCE ALMOST ALL KWAJALEIN COLLECTORS SEEM
TO BE GOOD DIVERS, CHANCES OF EXCHANGING FOR EXOTIC SPECIMENS SHOULD BE REAL.
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Distribution and Ecology of the Terrestrial Mollusks by Paul L. McGee
of the texascoastal counties (continued)

Anguispira alternata strongylodes (Pfeiffer)

Helix strongylodes Pfeiffer, 1854, Proc . Zool. Soc . , London, p. 53.

Anguispira alternata strongylodes Pilsbry, 1948, Land Moll. North
Amer.. II. Pt. 2, p. 577, FIGS. 310A-B.

Distribution: Specimens examined from Austin, Brazoria, Brazos, .

Burleson, Chambers, Dallas, DeWitt, Fayette, Fort Bend, Galveston, Gon-
zales, Hamilton, Harris, Hays, Lavaca, Matagorda, McLennan, Nueces, Rob-

ertson, Victoria, Wharton counties. Previous published records from Bastrop,

Bell, Bowie, Caldwell, Colorado, Comal, Coryell, Grayson, Guadalupe,

Jackson, Travis, Willacy, Williamson counties.

Remarks: This species, A . alternata , was one of the first to be dis-

covered in America. It has a variety of habitats that range from aboreal to

burrowing. Most typically, it has been found under dead logs and in shallow

burrows. The subspecies strongylodes is differentiated by the reduced color

of the spots and a somewhat weaker ribbing. its distribution in texas is local-

IZED to the Texan Province.

It should be looked for in the Houston City area; the only record from there

being open to question.

Anguispira alternata crassa b. Walker
Anguispira alternata crassa "Clapp" B. Walker, 1928, Terr. Moll.

Alabama , p. 1 1 , fig . 161.

Anguispira alternata crassa Pilsbry, 1948, Land Moll. North Amer.
,

II, Pt. 2, p. 579, figs. 313a-g.

Distribution : Specimens examined from Hardin, Harris, Jasper counties.

Previous published records from Cass, Shelby counties.

Remarks: This race has a wide range in the southwestern states to the

east. It differs from strongylodes in having a HEAVIER , MORE STRONGLY ribbed

shell. The color markings are also more pronounced. The "Big Thicket" of

East Texas probably represents its western range. It is found in more humid

habitats than strongylodes. It is one of the distinctive elements of the Austro-

riparian Province.

The nearest locality to Houston of this form is the San Jacinto River bottoms

near Sheldon .

Helicodiscus (Helicodiscus) eigenmanni Pilsbry

Helicodiscus eigenmanni Pilsbry , 1 900 , Nautilus , XIV , Pt. 4 , pg . 41 .

Helicodiscus eigenmanni Pilsbry, 1948, land Moll. North Amer. , II

Pt. 2, p. 630, figs. 342A-C.

Distribution: Specimens examined from Bandera, Brazoria, Brazos,

Brewster, Burleson, Burnet, Calhoun, Comal, Dallas, El Paso, Hardin,

Harris, Fort Bend, Fayette, Jeff Davis, Kerr, Knox, lee, Matagorda,

Mclennan, Milam, Nueces, Pecos, Polk, Refugio, Robertson, San Patricio,

San Saba, Travis, Uvalde, Val Verde counties. Previous published records

from Bastrop, Borden, Briscoe, Brooks, Cameron, Clay, Cooke, Crosby,
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Dallam, Ellis, Hays, Hidalgo, Garza, Howard, Jackson, Kendall, Lubbock,

Lynn, Medina, Randall, Real, Somervell, Stonewall, Swisher, Terrell
,

ward counties.

Remarks: Most probably this species is more generally distributed

in Texas than present records show, it is found most frequently beneath

bark of oeao trees, with a seeming preference for those still standing.

it has been taken occasionally in the houston clty area.

punctum vitreum h. b. baker

punctum vitreum h . b. baker. 1930, occ . pap. mus . zool . michigan,

No. 220 , P. 9, PL . 7 , figs. 3 TO 6.

PUNCTUM VITREUM PlLSBRY , 1 948 , LAND MOLL. NORTH AMER., II, PT. 2,

P. 649, FIGS. 356A-D.

Distribution : Specimens examined from Bandera, Brazoria, Brewster,

Burleson, Comal, Harris, Karnes, Lavaca, Madison, McLennan, Robertson,

Somervell, Victoria, Washington counties. Previous published records from

Archer, Bastrop, Bosque, Colorado, Hays, Medina, Uvalde, Val Verde coun-

ties.

Remarks: P . vitreum is probably more widely distributed in Texas than

PRESENT RECORDS SHOW. OWING TO ITS MINUTE SIZE (0 . 8 TO 1 MM. IN DIAMETER) IT

EASILY ESCAPES OBSERVATION. THERE ARE THREE RECORDS FROM HARRIS COUNTY, ONE

OF THEM FROM WITHIN THE HOUSTON ClTY LIMITS.

PHILOMYCUS CAROLINIANUS FLEXUOLARIS Rafinesque

Philomycus flexuolaris Rafinesque , 1 820 , Annals of Nature , p. 10.

philomycus carolinianus flexuolaris pllsbry, 1948, land moll . north
Amer. , II, Pt. 2, p. 756, figs. 403c (internal anatomy) , 405, 406a,b,c,f.

Distribution : Specimens examined from Fort Bend, Gonzales, Hardin,

Harris, Leon, Montgomery, Newton, Polk, Tyler counties . Previous published

records from Anoerson , Falls, Liberty, McLennan counties.

Remarks: This slug is ubiquitous from Southern Ontario to Alabama
and enters the eastern section of texas and oklahoma. it is easily recog-

nized and can readily be found in the river bottoms under decaying wood where
it feeds on fungus.

It is common in Houston at Memorial Park.

Catinella avara (Say)

SUCCINEA AVARA SAY . 1824, IN KEATING'S NARRATIVE OF LONG'S EXPEDITION;

II , Appendix , p. 260.

SUCCINEA AVARA PlLSBRY , 1948 , LAND MOLL . NORTH AMER. , II , PT . 2 ,

p. 837 , fig. 455C-K.

SUCCINEA VERMETA SAY. 1829, NEW HARMONY DISSEMINATOR, II, P. 230.

Catinella avara W. H. Pease, 1871.

Distribution : Specimens examined from Aransas, Bandera, Brazoria,
Burleson, Comal, Coryell, Dallas, El Paso, Gillespie, Gonzales, Hardin,
Harris, Hidalgo, Karnes, Kleberg, Leon, Liberty, Live Oak, Milam, Nueces,
Polk, Presidio, Refugio, Roberston , Tarrant, Tyler, Uvalde, Victoria,
Washington, Wharton counties. Previous published records from Bastrop,
Bexar, Borden, Briscoe .Crane , Crockett, Crosby, Dallam, Dawson, Ellis,
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Falls, Floyd, Gaines , Garza , Glasscock, Hays, Howard, Jeff Davis, Jef-

ferson, Kinney, Lubbock, Lynn, Martin, McLennan, Medina, Pecos, Randall,

Reeves, Rockwall, Sherman, Swisher, Titus, Travis, Val Verde , Ward, Webb,
Wilson, Winkler .counties.

Re marks: Catinella avara is perhaps the most common and widespread— Q
AMBER SNAIL (SUCC INE ID) OF NORTH AMERICA (AS FAR NORTH AS LAT . 62 V, SOUTHWARD

IT EXTENDS INTO NORTHERN MEXICO. IT SEEMS TO ADAPT ITSELF TO A VERY WIDE RANGE

OF ECOLOGICAL CONDITIONS AND IS OFTEN SPREAD ABOUT BY MAN; IT IS FREQUENTLY FOUND

IN DRY TO SEMI-ARID ENVIRONMENTS.

SUCCINEA LUTEOLA GOULD

SUCCINEA LUTEOLA A. GOULD , 1848, PROC . BOSTON SOC . NAT. HlST., Ill,

P. 37.

SUCCINEA LUTEOLA PlLSBRY , 1 948, LAND MOLL . NORTH AMER. , 1 1 , PT . 2 ,

p. 828, figs. 499b (genitalia) and 450a-g.

Distribution: Specimens examined from Aransas, Blanco, Cameron,

Frio, Hidalgo, Jeff Davis, Jim Wells, Kenedy, Kimble, Kinney, Lee, Milam,

Nueces, Pecos, Starr, Terrell, Victoria, Webb, Zapata counties . Previous

published records from Bexar, Brazoria, Comal, Dallas, Galveston, Guadalupe,

Harris, Kendall, Maverick, McLennan, Medina, Mitchell, Reeves, San Pa-

tricio, Tarrant, Travis, Uvalde, Wharton, Willacy counties.

Remarks: This species is found in many habitats away from water. This

snail is extremely variable in almost every respect such as size, color, shape

and sculpture. some of the previous published records may therefore be based

on misidentifications.

There is one published record from Harris Co. (Houston) , which should

be confirmed, as neither the author nor dr. bequaert collected it there.

STROBILOPS (STROBILOPS) LABYRINTH ICA TEXAS IANA PlLSBRY AND FERRISS.

STROBILOPS LABYRINTHICA TEXAS IANA PlLSBRY AND FERRISS, 1906, PROC .

Acad. Nat. Sci . , Phila. , LVIM , p. 1 47 .

STROBILOPS TEXAS IANA PlLSBRY , 1 948 , LAND MOLL. NORTH AMER. , II , PT . 2 ,

P. 856 , figs. 464 (5-1 1).

Distribution: Specimens examined from Austin, Bandera, Bosque, Bra-

zoria, Brazos, Burleson, Burnet, Calhoun, Comal, Dallas, Fayette, Fort

Bend, Galveston, Grayson, Guadalupe, Hamilton, Hardin, Harris, Hays,

Karnes, Kendall, Kerr, Lavaca, Liberty, Matagorda, McLennan, Nueces,

Refugio, San Patricio, Travis, Victoria, Washington, Zapata counties.

Previous published records from Bastrop, Bexar, Brooks, Cameron, Cooke,

Crosby, Dallam, Ellis, Frio, Garza, Hidalgo, Jackson, Jefferson, Lee,

Lubbock, Somervell, Tarrant, Wichita, Willacy counties.

Remarks: _S_. _l. texasiana is generally distributed over the eas-

tern half of Texas. Over one half of all small snails found in drift on the

beaches of Texas belong to this species. Wherever it occurs it is abundant.

It is found most commonly under bark of rotting logs.

It is a common snail within the Houston City limits.

strobilops (dlscostrobilops) hubbard i (a. d. brown)

Helix hubbardi A. D. Brown, 1861, Proc . Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., p.

335.
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strobilops hubbard! pllsbry , 1948, land moll. north amer. , ii, pt.

2, p. 865, figs. 468 (1-9 .

Distribution: Specimens examined from Calhoun, Nueces, Refugio

counties. Previous published records, none.

Remarks: This species is known from northeastern Mexico, the Gulf

Coast in Texas. Mississippi, Florida, Georgia, Cuba, Jamaica and the Ba-

hamas. IT WAS ORIGINALLY DESCRIBED FROM A FEW DEAO SHELLS COLLECTED AT

inoianola, calhoun county, presumably in beachdrift. a few additional dead

specimens were collected in 1957-1958 by the author and dr. bequaert from

beach drift at the north eno of paore island , nueces county , and from drift

of the Guadalupe River, three miles northeast of Tivoli, Refugio County

(three to four miles above the mouth of the river in San Antonio Bay). No

living specimens have been collected in texas and it is most doubtful that

the species is now part of the texas fauna.

gastrocopta (vertigopsis i pentodon (say)

vertigo pentodon say , 1 821 , journ . acad. nat. sc i . ph il . , ii , p. 376 .

gastrocopta (vertigopsis) pentodon pllsbry, 1948, land moll . north

Amer. . II , Pt. 2 , p. 886 , figs. 477 (2 , 3 and 5-8 .

Pupa tappaniana "Ward" C . B . Adams , in Thompson's History of Ver-

mont , p. 1 58.

gastrocopta (vertigqps is tappaniana pllsbry, 1948, land moll . n.

Amer. , II , Pt. 2, p. 889, fig. 477 (9 .

Distribution : Specimens examined from Austin, Bandera, Brazoria,

Brazos, Burleson, Calhoun, Cameron, Comal, El Paso, Fayette, Fort Bend,

Galveston, Harris, Jeff Davis, Kerr, Lavaca, liberty, Madison, Matagorda,

McLennan .Medina , Milam, Nueces. Reeves, Refugio, Robertson, San Patri-

cio, San Saba, Uvalde, val Verde, Victoria, Washington counties . Previous

published records from archer, armstrong, bastrop , briscoe, brooks,

Colorado, Crosby, Dallam, Ellis, Frio, Gaines, Garza, Hardeman, Hartley,

Hays, Lee, Lubbock, Maverick. Randall, Roberts, Somervell, Swisher, Tay-
lor, Ward, Willacy counties .

Remarks: G. pentodon is extremely variable in most shell characters,

such as shape, size, and number of apertural teeth; nine different names have

been proposed for 1st variations, none of them worthy of recognition, even as

subspecies, according to dr. bequaert (personal communication). |n particu-
lar, he states that the more obese ("ovate-conic ") form called g_. tappaniana
by pllsbry (his fig. 477(9 of 1948), is connected by transitional specimens with
the more slender ("oblong-conic" 1 form (pllsbry's figs. 477 (2,3, and 7-8) of

1 948i . Moreover , the name tappaniana was originally based on the more
SLENDER FORM, AS SHOWN BY C . B. ADAMS' TYPE (SEE W. J. CLENCH, 1965,

Nautilus, LXXVIII, p. 106), which is nearer in shape to Pilsbry's fig. 7 of

typical pentodon . than to his fig. 9 of his supposed tappaniana.

pllsbry pointed out that g_. pentodon is found over a greater area than any
other North American Gastrocopta. it appears to be generally distributed

in Texas, although there are as yet few records from the Austroriparian
Province. It is taken occasionally within the Houston City limits.

TO BE CONTINUED,
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Odostomia dianthophila Wells and Wells, 1961 by H. Ode

For a Texas shellcollector it is somewhat surprising to note that this species

was described only as late as 1961 from the carolinas. this small gastropod

is not rare in beachdrift all along the texas coast and is sometimes dredged

in considerable numbers alive in the inlets and shallower portions of the tex-

as offshore shelf. the species is considerably smaller than its related spec-

ies in the genus menestho in texas and is far more barrelshaped . the photo-

graph of a somewhat worn beach specimen collected at san luis pass shows

clearly the differences in sculpture between 0_, dianthophila and other species

of Odostomia in Texas. It belongs in view of shape and sculpture in the Men-
estho group of qpostomias and is best placed in the genus fargoa of bartsch .

in the past undoubtedly the species has been confused with small specimens of

o. seminuda . but these are quite different in many respects. especially the

structure of the nucleus is in_0_. d ianthoph ila qu ite different from that of o.

seminuda .

the distribution of the animal indicates that it is a carolinian species. about

its mode of life little is known. it has been collected alive on living oyster-

,LS in Christmas Bay near Freeport and in thf: gays around Port Aransas, so

THAT PRESUMABLY IT PARASITIZES OTHER MOLLUSCS. THE SPECIES HAS BEEN REPORTED

0' ' ORE IN THE TEXAS CONCHOLOG 1ST .

S jrces: 1961. Odostomia dianthophila Wells and Wells, Nautilus, Vol. 74,

4 p. 149-157.

Odostomia dianthophila , collected from beachdrift at San Luis Pass

Size: 1.71 mm. Photograph by F. van Morkhoven.
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HENRYA GOt-DMANI BARTSCH 1947. BY H. OOE

This very small species is appare despreao along the Texas coast. Sel-

dom FOUNO IN BEACHORIFT ALONG THE OUTER BEACHES . IT IS NOT UNUSUAL IN DRIFT ALONG

the inlets ano recently was dredged in considerable numbers in the channels of

Christmas Bay. Mrs. Connie Boone has collected live specimens crawling on

the muoflats near port aransas.

The systematic position of the genus Henrya is in my opinion unsettleo. Bart-

sch placed it in the family aclioidae . but this position seems, in view of many

structural details exhibiteo by these shells . highly doubtful. at a first

glance the small shells of henrya appear extremely close to juveniles of

truncatella ano i would suggest that the genus should be placed close to that

GENUS. The three species so far known, have all been collected in coastal

ENVIRONMENTS: FLORIDA. YUCATAN AND THE BAHAMAS. FROM A STUDY OF THE ORI-

GINAL PAPER BY BARTSCH IT IS NOT OU ITE CLEAR WHAT THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE

THREE DESCRIBED SPECIES: H_. GOLDMAN I . H. MORRISON! AND H_. HENRYI ARE. |N THE

Texas material which I have seen, all three forms seem to occur, so that it

SEEMS POSSIBLE THAT ONLY A SINGLE SOMEWHAT VARIABLE SPECIES IS INVOLVED LIVING

ON MOST OF THE COASTLINE OF THE GULF OF MEXICO AND THE BAHAMAS.

GOLDMAN! FROM BEACHORIFT COLLECTED AT SAN LUIS PAbS

Size: 1 .40 mm. Photograph by Mr. F. wan Morkhoven.
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Henrya spec indet. from beachdrift clooected at San Luis Pass.

Size: 1.65 mm. Photograph taken by Mr. F. van Morkhoven

The figure shows a beach specimen from San Luis Pass, Galveston Island, 1.40

mm. in length. the nucleus is very much the same in structure as that of

truncatella and at least a relationship with the pyramidellids appears ex-

CLUDED.

In Texas another, apparently undescribed form, heavily ribbed, has been found,

which is conspicuously different in shape. until recently only a few beachworn

specimens from san luis pass, galveston island, had been collected, but a

few weeks ago several fresher specimens were dredged close to the entrance

of Christmas Bay. A figure of a somewhat worn and damaged beach specimen

is shown in the photograph, taken by Mr. F. van Morkhoven.

Both species have been reported for Texas in the Texas Conchologist: Vol. 6

(4), p. 34, 35.

Sources: 1 947 . Bartsch , P. , Smith. Misc . Coll. , Vol. 106 , (20) , p. 13, 14,

PL. 3, figs. 1,2,3. (all three species) .
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CONTINUEO FROM PAGE 81

FORM COLOR AND ABOUT 1 CM. IN LENGTH WHEN CRAWLING, WITH LONG PAPILLAE ON ITS

BACK. THE SECOND ONE IS ABOUT AN INCH IN LENGTH WHEN CRAWLING. ITS BODY HAS A

SOFT PINK COLOR AND IS COVEREO BY OENSE AND LONG PAPILLAE OF MUCH DARKER COLOR.

D'^TH THESE SPECIES GIVE ME THE IMPRESSION TO BELONG SOMEWHERE IN THE SUPER-

FAMILY AEOLIDIACEA . THE THIRD SPECIES, OVER AN INCH IN LENGTH, IS A MUCH SMOOTH-

ER ANIMAL OF YELLOWISH BROWN COLOR WITH DARKER SPOTS. AT A GUESS THIS MIGHT

BE DlSCODORIS HEDGPETHI MARCUS AND MARCUS 1959, BECAUSE THE ANIMAL RESEMBLES

SOMEWHAT THE FIGURE OF A RELATED SPECIES. SINCE ALL 3 ANIMALS WERE DEAD WHEN

I VIEWED THEM, BUT STILL IN GOOD CONDITION, THEY WERE PRESERVED FOR FUTURE REF-

ERENCE.

* * * * *

Report March Meeting

nil utes of previous meeting were read and approved as read.

Mrs. Van Erp gave the Treasurer's report. Our bank balance was $1 ,413.01 .

Lloyd Meister discussed the shell fair plans. He reported that members

s 'ould contact him about display space needs as soon as possible. displays

will be set up wednesday evening may 5th , with the fair to run through thui

day, Friday and Saturday.

Mrs. Miron asked members to turn in the shells they are giving for package

shell sales. they need time for packaging and pricing.

dr. sutow presented the club with 2 beautiful tlger cowries that were donai, •)

by Mr. E. R. Cross of the Hawaiian Malacological Society. These lovely sheu
are to be auctioned to members in april meeting. we are sending a letter of

thanks to mr . e. r. cross. our members were impressed with these shells.

Dr. Ode reported a joint outing with the Houston Underwater Society at High

Island, Sunday, March 28. He urged us all to collect shells for the shell

fair at this and all other opportunities.

Mr. Miron discussed with other members the possibility of raising subscription

price to the Texas Conchologist. "Not now!", they said.

Connie Boone introduced Wayne and Audrey Holiman of Edinburg, who showed
slides and films of their shelling expedition trip to mexico and baja , cali-
FORNIA. Excellent pictures and interesting commentary, especially of live

specimen shells and water birds.

The members enjoyed the evening very much. Our thanks to Mr. and Mrs.
Holiman.
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May 26 Meeting on Australian Collecting

Miss JaNeva Porter of the Galveston Shell Club will present a program on a

recent trip to collect shells on coral reefs and islands in the pacific at the

May 26 meeting to be held at 8p.m. at the Houston Museum of Natural Science.

Last fall Miss Porter and her mother travelled to Australia, New Zealand

and Fiji. She was able to catch a really low tide on a fabulous coral reef.

She has promised to bring shells and slides to show, and the program will be

informative and different for our members. So plan to attend and bring your

FRIENDS.

Report April Meeting by Fritz lang

Meettng was called to order at 8:00 p.m. by Dr. Helmer Ode, Chairman.

Mrs. Van Erp gabe Treasurer's report. Our bank balance was $1 ,220.72.

Mr. Lloyd Meister reported on the Shell Fair and Mrs. Miron called for help

in packaging and selling of material in the shell store.

Fern heinke reported on shell craft and invitations.

Chairman Ode appointed Mr. Dexter and Mr. Edstrom as election committee

to count votes.

The two Tiger Cowries were auctioned by Fay Dryden.

Dr. Sutow reported the Santa Barbara Shell Show to be on July 31 and August

1. "We are all invited," he said. (Editor: Further information can be obtained

from Dr. W. Sutow.)

Connie Boone awarded the shells to the lucky numbers in the drawing.

Connie Boone introduced Mrs. C. Camden Ernest of San Antonio with her pro-

gram OF THE EVENING. "SHELLING SAFARI TO AFRICA."

Mrs. Ernest gave a very lively and interesting talk on her experiences and

collecting methods. the people and places were also vividly described. our
thanks to mrs. c. camden ernest.

continued on page 100
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELLS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

family lucinidae.

lucina sombrerensis pall, 1886. a s ingle spec imen of th is offshore common
species was taken in beachdrift at south padre island in 1965 (coll. ode),

it was probably rafted ashore by whipcoral. so far as we know the species

has never before been reported from the beach.

Figured in: 1

Previous references: only reported for offshore

localities: south padre island

Family Limidae .

Lima locklini McGinty. 1955. Elsewhere in this issue we have given some particu-

lars ABOUT THIS SPECIES , WHICH IS APPARENTLY ONE OF THE SMALLEST L I MAS KNOWN

Offshore it is not too uncommon , and so far as known to us , it has never befoi

been reported from the beach.

Figured in: Proc . Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila. , p. 84, pl. 2, figs. 12, 12a.

Previous references: none

Localities: Sargent.

Family Vitrinellidae .

aorotrema sp . recently the museum of natural science rec e ived some samples of

dredged material from west bay (cold pass). among the several interesting

species new to me for the immediate texas coast was a single specimen of an

aorotrema , which so far i cannot identify. |n deeper water offshore the same

species has been collected at several locations.

Figured in: none available

Previous references: none

Localities: Galveston West Bay.

oooOooo
Shell Show
The Santa Barbara Malacological Society, Inc. will hold its 1971 West Coast
Shell Show and Auction this year on July 30, 31 and August 1 in the Veterans
Memorial Building in Santa Barbara. Members of other Shell Clubs are invited

to compete for two trophy prizes. further information can be obtained from
Dr. W. W. Sutow of our club.
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MOLLUSCANA BY W . W. SUTOW , M.D.

There has appeared a new, different, recommended publication entitled MOL-

LUSC AN DIGEST (The International Publication for Malacological Research).
Actually this is not a digest but rather a bibliographic index of titles of cur-
rent articles related to malacology. The- references are listed by authors
(first authors^ in alphabetical order.

The publication appears monthly (first issued January 1 , 1971) and the sub-
scription PRICE IS S4.00 PER YEAR. THE EDITORS ARE STEVEN J. LONG AND JACK

Brookshire. (Mr. Long's address is: 1 1 Cuyama Ave . , Pismo Beach , Califor-
nia, 93449).

The recent auction of Cypraea Tigris schilderiana brings to mind the often

pondered question about the largest cowries in the world. van nostrand's

catalog (2nd edition) lists a cypraea cervus 15.3 cm (6 1 /8 inches") long
,

a Cypraea testudinaria 13.3 cm (5 1 /4 inches) , and , a Cypraea tigris (Ha-

waii) 1 4.7 cm (5 1 3/16 inches) . R. Tucker Abbott ("Giant Cowries" , Nautilus,

82:32 , January , 1 968) reports that he has seen the shell of a live taken Cy-
praea CERVUS THAT MEASURED 17.8 CM IN LENGTH (7 INCHES) . DR. ABBOTT BEL IEVES

THAT THIS IS "PROBABLY THE LARGEST KNOWN SPECIMEN OF ANY LIVING COWRIE .
" COM-

MANDER Christiansen, some years back, mentioned that there was a fragment of

Cypraea tigris schilderiana 5 7/8 inches (14.9 cm) in length at the Children's

Museum in Honolulu. Burgess in his book speculates that while Cypraea cer-

vus may be the longest cowrie in the world, cypraea tigris schilderiana may

exceed it in volume. !t appears to be the consensus that the third largest

cowrie is cypraea testudinaria which can attain a length of 13.0 cm (5 3/16

INCHES .)

how many species of mollusks are there?

This is the title of a short article by Dr. Kenneth Jan Bross (from the Museum
of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University) which appears in Annual Reports

for 1 970, The American Malacological Union, Inc. (p. 41). "Faunal studies,

monographic reviews, nomenclatur ial handbooks and checklists of nomina" were

analyzed. by allowing for synonymy and errors and by estimating the number

of species yet to be named, dr. bross arrives at the total approximation of

47 ,000 species. This is subdivided as follows: Aplacophora . 250; Polyplaco-

phora , 600; Scaphopoda , 350; Cephalopoda , 600; Monoplacophora , 10; Bival-

via , 7500; Gastropoda , 37,500. The last is additionally broken down into Basom
MATOPHORA , 1 ,000; STYLOM MATOPHORA , 15,000; PrOSOBRANCH 1A , 20,000; AND,

Opisthobranchia , 1 ,500.

*********
Those club members who attended the 34th Annual Meeting of AMU when it was
held in Corpus Christi in 1 968 will remember the symposium on rare and endan-

gered MOLLUSCAN SPECIES OF NDRTH AMERICA. THE PAPERS PRESENTED BY EMINENT

MALACOLOGISTS AT THE SYMPOSIUM HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED IN MALACOLOGIA . A RE-

PRINT OF THE SYMPOSIUM PROCEEDINGS CAN NOW BE OBTAINED FOR $1.15 BY WRITING TO

Mrs. Marian S. Hubbard, Secretary, AMU, 3957 Marlow Court , Seaford , New
York, 11783.
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Epitonium albioum Orbigny, 1842 by H . Ode

This medium size white aentletrap is quite common in beachdrift along the

Texas coast, where it is often collected dead in beachdrift. It differs from

e . angulatum in missing the hooks on the early costae , and is usually immed-

iately recognized by the regular placement of the costae which slope somewhat

over the whorls. the shell is less elongate than all the other texas white

wentletraps. it has several times been collected alive in beachdrift, but ap-

pears to be missing in offshore dredgings.

the photographs show three shells from galveston beach, 8, 8 and 6 mm. in

length, photographed by mr. c. dexter. the only previous references to this

species are in masters thesis by hulings and kennedy. for further informa-

tion the reader may consult the paper by clench in johnson ia.

V

Epitonium albidum from Galveston West Beach
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Epitonium albidum from Galveston West Beach

000O000

Shells in the Culture of the American Indian (conclusion) by Anne Speers

The Shell Gorgets of the Indians

Numerous Indian mounds have yielded bits and pieces and some whole shell gor-

gets. These are shaped pieces of shell, generally about 3" in diameter, roun-

ded OR OVAL OR OCCASIONALLY 'SOLE 1 SHAPED, WHICH WERE THOUGHT TO ORIGINALLY

serve as shield pieces for the exposed throat of a warrior. though the origin

and exact significance of these pieces is not known, they were apparently high-

ly prized, and were used by many different tribes, and with the beautifully

carved ceremonial cups made from the busycon , they were probably the most

artistic form of shell craft found in pre-columbian indian graves.

The simplest examples of shell gorgets were plain pieces of shell, usually

with a hole or holes for stringing on a thong, and the exges smoothed. the

'sole' shapes resembled the sole of a moccasin in shape , and it has been sug-

gested that this may have originated because this shape utilized the largest

area which could be carved from a large whelk , which would still be flat

enough to wear over the neck. and to the plains indian, any piece of shell

was valued, the bigger the better. however, some examples of this shape

were found where the upper part of the 'sole' was widened, so that the shape

became that of a human skull. on these, crude mask-like faces were carved.
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giving the piece a somewhat macabre appearance.

However, the more common forms were circular or oval, ano many of these

were beautifully and intricately carved. the carvings ranged from simple

abstract symbols . to complex designs depicting almost all forms of animal

life known to the indians; figures representing man engaged in both daily tasks

and solemn ceremony; or combinations of any of these.

Apparently these gorgets were also worn as the centerpieces on long strands

of shell beads , or on long thongs , hanging around the neck , just as our neck-

LACES OF TODAY. Much research has been done trying to decipher any particular

meaning the various symbols and figures might have had. as certain symbols

ano figures were found repeatedly, archaeologists felt such repetition could

not be mere chance. therefore, it has been suggested that these carved gor-

gets may have served one or more of several functions such as : 1 . badges of

office within a tribe , or within one of the 'secret' societies of warriors. 2.

Worn as protective amulets to ward off evil, or to bring good fortune. 3.

as a badge of honor denoting some outstanding act or deed. 4. as a symbol of

rank or wealth , recognized by all tribes.

Perhaps one of the more interesting facts concerning these carvings was the

amazing similarity in styles in the art work found in the artifacts taken from
the Spiro Mounds in Oklahoma, and that that is found in the artifacts of the

Mayan Indians of Yucatan. There is no proof that there was any connection

between these two distant peoples, but the similarities lead to much specu-

lation on the unknown history of these tribes.

Though the final answer to the uses of some of the shell artifacts from the

American Indians may never be known, it is rather fun for the shell collector

of today to reflect on how very ancient and world wide the attraction of shells

has been for mankind. again and again we find shells have been utilized as orna-

ments and/or a medium of exchange by aboriginal peoples the world over. it is

rather amazing the amount of knowledge that can be gleaned about a people sim-

ply by examining their use of shells. this leads to musing about our own cul-

ture , and what some student of the future might deduce about us from the shell?

we leave behind.

Will the mounds of shell used by industry for highways and building materials ,

speak of our machine age? will they see evidence of efficiency and/or waste
in our harvesting and processing of food from the sea? will they see in the

extensive museum collections, evidence of tremendous trading and communica-
tion systems? and will they note our preoccupation with evolving life, and

our efforts to systematically relate life forms? will the shell-art reflect
our wide range of artistic concepts , and perhaps attest to our enjoyment of a

bit of humor in our life? and will the presence of shell collections in indivi-

dual homes tell of a people interested in the natural world around them , and
the leisure to enjoy it?

The following are the sources for the information on the Indians and their use

of shells , used in this series of pieces appearing in the concholog 1st

:

1. Publications of the Bureau of Ethnology No. 2. 1880-81

2. Antiquities of the Southern Indians, by C . C. Jones. 1873

3. Bulletin 30, Bureau of American Ethnology: Handbook of

American Indians. 1912.

4. "The American Indian" , Clark Wissler. 1922.
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5. "The Artifacts of the Pecos" , from Papers of the South-

western Expedition, No. 6; Alfred Kidder, 1932.

6. "Engraved Shells from the Craig Mound at Spiro, Leflore

County, Oklahoma; Mimoir No. 1 , Oklahoma Anthropolog-

ical Soc . 1 964.

7. Central States Archaeological Journal, Vol. 16, No. 3,

1969.

oooOooo

Several New Additions to the Texas Beach Fauna. by H. Ode

It is well known that the more experience one gains in distinguishing differen-

ces IN SHELL SHAPES, THE LARGER THE CHANCES BECOME OF RECOGNIZING HITHERTO OVER-

LOOKED species. Unfortunately with the advance of years the eyes become less

sharp and the impression is gained that the mind sees clearer. now that i have

to wear bifocals, which by the way are particularly unsuited to beachcollect 1ng
,

my trips to the beach have become shorter and less frequent, and are replaced

by more comfortable investigation of material stored away from collecting trips

made 10 to 15 y.ears ago. behind the microscope i console myself with the

thought that indeed the mind sees sharper every time i find erroneous identifi-

cations in my own mater iai

It is with several of such corrections that this short note deals. The other

day, while preparing some material for the museum of natural science, i made

the interesting discovery that some unusually large " dlplodonta semiasperas"

from San Luis Pass were in reality Diplodonta turgida Verriland Smith, a

rather common offshore species, occasionally dredged alive. although a sur-

prise, this discovery was not totally unexpected, because about two years ago

a population of live shells was discovered by member of our society on a beach

near Port O'Connor. This, find indicates that on occasion this species ventures

close to the beach.

The second discovery was the presence of a considerable number of Tellina sy-

baritica in two lots of tellins collected at the coast guard station and on

the beach at south padre island. the latter lot was rafted ashore on a large

mass of whipcoral, about which i once reported: the other lot came from beach-

DRIFT.

These two discoveries were only an introduction to the real shocker. Two lots ,

the only ones 1 ever collected of the genus lima on the beach , both many years

ago at sargent, prove that one cannot take anything for granted. each lot con-

sisted out of a single shell, found at different dates in the tideline. one of

these lots has been reported before in this column "notes on texas beach

Shells" and is formed by a single rather worn and defective specimen of a Lima

which Mrs. A. Speers and I designated as Lima pellucida. This species is not

TOO UNCOMMON ON THE OFFSHORE SHELF, BUT IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT THERE APPEAR TO

BE TWO BATHER SIMILAR BUT EASILY SEPARABLE FORMS WHICH SEEM SPECIFICALLY DIS-

TINCT OUR DESIGNATION MUST BE CONSIDERED UNCERTAIN AND FURTHER STUDY AND COMPARISOI

WITH MUSEUM MATERIAL IS REQUIRED. THE SAME SHELL HAS BEEN FOUND AT PORT ARAN-

SAS AND FURTHER SOUTH (TEX . CONCH. VOL. 2 (1 ) .

The other specimen from Sargent I had considered as a juvenile specimen of the

5AME SPECIES, AND FORGOTTEN EVEN ITS EXISTENCE IN MY COLLECTION. IN THE MEANTIME

\ NUMBER OF SPECIMENS OF A VERY SMALL LIMA SPECIES WERE DISCOVERED IN DREDGING
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offshore galveston, where it is surprisingly common. the collection of the

Museum of natural Science in Houston possesses only a small number of unbro-

ken SPECIMENS, BECAUSE THIS APPARENTLY VERY FRAGILE SHELL BREAKS EASILY DURING

THE DREDGING OPERATION, SO THAT OFTEN ONLY FRAGMENTS ARE HAULED UP . FORTUNATE-

LY ITS PRODISSOCONCH IS QUITE CHARACTERISTIC AND ALSO ITS PECULIAR SKEW OUTLINE

WHICH IS OFTEN PRESERVED IN FRAGMENTS FORMED BY THE HINGEPLATE PLUS UMBO. THE

SPECIES WAS ORIGINALLY DESCRIBED FROM THE NORTH-EAST GULF OF MEXICO, BUT LIVES

AT LEAST ALONG THE ENTIRE NORTHERN GULF SHORE, MAINLY IN MUDDY HABITATS. THE

SMALL SPECIMEN FROM SARGENT PROVED TO BE NO LESS THAN A SURPRISINGLY WELL PRE-

SERVED specimen of Lima locklini McGinty 1955, the name of this small shell.

to clinch matters came the no less stunning discovery of a single somewhat

bleached valve of tellina probrina boss collected as long ago as 1957 from

drift at San Luis Pass. The specimen was contained in a lot of Tellina ver-

sicolor . A SPECIES NOT UNCOMMON IN DRIFT AT THAT LOCATION AND REMAINED UNRE-

COGNIZED BECAUSE MOST OF ITS COLOR WAS GONE. IT IS REMARKABLE THAT IN ALL

SUBQUENT YEARS NOT A SINGLE OTHER SPECIMEN WAS COLLECTED BY ME OR ANYBODY

ELSE. THE POSSIBILITY OF THE SPECIMEN BEING A FOSSIL CANNOT BE EXCLUDED. TEL-

LINA PROBRINA USUALLY LIVES TOGETHER WITH T. VERSICOLOR IN MUDDY OR SHELLY

SAND AND IS WIDESPREAD OVER THE TEXAS SHELF. THUS IT APPEARS POSSIBLE THAT

ONCE IN A WHILE POPULATIONS OF THIS SPECIES ESTABLISH THEMSELVES CLOSE TO THE

INLETS OR BEACHES AND THEN REACH THE SHORELINE.

OOOOOOO
continued from page 93

Dr. Ode read the election results. The new slate of officers are:

President: Lloyd Meister

Vice-President:
Mrs. Lawrence N. Dexter

Program Chairman:

treasurer: mr . paul hudson

Vice President: .. _ ,., _Mr. Douglas W. Reynolds
Field Trip Chairman:

Secretary: Fritz Lang

Board of Directors: Mrs. Fred Speers

Dr. W. W. Sutow
Mrs. D. A. Dashiell

Mrs. HollisQ. Boone

Mr, John Edstrom

Report Sharpstown Shell Fair

Although this year our show was not as varied and colorful as the previous

one , all members who participated in it can look back on a successful effort.

Apart from a number of new exhibits - a microscope to view beachdrift proved

immensely successful - a number of beautiful aquaria shown by the houston
Aquarius Club contributed much to the success of the Fair. The Shellcraft
Shop and the Shell Shop drew many buyers insuring publication of the Texas
conchologist for some time to come. thanks are due to lloyd meister who
spent many hours to make the show a reality , to mr. and mrs. sam mlron who
packaged shell specimens and for many days manned the store , and to all our

exhibitors.
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Next Meeting

Our next meeting will be held on Wednesday. August 25th, at 8 p.m. at the

Museum of Natural Science in Hermann Park. Fred Wilson will tell about

his experiences while shelling on the florida keys , on sanibel island and the

Anna Marie Islands. His talk will be illustrated with slides and posters.

The speaker will provide doorprizes.

Report May Meeting, 1971. by Fritz Lang, Secretary

Meeting was called to order by President Lloyd Meister at 8:00 p.m. About

44 members were present and 4 visitors were welcomed.

Mrs. Van Erp gave the treasurers report. Books were not yet closed after

the Shell Fair, but the Club was definitely solvent.

Sam Miron reported on shell sale booth; Gross receipts $393.02, expenses

S13.53. Net $379.49.

Paul Hudson reported $270.20 from shell craft sales.

Mr. Edstrom reported on the financial status of past and present shell fairs.

"This was second biggest ever!" , he said.

Mrs. Boone spoke of the books we have at information stand at the Museum.

She said , "We are all welcome to use them at any time .

"

Mr. Edstrom made a motion that past Presidents be given a mug to show our

appreciation, to be retroactive to january 1968. seconded by fritz lang.

After discussion by members on the motion the President appointed a commit-

tee of three to study the idea. Committee members: Fay Dryden , leola Glass ,

and John Edstrom. Motion was tabled until they report in August 1971.

Lloyd Meister called for volunteers to work on "Project 24", the Northwest

Gulf Mollusk Population Survey. Work is done in A.M. - Tuesday or Sundays

call harold geis at 2405 dlckey place - phone 522-8479.

Mrs. Boone introduced JaNeva Porter from Galveston. She gave a very inter-

esting TALK ON HER SHELLING TRIP TO AUSTRALIA AND THE GREAT BARRIER REEF. SHE

showed some beautiful slides and brought with her many pretty specimen shells

to show. Our thanks to JaNeva Porter for a fine evening, enjoyed by all.

continued on page 8. . . .
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELLS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

nudibranchia .

Occasionally small nudibranchs can be collected at various locations along

the Texas Coast, but their identification is in general very difficult. In

this issue we will list a number of nudibranchs which so far have been reported

for the Texas coast. These animals are fairly rare in Texas and are neglected

by shellcollectors. for that reason the nudibranch fauna of texas is poorly

known. the following species have been reported.

Family Dorididae .

DlSCODORIS HEDGPETHI MARCUS AND MARCUS, 1959. THIS SPECIES WAS DESCRIBED RE-

CENTLY from Port Aransas, Texas.

Localities: Port Aransas.

Family Corambidae .

Corambella baratariae Harry, 1953. This species has been reported from Port

Aransas, where it was collected on Sargassum weed. It was originally

described from louisiana and has been collected at grand isle , la.

Localities: Port Aransas .

Family Scyllaeidae .

scyllaea pelagica llnne, 1758. this is probably the only regularly collected

seaslug of the texas beaches. it lives on sargassum weed and is large

enough to be easily observed, although it is well camouflaged by its color,

it has been collected on most texas beaches.

Localities: Occasionally on Sargassum weed along the entire Texas coast. 1

Family Favorinidae.

Cratena kaoruae Marcus and Marcus, 1957. This species has been reported from
the Port Isabel Channel and Harbour island near Port Aransas. It is also
known from grand isle, la. these data indicate a widespread distribution

along the texas and louisiana coast.

LOCALITIES: HARBOUR ISLAND, PORT ISABEL C HANNEL

.
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Family Aeolipidae.

berghia coerulescens laurillard, 1830. two specimens habe been reported

by Marcus and Marcus from Lydia Ann Channel at Port Aransas.

Localities: Port Aransas.

Cerberella tanna Marcus and Marcus. 1959. This species was described from

a single specimen collected on the Sabine jetties.

Localities: Sabine Jetties.

Spurilla neapolitana Della Chiaje, 1823. At two occasions this species was

collected at Port Aransas. Like almost all Texas nudibranchs it was
identified by marcus and marcus.

Localities: Port Aransas.

Family Glaucidae.

Glaucus marinus DuPont, 1763. This species has been rarely reported for the

Texas coast. It is pelagic and has been found on the beaches around Port

Aransas.

Localities: Port Aransas.

Aplysiacea .

In this superfamily are classified a number of often rather large mollusks

which in spite of their appearance are not true nudibranchs. They possess an

internal shell which is horny and not chalky and which is but rarely found on

our beaches at Galveston, but occasionally are common in the bays at Port

Aransas and Port Isabel.

Family Aplysli dae.

Aplysia dactylomela Rang. This may be the same as_A_. protea Rang. This

species has been several times reported from Port Aransas, Rockport and

the southern end of the laguna madre . it has a circular color pattern.

Sometimes in fairly large numbers alive in the bays.

Localities: Port Aransas, Port Isabel, Rockport

Aplysia willcoxi Heilprin. This larger species with a different colorpattern

has been obtained at port aransas and port isabel, where it is on occasion

common in the laguna madre.

Localities: Port Aransas , Port Isabel.

Aplysia morio Verrill. On the strength of a worldwide study of the genus by

Eales we include this species. She mentions this species for Texas.

Localities: Unknown.

Aplysis brasiliana Rang, 1828. According to Eales.this species is identical

with Aplysia floridensis Pilsbry, 1895. it has been reported on several

occasions from the South Texas coast. It is a very dark colored species.

Localities: Rockport, Port Aransas.

Aplysia donca Marcus and Marcus, 1959. A specimen of 65 mm. obtained from a

tidepool on Mustang Island was described as new. It was alive and its

continued on page 8,
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Odostomia barretti Morrison, 1965. by H ODE

In several previous issues we have reported for Texas a small gastropod which

was recently oescribeo by morrison from material collected in louisiana. be-
cause at present the taxonomy of this species appears to be unsettled, we will
not aoo much to our previous re marks here except a few statements about its

distribution. the main purpose of this note is to present a photograph of this

species so that our readers will be able to compare it with other previously
figured species of hydrobiios.

This species has been collected alive in Galveston Bay at Seabrook and has
been dredged alive at several locations. it is further known from beachdrift
at Matagorda, Port Aransas and South Padre Island. There is thus every indi-

cation THAT IT LIVES IN ALL OF THE TEXAS COASTAL BAYS. THE SPECIES BELONGS IN

the family hydrobiidae and perhaps for the time being might be designated as
Hyorobia barretti Morrison, 1965. The photograph of a specimen measuring
2.96 mm. was made by mr . f. van morkhoven . |t was collected at the houston
Yacht Club in la Porte . Texas.
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MOLLUSCANA BY W. W. SUTOW , M. D.

The title of the publication did not suggest anything of interest to the shell

collector: "progress in nucleic ac id research and molecular biology" (vol-

UME 5, 1966U The article I was reading therein had an even more esoteric

heading: "Introduction to the biochemistry of D-arabinosyl nucleosides: by

Dr. S. S. Cohen. My attention, however, was caught by the delightful and

fascinating introductions to this otherwise heavy reading. The subject mat-
ter DEALT WITH A CLASS OF ANTICANCER DRUGS.

These compounds were first isolated from aCaribbean sponge by W. Bergmann
and R. J. Feeney in 1950. Dr. Cohen took time (and space) to document the

history of this particular sponge. apparently bergmann and colleagues care-

fully studied 16 different species of sponges from the caribbean area and

only cryptothethya crypta yielded the arab inonucleos ides . the first descrip-

tion of the sponge (published in american museum novitates 1 431 :20 , 1 949 , by

m. w. de l-aubenfels) was reproduced.

One of the synthetic derivatives of this group of chemical compounds is 1-b-
d-arabinofuranosylcytosine (commonly known as cytosine arab inos ide or ara-c
and sold commercially as "cytosar".) this is one of the newly developed drugs

used widely today in the treatment of several types of human cancer.

oooOooo

is anyone interested in acquiring a first-quality shell collection in one fell

swoop? joe varnado of beaumont is putting up for sale his entire collection.

At one time Joe was a very active member of the Gulf Shell Club. He has

won a number of major prizes at shell shows including the academy trophy and

shell of the show award. joe has some nice rarities and an extensive selection

of good specimens from dredged material (off the west coast of florida). joe's

address is: 1975 Glasshouse St. , Beaumont, Texas 77703.

oooOooo

Ernie libby of the Saipan Shell Club sends along a suggestion. He thinks (and

I agree) that it would be most interesting to exchange boxes of shells between

their club and ours. the idea is to put together in a package specimen quality

local shells (w ith collection data) in 250 or 500 quantity lots and exchange.

These shells can be sold (or auctioned) at club meetings or shell fairs. If

each member of the club donates four or five specimens of the locally common
shells, the exchange should be very easy to work out.

Ernie has also sent along a tape recording of the talk given to the Saipan Shell

Club by Wally Gibbons. Wally is one of the lucky people who made , in the

Solomons, the fabulous find of the glory-of-the-sea cones. The tape is avail-

able FOR ANYONE WHO WOULD WANT TO HEAR ABOUT THIS HISTORICAL EVENT.

oooOooo
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SEARCH AND SEIZURE DY CONSTANCE BOONE

HAVING RECENTLY RECEIVED DR. J. P. E. MORRISON'S PAPER ON WESTERN ATLANTIC

DONAX , PUBLISHED IN THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON

(Vol. 83 , No. 48 , Feb. , 1 97H . it was great fun to go out one morning at Cocoa

Beach to the wide Atlantic beach and watch Dr. Morrison show the two zones

for the two populations of donax living there. donax roemeri protracta con-

rao 1849 was found stranded in the sands high up on the beach as the tide was

low. Dr. Morrison waded out beyond the first wave zone to the three-foot

water area and sieved up specimens of donax parvula philippi 1849. this

smaller species lived quite separately from the larger jd_. roemeri protracta

that day. dr. morrison's paper explains the use of the names listed here. it

also reviews all other western atlantic donax . texas beaches seem to have

three species. the larger one we find at high tide line in the sand at low tide

is properly called donax roemeri roemeri philippi 1 849 , according to dr.

Morrison. The smaller, fatter one we have previously called Donax texasiana

Philippi 1847. The third species is another small one but not recognized as

different until dr. morrison isolated it and made it a new species, name for

his wife, donax dorotheae morrison 1 97 1 . members of the shell club interes-

ted in studying the differences in the donax species may see dr. morrison's

monograph in our library, as he has sent a copy for our use.

Review

J. P. E. Morrison on the genus Donax in the western Atlantic by H. Ode

In the February issue of the Proceedings of the Biological Society of Washing-

ton , J. P. E. Morrison has published a comprehensive account of the western

Atlantic species of Donax , which should be of interest to Texas shell collec-

tors. There always has been considerable uncertainty about the identity of

Texas Donax species and in previous publications it was quite difficult or im-

possible TO FIND OUT WHAT SPECIES WAS REFERRED TO. OFTEN ALL TEXAS DONAX

were lumped together under the name d_. variabilis say, a name which morri-

son discovered to be preoccupied.

Of these two common Texas species the larger and more colorful one carries

the name donax roemeri roemeri philippi, while the name of the smaller and

more tumid one had been established as donax texasiana philippi. in the

Tex. Conch. , Vol. 3 , (2) both species were reported as Donax variabilis roemeri

Philippi and Donax tumidus Philippi respectively. It may be noted that the

name of the common florida species , which went by the name of donax variabilis

Say, has become Donax roemeri protracta Conrad. Another interesting result
of this 9tudy is that careful interpretation of biological data has shown that

D. FOSSOR SAY is a valid species and is not, as has been assumed, a cold water
form of_d_. roemeri protracta

On the Carolinian coast and the eastern beaches of Florida_D_. roemeri protrac -

ta CAN BE FOUND ADMIXED WITH D_. PARVULA PHILIPPI. BOTH THESE SPECIES HAVE
BEEN CLEARLY ILLUSTRATED IN THE SEPTEMBER 1970 ISSUE OF SEAFARI. Th IS MIX-
TURE OF TWO SPECIES ON BEACHES IN THE WESTERN ATLANTIC HAS BEEN NOTED IN MANY
INSTANCES BY MORRISON. IT APPEARS THAT BOTH SPECIES IN SUCH A PAIR HAVE SLIGHT-
LY DIFFERENT DEPTH RANGES. IT MAY BE NOTED HERE THAT ON THE TEXAS BEACH OCCAS-
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IONALLY MATURE SPECIMENS OF BOTH P. RQEMERI RQEMERI AND DONAX TEXAS IANA CAN BE

FOUND LIVING TOGETHER IN ABOUT EQUAL PROPORTIONS IN THE INTERTIDAL ZONE ALONG THE

BEACH

.

to make things interesting for the texas collector a third species occurs on the

extreme eastern part of the texas coast. donax dorotheae morrison 1971 is a

new species which differs in some details from d_. texas iana and appears to re-

place this species on the louisiana coast.

Morrison apparently considers the gender of Dqnax to be feminine , which it is

not (o £fl)y*4
?
a reed, a flute) and thus the endings of some of the trivial names

should be changed to -us instead of -a. glancing at the various synonimies pre-

sented in the paper a question concerning the taxon qpnax obesus orbigny 1 846

arises. Morrison does not explain which species Orbigny had in mind.

Apart from the Gulf of Mexico species also the species in the Caribbean pro-

vince and of the Atlantic Coast of South America are discussed. All in all

Morrison describes and figures 11 species of which 2 are new. This study is a

most welcome contribution to our understanding of a difficult genus.

OOOOOOO

A HAIKU IS A SEVENTEEN SYLLABLE SENTENCE (iN JAPANESE) MAKING A POEM. MORRIS K

JACOBSON READ SOME OF THESE GEMS SELECTED BY HENRY CHRIST AT A.M.U. SINCE

THEY WERE MIMEOGRAPHED AND PRESENTED TO THE MEMBERS ATTENDING, SOME ARE

OFFERED HERE FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT.

"THE MUD SNAIL CRAWLS TWO OR THREE FEET AND THE DAY IS OVER."

BY GOME1

"The axe bites into the tree, but the snail is calm and serene."

by baishitsu

"a snail, one horn short, one long what troubles him?"

BY BUSON.

"When did it come here close by me , this snail?"

BY ISSA

"Crystal snail, inching through life with an air of cautious optimism."

by Steuben Glass

"Hey There, Mr. Snail, get out of my way, y'hear? Dammit, I'll slug ya."

by Henry Christ.

oooOooo
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.CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

A .M .U . Meeting

Dr. Arthur S. Merrill was electeo president of the American Malacolot.ical

Union at the July meeting at Cocoa Beach, Florida. Eleven Texans attended

the meeting. The 1972 session will he held at the Galvez Hotel in Galveston,

Texas, July 10 through July 14. Many A.M.U. members are looking forward to

coming back to texas , so texas shell club members should be ready to assist

Mrs. lake Fowler of the Galveston Shell Clud with plans to make this mi eting

as memorable as the one at corpus in 1968.

oooOooo

Dr. David H. Stansbery presided over the Thirty-Seventh Annual Meeting of

A.M.U. at Cocoa Beach in July. Papers ranged from the use of decorative

images of shells on american furniture to molluscan aquaculture and to the

fabulous use of c ine m icroscopy in life history studies. dr. harold d. murray
of trinity university of san antonio, texas, reported on the freshwater mus-
sels of lake l.b.j. which was drained in september 1970, making it possible to

review the unionids in this lake , the first study of the area since 1935. eleven
species of the family union idae and one species of the family corbiculidae were
collected. w. lloyd pratt of the fort worth museum of science and history

presented a discussion and slides of land snails of the chisos mountains , b ig

Bend National Park.

oooOooo

continued from page 3

color was given as "smoky black".

Localities: Mustang Island.

bursatella ple i rang , 1 828. this is a slug with numerous ragged filaments
,

from which it derives the name "ragged seahare". it has on occasion been

collected alive along the southern texas coast, mostly around port aran-

SAS and Port Isabel.

Localities: Port Aransas and Port Isabel.

Family Pleurobranch idae .

Pleurobranchaea hedgpethi Abbott. 1952. This species was reported by Marcus
and Marcus from the Port Isabel Channel. It was also obtained at Port

Aransas in shallow water over muddy bottom. We are not sure of its

familial agfinity.

Localities: Port Aransas, Port Isabel.

oooOooo
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^CONCHOLO
•if. v^
Volume VIII , No. 2

NOTES & NE

Report August Meeting by Fritz Lang, Secretary

Meeting was called to order about 8:15 p.m. by President Lloyd Meister,

with about 28 persons present. minutes of previous meeting were read and

approved.

Paul Hudson presented his financial report. After transfers, collections

and bills, there was balance of $1 ,953.26 remaining.

John Edstrom reported for the Pewter Mug Committee. The committee had

purchased the pewter mugs for past presidents. motion was made by sam
mlron, seconded by fred wilson to accept committee action. motion carried.

Dr. Helmer Ode suggested that the Shell Club members contribute items to

be published in the texas concholog 1st . mrs. connie boone volunteered to

help contributors compose and publish their material. call her at 668-8252.

Connie Boone introduced Mr. and Mrs. James F. Bender from Port Arthur

and Mr. and Mrs. Ulrich of Houston. Also visiting were Mrs. Wilson, Katy

Williams, and Dorothy Johnson. They were welcomed by members.

Mrs. Boone made a motion that Houston Conchology Society donate $250.00

to Museum of Natural Science to help defray the cost of shell displays.

Sam Miron seconded the motion, and it carried.

Dr. Ode and others discussed the publication of the beach notes, which will

cost around $600.00 about march of 1972. copies are to be sold to offset

publishing costs.

Charlie Doh announced the coming of the third annual underwater club show,

to be held on September 25.

President Lloyd Meister presented the pewter mugs to past presidents, Mr.

Laurence Dexter and Dr. Helmer Ode*, on behalf of the Club.

Mrs. Dexter presented Fred Wilson, who entertained and informed us on

Florida Marine Life. He presented beautiful slides of Florida Mollusks

with interesting comment. fred held a drawing , and presented us with 15

lovely shells as door prizes.

continued on page 20
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELLS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

Family Cerithiopsidae

Three species of this interesting family of small gastropods can be found

on Texas beaches. Many more species live in offshore waters, especially

on the coral reefs.

Cerithiopsis greeni C. B. Adams, 1839. This shell is often found in beach -

drift all along the texas coast. it lives in most of the coastal bays

from galveston, where it is unusual, to the laguna madre at south padre

Island. Live shells are dark glossy brown. It is possible that some fos-

sil MATERIAL COLLECTED ALONG THE PORT ARANSAS CAUSEWAY IS DIFFERENT.

Figured in: 1 ,4 ,5 ,6

Previous references: 11 ,12,13,19

localities: living in the coastal bays

Cerithiopsis emersoni C . B . Adams , 1 838. This somewhat larger species is

FAR LESS COMMON THAN C . GREENI . DEAD SHELLS HAVE BEEN COLLECTED RARE-

LY at San Luis Pass, but are more common farther to the southwest.

Some very fresh material has been collected at Palacios (coll. Ode).

Figured in: 1 ,3,4,5,6,7

Previous references: 12,18,19

Localities: Galveston, Palacios, Port Aransas, South Padre Island.

Seila adamsi H. C. Lea, 1845. This quite characteristic species is not un-

commonly FOUND ALIVE ON CLUMPS OF OYSTER SHELLS IN THE SOUTH TEXAS BAYS.

live material is very rare at galveston, but dead shells are fairly usual

in beachdrift. coastal material is very dark brown in color, but off-

shore material is very much lighter in color.

Figured in: 1,3 ,4 ,5 ,6

Previous references: many

localities: along entire texas coast in beachdrift; alive in bays.

oooOooo
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KURTZIELLA CERINELLA PALL . 1889 by H. Ode

This common beachshell has not often been figured in the literature used by

shell collectors. for this reason we publish here a photograph of two spec-

imens in typical beach worn condition. they still must be considered to be of

fairly good quality because both specimens still show remnants of the typical

granulose surface sculpture (size 6 1/2 mm.) the species was discussed in the

Texas Conchqlogist , Vol. 7 , page 11 . It lives apparently in the inlet areas
,

where it has been collected a few times alive. offshore texas it is replaced

by k_. atrostyla dall.

as sources are mentioned here:

1889 mangilia cerinella dall; blake report , pt . 2, p. 112.

1955 kurtziella cerinella (dall) , perry and schwengel , mar. shells w.
Coast Florida, p. 185, pl. 38, fig. 267.

Previous references to Texas are surprisingly few:

1889 J. A. Singley, Texas Mollusca Geol. Surv. Tex. , 4th ann. rept. ,

Austin , Texas

1893 J. A. Singley, List of Mollusca collected in Texas in 1891 , Bull.

U. S. Fish Comm. for 1892. pp 123-125.

1934 C. W. Johnson, Proc . Bost. Soc . Nat. Hist., Vol. 40(1).

1952 T. E. Pulley, Tex. Jour. Sci., Vol. 4(2).

1960 W. H. Rice, A preliminary checklist of the mollusca of Texas. Inst,

Mar. Sci. , Univ. Texas, Port Aransas, Texas

Page 1
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MOLLUSCANA BY W . W. SUTOW , M. D.

WE BEGIN THIS COLUMN WITH A HfAVY HEART.

George: C . Major of Little Rock . Arkansas , died on August 1 9 , 1 971 . He had

spent a week's vacation with us in houston and was just boarding the plane

for his return home when he suffered a sudden and fatal heart attack.

george was truly an ardent concholog 1st , spending every moment of his free

time on shells and on his shell museum. even during his last week of life he

had made some exciting new acquisitions for the museum.

George has been a long-standing and firm supporter of the Houston Concholog-

ical Society even though he lived hundreds of miles away. One of his proud

possessions was a complete file of the texas cqnc holog i st . he always

donated substantial numbers of shells and shellcraft for sale at our shell

fairs. in 1970 he brought his extensive shells on stamp collection which he

SHOWED.

He leaves Mary Major, his wife and loyal companion in his shelling activities

and a son, George, Jr. , another conchological devotee. Both intend to carry

on with the shell museum which will stand as a tribute and a memorial to

George's intense love for shells and shell-collecting.

*******

Reference was made in this column recently about the discussion by K . J.

Boss concerning the number of living species of mollusca. This report has

now been published as Occasional Papers on Mollusks No. 40 (3:81-135) dated

May 14, 1971. This monograph entitled "Critical Estimate of the Number of

Recent Mollusca'' has been added to our library.

*******

Ernie Libby passes on some comments about cleaning shells , particularly the

live caught ones. our ambassador to the south seas says the technique works

well. the live shells are frozen. the shells are then thawed and refrozen .

When thawed once more , the animals can be flushed out with a good stream of

water. This method (I think) is the one used by people in Hawaii. Ernie says

to use Clorox or Purex at full strength. Soak the shells (even for hours)

and the calcareous deposits can be brushed off. ernie does suggest silicone

protection of shiny surfaces if prolonged immersion is anticipated.

* ******

Joe Varnado's offer is now OFF. He has reconsidered and has decided to hang

ON TO HIS COLLECTION. HE DOES HAVE A NUMBER OF EXTRA SPECIMENS WHICH HE WILL

SELL OR TRADE.

*******

From time to time reports of the coral-eating sea stars, Acanthaster planc i ,

appear in the scientific literature. one was published by branham, reed,

continued on page 20
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Distribution and Ecology of the Terrestrial Mollusks by Paul L. McGee
of the Texas Coastal Counties (continued)

Gastrocopta (Alb inula) contracta (Say)

Pupa contracta Say . 1822, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. , II, Pt. 2,

p. 374.

Gastrocopta (Alb inula) contracta . Pilsbry, 1948, land Moll. N.

Amer. , II , Pt. 2 , p. 880 , figs. 474 (9-12).

Distribution: Specimens examined from Austin, Bandera, Bastrop,

Bexar, Brazoria, Brazos, Burleson, Burnet, Calhoun, Cameron, Comal,
Culberson, Dallas, Edwards, Fayette, Fort Bend, Frio, Galveston, Gon-

zales, Grayson, Guadalupe, Hamilton, Hardin, Harris, Hays, Jeff Davis,

Kendall, Kerr, Lavaca, Liberty, Mason, Matagorda, McLennan, Medina,

Milam, Montgomery, Nueces, Refugio -

, Robertson, San Patricio, San Saba,

Travis, Uvalde, Val Verde, Victoria, Washington, Zapata counties. Pre-

vious PUBLISHED RECORDS FROM ANDERSON, BROOKS, CLAY, COOKE , ELLIS, HIDALGO,

Jackson, Jefferson, Kinney, Lee, Maverick, Somervell, Tarrant, Wichita,

Willacy, Wood counties.

Remarks: The entire distribution of this little snail is peculiar in

two respects. First is the distribution from South Dakota to the Atlantic

seaboard and southward through Mexico and Cuba; secondly, its absence from

the west coast. although minute, it is one of the easiest of the pupillids to

recognize.

It is commonly found within the Houston city limits. The few records from

the tamaulipan province are based on drift shells only.

Gastrocopta (Gastrocopta) cristata (Pilsbry and Vanatta)

Pupa hordeacea "Gabb" , W. G. Binney, 1878, Bull.

Mus. Comp. Zool. , IV, p. 205, fig. 109 (bad);

not Pupa hordeacea Gabb , 1866.

gastrocopta cristata pilsbry , 1948, land moll. n. amer., ii, pt . 2,

P. 911 , FIG. 493 (6, 8-12).

distribution: specimens examined from austin, bandera, brazoria,

Brazos, Brewster, Burleson, Cameron, El Paso, Fayette, Galveston, Jeff

Davis, Knox, McLennan, Nueces, Presidio, Reeves, Robertson, San Saba,

Terrell, Val Verde counties. Previous published records from Comal, Hidal-

go, Taylor, Uvalde, Webb counties.

remarks: g. cristata and g. procera are closely related and have of-

ten been confused. for this reason many of the published texas records of

cristata cannot be trusted until they are verified with the specimens. the

DISTRIBUTION HERE GIVEN IS BASED ON TWO SETS OF RECORDS: (a) RECORDS OF SPECI-

MENS SEEN BY DR. BEQUAERT, (b) RECORDS FROM ADDITIONAL COUNTIES LISTED BY

H. A. Pilsbry in 1900 and later. In the Tamaulipan Province it is known from

DRIFT SHELLS ONLY.
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gastrocopta (gastrocopta ' pellucioa horoeacella (pllsbrv

Pupa horoeacella Pilsbry . 1890, Proc . Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila.
.

p. 44 . pl. i . figs. g-k.

gastrocopta pelluc ida horoeacella pllsbry, 1948. land moll. n.

Amer. , II . Pt. 2 , P. 91 3 , figs. 494A-E and 495 (1-27).

Distribution : Specimens examined from Aransas, Austin, Bandera,

Bastrop, Bexar, Brazoria, Brazos, Brewster, Burleson, Burnet, Calhoun,

Comal, Crockett, Culberson, Dallas, Edwards, El Paso, Fayette, Galveston,

Gonzales, Guaoalupe , Hamilton, Harris, Hays, Hidalgo, Jeff Davis, Kenedy,

Kerr, Kimble, Lavaca, Lee, Live Oak, Matagorda, McLennan, Medina, Milam,
Montgomery, Nueces, Pecos, Presidio, Reeves, Refugio, Robertson, San

Patricio, San Saba, Terrell, Travis, Tyler, Uvalde, Val Verde, Victoria,

washington, zapata counties. previous published records from archer, bris-

COE, Brooks, Colorado. Dallam, Fort Bend, Frio, Howard, Kendall, Maverick,

Oldham, Potter, Randall. Somervell, Stonewall, Taylor, Wichita, Willacy
counties.

Remarks: With proper collecting, this species should show about the

same distribution in texas as _g_. contracta . pllsbry says that it occurs in

Texas, "almost anywhere snails live'
-

.

It is common in the Houston city area.

gastrocopta (gastrocopta) procera (gould)

Pupa procera Gould , 1 840 , Boston M. Nat. Hist. , III , Pt. 3 , p. 401
,

Pl. Ill , fig. 12.

GASTROCOPTA (GASTROCOPTA ) PROCERA PlLSBRY. 1948, LAND MOLL. N.

Amer. , II , Pt. 2 , p. 908, fig. 492 (6).

BlFIDARIA DUPLICATA STERKI . 1912, NAUTILUS, XXV, PT . 10, P. 116,

(TYPE LOCALITY: PALUXY CREEK NEAR GLEN ROSE, TEXAS) .

BlFIDARIA MACCLUNGI HANNA AND JOHNSTON, 1913, KANSAS UN IV. SC I . BULL.,

VII, P. 119, PL. XVIII, FIGS. 1-2.

BlFIDARIA RIOGRANDENSIS PlLSBRY AND VANATTA , 1900, PROC . ACAD . NAT.

Sci. Phil. , p. 596 (type locality: drift of Rio Grande at Hidalgo,

Texas).

gastrocopta procera form riparia pllsbry , 1 91 6 , man . of conch. , 24 ,

p. 65, Pl. 12, fig. 6, (type locality: Galveston, Texas).

gastrocopta procera sterkiana pllsbry , 1 917 , man. of conch. , 24
,

p. 127 (new name for blfidaria duplicata sterki , 1 91 2 , w ith same
type locality.)

Distribution: Specimens examined from Austin, Bandera, Bexar, Bra-
zoria, Brazos, Brewster, Brown, Burleson, Burnet, Calhoun, Cameron, Comal,
Concho, Crockett, Dallas, Edwards , Fayette, Galveston, Gillespie, Grayson,
Guadalupe, Hamilton, Harris, Hidalgo, Karnes, Kendall, Kerr, Kimble, Lavaca,
Leon, Matagorda, McLennan, Median, Milam, Nueces, Pecos, Presidio, Randall,
Reeves, Refugio, Robertson, San Patricio, San Saba, Somervell, Terrell, Uval-
de, Val Verde, Victoria, Washington, Zapata, Zavala counties. Previous pub-
lished RECORDS FROM ARCHER, BASTROP, BRISCOE, BROOKS, CRANE, CROSBY, DALLAM,
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Frio, Garza, Hays, Lee, Lubbock, Maverick, Medina, Stonewall, Taylor,

Travis, Webb counties.

Remarks: According to Dr. Bequaert (personal communication), B

.

DUPLICATA , B. MACCULUNGI , B. R IOGRANDENS IS , G . PROCERA FORM RIPARIA , AND

G. PROCERA STERKIANA WERE ALL BASED ON INDIVIDUAL VARIANTS OF PROCERA,

WHICH CANNOT BE SEPARATED CONSISTENTLY FROM TYPICAL PROCERA . SINCE THESE

NAMES HAVE ALL BEEN USED FOR PUBLISHED RECORDS OF TEXAS SPECIMENS, THEY ARE

HERE LISTED AS SYNONYMS.

G . PROCERA OCCURS OVER MUCH OF TEXAS WHERE IT IS OFTEN ONE OF THE

COMMON SPECIES IN RIVER AND BEACHDRIFT. MOST OF THE GAPS NOW ON THE MAP

MAY BE DUE TO INSUFFICIENT COLLECTING; HOWEVER, THE LACK OF RECORD FROM THE

AUSTRORIPARIAN PROVINCE OF EAST TEXAS, WHERE THE AUTHOR AND DR . BEQUAERT

COLLECTED EXTENSIVELY, IS NOTEWORTHY AND CAN ONLY BE EXPLAINED BY THE PRES-

ENCE IN THE AREA OF SOME ADVERSE ECOLOGICAL FACTOR.

The species is not rare within the Houston city limits.

PUPOIDES ALB1LABRIS (C . B . ADAMS)

P(upa) albilabris "Wards letter". C. B. Adams, 1841 , Amer. Jour.

S<ci. , XL, p. 271, (Substitute for Cvclostoma marginata Say.)

Pupoides albilabris Pilsbry, 1948, Land Moll. N. Amer. II, Pt. 2,

p. 921 , fig. 499 (1-7).

Distribution: Specimens examined from Bandera, Bexar, Brazoria,

Brazos, Brewster, Burleson, Burnet, Calhoun, Cameron, Comal, Crockett,

Dallas, Edwards, El Paso, Fayette, Frio, Galveston, Gonzales, Grayson,

Guadalupe, Harris, Hays, Jeff Davis, Karnes, Kendall, Kerr, Lavaca, Leon,

Liberty, Live Oak, Matagorda, McLennan, M ilam
;
Montgomery , Nueces,

Presidio, Reeves, Refugio, Robertson, San Saba, San Patricio, Tar-

rant, Travis, Tyler, Uvalde, Val Verde, Victoria, Waller, Washington,

Webb, Zapata, Zavala counties. Previous published records from Archer,

Armstrong, Bastrop, Bell, Borden, Briscoe, Brooks, Cooke, Crane, Cros-

by, DALLAM, DAWSON, ELLIS, FLOYD , GARZA, GLASSCOCK, HARDEMAN, HARTLEY,

Hidalgo, Howard, Kinney, Lee, Lubbock, Lynn, Martin, Maverick, Medina,

Pecos, Potter, Randall, Roberts, Somervell, Stonewall, Swisher, Taylor,

Terrell, Wichita, Willacy counties.

Remarks: The range of this species outside of Texas is from Canada

to Gulf of Mexico, west to the Dakotas and Arizona and south to northern

Mexico and the West Indies. It is therefore, not surprising to note that it

is generally distributed in Texas.

It is frequently found within the Houston city limits.

vertigo (angustula) milium (a. gould)

Pupa milium A. Gould, 1840, Boston Jour. Nat. Hist., Ill, Pt. 3,

p. 402; PL. Ill , fig. 23.

Vertigo milium P ilsbry, 1948, land Moll. N. Amer., II, Pt. 2, p.

944, fig. 509a-e.

Distribution : Specimens examined from Austin, Bandera, Brazoria,

Brazos, Burleson, Comal, Fayette, Galveston, Hardin, Harris, Kerr, Liber-
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ty, Matacoroa . Mclennan, Nueccs. Robertson. San Patricio. Victoria.

Washington counties. Previous published recoros from Bastrop, Briscoe.

Crane. Crosby, hays. Lubbock, Medina. Oldham. Somervell counties.

remarks V. milium is the most common species of Vertigo in the

•: rn half of Texas . particularly in the Texan biotic province.

it is not rare within the houston city limits.

VERTIGO (VERTIGO ' OVAT-

_P. PROBABLY FOR PUPA OVATA SAY. 1822. JOURN . AC . NAT. SC I .

Phil. . II . Pt. 2 , p. 375.

VERTIGO (VERTIGO OVATA PlLSBRY , 1 948. LAND MOLL . N . AMER. . II .

Pt. 2. P. 952 . figs. 513 (1 -4 and I .

distribution: specimens examined from austin, bandera, brazoria,

Brazos. Burleson, Comal, Culberson, El Paso, Fayette, Galveston, Harris,

Harrison. Liberty, Nueces, Presidio, Refugio, Robertson, San Patricio,

Victoria counties. Previous published records from Briscoe, Colorado,

Crane, Crosby, Dallam, Fort Bend, Garza, hartley, Lubbock, Randall,

Roberts, Swisher, Taylor, Uvalde, Val Verde counties.

Remarks: V . ovata occurs in North America from Labrador to south-

ern Alaska in the north , and southward to the Mexican border, as well as in

the Greater Antilles. In Texas its occurrence is spotty and mostly based

on fossils or on washed-up dead specimens. in 1956-1960, however, it was

founo alive at several localities in east texas (including the houston area.)

Vertigo (Vertigo rugqsula V. Sterki

VERTIGO RUGOSULA STERKI. 1890, PROC . ACAD . NAT. SC I . PH IL . , P. 34

Vertigo (Vertigo ! rugqsula Pilsbry. 1948. II, Pt. 2, p. 948. fig.

510 '1-3 .

Distribution: Specimens examined from Bandera, Fayette. Galveston,

Harris, Lavaca. Liberty, Nueces, Polk, San Patricio, Victoria, Washington

counties. Previous published records from Colorado, Comal, Jackson, Lee,

Somervell counties.

Remarks: This species should be regarded as Austroriparian , if one

considers its general range as known outside texas. west of this area the

few records from the texas province are mostly based on drift shells.

it is occasionally founo within the houston city limits.

to be continued
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ETHYL ACETATE - by Wendell E. Pierce, D. D. S.

The Solution for External Shell Cleaning Houston, Texas

The science of Conchology is basically concerned with the study of shells.

Many problems confront the conchologist in his pursuit of knowledge of this

complex animal group. among them are the preparation, cleaning and pres-

ervation of shell specimens. the quality of such work must be of the high-

est caliber if used on shells needed for scientific study.

Shell preparation, by proper cleaning methods, is often neglected by shell

collectors as well as concholog ists . this is because of the difficulty and

time required in shell cleaning. the following is an attempt to assist those

who are faced with the problem of properly cleaning shells.

High quality, together with minimum expense and a reasonable time expendi-

ture ON METHODS HAVE BEEN FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THIS STUDY. THESE

three factors are essential to the success of any method of shell cleaning.

The purpose of cleaning shells is twofold. First, the scientific study;

second, for ornamental display. if the first purpose is accomplished, the

second can be achieved by slight alterations , but not vice versa, so we must

maintain precise methodology so that the results will be acceptable to sci-

entists and institutions. the importance of proper shell cleaning and pres-

ervation is universally recognized.

it is important for an individual to have a general knowledge of the external

structure both normal and abnormal, (l . e . scar growth, etc.) of the

shells he is planning to prepare. specifically, the delicate structures,

such as the periostracum and sculpture, and spines need to be protected.

Natural or developed manual dexterity is very helpful. The initial problem

confronting any collector is the complete removal of the meaty portion of

the animal from the shell. in the case of live mollusks this is generally

done by putting the animal in salt or fresh water at room temperature and

bringing slowly to a boil for a few minutes , then gradually allowing it to

return to ambient temperature, thus avoiding rapid expansion and contrac-

tion which may injure some shells. the mollusk , when barely cool enough

to handle , is then removed by inserting a curved hemostat or sharp screw-

like wire or instrument that can be secured to the muscle at its most inward

position if possible, then extracted with gentle but firm force. sometimes

the liver and part of the attachment muscle remains and must be removed or

embalmed with a weak solution of formaldehyde or dehydrated in alcohol.

Removal is preferred. The insertion of a long flexible needle directly to

the remaining soft tissue and injecting sodium hydroxide \q% (naoh) or po-

tassium hydroxide \0% (koh) will completely saturate the soft tissue and

disintegrate it by dissolving the connective tissue. this treatment is fol-

lowed by vigorous irrigation to wash out the residual unwanted material.

These chemicals do not injure the shell or any calcified matter, but act

only upon organic soft tissue, so the entire shell may be immersed if neces-

SARY.

BACTERIAL, EMBRYONIC FLY (LARVAE) AND ANT REMOVAL SYSTEMS ARE EQUALLY TOO

LENGTHY AND IMPRACTICAL, THOUGH THE END RESULTS MAY BE EXCELLENT. IT SHOULD

BE MENTIONED AT THIS POINT THAT IT IS IMPORTANT TO MAINTAIN THE OPERCULUM, OR
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door, with the shell because it is actually part of the shell and is essential

for scientific study. this may be done by wrapping it in gauze , then putting

it sufficicntly into the shell to avoid loss during external cleaning proce-

dure, or by properly identifying it and set it aside. another safe and sure

methoo to prevent loss or separation is to secure the shell with its oper-

culum in a gauze sack when not actually in hand for further treatment.

Most of the above systems of mollusk removal are already well known and

accepted ano are well within the specifications that follow. very little

new information has been added but it is necessary to briefly mention it

here so the entire cleaning procedure will be clear.

We are now approaching the most intricate aspect of shell cleaning which

has concerned collectors and scientists since the first shell made its way

to a museum. this is the removal of all foreign matter from the external

or exposed sections of the shells without destroying, mutilating or alter-

ing any part or parts of the animal's external structure. to further ex-

plain the complexity of achieving the desired results , it must be realized

that the texture of the foreign matter adhering to the body of the shell is

sometimes, if not usually, as dense as the cellular structure of the shell

itself. Ethyl acetate will dissolve the algae with absolutely no harm to

the shells. and will weaken the support and attachments of the calcareous

skeletons. even though the fluid does not attack them directly. butyl

Acetate may be substituted, if necessary, but it has a more offensive, pene-

trating ODOR, SIMILAR TO A HIGH CONCENTRATION OF BANANA OIL. THESE CHEMICALS

CAN BE PURCHASED FOR APPROXIMATELY S4 . 00 PER GALLON AT ANY MAJOR CHEMICAL

COMPANY LISTED IN THE YELLOW PAGES OF YOUR TELEPHONE DIRECTORY. FURTHER

ENCOURAGING RESULTS ARE OBTAINED WITH THE USE OF AN ULTRA-SONIC VIBRATOR,

WHICH WORKS WITH THE CHEMICAL AND HELPS BREAK DOWN UNDERMINED FOREIGN MAT-

TER. This instrument is expensive and, while desirable for quick results,

is not essential. the choice of ethyl acetate was no accident. a careful

study of solvents was made , several were selected and tested, and ethyl
Acetate was found to be the most practical. It does not, for example,
attack calcium carbonate (cac03) , the shells basic structure , as acids do.

Ethyl Acetate is not an acid but an ESTER and the two must not be confused

EVEN THOUGH ACID IS USED IN THE CHEMICAL PREPARATION OF ETHYL ACETATE.

The next necessary adjunct is BABY OIL, which is a mixture of lanolin and

MINERAL OIL. THIS IS MY CHOICE OVER OTHER OILS AND GLYCERIN. UPON SUBMERSION
OR TREATING THE SHELL WITH THIS OIL, THE NATURAL COLOR IS BROUGHT OUT VIVID-

LY AND ALMOST IMMEDIATELY. WHEN A SHELL IS DEHYDRATED THE LUSTER MAY BE

LOST AND THE COLOR OBSCURED; OIL RETURNS THE SHELL'S APPEARANCE NEARLY TO ITS
LIVING BEAUTY. EVEN CLEANED SHELLS ON DISPLAY AND IN COLLECTIONS SHOULD BE

TREATED WITH THIS OIL ROUTINELY , NOT ONLY TO ENHANCE THEIR NATURAL BEAUTY
BUT FOR STRUCTURAL MAINTENANCE TO INSURE LONGEVITY AND REDUCE THE NATURAL
TENDENCY OF THE PIGMENTS TO BREAK DOWN AND FADE IN TIME.

AFTER THE INITIAL USE OF ETHYL ACETATE IN THE CLEANING PROCESS, THE SHELL IS

IMMEDIATELY IMMERSED IN BABY OIL , ALLOWING THE OIL TO INVADE THE SHELL AND
THE OIL TO BECOME A SEPARATING MEDIUM BETWEEN THE SHELL AND THE CALCIFIED
FOREIGN MATTER. THE PROCESS IS SPEEDED WITH THE ULTRA-SONIC VIBRATOR WHEN
POSSIBLE. The penetration of the oil into the pores of the undesired calcified
RESIDUALS ALSO OCCURS, WHICH WEAKENS THE CELLULAR STRUCTURE OF THE FOREIGN
matter. Brushing with soap easily removes the loose material. A thorough
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Search and Seizure by Constance Boone

After A.M.U. , Mildred Tate and 1 headed across Florida from Cocoa Beach to

shell on the gulf shores. we planned to check out some new areas to round

out shelling experiences. i had never been to cedar key. mildred had been

there once but wished to return as she had not shelled very long there and

thought the place very interesting.

Cedar Key is made up of a number of keys which are joined together by bridges

now. In the early days of Florida, this was the site of the first east-west

railroad in the state and the home of several thriving industries related to

marine fauna and palmetto fronds. now it is a sleepy little place where

tourists come to relax, fish and shell. it is off hwy 98, some 100 miles

north of the tampa area. it is some 1 80 miles around the bend and south

of apalachicola.

We stayed at Faraway Inn, a small motel facing Goose Cove. Neither of us

knew it beforehand, but a so-called sand sprit uncovers here at the cove

for a good half mile at very low tide. we were told that this happens about

once a month , but i think this just means to watch the full moon times and

your tide tables. no one really knew much about the shells.

we couldn't wait for low tide and headed for the beach. the beach is not

very inviting at high tide. there were drainage pipes flowing waste waters

into this area. the water was dirty brown. so we picked up a few nassarius

and wandered up and down. finally, i stopped at some wet sand areas near

an oyster reef that was beginning to be exposed. i began to find tiny trails

and there i stayed. i didn't look up or down. all i saw was those tiny trails!

Mildred went on way down the cove.

About two hours later , Mildred came back to where I was still picking up

TINY SHELLS. SHE WANTED TO KNOW WHAT ON EARTH I WASCOLLECTING SO THAT I DID

NOT SEE WHAT WAS EXPOSED BACK OF ME. SHE WAS EXCITED OVER HER FINDS OF

Melongenas , Busycons , Fasciolarias and a few other SHELLS. But there in

BACK OF ME , WHEN I DID STRAIGHTEN UP TO LOOK, WAS THAT HUGE EXPANSE OF DRY

SAND ON THE SAND SPRIT. OTHER SHELLERS WERE OUT ON THIS BAR, AND MILDRED

REALLY COULDN'T UNDERSTAND WHY I HAD NOT GONE OUT THERE. NEEDLESS TO SAY,

I DID HEAD OUT THERE IMMEDIATELY. BUT IT WAS ALMOST DARK , AND I ONLY FOUND

A FEW LARGER SHELLS. EVERYWHERE I STEPPED I TROD ON FOUR-INCH LIVE SAND

DOLLARS POPPING UP. THERE WERE MANY TINY TRAILS OF TEREBRAS AND TURRIDS.

It began to rain; I had to leave in the dark. Mosquitoes ate me alive getting

back to the cabin.

We stayed one more day, but the tide was later and we never did get to stay

on the exposed bar long enough. i want to see this again. however, the tide

did go down enough for me to collect the busycons and melongenas which were

abundant around the oyster reefs. some of the busycons were the peculiar

"bumpless wonders" (Carlos Cardeza's designation). The shells were not

especially clean specimens , but the different forms were interesting.

in case you are wondering about the terminology of the use of the name sand

Sprit . this is the way it was designated on a map of Cedar Keys.
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continued from pact 18

probing of the rcmaining material is done with a sharp picking instrument,

the old stand-by, which probably will never be replaced. picking becomes

so simplified by the above procedure that one must use restraint in apply-

ing the necessary force. if some of the specimens subjected to this treat-

ment have residual debris remaining in crevices or between ribs or spines, the

same process may be repeated or an alternative method applied.

The shell may be immersed in a mixture of Ethyl Acetate and baby oil for

several days. the ethyl acetate serves as a vehicle for the oil to reach

the more obscure and more dense areas. of course, picking is necessary

between immersions and brushings. the shell may also be secured in a large

screen wire strainer under a strong running water faucet for several min-

utes , changing its position occasionally to insure distribution. faucet

attachments can be acquired from hardware stores to narrow the water

stream thereby resulting in a more pressure to a specified area. the same

principle is used with a dental "water pick , attachable to a faucet and

\\ ill be effective to any area of any shell.

in conclusion , it has been necessary to relate these methods in a somewhat
generalized manner with emphasis on the more difficult shells to clean. in-

dividual judgment is an absolute necessity when a specific method is applied

to a specific shell. each shell has its own unique characteristics, and the

differences should be respected and treatment varied accordingly.

it should be clearly understood that the purpose of this paper is to assist

and encourage all shell collectors to go one step further and preserve their

specimens properly.

0000000

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

BAI LEY AND CAPERON IN THE June 1 1 , 1 97 1 ISSUE OF SCIENCE (172:1 155-1 1 57)

and has the title ' coral-eat ing sea stars acanthaster planci in hawaii".

They conclude , after observing a colony of the starfish some two kilometers

long, that the 'coral in the area was predominantly alive, and the proportion

of dead coral did not increase appreciably during our period of observation".

(The survey lasted from October 1969 to May, 1970).

0000000

. . . .continued from page 9

September Meeting

Our next meeting will be held on September 22nd at 8 p.m. at the Museum of

Natural Sciences in Hermann Park. Mr. Denny Bowman , diving officer of the
Marine Biological Institute at Galveston will present a talk entitled "Carib-

bean Reef Creatures". His talk will be illustrated by color photographs.
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IONAL LIBRARY
DIV ISION Of MOLLUQKO

October , 1 971

NOTES & NEWS
NEXT MEETINT? OUTDENTI FICATION
Our next meeting will be held on Wednesday, October 27 , at 8 p.m. in the Mu-

seum of Natural Science in Hermann Park. It will be a workshop - an experi-

ment IN TEAM TEACHING PLANNED ESPECIALLY FOR THOSE WHO WANT HELP IN LEARNING

TO IDENTIFY SHELLS. BRING SHELLBOOKS AND LENSES AND SHELLS YOU WANT TO IDEN-

TIFY.

MINUTES OF SEPTEMBER MEETING by Fritz Lang, Secretary

President Lloyd Meister called the meeting to order September 22 at 8:15 p.m.

About 30 persons, including seven visitors, were present.

Treasurer Paul Hudson reported a new balance of $1680.10, which includes the

Library Fund.

Dr. Helmer Ode explained that the September issue of the TEXAS CONCHOLO-
gist was late because the printer was out of town.

a field trip to the galveston jetty was announced for october 3.

Mr. Meister asked for volunteer host couples to welcome members and visitors

to the meetings. mr . and mrs. sam mlron accepted the job, and mr . and mrs.

James Hudson also volunteered.

The president asked for a show of hands in favor of a shell fair this year, and

quite a number of members indicated their favor. ruth goodson volunteered to

be chairman of the shell fair. president meister urged members to display

and to help with making the fair a success.

Mrs. Hollis Q. Boone reported that new books and pamphlets have been acquired

for the library. lists of shells for sale were distributed.

Anne Speers asked members to send her live land snails for her collection for

experimental breeding.

Dr. Ode reported on changes of the TEXAS CONCHOLOGIST staff and plans to

CHANGE FORMAT AND FREQUENCY OF ISSUES NEXT YEAR.

Mrs. L. Dexter presented Denny Bowman who spoke on Caribbean reef creatures

AND SHOWED SLIDES OF EXCELLENT QUALITY. HIS TALK WAS INTERESTING AND INFORMA-

TIVE, AND WE ENJOYED IT VERY MUCH. OUR THANKS TO DENNY.
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELIS

Helmer Ode Mr*. Anne B. Speers

superfamily pyram idellac ea

1 introduction

to report this very difficult group of gastropods we must change our customary

format of simple enumeration somewhat. we know so little with certainty abou 1

this group that in order to present an account of these shells for the texas

beach it will be necessary to explain the main factors on which we based our

classification. thus , before a listing of the several species is presented , a

brief discussion of the important characteristics of this complex of shells

must be presented.

The preliminary nature of our identifications is strongly emphasized. Except

for a few well-known and well-defined species for which the margin of doubt

is rather small, most of our identifications were made by a study of available

literature. wlthour careful comparison with type material our discussion can-

not pretend to be very profound. it represents only an effort to systemat i ze the

bewildering variety of material from the texas beach into a preliminary scheme.

it is fairly easy to obtain a great number of species from beachdrift and from

offshore dredge samples. out of a total of about 11 ,000 lots obtained by

dredging along the texas coast and placed in the houston museum of natural
Science, over 800 were Pyramidellids . This shows that species in this family

are common and widespread in the fauna of the gulf of mexico and may even

surpass the turridae and margeliidae in numbers. for the inshore fauna we
have about 45 species to report, but in the offshore fauna their number may
be as high as one hundred, but these additional species cannot be discussed at

this time .

The uncertainty about THE identity of this MATERIAL arises FROM TWO CAUSES:

THE FIRST IS THAT MOST BEACH MATERIAL IS, UNLESS COLLECTED ALIVE, IN DEPLOR-
ABLE CONDITION. THE SECOND CAUSE IS THE LACK OF A SYSTEMATIC SOURCE OF INFOR-

MATION for the Western Atlantic pyramidellid fauna. We have assembled our

INFORMATION FROM MANY DIVERSE SOURCES WHICH ARE OFTEN CONTRADICTORY, OR UN-
CLEAR, SOME OF WHICH WE WILL LIST LATER.
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The extreme variability of many species has caused us much confusion. For
instance, in the literature for the western atlantic no less than 200 dif-

ferent taxa in the genus turbonilla are mentioned. many of these are undoubt-
edly synonymous but the burden of proving synonymy has prevented workers
of taking an interest in this fascinating group of shells. curiously enough
this neglect is the cause that a few texas forms appear to be undescribed.

The variability of many species of pyramidellids is astonding. Whether all
these variations should be described as "different" species seems doubtful,

but without a much deeper study of the problems than we are able to make we
must let the matter rest and we will confine ourselves to reporting a few
FACTS FOR Texas, in the hope that our observations about distribution and en-
vironments MAY CONTRIBUTE TO A SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEMS.

Unfortunately little is known about the mode of life of these gastropods.

It is probable, but not certain, that most species live as ecto parasites of

other organisms, mainly bivalves, gastropods and worms. whether a parti-

cular species is restricted to a single specific host or not is virtually un-

known, a final justification of the species concept within this group can only

be given after more detailed studies about the biology of these animals have

been made. that the pyram idellacea are related to the tectibranch mollusks
has been shown by anatomical work. as far as shell characters are concern-

ed this relationship is shown by the peculiar structure of the nucleus, which

is sinistral. it has an axis which often forms an angle of close to ninety

degrees with the axis of the post nuclear whorls. dall has commented
(T.W.I.S., 1892, p. 319): "The sinistrosity of the nucleus in gastropods is

OF LESS SYSTEMATIC VALUE THAN FORMERLY SUPPOSED. MANY SPECIES OF CALLIO-

STOMA HAVE A REVERSED NUCLEUS WITHOUT DIFFERING IN OTHER RESPECTS FROM THEIR

CONGENERS." IN SOME GENERA THE NUCLEUS IS PERCHED ON TOP OF THE SHELL: TUR-
BONILLA , Mathilda ; in others it is immersed in the later whorls so that the

SHELL STARTS AS IT WERE WITH A NARROW TUBE RISING OUT OF THE SHELL ITSELF. IN

OTHER TECTIBRANCH MOLLUSKS THE IMMERSION OF THE NUCLEUS HAS PROCEEDED MUCH

FARTHER , SO THAT IN GENERA AS BULLA , THE MATURE SHELL CONSISTS ENTIRELY OUT

OF THE LAST WHORL. IN GENERA SUCH AS ACTEON (IMMERSED NUCLEUS) AND RETUSA

(PERCHED NUCLEUS) THIS PROCESS IS NOT YET COMPLETED, BUT THE ENLARGEMENT OF

THE LAST WHORL IS ALREADY APPRECIABLE. STILL THESE TWO GENERA REMIND ONE OF

THE SHAPE OF SOME PYRAMIDELLIDS. ANOTHER IMPORTANT POINT OF SIMILARITY BE-

TWEEN THEM AND THE PYRAMIDELLIDS IS THE PRESENCE OF ONE OR MORE COLUMELLAR

FOLDS

.

The use of only a few generic names — although a large number of subgenera

has been defined on the basis of shell characters has tended to obscure

relationships within this group. for practical reasons we have subdivided the

Texas material into four main divisions which correspond to a large extent

with those of dall and bartsch. in some of these we employ more than one

generic name. these we cannot justify, but they were chosen from the liter-

ature in order to bring out the relationships which we think exist in our

Texas material.

to be continued

OOOOOOO
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MOLLUSCANA by W. W. Sutow , M. D.

An article on "Neolithic trade routes re-aligned by oxygen isotope analyses"

by N . Smackleton and C . Renfrew has been published in the Dec .12.1 970

issue of NATURE (Vol. 228, pp. 1062-10651. Comments on this article ap-

peared in THE SCIENCES . 1 1 : 23-24 . Sept. 1 97 1 , under the title "The Shell

Gam

The study concerns the oxygen isotope analysis of shells of Spondylus gae -

deropus llnne dug from neolithic sites in the balkans and central europe.

the report is interesting from two standpoints. first, the technique in-

volved is the analysis of oxygen isotopic composition of the calcium carbo-

nate contained in the shells. it is presumed that the "mollusc deposits

the calcium carbonate of its shell in isotopic equilibrium with the water

IT INHABITS". From the analysis, therefore, it is possible to identify the

nature of the waters from which the shells came. thus, it becomes pos-

sible to differentiate among shells originating from different sources

(e.g. , bodies of water such as the black sea and the mediterranean sea)

or from the same source at different times.

the second interesting facet of this report concerns the archaeological in-

terpretations that were drawn from identification of sources and ages of the

shells. After analyzing the Spondylus shells, the authors speculate that

a) a prehistoric trade (4000 B.C. to 2500 B. C.) existed in beads

and bangles made from this attractive shell.;

b) the source of the spondylus used was the aegean sea and not the

Black Sea. ;

c) the Spondylus trade mechanism was probably a prestige chain

EXCHANGE CHARACTERIZED BY "RECIPROCAL TRANSFER OF GOODS BETWEEN

HIGH-STATUS PERSONS AND FREQUENTLY HANDED ON IN SUBSEQUENT EX-

CHANGES .

"

*******

The role OF BURROWING MOLLUSKS as A BIOEROSIVE force in shaping THE SUBMARINE

TOPOGRAPHY IS DISCUSSED IN THE ARTICLE ENTITLED "SUBMARINE CANYON EROSION:

CONTRIBUTION OF MARINE ROCK BURROWERS" (PUBLISHED IN SCIENCE . 17 3:1127-1129,

Sept. 17 , 1 971) by J. E. Warme , T. B. Scanland and N. F. Marshall.

The authors report the results of studies carried out on rocks obtained from
the rim and upper walls of scripps submarine canyon, offshore under the
Pacific Ocean near La Jolla , California. It is concluded that erosion by inver-

tebrate ANIMALS IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN EROSION BY MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL
PROCESSES IN MANY AREAS. BIVALVE MOLLUSKS, INCLUDING BOTH PHOLADIDS AND BUR-
ROWING MYTILIDS, APPEARED TO BE THE MOST ABUNDANT EXCAVATORS. AMONG THE
MOLLUSCAN BURROWERS WERE PARAPHOLAS CALIFORNICA , N ETTASTOMELLA ROSTRATA ,

ADULA CALIFORNIENSIS . AND LlTHOPHAGA PLUMULA. IT IS ESTIMATED THAT THE AVER-
AGE ATTRITION OF ROCK SURFACES IS FROM 2 TO 1 MM PER YEAR.

OOOOOOO
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Distribution and Ecology of the Terrestrial Mollusks by Paul L. McGee
of the Texas Coastal Counties (continued)

Gastrocopta (Gastrocopta I rupicola (Say)

Pupa rupicola say. 1821, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil. II, Pt. 1,

p. 163.

Gastrocopta rupicola Pilsbry. 1 948, Land Moll. N. Amer., II, Pt. 2,

p. 905 , fig. 491 a, b ,c.

Distribution: Specimens examined from Brazoria, Calhoun, Comal,
Galveston, Harris, Liberty, Victoria counties. Previous published records.
None .

Remarks: Pilsbry states that this species occurs from South Carolina
to Florida and west along the Gulf Coastal Plain to Galveston, Texas. It is

restricted to the austror ipar ian province, where it should be considered a

characteristic member of the fauna.

it has been collected at one station in houston.

Vertigo (Vertillaria) oscariana Sterki

Vertigo oscariana Sterki, 1890, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phil., X LI I,

p. 33.

Vertigo (Vertillaria) oscariana Pilsbry, 1948, Land Moll. N. Amer.,

II, Pt. 2, p. 946, figs. 509 a and 510 (8, 10, and 11).

Distribution : Specimens examined from Austin, Harris, Matagorda,

McLennan, Nueces, Washington counties. Previous published records from

Colorado, Comal counties .

remarks: v . oscariana is a characteristic snail of the austror 1parian

Biotic Province, being known only from West Virginia, Tennessee, Arkansas,

Texas, Louisiana, Alabama, and Florida. In Texas, where it reaches its wes-

tern LIMIT, IT OCCURS BEYOND THE AUSTROR IPAR IAN PROVINCE AS DEAD SHELLS WASHED

up (possibly from Pleistocene deposits) in river or beach drift.

Living specimens have been taken within the Houston City limits.

pupisqma dioscorioqla (c . b . adajms)

Helix dioscoricola C. B. Adams, 1845, Proc. Boston Soc . Nat. Hist.

II , p. 16.

PUPISQMA DIOSCORICOLA PlLSBRY , 1 948 , LAND MOLL . N . AMER . , II , PT . 2 ,

p. 1007 , fig. 538 (1-5).

DISTRIBUTION: SPECIMENS EXAMINED FROM BRAZORIA, CAMERON, FAYETTE,

HARRIS, HIDALGO, LAVACA, LIBERTY, LIVE OAK, MATAGORDA, SAN PATRICIO, VIC-

TOR IA COUNT IES . Previous published records from Dallas, Ellis counties.

Remarks: Although this minute snail is easily overlooked by collec-

tors, it would seem to be nearly restricted in Texas to the Gulf Coast Plain

area, where it has been found in all three blotic province . the two uncheck-
ed records from the northern part of the state may be based on washed-up
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fossils, if not on m is ident ificat ions : they are not reliable evidence that the

species lives there now. p . oioscoricola is essentially a snail of tropical

ano subtropical america and the west indies. it enters the united states

only in Southern Florida and eastern Texas.

it has been taken on one occasion within the houston c ity limits (in memorial

Par-

carychium exile h. c. lea

Carychium exile H. C . Lea . 1 842 . Amer. Jour. Sci . and Arts , XLII ,

p. 109 . Pl. 1 . fig. 5.

Carychium exile Pilsbry, 1948, land Moll. N. Amer. II. Pt. 2.

P. 1058. figs. 561 c, 566 A, and 566 D.

Distribution ; Specimens examined from Austin, Bandera, Brazoria,

Brazos, Burleson. Comal, Dallas, DeWitt, El Paso, Fayette, Fort Bend,

Gonzales, Guadalupe, Hardin, Harris, Hays. Karnes, Kerr, Lavaca, Liberty,

Madison, Matagorda, McLennan, Milan, Nueces, Polk, Refugio, Robertson,

San Saba, Travis, Uvalde, Val Verde, Victoria, Washington counties. Pre-

vious PUBLISHED RECORDS FROM BASTROP, COLORADO, CROSBY, FRIO, LUBBOCK,

Medina, Randall, Somervell counties .

remarks: c . exile occurs over most of the eastern united states

and canada. in the south it reaches its western limits (as a recent, living

snail*! in central texas, extending from there into mexico and central america,

it appears to be extinct now in the panhandle and west texas, the few records

from there being based on pleistocene fossils.

it is a common snail in the houston area.

Helicina (Oligyra i ORBICULATA TROPICA PFEIFFER

Helic INA tropica Pfeiffer, 1850, Syst. Conch. Cab . , I, Abt. 18,

Pt. 1 , p. 37.

Helicina orbiculata tropica , Pilsbry, 1948, Land Moll. N. Amer.

II , Pt. 2 , p. 1084. fig. 579 f-h .

Distribution : Specimens examined from Aransas, Atascosa, Austin,

Bandera, Bastrop, Bee, Bexar, Blanco, Brazoria, Brazos, Burleson, Burnet,

Calhoun, Cameron, Chambers, Comal, Coryell .Dallas , DeWitt, Edwards,
Ellis, Fayette, Fort Bend, Franklin, Frio, Galveston, Gillespie, Gonzales,

Grayson, Grimes, Guadalupe, Hamilton, Hardin, Harris, Hays, Hidalgo, Jack-

son, Jefferson, Karnes, Kendall, Kerr, Kimble, Kinney, Lavaca, Liberty,

Live Oak, Llano, Matagorda, McLennan, Medina, Milam. Montgomery, Navarro
Nueces, Polk, Refugio, Robertson, San Jacinto, San Patricio, San Saba,
Tarrant, Travis, Tyler, Uvalde, Val Verde, Victoria, Walker, Washington,
Webb, Wharton, Zavala counties. Previous published records from Bell,

Bowie, Brooks, Caldwell, Falls, Goliad, Hill, Houston, Kaufman, lee,

McMullan, Montague, Real, Smith. Somervell, Willacy, Wilson counties.

Remarks: h. o . tropica occurs over most of the southeastern half
of Texas, where it is a common and characteristic snail in the Austroriparian

,

Texan, Balconian and Tamaulipan Provinces.
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It is abundant in Houston. It is a semi-arboreal snail, often found
climbing trees after rains.

NATIVE SPECIMENS NOW ACCEPTED AS LIVING IN THE AREA

Only the species included in this list have their distribution shown on maps and
were considered in detail. the observed or reported occurrence in the three
Biotic Provinces covered by this study, is shown for each species by the ab-

breviations AUSTR_. (AUSTRORIPARIAN) . TEX . (TEXAN) , TAM. (TAMAUL IPAn) . THE
arrangement of the families and genera is that of h. a. pllsbry's comprehen-
sive monograph " land mollusks of north america" (4 parts, philadelphia,

1939-1948). Some deviations from the nomenclature used by Pilsbry, but
adopted for this report, were suggested by dr. bequaert.

NATIVE MOLLUSKS OF THE TEXAS COASTAL COUNTIES

Class Gastropoda

Subclass Pulmonata

Order Stylommatophora

Family Polygyridae

1 . polygyra (polygyra ) septemvolva febigeri (t . bland) austr . , tex. , tam.
2 . POLYGYRA (DAEDALOCHILA) AURIFORMIA (T . BLAND) AUSTR. , TEX

.

, TAM.
3. POLYGYRA (LOBOSCULUM ) LEPORINA (A . GOULD) AUSTR . , TEX .

4. POLYGYRA (ERYMODOn ) MOOREANA (W , G . BlNNEY) TEX .

5. POLYGYRA (ERYMODON ) MOOREANA THOLUS (W . G . B INNEY) TEX .

6. POLYGYRA (ERYMODON ) TEXAS IANA (J . MORICAND) (TYPICAL) AUSTR . , TEX . , TAM.
7. POLYGYRA (ERYMODON ) TEXAS IANA TR IODONTO IDES (T . BLAND) AUSTR . , TEX.

8. POLYGYRA (ERYMODON ) TEXAS IANA POLITA H. A. PlLSBRY AND A. A. HlNKLEY,

TAM.
9. Stenostrema (Euchemotrema) leai aliciae (H. A. Pilsbry) Austr* , Tex.

10. PRATIOCOLELLA BERLAND1ERIANA (J . MORICAND) AUSTR . , TEX . , TAM.
1 1 . Praticolella griseola (l. Pfeiffer) Tam . (introduced? Austr. , Tex .)

12. Mesodon (Mesodon ) thyroidus (T. Say) Austr . , Tex.

13. Triodopsis (Triodopsis) vultuosa (A. Gould) Austr .

Family Sagdidae

14. Thysanophora (Thysanophora) horn ii (W. M. Gabb) Tam .

Family Bulimulidae

15. Bulimulus (Rabdotus ) alternatus (T. Say) Tam .

16. Bulimulus (Rabdotus ) dealbatus (T. Say) (typical) Austr . , Tex.

17. Bulimulus (Rabdotus ) dealbatus mooreanus (L. Pfeiffer) Tex.

1 8. Bulimulus (Rabdotus ) dealbatus ragsdalei H. A. Pilsbry , Tam .

Family Oleacinidae

19. euglandiwa (euglandina ) texas iana (l . pfeiffer) tam .
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20. EUGLANDINA (SlNGLEYA ^ S INGLEYANA (W . G . BlNNEY) TEX. , (TAM . ?, IN DRIFT

ONLN .

Family haplotrematidae

21. haplotrema concavum (t . say^ austr

.

family zonitidae

22. euconulus cher5inus trochulus (o . reinhardt) aust r . , tex . , tam .

23. guppya gunolachi i (l . pfeiffer) tam .

24. Retinella (Glyphyalus ) roemer i (H. A. Pilsbry and J. H. Ferriss) Tex .

25. Retinella (Glyphyalinia ) indentata (paucillrata ) (A. Morelet) Austr . ,

Tex. , Tam .

26. Mesomphix (Omphalina ) friabilis (W . G . Binney) Austr . , Tex .

27. hawaiia minuscula (A. Binney) Austr . , Tex . , Tam.

28. Ventridens demissus (A. Binney) Austr .

29. Ventridens intertextus (A. Binney) Austr .

30. Zonitoides (Zonitoides ) arboreus (T . Say) Austr . , Tex.

31 . Striatura (Striatura' meridionalis (H. A. Pilsbry and J. H. Ferriss) Austr

Family Endodontidae

32. Anguispira alternata strongylode s (L. Pfeiffer) Tex .

33. Anguispira alternata crassa b. Walker , Austr .

34. Helicodiscus (Helicodiscus ) e igenmann i H. A. Pilsbry , Austr . , Tex . , Tam .

35. punctum vitreum h. b. baker, tex .

Family Philomysidae

36 . Philomycus carolinianus flexuolaris C . S . Rafinesque , Austr . , Tex.

Family Succineidae

37 . Catinella avara (t . Say) Austr . , Tex . , Jam .

38 . Succinea luteola A . Gould , Tex . , Tam .

39. Strobilops labyrinth ica texas iana (h. A. Pilsbry and J. H. Ferriss) Austr .

Tex . , Tam .

40. Strobilops (Discostrobilops ) hubbard i (a. D. Brown) (Tex. ?)

Family Pupillidae

4 1 . Gastrocopta (Alb inula ) contracta (t . Say) Austr . , Tex .

42. Gastrocopta (Vertigopsis ) pentodon (T. Say) Austr . , Tex. , Tam .

43. Gastrocopta (Gastrocopta) cristata (H. A. Pilsbry and E.G. Vanatta)
Tex .

44. Gastrocopta (Gastrocopta ) pelluc ida hordeacella (H. A. Pilsbry) Austr.
Tex . , Tam .

45. Gastrocopta (Gastrocopta ) procera (A. Gould) Tex . , tam .

46 . Gastrocopta (Gastrocopta ) rupicola (T . Say) Austr .

47. PUPOIDES ALBILABRIS (C . B . ADAMS) AUSTR . , TEX . , TAM.
48. vertigo (Angustula ) milium (A. Gould) Austr. , Tex.
49. Vertigo (Vertigo ) ovata ( T . Say) Austr. , Tex.

to be continued
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A List of the Most Often Dredged Mollusks on the Shelf by h. Ode

in the North West Gulf of Mexico.

Over the past 5 years several members of the Houston Conchology Society

have been engaged in a study of the molluscan fauna of the Northwest Gulf
of Mexico. Dredged samples for this study were supplied by the Bureau of

Commercial Fisheries in Galveston, and by several other sources. All mater-

ial IS NOW PART OF THE MOLLUSK COLLECTION OF THE MUSEUM OF NATURAL SCIENCE

IN HOUSTON. A PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE RESULTS IS IN PREPARATION AND IT IS

UNNECESSARY TO ANTICIPATE HERE THESE RESULTS. HOWEVER, IT MAY BE OF INTEREST

TO COMMUNICATE AT THIS TIME SOME DATA ABOUT THE DISPERSAL OF THE MOST COM-
MON SPECIES OF MOLLUSKS IN THE NORTHWEST GULF OF MEXICO. IN THAT PHASEOFTHE
PROJECT WHICH NOW HAS BEEN COMPLETED ABOUT 11 ,000 LOTS OBTAINED FROM ABOUT

150 LOCATIONS WERE TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED AND CATALOGUED. MOST OF THE SAM-
PLE LOCATIONS ARE SITUATED ON THE OFFSHORE SHELF IN A DEPTH RANGE BETWEEN 10

AND 40 FATHOMS , BUT A NUMBER OF THEM ARE FROM WATER LESS DEEP (BAYS AND

BEACHES AND A FEW OFFSHORE LOCATIONS OF 4 FATHOMS) AND ANOTHER SMALL FRACTION

FROM MUCH DEEPER WATER (40 - 170 FMS) AND THREE FROM BETWEEN 400 TO 500

FATHOMS. The majority of all samples comes from the Galveston-Freeport area

of the coast, and a few from western louisiana and southwest texas at port

Aransas .

The unequal density of the sampling grid and the nonuniform range in depth

at which the samples were obtained should be kept in mind in interpreting

the list of species which is reported here. also the size of the samples and

the method by which they were obtained has abearing on the composition of

THE LIST.

The list given below is a catalogue of species arranged according to the num-

ber OF STATIONS AT WHICH THESE SPECIES WERE OBTAINED. IN IT ARE LISTED ONLY

THOSE SPECIES FOUND AT AT LEAST 20 LOCATIONS. THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SPECIES

ENCOUNTERED IS WELL OVER 1000. MOST OF THESE ARE SMALL TO MINUTE AND A CON-

SIDERABLE PERCENTAGE OF THEM COULD NOT BE IDENTIFIED. NO PARTICULAR CLAIMS

ABOUT THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE WAY OF ARRANGEMENT CAN BE MADE. | HOPE THAT IT

WILL GIVE SOME INDICATION ABOUT THE DISPERSAL OF SPECIES IN THE OFFSHORE FAUNA.

THE NUMBER OF SPECIMENS OBTAINED AT ANY PARTICULAR LOCATION HAS NOT BEEN

USED TO WEIGH THE RESULT IN ANY WAY. IN A SENSE THEN THE LIST REFLECTS THE

DEPTH RANGE AND ENVIRONMENTS WHICH WERE MOST OFTEN SAMPLED. HOWEVER, I

BELIEVE THAT THE LIST IS INTERESTING ENOUGH TO BE PRESENTED HERE BECAUSE IT

SHOWS SOME UNEXPECTED SPECIES.

AT THIS TIME NO INFORMATION CONCERNING LIVE OCCURRENCES CAN BE GIVEN AND THE

NUMBER OF LOCATIONS IS THE SUM OF ALL LOCATIONS WHERE LIVE , DEAD AND FRAG-

MENTAL MATERIAL WAS OBTAINED. IT IS REMARKABLE THAT SOME SPECIES WHICH WERE

ABUNDANT IN THE SAMPLES WERE ONLY OBTAINED IN DEAD MATERIAL. FOR INSTANCE

MUL1NIA LATERALIS HAS BEEN DREDGED IN ABUNDANCE, BUT WAS NEVER FOUND ALIVE IN

OFFSHORE WATERS, ALTHOUGH SOMETIMES FRESH LOOKING MATERIAL WAS OBTAINED.

The species lives in great QUANTITIES close to the beaches in the inlets and in

the bays. Whether all specimens of Mulinia lateralis dredged offshore repre-

sent Pleistocene or slightly younger material is open to doubt.

Also tabulated are the depthranges and bottom conditions. The latter have

BEEN SEPARATED INTO FIVE CATEGORIES: SANDY OR SHELLY MUD (s) , MUD (m) , OUT-
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CROPS (O) , CORAL REEF (C '
. ALGAL REEF (A^ . AT SEVERAL LOCATIONS IN THE SAMPLED

AREA ROCKFORMATIONS OUTCROP ON THE BOTTOM OF THE GULF: THESE HAVE ALL BEEN

DESIGNATED AS "OUTCROPS" ALTHOUGH THl IR ECOLOGICAL CONDITIONS MAY VARY CON-

SIDERABLY.

AS WILL BE SEEN SEVERAL OF THE LISTED SPECIES SO FAR HAVE NOT BEEN IDENTIFIED.

IT IS CERTAIN THAT AFTER A MORE COMPLETE STUDY OF THE MATERIAL AT HAND SOME
IDENTIFICATIONS WILL HAVE TO BE CHANGED. HOWEVER FOR AN OVERALL PICTURE OF

THE FAUNA THE PRECISE DETAILS ARE NOT TOO IMPORTANT.

|N CONCLUSION, WE NOTE THAT MANY OF THE MOST COMMON BAY AND BEACHSHELLS ARE

MISSING IN OUR LIST. THE LIST, ARRANGED IN ORDER OF DECREASING NUMBER OF LO-

CATIONS, FOLLOWS. TO ECONOMIZE IN TYPING EFFORT AUTHORS NAMES IN THE SPECIES

DESIGNATIONS HAVE BEEN OMITTED.

CORBULA BARATTIANA

TECTONATICA PUSILLA

Anadara TRANSVERSA

Chione CLENCHI

Aequipecten gibbus

Cavolina longirostris

Anomia simplex

Notocorbula operculata

Terebra "protexta"

ostrea equestris

gouldia cerina

Chama congregata

echinochama arcinella

mulinia lateralis

quadrans lintea

nuculana concentrica

creseis acicula

tellina versicolor

nucula proxima

dentalium texas ianum

Alabina CERITHIDIOIDES

LUCINA AMIANTA

Crassinella LUNULATA
Abra AEQUALIS

LUCINA MULTILINEATA

STROMBUS ALATUS

NOETIA PONDEROSA

DlPLODONTA SOROR

AMPHISSA SPEC .

LAEVICARDIUM PICTUM

AMUSIUM PAPYRACEUM
Macoma EXTENUATA (?)

Crepidula plana

Anadara ovalis
PlTAR CORDATA

OOOOOOO

73 4-75 FMS. s o A
70 4-75 FMS. s o c
67 0-70 FMS. s o
67 4-50 FMS . s o A
66 4-60 FMS. s o A
64 8-500 fms. s o M C
61 0-75 FMS. s o A
60 6-70 FMS . s o A
59 4-75 FMS. s
59 0-70 FMS . s o A
58 4-57 FMS. s o C A
57 4-40 FMS. s o C A
57 4-43 FMS. s o A
57 4-40 FMS. s o A
55 4-50 FMS. s o
54 4-40 FMS. s

53 4-500 fms. s o M A
53 4-40 FMS. s o
51 4-60 FMS. s o
50 4-70 FMS. s o
49 7-50 FMS. s o A C
48 4-43 FMS. s o A
47 4-50 FMS. s o
47 4-40 FMS. s o
46 5-43 FMS. s o A
44 6-50 FMS. s o
44 0-37 FMS. s o
44 4-40 FMS. s o
43 4-70 FMS. M s
43 4-70 FMS. s o
41 14-7 5 FMS. s
41 4-70 FMS. s o
40 4-50 FMS. s o
40 0-37 FMS. s o
40 12-60 FMS. s o A

3E CONTINUED,
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Notes from the Library Committee

During the past several months , the following items have been added to the

library of our society:

1 . Symposium on Rare and Endangered Mollusks. This is a re-

print OF THE PAPERS PRESENTED AT THE AMU MEETING IN CORPUS
CHRISTI (1968), AND PUBLISHED IN MALACOLOG IA

.

2. K. J. Boss: Critical Estimate of the Number of Recent

Mollusca. Occasional Papers on Mollusks No. 40.

The following books are new in the Library:

3. A. M. Keen: Seashells of Tropical West America (new

edition)

4. F. G. Walton Smith: Atlantic Reef Corals

5. E. C. Rios: Coastal Brazilian Seashells

The following new subscriptions have been entered:

6. malacolog ical review

7 . Molluscan Digest (exchange)

8. Shell 'N Tell (Saipan Shell Club, exchange)

9. Of Sea and Shore

On order: 10. K. Y. Johnstone: Collecting Seashells

It is requested that suggestions for library purchases be forwarded to the

Library Committee Chairman, Dr. W. W. Sutow , for consideration by the

committee.

oooOooo

ETHYL ACETATE - AVAILABLE FREE

HAROLD GEIS HAS A SUPPLY OF THIS SHELLCLEAN ING LIQUID AVAILABLE FOR THOSE WHO

WANT TO TRY IT TO CLEAN THEIR SHELLS. BRING A CONTAINER AND A RUBBERHOSE FOR

siphoning. The address is 2405 Dickey Place, Houston.

*******

The art of faking shells has not completely disappeared. Last summer at

Key West, a shell dealer was observed making knobs to replace broken ones

on Lyropecten nodosus . He carefully molded and painted knobs on the Lion's

Paws he got from shrimpers and distributed them to Northern dealers. His

comment was that he was restoring their beauty, and that he had just as much

demand for the specimens.
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SEARCH AND SEIZURE by Constance Boone

Several years ago, I sent some small Turrios collected at three locations in

Texas bays to ANSP, remarking on the variations. A returned verdict (leaving

THE SPECIMENS WITH THE MUSEi THAT THE SPECIMENS WERE CLOSEST TO PYRO-

gocythara plicosa (C . S . Adams', no comment was made about the variations

I HAD NOTED.

LATER I SENT A COUPLE OF MY SPECIMENS FROM ARANSAS BAY TO MRS. EDNA MARCOTT

of St. Petersburg. Fla. , and back came a quick reply that what I had sent her

WERE PYROGOCYTHARA HEMPHILLI BARTSCH AND REHDER. BOTH THE NAMED SPECIES

occur in Florida Gulf grassy bays.

This August I again collected two variations of Turrids under rocks at Rock-

port . Texas. Again I saw differences of color and of knobbiness and size.

This time I sent all I got to Dan Steger of Tampa, Fla. Back came a separa-

tion OF THE SPECIMENS INTO TWO SPECIES: PYROGOCYTHARA PLICOSA AND PYROGOCY-

THARA HEMPHILLI . SO WE HAVE BOTH IN TEXAS. I HAVE BEEN MIXING THEM, SENDING

OUT A FEW HERE AND THERE AND NOT UNDERSTANDING WHAT I HAD. PYROGOCYTHARA

PLICOSA IS CALLED MANGELIA PLICOSA IN ABBOTT'S GUIDE SEASHELLS OF NORTH
AMERICA. This, I think, is the old Genus designation , and it should be Pyro-

GOCYTHARA NOW. HOWEVER, THE PICTURE IN THIS GUIDE IS PROBABLY THE BEST TO GO

by. The only comment I have to make is that the species in Texas is not dark

BROWN AS IT IS IN FLORIDA OR IN THIS PICTURE. IT IS LIGHT TAN AND SOMETIMES

ORANGE AND EVEN WHITE. THE BEST PICTURE OF PYROGOCYTHARA HEMPHILLI IN SHELL

book literature is in MARINE SHELLS OF THE WESTERN COAST OF FLOR-
IDA by Perry and Schwengel. This photo shows the yellowish band near the

suture of the last whorl and demonstrates the more smooth ribbing. the two
species are close. this last named book also has a poor picture of " mangilia

plicosa" . However, the book describes the two species in detail. Dan Steger
was also kind enough to identify two of my Cedar Key Turrids (See September's
issue) as Kurtziella atrostyla Dall and Cryoturris fargoi McGinty.

000O000

NOVEMBER FIELD TRIP PLANNED

A FIELD TRIP WILL BE HELD ON NOVEMBER 21 AT BOLIVAR PENINSULA. MEMBERS WILL

MEET AT 9 A.M. AT THE FERRY LANDING ON THE BOLIVAR SIDE.

*******

THIS WILL BE YOUR LAST ISSUE OF TEXAS CONCHOLOGIST THIS
VOLUME IF YOUR DUES ARE NOT PAID.

DON'T MISS THE PHOTOS COMING ON TURBONILLAS!
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\9 ^CONCHOLOGIST
November-December, 1971

.LIAM H. DALLTES & NEWS
OF MOLLUSKS

MAN'S AST

Dr. Harold Harry will talk on Man's Impact on the Texas Coastal Environment
at the November 17 meeting at the Houston Museum of Natural Science at 8:00

p.m. Houston Conchology Society members are reminded that this meeting is

the Third Wednesday this month.

Dr. Harry is well qualified to talk on this subject. He is a member of the

faculty of the biology department of texas a. & m. university where he tea-

ches marine biology and biology of the mollusca.

Bring your friends. We always welcome visitors.

MINUTES OF OCTOBER MEETING by Fritz Lang, Secretary

President Lloyd Meister called the meeting to order October 27 at 8:15 p.m.

Thirty eight members were present.

Minutes of previous meeting were read and approved. A letter of thanks from

Dr. Pulley was read. Our contribution to the Museum of Natural Science was

appreciated.

Treasurer Paul Hudson reported a new balance of $1671 .42.

Three visitors introduced themselves and were welcomed.

Mrs. Hollis Q. Boone announced that members should bring specimen shells to

the November Meeting. These shells are for exchange with the saipan Shell

Club, (Ernie Libby, correspondent). Clarice Van Erp volunteered to do re-

minder CALLING BEFORE THE MEETING.

Mrs. Boone made a motion that the Houston Conchology Society contribute

$100.00 to the a.m.u. meeting at galveston in july, 1972. dr. helmer ode

seconded the motion and it was passed by the body.

several members discussed the library fund, publishing of beach notes, and

purchase of other books.

THE PROGRAM WAS TURNED OVER TO MRS. L. N. DEXTER. SHE HAD DIFFERENT ONES

TO TEACH SHELL IDENTIFICATION TO SMALL GROUPS AT TABLES. VERY INTERESTING AND

INFORMATIVE. SEEMINGLY WELL RECEIVED AND ENJOYED.
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELLS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

superfamily pyram idellacea (continued)

The divisions are:

1) turbonillas. from the texas beach the genera: c he mn itz ia , str io-

turbonilla, besla and pyrgiscus.

2) Odostomias. From the Texas beach the genera: Menestho with sub-

genus Chrysallida , MlRALDA, FARGOA , Salasiella, Cingulina, Odos-
tomia, eulimastoma and evalea.

3) Sayellas . From the Texas beach only the genus Sayella.

4) Pyramidellas . From the Texas beach only the genus Lonchaeus.

5) The genus Pe risti chia may belong in the Mathildidae , a family not

usually placed in the pyram idell ids .

the question whether all these groupings should be classified in a single

family or not and why some other genera (retusa) are not classified with

the pyramidellids , cannot be answered by us. our emphasis is here only on

the delineation of, in our opinion, separable species rather than on the

solution of the main problems in this group. the responsibility for the

taxonomic opinions expressed in the following belongs to one of us (ode*) .

to document our opinions properly. photographs of most of the species dis-

cussed will be published. these specimens will be deposited in the houston
Museum of natural Science, so that they will be available for further study

All specimens were collected by the authors in the bays and on the beaches
of the Texas coast.

2 The genera in the Turbonilla complex

It will require a far more time-consuming study than we are able to make to
straighten out the utter confusion in taxonomy within this complex of species.

We shall merely attempt to sort out the species found on Texas beaches for
the majority of which the names remain a mystery to us.
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Species of Turbonilla have been described since the early 19th century. The
first author to be fully aware that this group offered very serious difficul-

ties was dall. his discussion and remarks concerning turbonilla are still

among the clearest available to us and much of our interpretations are based

on remarks in various of dall's papers. preceding dall's work a number of

species had been described from new england and some from jamaica by c . b.

Adams, while Holmes had named several fossil shells from the Carolina's,

some of which dall placed in synonymy with recent species.

it is unfortunate that many of the original descriptions and figures must be

considered inadequate for the identification of our material. later invest-
igators were apparently of the same opinion probably no types are available

and the result is that a number of the earlier named species seem , as it

were, to have evaporated into thin air. after a listing by dall in 1884 (bull

24 , U .S .G .S .) , Bush has summarized the knowledge about the semitropical

species of Turbonilla as it existed about the turn of the century. Unfortun-

ately, HER WORK DID NOT SHED MUCH LIGHT ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RECENT

species and the fossil ones of holmes. in it was started the extreme reliance

on structural detail, which, for all we know, may be significant, and which

became so prominent in the works of bartsch . this author summarized the

Pyramidellids of the New England coast, and described many new species of

Turbonilla from the Atlantic coast.

Whereas Dall (T.W.I.S. , 1892) was of the opinion that Turbonilla species

ranged from the miocene into the recent, bartsch considered species to be

far more restricted in a temporal sense. all his pliocene shells from the

St. Petersburg, Florida Pliocene are name as "new" species. As will be seen

for the odostomias , the only fauna photographically documented which resem-
bles the recent texas fauna closely is that st. petersburg fauna. apparently

the many turbonillas persent in that fauna did strike bartsch as being differ-

ent from the turbonillas living at present in that area. we have experienced

similar difficulties with texas beach material. our shells can be correlated

reasonably well with one or another of the countless forms described and il-

lustrated by bartsch from the pliocene of florida, but often seem to be

different in some respect from those described from the recent fauna of the

Western Atlantic. Some problems will eventually be solved when our ma-

terial IS COMPARED WITH TYPES IN VARIOUS COLLECTIONS. SO FAR THIS HAS NOT BEEN

done. in our opinion , the majority of bartsch' new species in the genera chem-
intzia and pyrgiscus from the florida pliocene represent merely variations of

a few variable species some of which still may be living today. for that rea-

son we have avoided identifying our shells with bartsch 1 species. also we
have followed dall in avoiding the use of holmes' names, some of which may

be synonymous with recent species. the close resemblance of some texas

material to species described by early workers and by bartsch from new
England and Virginia has further added to our confusion. We have deemed it

prudent to avoid also these names, in which we may be mistaken. apart from

literature some information was obtained by comparison of a few texas shells

with type material in the national museum in washington and at the academy

of natural science of philadelphia and at the museum of comparative zoology

at Harvard.

It is clear to us that Texas beach material must be considered together with

the offshore texas material in order to arrive at a satisfactory separation.

in the offshore material the number of different looking shells is very large

(ABOUT 50 "SPECIES").
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Besla elegans Orbigny, 1842

2.46 mm. , Matagorda Beach,

November 5 , 1 967

Beach specimen from Ode
collection.

4.28 mm. , Galveston Bolivar

Pass, February 10, 1968

Alive in trails , from Boone

collection.

PHOTOS by frank van morkhoven

An extremely interesting feature of Turbonillas is the very common occurrence

of serious injury of the shell. quite often the shells appear to have been

crushed; later it apparently healed and continued to grow at the same or dif-

ferent angle. we have seen specimens from offshore galveston in which the

angle of the spire changed at least 15 degrees and a partly double winding was

produced. it is possible that this common type of injury is caused by the feed-

ing of the animal on bivalve mollusks in the opened stage and that the sudden

closure of the valves crushes the lip of the parasitic turbonilla . a large num-

ber of photographs in bartsch's publication on the pliocene pyram idell ids show
this type of injury.

The Turbonillas of Texas are easily split into two quite different complexes.

One of these contains shells with a helical nucleus, have a pure white color

and the intercostal spaces are without spiral sculpture discernible by the un-

aided eye. the second complex comprises shells with a much flatter disc-shap-

ed nucleus , the shells often show color patterns and quite often are clearly
spirally striated. the first complex we have designated as the chemnitzia
complex and the second one as the pyrgiscus complex , but we cannot justify

these names taxonom ically .
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Pyrgiscus has been chosen rather arbitrarily as none of the subgenera Pyrgis-

CUS , MORMULA , MUMIOLA , PYRGOSTELIS , PYRGOLAMPROS , ETC . TO US APPEARS TO BE

clearly defined.

3) The Chemnitzia complex

Together with the genus Chemnitzia w e classify in this complex of species the

genera strioturbonilla and besla . the genus turbonilla does not occur in

Texas but seems to be restricted in the Western Atlantic to the New England

COAST. (T_. BUSHIANA , NIVEA AND STRICTA) . In OUR OPINION REFERENCES TO T. NIVEA

FOR TEXAS MUST BE CONSIDERED TO BE IN ERROR. BESLA IS . IN TEXAS, REPRESENTED

BY A SINGLE SPECIES, WHICH IS ESSENTIALLY A CHEMNITZIA WITH RATHER INFLATED

WHORLS, DEEP SUTURE AND STRONG SPIRALS BELOW THE PERIPHERY. THE GENUS WAS

CREATED BY BARTSCH FOR SOME SPECIES FROM THE PACIFIC COAST OF THE U.S.A.,
AND APPEARS TO US TO FIT THE CHARACTERISTICS OF T. ELEGANS (AS FIGURED BY AB-

BOTT AND WARMKE) SUFFICIENTLY CLOSE TO PLACE THIS SPECIES IN IT.

strioturbonilla s_p . jb_.

3.84 mm. , Port Aransas Causeway

March , 1 957

Beach specimen from Ode collection

Chemnitzia unilirata Bush , 1 899

2.69 mm. , Port Aransas Causeway

July 1 , 1 961

Beach specimen from Ode collection

PHOTOS BY FRANK VAN MORKHOVEN
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The majority of beach specimens in Texas are Chemnitzia's . These are glassy,

sometimes bluish v. ien alive. dull white when dead, long, slender shells,

quite variable in size and shape , whose identification presents insurmountable

difficulties to us. chemnitzia and str ioturbon illa are in our scheme separated

on the following characters: chemnitzia has a smooth white appearance without

spiral striae , while str ioturbon illa is , under the microscope , clearly hori-

zontally striated by numerous exceedingly fine incised spirals, forming as it

were a diffraction grating. also the shape of the shell is different. chem-

nitzia has a conical or needle-shaped outline with a relatively small body

whorl. while str ioturbon illa is more shouldered and has a relatively larger

body whorl. the spiral striations which in worn beach material are sometimes

lost may by itself not be sufficient criterion of separation. chemnitzia may

have a ridged or banded pattern of spirals . for instance , c_. unilarata has a

single chorolike spiral below the suture, but the shell lacks the fine lines

of strioturbonilla . we accept as strioturbonilla only those species which

have a pattern of very close and regularly spaced exceedingly thin lines as

in a diffraction grating. |n texas the slender conical forms like t. pall i

ano t. hemphilli are never striated, but two different species are, which are

shorter and somewhat shouldered. for this shape we refer to the figures of

T. curta Dall in M. Smith's book and of T_. hemphilli Bush in Perry and Sch-

WENGEL , BOTH OF WHICH COULD BE MIS IDENTIFIED , BUT REPRESENT STRIOTURBONILLA
«

IN THE SENSE AS DEFINED ABOVE. IT SHOULD BE NOTED HERE THAT DALL AND BARTSCH

M91D IN A PAPER ON BERMUDA SHELLS USED STRIOTURBONILLA IN QU ITE A DIFFERENT

SENSE AND HARDLY IN ACCORD WITH AN EARLIER KEY GIVEN IN THEIR MONOGRAPH ON

Pacific Turbonilla's . T . pe ila and T_. haycocki belong in what we consider the

pyrgiscus complex and are not strioturbonilla as we defined that genus.

The Texas material of Chemnitzia presents a bewildering variety of shapes.

Some large and mature shells develop internal lirae on the inner side of the

outer lip which have been reported in the literature as a "tooth" when visible

IN CROSS SECTION OF A BROKEN APERTURE (C_. DALlO . THERE EXIST SURPRISING DIF-

ferences in size so that often shells of the same number of whorls differ

considerably in length. in some specimens the apical angle initially is large,

but during growth the shell becomes more slender (c_. abrupta ) . in some
specimens the ribs are closely spaced, in others widely, in some the slant of

the riblets is considerable (c_. inclinata ) , in others negligible and in still

others the slant varies during growth so that it becomes less on the body whorls

Some shells are slender with inflated whorls, others are initially short and

stubby and between many there exist intermediate forms. in short, we believe

that the texas material, although it could be classified under a large number
of species essentially represents not more than five species. the variety of

shapes in this complex is well- illustrated by the figures of the many chemnit-
zia species by bartsch from the pliocene of florida. most of these "species"

can be matched almost shell for shell by texas material. dr. h. harry was
probably correct when he reported turbonilla aequalis conrap for galveston.
This species together with J_. levis C . B. Adams 1 850 , J_. pusilla C . B. Adams
1850 AND T_i VIRGATA DALL . SEEM TO HAVE BEEN DROPPED ENTIRELY FROM LATER PUB-
LICATIONS on the Atlantic faunas , even though Dall reports the following
RANGES FOR LIVE MATERIAL (T . W . I . S . 1892):

T. PUSILLA: CAPE HATTERAS TO HAITI IN 3~63 FATHOMS.

Xi virgata: North Carolina to Florida in 12-80 fathoms.

TO BE CONTINUED
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Distribution and Ecology of the Terrestrial Mollusks by Paul L. McGee
of the Texas Coastal Counties (continued)

Family Pupillidae (continued)

50. Vertigo (Vertigo) rugosula (v. Sterki) Austr. , Tex.

51. Vertigo (Vertillaria) oscariana V. Sterki, Austr.

52. PUPISOMA DIOSCORICOLA (C . B . ADAMS) AUSTR . , TEX . , TAM.

Order Basommatophora

Family Carychiidae

53. Carychium exile (H. C. Lea) Austr. , Tex.

Subclass Prosobranchia

Family Helicinidae

54. Helicina (Oligyra) orbiculata tropica l. Pfeiffer, Austr. , Tex. , tam.

Summary and Conclusions

The distribution of land snails confirms the existence along the Texas coast

of three well marked zoogeograph ic provinces which show a high degree of cor-

relation with the austror1parian , texan and tamaulipan provinces of dice

(1 943) and Blair (1950). All of the evidence confirms the position of the

boundary between the austror ipar ian and the texan provinces as being located

in the vicinity of galveston bay. the boundary between the texan and the

Tamaulipan Provinces was placed by Dice, on the basis of plant distribution,

near Corpus Christi Bay; but Blair, a student of vertebrate distribution pat-

terns, LOCATED THIS BOUNDARY EIGHTY MILES TO THE NORTHWARD NEAR MATAGORDA

Bay. The distribution of land snails indicates that the region near Corpus

Christi Bay is the area in which most of the species terminate their ranges
,

and should therefore be regarded as the boundary between the Texan and

Tamaulipan Provinces.

The following paragraphs are brief descriptions of the three zoogeographic

provinces that occur along the texas coast:

austroriparian province

The Austroriparian Province includes most of the southeastern part of the

United States. It extends from Virginia southward along the Atlantic coast

and westward along the gulf coast to texas. the western boundary of this

Province is a line northward from HarrisCounty to Red River county in Tex-

as , AND ACROSS THE RED RlVER INTO SOUTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA.

The average slope of the terrain in this area is five feet per mile, but in most

of the area covered by this study it is only one foot per mile , or even less.

The average rainfall varies from forty-five to fifty-five inches per year,
o o

AND THE AVERAGE MONTHLY TEMPERATURE VARIES FROM 65 TO 72 F. UNDER THESE

CONDITIONS, A PEDALFER SOIL IS FORMED, AND IN UNDISTURBED AREAS THE CLIMAX

VEGETATION IS A MIXED HARDWOOD AND PINE FOREST.
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Characteristic plants:

I . Magnolia ghanoiflora

2 . Pinus palustris

3. Pinus ccminata

4. Quercus marilanoica

5. sabal minor

Southern magnolia

Longleaf Pine

Shortleaf Pine

Blackjack Oak

Palmetto

Characteristic verttbrates:

1 . dasypterus floridanus

2

3

4

5,

6

7,

8,

9,

10,

11 ,

12,

Reithrodontqmys HUMILIS

Peromyscus gossypinus

Peromyscus nuttalli

MlCRQTUS LUDQVIC IANUS

CARPHOPMIS AMOENA

NATRIX RIGIDA

AMPHIUMA MEANS

Ambystqma MACULATUM
Ambystoma opacum

CRUC IFERHYLA

Rana palustris

Characteristic Land Snails:

1 . Triodopsis vultuosa

2. Haplotrema concavum

3. Anguispira alternata crassa

4. Ventridens demissus

5. Ventridens intertextus

6. Striatura meridionalis

7. Gastrocopta rupicola

8. Vertigo oscariana

Texan Province

Florida yellow bat

harvest mouse

Cotton mouse

Northern golden mouse

louisiana meadow mouse

Worm snake

Glossy water snake

Two-toed Amphiuma
Spotted salamander

Marbled salamander

Spring peeper

Pickerel frog

The Texan Province extends northward from the central portion of the Texas

coast into Oklahoma and southern Kansas. It is bounded on the east in Texas
by the Austroriparian Province and in the southwest by the Tamaulipan Pro-

vince. In central Texas the Texan Province is bounded on the west by the

Balconian Province and in north Texas by the Kansan Province.

The average rainfall of the Texan Province varies from sixteen to forty-
o

five inches per year. Average maximum temperature in summer is near 100 F,
o o

AND THE AVERAGE MINIMUM OF WINTER RANGES FROM 25 F IN THE SOUTH TO F IN

THE NORTH. THORNTHWAITE (1948) CLASSIFIED THE REGION AS MOIST SUBHUMID WITH

FREQUENT YEARS IN WHICH RAINFALL WAS BARELY SUFFICIENT TO MAINTAIN PLANT
GROWTH. THE CLIMAX FORMATION OVER MOST OF THE TEXAN PROVINCE IS TALL GRASS,
PRAIRIE OR OPEN SAVANNAH. TREES ARE LOCALLY ABUNDANT ALONG THE RIVER VALLEYS,
AND IN THESE ASSOCIATIONS THERE ARE OCCASIONALLY OUTLIER POPULATIONS OF AUS-
TRORIPARIAN SPECIES.

Characteristic plants:

1 . QUERCUS STELLATA

2. Quercus virginiana

3. Acacia farnetsiana

4. Prosopis Jul in ORA

Post Oak

Live Oak

Huisache

Mesquite
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Carya buckleyi Texas Hickory

Characteristic vertebrates:

1 . dldelphis virginiana

2. SlGMODON HISPIDUS

3. C ITELLUS TRIDECEMLINEATUS

4. DASYPUS NOVEMC INCTUS

5. Terrapene ornata

6. Thrynosoma cornutum

7. pseudacris strecker1

Common opossum

Cotton rat

Ground squirrel

Armadillo

Ornate box turtle

Horned toad

Strecker's chorus frog

Characteristic land snails:

1 . Retinella roemer

2. bulimulus dealbatus mooreanus

3. polygyra mooreana and p_. mooreana tholus

4. anguispira alternata strongylodes

5. euglandina singleyana

Tamaulipan Province

The Tamaulipan Province includes most of tamaulipas and the northern portion

of Nuevo Leon in northeastern Mexico. In Texas this province includes all of

the state south of a line extending due westward from corpus christi to the

Rio Grande .

The average temperature is high throughout the year, and frost is practically

absent. the average yearly rainfall is twenty to thirty inches, but unevenly

distributed so that most of this amount falls in the winter and early spring.

Much of the soil in the Tamaulipan Province is porous and does not retain

moisture, so that even though there is a moderate amount of rainfall, the

vegetation produced is usually a dense growth of thorny shrubs with numerous

CACTI.

Characteristic plants:

1 . Prosopia juliflora

2. Acacia sp .

3. Mimosa bunciferae

4. Celtis pallida

5. porlieria angustifolia

6. Leucophyllum frutescens

7 . opuntia l1ndheimeri

8. quercus virginiana

9. parkinsonia aculeata

10. slderocarpos flexicaulis

i 1 . sabal mexicana

Characteristic vertebrates:

1 . dasypterus intermedius

DASYPUS MESAMERICANA

CONEPATUS LEUCONOTUS

GOPHERUS BERLAND1ERI

CROTAPHYTUS RETICULATUS

PlC I MIA OLIVACEA

NOTHOPTHALAMUS MERIDIONALIS

mesquite

huisache

Mimosa
Granjeno

Lignum

Cenizo

Prickley Pear

Live Oak
Ratoma
Texas Ebony

Palm

Texas yellow bat

Mexican opossum

tamaulipan rooter skunk

Gopher turtle

Reticulate collard lizard

Mexican hooked-nosed snake

Black spotted newt
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8. bufo marinus g iant toad

Characteristic land snails:

1 . bulimulus alternatus

2. bulimulus dealbatus ragsdale

i

3. euglanoina texas iana

4 . polygyra texas iana polita

5. praticolella griseola

6. Thysanophora hornii

7. guppya gundlachii
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A List of the Most Often Dredged Mollusks on the Shelf
in the North West Gulf of Mexico, (continued from October
issue).

by H. Ode

36

37

38

39

40

41

41A

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

Tellina nitens 40

volvulella persimilis 39

Pyrunculus caelatus 39

Pandora inflata 39

Atlanta peroni 38

Aequipecten muscosus 38

Epitonium novangliae 37

polystira alb ida 37

anadara lienosa floridana 37

Vesicomya pilula 37

Crepidula fornicata 36

Chione grus 36

Tellina squamifera 36

Caecum "cooperi" 35

Teinostoma parvicallus 35

Thais haemostoma 34

turbonilla conrad i? 34

Nuculana sp. F 34

yoldia solenoides 34

Phalium granulatum 33

Murex FULVESCENS 33

dlstorsio clathrata 33

Oliva sayana 33

acteon punctostriatus 33

Cavolina uncinata 33

Crass inella lunulata 33

Architectonia NOBILIS 32

KURTZ1ELLA SP. A 32

NlSO INTERRUPTA 32

dosinia elegans 32

Tellina sybaritica 32

rocellar1a sp. a 32

calyptraea centralis 31

Crucibulum auricula 31

Nassarius acutus 31

Anachis obesa 31

Lonchaeus crenulatus 31

Gregariella OPIFEX 31

Eucrassatella SPECIOSA 31

Semele bellastriata 31

solecurtus cumingianus 31

Cyclostremiscus pentagonus 30

PECTEN RAVENELl 30

laevicardium laevigatum 30

Odostomia canaliculata 29

Cyclopecten nanus 29

Macrocallista maculata 29

CANTHARUS CANCELLARIUS 28

KURTZIELLA SP. B. 28

4-40 FMS. S O
8-167 fms. S O
7 1/2 -75 fms.S O
8-56 1/2 fms. S O
4-167 fms. S M
9-50 fms. S O
6 1/2-70 fms. S
20-85 FMS. S
8-56 1/2 fms. s o
7 1/2-167 fms .s M
4-40 FMS. s O
7-43 fms. s O A
9-1 10 FMS. s O A
4~40 FMS

.

s O
0-140 FMS. B s A
0-50 FMS. s o C
7 1/2--110 FMS .s o
20-75 fms. S o
20-170 fms. S M O
4-75 fms. s O
0-110 FMS. s O
4-75 fms. s
0-40 FMS. s O
0-37 FMS. B s O C
1 1-500 FMS. s M C A
8 1/2-70 fms. s O A
0-50 FMS. B S
8-70 FMS. s
4-75 FMS. s O
4-32 FMS. s o A C
4-50 FMS. s o
4-43 FMS. s o A C
6-40 FMS. s o
12-50 FMS. s
0-25 FMS. B s O
4-32 FMS. S o
7 1/2-28 FMS. s o
7-43 fms. s o A C

13 1/2-50 fms .s

4-32 fms. s o
9-70 FMS. s o A
4-50 FMS. s o
6-40 FMS. s o
9-50 FMS. s o A
0-140 FMS. s o A
13 1/2-450 fms. s O
6-25 fms. s o
0-25 FMS. B s O
7 1/2-60 FMS. s
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84. turbonilla sp. x 28

85. Caecum bipartitum 27

86. nannooiella melanitica 27

87. dlacria quadridentata 27

88. Chione intapurpurea 27

89. cuspidaria granulata 27

90. Triphora nigrocincta 26

91. mltrella ouclosiana? 26

92. Fasciolaria munteria 26

93. Turbonilla interrupta 26

94. nuculana acuta 26

95. Modiolus americanus 26

96. corbula swiftiana 26

97. anachis translirata 25

98. kurtziella l i mon itella 25

99. Retusa sp. A. 25

100. Thyasira trisinuata 25

101 . PlTAR SP. A 25

102. Cyclinella tenuis 25

103. verticordia ornata 25

104. Cadulus sp. A. 25

105. Dentalium sp. B 25

106. Dentalium sp. C 25

107. Diodora cayenensis 24

108. polinices duplicatus 24

109. sconsia striata 24

110. terebra concava 24

lit. PLICATULA GIBBOSA 24

112. Parviturboides interruptus 23

113. Seila adamsi 23

114. conus clarki 23

115. rubellatoma sp. a 23

116. rlngicula semistriata 2 3

117. VlTRlNELLA FLORIDANA 22

118. vermicularia spirata 22

119. Cerithiopsis greeni 22

120. styliola subula 22

121. chrysallida seminuda 22

122. lucina sombrerensis 22

123. kellia suborbicularis 22

124. dlnocardium robustum 22

125. Semele purpurascens 22

126. Alvania auberiana 21

127. Nassarius sp. B 21

128. Busycon SPIRATUM 21

129. olivella dealbata 21

130. ithycythara sp. c 21

131. Chlamys benedicti 21

132. mlcrocardium tinctum 21

133. donax tumidus 21

134. tellina probrina 21

135. macoma tageliformis 21

136. Modulus modulus 20

7 1/2-32 fm

1-40 FMS. S
8-1 40 FMS. S

1 3-500 FMS. A
4-30 FMS. S

1 5-1 10 FMS. S
5-40 FMS. S
6-32 fms. S

4-50 FMS. S
0-40 FMS. S
5-25 fms. S
8-1 10 FMS. S

5-43 fms. S
4-32 FMS. S

7 1/2-37 fms. S
9-50 fms. S

7 1/2-70 fms. S
5-40 fms. S
4-30 FMS. S

1 3 1/2-60 fms.S

S

S

S

s

s

s

s

s

s

B

S

S

S

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

B

M

1 4-500 FMS.

12-50 FMS.

1 1-40 FMS.

4-32 FMS.

0-26 FMS.

1 5-70 FMS.

6-40 FMS.

6-43 FMS.

8-43 FMS.

0-43 FMS.

20-50 fms.

7 1/2-50 fms

20-167 FMS.

4-1 52(?) FMS
9-43 fms.

5-57 fms.

1 2-500 fms.

5-40 FMS

.

20-70 fms.

?-43 FMS.

0-43 FMS.

7 1/2-30 fms. S
7 1/2-67 fms. S
8-50 FMS.

0-27 FMS.

5-75 fms.

1
1 -70 FMS.

7 1/2-70 fms. S
20-167 fms. S
4-25 FMS.

1 4-50 FMS.

8-40 FMS.

4-25 FMS.

o
o
c
o
o
O
O
O

O

O

O

O
O
O
M
O
O
O
O

O A C

O
O S A
M

M

O A C

O A C
M A

O
O A

S O A
O A

C A

S O
O

C A
O
O
O
O A

O A
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20 12-167 fms. s M
20 7 1/2-75 fms. S
20 13 1/2-110 FMS. S

20 9-50 FMS. S

20 20-167 fms. S
20 32-500 fms. S M
20 6-25 fms. S O A
20 1 2-40 FMS. S O A
20 13 1/2-50 fms . S O
20 0-25 FMS. S O
20 1 1-60 FMS. s O

137. BULLATA OVULtFORMIS

138. CONUS AUSTIN1

139. LEPTADRILLIA SPLENDIDA

140. CRYOTURRIS SP. A
141. Scaphander watson i

142. Spiratella inflata

143. lithophaga bisculcata

144. Papyridea solenidormis

1 45

.

Ant igona str ig ill ina

146. tell ina alternata

147. thracia conrad i

Note: the correct name of Amphissa sp. A, number 29 , in this list, is

COSMIOCONCHA CALLIGLYPTA . DALL.

oooOooo

REVIEW: J. C. Britton, Jr. , The Lucinidae (Mollusca: by H. Ode

Bivalvia)of the Western Atlantic Ocean. Ph.D. Theses. The George

Washington University, 565 pages, 1970.

This beautiful thesis gives a clear and up-to-date description of the recent

species of the family lucinidae in the western atlantic. much of it is de-

voted to a discussion of taxonomic difficulties, which is for those interested

in these matters highly interesting. i was struck by the repeated statement

that so little is known about the biology of even fairly common species. the

arrangement of the various genera and their lineages appears , as far as i am
able to judge this , a logical one. while trying to identify a number of the

so-called smaller species in the genus codakia, which are found on the tex-

as offshore shelf, i wondered why they were assigned to the genus codakia,

while the hinge structure is very similar to that of lucina mult il1neata

.

several of these small species are grouped by the author together with

lucina multilineata in the genua parvilucina.

Another change to which Texas shell collectors have to get accustomed is

the new generic name for the species which used to be called luc ina flori-

dana. this edentulous species is now placed in the genus megaxinus.

in total, 32 species are at present known from the western atlantic for

eleven of which the author cites records from texas. this not surprisingly

points again to the fact that most of our important musea possess only scan-

ty material from the western gulf of mexico. on the deeper parts of the

Texas continental shelf, and on the shallower coral reefs fringing the shelf,

a number of species in the genera phacoides, parvilucina, and myrtea is known

which although fully treated by the author, are not cited by him for the

Northwestern Gulf of Mexico.

There is little in this thesis that the amateur can single out for criticism,

prehaps i may point out the incorrect ending of the trivial name amiantus

in the taxon parvilucina amiantus. this species was first described in the

genus phacoides which has a masculine gender. because amiantus is the

latinized form of the greek adjective (amiantos) , its ending should be -a,

when combined with parvilucina.
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Another criticism I havc is the occasional incorrect conversion of centimeters

INTO INCHES. 10CM. CONVERTS CLOSELY TO 3 15/16 INCHES AND NOT 4 1/8 AS THE

AUTHOR STATES.

A MOST READABLE PART OF THIS THESIS IS CONCERNED WITH THE DISCUSSION: ECOLOG-

ICAL AND ZOOGEOGRAPHICAL CONSIDERATIONS. IN TABLE 2 THE KNOWN DISTRIBUTION OF

ALL SPECIES THROUGHOUT VARIOUS PROVINCES IS TABULATED. I NOTE THAT IN THIS

TABLE PHACOIDES PECTINATUS, WHICH IS A COMMON TEXAS BAY SPECIES IS, AL-

THOUGH CITED FOR TEXAS ON PAGE 135, NOT INCLUDED IN THE "NORTHERN GULF PRO-

VINCE ". On the other hand, such species as Callucina RADIANS AND Cavilinga

blanda , which are unknown along the western louisiana, texas and northern

Mexican coast are included.

oooOooo

REVIEW: E. C. Rios: Coastal Brazilian Sea Shells: by H. Ode

FUNDACAO ClDADE DE R IO GRANDE , MUSEO OC EANOGRAFICO

de Rio Grande , R 10 Grande , R . S . XI , 1 970 , 255 pages .

The author, a chemistry teacher, is according to a biographical note at the

end of the book , an ardent shell collector who founded the r io grande ocean-

ographic Museum in 1953, which houses now one of the finest shell collections

in Brazil. For his devotion to a worthwhile cultural undertaking all shell

collectors, who will use his book, must be sincerely thankful and my admira-

tion for his results is in no way diminished by some critical remarks i have to

OFFER.

First of all it must be stated that this study of a , to me , completely unknown

fauna, although extremely interesting, left me somewhat disappointed. in it

860 species of mollusks are listed, not described, all collected along the

Brazilian coast. Very recently described species make the tabulation quite

up-to-date, but source material is not given for all species, which is unfor-

tunate, in 60 plates about 300 of the strictly endemic species have been il-

lustrated, sometimes, these figures do not offer sufficient detail. these

860 species are, in general, of medium to large size, so that i suggest that

the microfauna is largely omitted in the book. along the coastline as long as

that of Brazil it is unlikely that so few microforms exist. When these will

be studied the number of species probably will double.

as with so many checklists which mention also ranges outside the area to which

they pertain and thus invite the criticism of incompleteness, there is some
unavoidable vagueness. sometimes the "gulf of mexico" is cited, sometimes
the "Gulf States " and sometimes Texas". The species cited for Texas are the

following:

Turbo castanea Gmelin , 1791

Seila adams i (H. C. Lea, 1845)

Recluzia rollandiana Petit, 1853

epitonium angulatum (say, 1830)

NlSOAEGLEES BUSH , 1885

Trivia leucosphaera Schilder, 1931

Terebra dislocata Say, 1822

nucula concentrica (say, 1824)

Anadara baughmani Hertlein, 1951

continued on page 48
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MOLLUSCANA BY W. W. Sutow , M. D.

Comments last month regarding seashells and shell trade routes recall a short
ABSTRACT PUBLISHED IN THE ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1969 BY THE AMERICAN MALACOLOGI-
cal Union (pp. 13-14). Under the title "Cabeza de Vaca , dealer in shells",
J. X. CORGAN BRIEFLY POINTS OUT THAT THE EXPLORER CABEZA DE VACA WAS PROBAB-
LY THE FIRST CAUCASIAN SEASHELL MERCHANT IN THE GULF COAST AREA. A RECON-
STRUCTION OF THIS MAN'S TRAVELS SUGGESTS THAT BETWEEN 1530 AND 1534 HE "OPERA-
TED out of the Galveston area and traded widely in the central Gulf Coast".
He spent about 22 months in the interior of the continent. This trading ven-
ture MUST HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL; HE BECAME WEALTHY. HOWEVER, IT IS CERTAIN
THAT THE FLOW OF SHELLS INLAND EXISTED LONG BEFORE DE VACA'S TIME SINCE THE
SHELLS ARE FOUND ABUNDANTLY IN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES THAT PREDATE THE 1 6TH CEN-
TURY.

OCCASIONALLY ONE WISHES TO DOCUMENT, FOR FUTURE REFERENCE, PUBLICATIONS CON-
CERNING UNUSUAL SUBJECT MATTERS. ONE SUCH ITEM IS A BOOK REVIEW BY H. VAN DER
Schalie . The book reviewed is entitled Terrestrial Slugs by N. W. Runham
and P. J. Hunter (Hutchinson University library, London and Hillary House,
New York, 1971 , 184 pp ^ illust. Cloth $6; paper $2.50). The review appeared
on page 904 of the Sept. 3, 1971 issue of SCIENCE

.

According to the reviewer , the text is concerned with a wide range of topics

related to the slugs, the morphological material is well illustrated and 21

pages of references are given.

The library of the Houston Conchology Society has begun to receive a jour-

nal called MALACOLOGICAL REVIEW. Each issue (published 4 times a year)

contains research articles, brief scientific communications and news of mala-

cological events and malacological societies. of great interest is the sec-

tion entitled "contents of malacological periodicals". the tables of con-

tents of many publications are reproduced in this section. the current issue,

for example , lists journal de conchyl iolog ie , proceedings of the national

Shellfisheries Association , Malacologia , Archiv fur Molluskenkunde , The

Journal of Conchology , The Nautilus , Proceedings of the Malacological So-
ciety of London , Venus , Basteria , Journal of the Malacological Society of

Australia , The Veliger , Communicaciones de la sociedal Malacologica del

Uruguay , lavori della Societa Malacologica Italiana and la Conchiglia. (As

time and facilities permit, it is hoped that our library committee may be able

to accumulate information concerning the libraries in this area where some of

these uncommon publications may be located).

The recent shell show in Honolulu must have been a humdinger. Elmer Leeh-

man , chairman of the shell show, writes that the show contained over 85 ex-

hibits and was seen by more than 40,000 people. there were on display three

conus bengalensis , nine conus gloriamaris , more than a dozen golden cowries
,

SIX KINDS OF PLEUROTOMARIAS , ALSO CYPRAEA GUTTATA , CYPRAEA ENGLERTI , CYPRA-

EA LANGFORDI , CYPRAEA THERSITES CONTRARIA , CYPRAEA RESSELLI AND THE LIKE .

One of the shell of the show awards was won by Marginella PR ingle i (owned by

Lawrence Thomas of Morro Bay, California).
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SEARCH AND SEIZURE Constance Boone

Aft- Bendi a Sinum perspectivum (Sav with
an operculum at thl ai unto to get some live

CIMENS AND TO TRY TO fXTRACT TML THIN OPLRCULUM MYSELF. On OCTOBER 24, I

recovered eight specimens from the m id! , shuffling trails on thc exposed sand
bars at Bolivar. Experiments in extracting the operculums have resulted in

the following suggestions for your use: it is better to boil or drop specimens
in alcohol before working with the fleshy foot. i boiled mine and used a razor

to cut the posterior part of the foot (the part that folds under the place of

lapping is posterior part down to the shell level at the point on the metopod-
ium or rear point of the foot near the folding. the operculum is situated in the

valley on the posterior side of the foot where the shell sits in the foot. it is

a thin. yellowish sliver of about one-quarter inch. i sliced the operculum off

with a razor and flattened it out on a napkin to dry.

In case you are one of the many who did not realize that Sinum has an opercu-

lum . "it is there in print in the Perry and Schwengel book on the West coast

of Florida!

Other recent finds on our beaches include a number of live (in trails) Pyrami-

della (lonchaeus ) crenulata (holmes) at galveston south jetties by those

members who attended the october field trip. there, also, on october 24,

i was able to collect a fully adult, live tellidora cristata recluz by dig-

ging a little mound in the sand at low tide near surf's edge. paul mcgee
collected several live murex fulvescens sowerby at this location recently.

Those of you interested in deep sea material will find the Bulletin of Marine

Science of the University of Miami , Volume 21 , No. 1 , March , 1 971 , of special

interest. Alerted to this issue by Dr. Donald Moore of the University of Miami

Marine Science Institute, who showed me the volume at A.M.U. at Cocoa Beach

in July, I have finally received my copy. Frederick M. Bayer's article on New
and Unusual Mollusks from the Tropical Western Atlantic , complete with ex-

cellent PHOTOGRAPHS, IS ONE OF THE REPORTS. THE ISSUE IS DEVOTED TO BIOLOGICAL

results of the university of miami deep-sea expeditions to tropical western

Atlantic and Gulf of Panama locations. This volume issue may be purchased

for s4.50 from the university of miami press, coral gables, florida.

oooOooo
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 46

CHIONE CANCELLATA (LINNAEUS, 1767)

Callista eucymata (Dall , 1889)

Abra aequalis (Say, 1822)

Donax variabilis Say, 1822

Gastrochaena hians (Gmelin, 1791)

Barnea trnucata (Say, 1822)

MARTESIA CUNEIFORM IS (SAY, 1822 A

This is a somewhat unbalanced list. Instead of many of the very common
Texas species, whose range extends to Brazil, such rarities as Callista
eucymata and recluzia rolland iana are mentioned. however, this vagueness
and some misspellings are not serious errors when balanced against the main
merit of the book: to make generally available to hobbyists and professionals
A COHERENT AND CLEAR OVERVIEW, HOWEVER INCOMPLETE IT MAY BE, OF THE BRAZILIAN
MOLLUSCAN FAUNA. I CONGRATULATE MR. RlOS FOR HIS INITIATIVE AND HOPE THAT THE
PRESENT BOOK WILL FORM THE BASIS FOR MORE COMPLETE INFORMATION IN THE FUTURE.
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^CONCHO
Volume VIII , No. 5

NOTES & NEWS
What Are All Those Little Creatures?

The January guest speaker, Dr. Dorothea Mangum of Angleton , will provide

answers to the question posed above. she is a biologist and particularly in-

terested in jelly fish and sea anemones. in addition to her discussion of such

creatures on our shores , she will show many forms of marine life in her de-

lightful movies entitled "along the seashore." the meeting will be held

january 26 at 8 p.m. at the houston museum of natural science.

Field Trip Saturday January 29

Fannie and Sam Miron have agreed to lead a field trip to the East Beach South

Jetties at Galveston on Saturday, January 29, with plans to meet at 8:30 a.m.

near the jetties. You are asked to bring buckets, trowels or some digging tool,

sieve for picking up tiny trails, plastic bags and vials for individual specimens.

you are urged to come in warm enough clothing as it is usually windy and may

be very cold and damp. many members employ the use of rubber boots to be

able to wade or stocking foot waders over which high top tennis shoes are worn.

Bring drinks and a lunch as plans include a break at lunchtime with a discus-

sion AND VIEWING OF YOUR FINDS. COME JOIN THE FUN AND LOCATE THE MlRONS BY

looking for a shell on their car's antennae.

November Minutes Fritz Lang, Secretary

Meeting was called to order by Chairman Lloyd Meister at 8:00 p.m. on Novem-

ber 17, 1971 . About twenty-five members were present. Minutes of previous

meeting were read and approved.

Dr. W. W. Sutow reported that the exchange box for the Saipan Shell Club is

being prepared for shipment. he would like to have 200 specimen shells for

exchange

.

Doug Reynolds reported a field trip at Bolivar Ferry on Bolivar Peninsula

for November 1 9.

Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Bauer from Galveston Shell Club were introduced and

WELCOMED BY OUR MEMBERS.

Mrs. L. N. Dexter introduced Dr. Harold harry from Texas A&M University

Marine Biology Department. Dr. Harry gave an informative and interesting

talk on Man's Impact on the Texas Coastal Environment. Dr. Harry answered

questions from the members, and we enjoyed his visit. our thanks to dr. harry
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHEUS
Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Spears

SUPER FAMILY PYRAMIOELLACEA (continued

These cited ranges raise the expectation to find these species in the North-

west Gulp op Mexico. Whether the type op C. aequalis Conrad is still in

EXISTENCE IS UNKNOWN TO US. ONE OP THE TWO SPECIES FIGURED BY CLENCH AND

Turner as T_. levis C . B . Adams appears to be close to C^ abrupta Bush , the

other is probably something else.

In summary then, we have the following classification of the Chemnitzia com-

plex as it is found in texas:

chemnitzia : spiral sculpture lacking. or if present, expressed as spiral

ridges with some width and rounded appearance: body whorl

relatively small; shell shape conical or needle-shaped.

STRIOTURBONILLA: SPIRAL SCULPTURE CONSISTING OF EXTREMELY FINE INCISED LINES

like a diffraction grating; body whorl relatively larger;

shell has a shouldered appearance.

besla: small. clearly visible plica on columnella; deep almost

notched suture; clearly spirally striate below periphery

and above periphery in mature shells.

In Chemnitzia the following recent taxa are available in the Western Atlantic

''our list does not pretend to be complete).

abrupta Bush 1 899 , Proc . Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila. , Vol. 51 . p. 168, 172, pl. 8,

fig. 4

aeoualis Conrad 1 827 , Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila. . Vol. 5 . p. 208.

Bartsch 1909. Proc. Bost . Soc . Nat. Hist. , Vol. 34(4), p. 78.

atypha Bush 1899, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sc i . , Phila. , Vol. 51 . p. 170.

belotheca Dall 1889, Gastr. Blake Rep. , p. 335. PL. 26. fig. 7o.

compsa Bush 1899, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. . Phila. , Vol. 51 , p. 168-169. 172.

curta Dall 1 889, Bull . Mus . Comp. Zool . . 18, p. 337 , PL. 26 , fig. 7c .

dall i Bush 1 889 . Proc . Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila. , Vol. 51. p. 169, pl. 8, fig. 8.

EXARATA LEA 1845, TRANS. AM. Ph IL . SOC . 9. EXTRAS, P. 25, PL. 35, FIG. 44.

heilprini Bush 1899, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. . Phila. . Vol. 51 , p. 164, 172,

pl. 8 , fig. 1 3.
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hemphilli Bush 1899, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila. , Vol. 51 , p. 169, pl. 8,

fig. 3.

inclinata Bush 1899, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila. , Vol. 51 , p. 168, 172.

KYMATOESSA WATSON 1885, SEE BUSH: PROC . ACAD . NAT. SC I . , PHILA. , VOL. 51 ,

P. 172.

leuca Bush 1 899 , Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci . , Phila. , p. 1 67 , 172 , 1 900; Tr. Con.

Acad. Sci. , Vol. 10, p. 529, pl. 64, fig. 18.

laevis C . B. Adams , 1 850 , C to C (5) , p. 73.

levis C. B. Adams, in Bush: Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila. , Vol. 51 , p. 172.

modesta Orbigny 1 853 , See Bush , 1 899 , Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. , Phila. , Vol. 51 ,

p. 172.

PULCHELLA ORBIGNY 1 853 , HIST DE L' ISLE DE CUBA I , P. 208-227 , ATLAS , PL . 1 6-17
,

Bush , 1899, p. 172.

pusilla C . B. Adams 1 850 , C. to C . , p. 74. Dall 1 889, USNM , Bull. 37 ,

p. 128.

RHABDOTA WATSON, 1885 REPORT VOYAGE CHALLENGER, 15, P. 488-493, PL. 32.

Bush 1899, Proc. Ac. N. S. , Phila. , Vol. 51 , p. 172.

swiftii Bush 1899, Bush 1900, Trans. Conv. Acad. Sci. , Vol. 10, p. 529, pl. 64,

fig. 21 , 21 a.
%

turris Orbigny: see Bush 1899, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila. , Vol. 51 , p. 173.

uruguayensis pllsbry 1897, proc . acad . nat. sc i . , phila. , vol. 49, p. 296,

PL. 6.

Photo by

Frank Van Morkhoven

Chemnitzia aequalis Conrad 1827 -6.32 mm. , Port Aransas causeway,
*

July 1 , 1961 - Beach specimen from Ode collection.
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Most ok Bartsch Pliocene species from Florida probably belong here. C .

SWIFT 1

1

AND C. TURRIS HAVE BEEN STATED TO BE SMOOTH IN THE INTERCOSTAL SPACES

BUT TO BE SPIRALLY STRIATE ON THE BASE. THIS CHARACTER HAS BEEN USED TO DEFINE

THE SUBGENUS SULCOTURBON ILLA BARTSCH.

|N STRIOTURBONILLA WE HAVE FAR LESS CHOICE , ALTHOUGH IT IS QUITE LIKELY THAT

SEVERAL SPECIES HERE TENTATIVELY LISTED UNDER CHEMNITZIA TURN OUT TO BE STRIO-

TURBONILLA :

PENISTONI BUSH 1889, PROC . ACAD . NAT. SC I . . PHILA. , P. 165, 172, PL. 8, FIG.

14, NEW NAME FOR PULCHELLA HEILPRIN, 1889, THE BERMUDAS,

P. 1730.

theona Bartsch 1927, Proc . USNM, Vol. 70, (2667), p. 78.

For Besla there is only a single species:

elegans orbigny 1 842. see: abbott and warmke , car ib sea shells , p . 148,

PL. 26 , FIG. 3.

The list of Texas beach material is as follows. We strongly emphasize the

preliminary nature of our identification. until the relationships of all so-

called species have been studied in detail the names as given here cannot mean

MUCH.

Besla elegans Orbigny, 1842. This small and pretty Turbqnilla is occasionally

found in Texas beach drift. It is a shallow water form which has been taken

commonly offshore. It probably also inhabits the surfzone. Until now it went

by the name Turbqnilla elegans. We believe it belongs in the genus Besla ,

created by bartsch for some eastern pacific shells. the helical nucleus in-

dicates affinity with the chemnitzia rather than the pyrgiscus complex. it is

one of the few turbonillas whose identity is not is doubt.

Previous references: none

Localities: in beachdrift along the entire Texas coast.

The material of Strioturbonilla available to us from the Texas beach can be

easily separated into two distinct species, both of which cannot be named by

US.

Strioturbonilla spec indet. (A) This species which we cannot name has been

collected alive at galveston (boone) where it was found a few times crawling

on the mudflats. dead shells are not particularly rare in drift , all along

the Texas coast, but are usually collected only in small numbers. Remark-
ably, it is absent in material dredged offshore so that we conclude that it is

restricted to the inlet areas and the surfzone. The species is characterized

by the fading of the riblets on the body whorl when mature. its shape agrees

to some extent with the figure oft. hemphilli as given in perry and schwengel
,

but which is completely at variance with the original figure of bush. our

texas shell is never colored, but is always clear white, in contrast to the

statement in perry and schwengel.

Previous references: none

Localities: Galveston, Freeport , Matagorda, Port Aransas, South Padre
Island.

to be continued.
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Distribution and Ecology of the Terrestrial Mollusks by Paul L. McGee
of the Texas Coastal Counties (continued)

Sclater , P. L. , 1 858.

On the geographical distribution of the members of the class Aves.
Journal of Proceedings Linnean Society London . 2: 130-145.

Singley , J. A. , 1892

List of mollusca collected in Texas in 1891 . Bulletin of the U.S.
Fish Commission : 123-125.

Strebel, H. and Pfeffer, G. , 1880

Beitr . Fauna Mexico L. SW . Conch . , 4_: 90.

Strecker, J. K. , 1933

Land and Fresh-Water Snails of Texas. Transactions Texas Academy
Science . 17: 5-44.

Swainson, W. , 1853.

The Geography and Classification of Animals . London.

Thornthwaite , C. W., 1948

An Approach toward a Rational Classification of Climate.

Geographical Review . 38: 55-94

Von Roemer, F. , 1849

Texas. Adolph Marcus, Bonn.

Woodward, S. P. , 1856

A Manual of the Mollusca. lockwood and Co. London.

Species Now Living in the Texas Coastal Region but Recently Introduced by Man.

These species are listed here, with their local records, merely for the sake of

completeness and are not considered otherwise in this report.

Family Helicidae

1. Helix (Cryptomphalus) aspersa (O. F. Muller). This European snail has been

frequently transported by man to all parts of the world. one dead but fresh

shell was picked up on a lawn on west gray street in houston in april, 1960,

but its origin there is "not known. this species is well established in irri-

gated gardens in alpine, texas. it is a common garden pest in other parts

of the United States.

2. Otala (Otala) lactea (O. F. Muller). This snail, native of southern Europe

and North Africa, is now well established in several localities in Texas. In

this area it has been found in Galveston, Galveston County, Harris County,

(several locations within the city limits of Houston), and Port Arthur, Jef-

ferson County.

3. Otala (Eobania) vermiculata (O. F. Muller). I have found this snail, a

native of southern europe, thriving in the open in day-lilly plots in

Galveston, Texas, November, 1958. Previous records from Texas (Bryan:

Waco) may have been based on mis identified p_. lactea , according to Dr.

Bequaert.

Family Polygyridae

4. polygyra (polygyra) septemvolva volvoxis (l . pfeiffer).

This subspecies of_P_. septemvolva is a native of the southeastern United

States from Georgia to Florida and Alabama. I have recently found it

living in numbers (April, 1960) in a green house nursery at Shepherd and

Westheimer Streets in Houston. More recently Dr. Bequaert found it

living in a greenhouse in memorial park. earlier published reports of
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p. vouvoxis from Texas (Galveston, H. A. Pilsbry, 1897; Matagorda Pen-

insula, J. K. STRECKER, 1915^ WERE BASED ON FAILURE TO RECOGNIZE FEBIGERI

as subspecifically distinct from volvox is.

Family Achatinidae

5. rumina decollata (llnne^. this common south european and north af-

rican snail first appeared in the united states at charleston , south

Carolina, 1813. It was not reported from Texas until 1914 (at Browns-

ville). J. S. SlNGLEY (1893^ DID NOT MENTION IT AND AS IT IS A LARGE SNAIL ,

it could hardly have escaped him if it had been present in the state when

he prepared his list. the belief that it was introduced to texas by early

Spanish settlers is therefore certainly wrong. It seems to have rapidly

spread in the state during the past half-century. in this area it is known

from harris county (common in many gardens in houston), nueces county,

Victoria County , and Cameron County.

6 » opeas pyrgula (b . schmacker and o. boettger). this snail, a native of

the Far East (particularly Japan) , appeared in North America near Phila-

delphia about 1919. There is as yet no published record from Texas. In

1958 it was first obtained within the city limits of Houston in damp woods

of the University of Houston property at the corner of Cullen Blvd. and

MacGregor Drive and it has since been taken elsewhere in the citv.

7. lamellaxis gracilis (t . hutton). th is snail is very similar to the above

and likewise a native of asia, being originally described from india. it

has spread with commerce to many parts of the old and new world. it was

first reported from charleston, south carolina in 1888 and is now known

from Pennsylvania, Virginia, Alabama and Florida. There are as yet no

published reports from texas; but in 1957-1960 it was collected within

the Houston City limits and later at Galveston.

8. lamellaxis micra (a. d'orbigny). this snail, indigenous to tropical ameri-

ca, was not reported from north america thus far. in april 1960, it was

first seen in texas at houston, in the same greenhouse nursery where _p.

s. volvoxis was living. it is doubtful that this tropical snail could be-

come established in the open in texas. dead specimens are not rare in

beach-drift on padre island, being carried there by coastwise currents
from Mexico, where it is widespread.

Family Zonitidae

9. Zonitoides nitidus (O. P. Muller). This snail is believed to be native in

both the Old and New World, mainly in North and Central Europe and Can-
ada, AND IN THE NORTHERN UNITED STATES, RANGING SOUTHWARD TO ARKANSAS.
Some specimens were obtained in a lot of mollusks collected in Browns-
ville by R. D . Camp , about 1 91 5 , and not at the Museum of Comparative
Zoology of Harvard. The circumstances surrounding this find are not

known; the specimens might have'been merely intercepted from plants

shipped in from the northern united states.

Family Limacidae

10. llmax flavus (llnne). a slug introduced from europe soon after the first

white man arrived. it was already common in the united states before

1825 and is now widespread. |n texas it is as yet very local, being first
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reported by j. k. strecker in 1908. it is one of the common garden slugs

in Houston.

It . Deroceras laeve (O. F. Muller). Although this slug is generally regard-

ed AS NATIVE TO BOTH EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA, IT IS NOT NORMALLY FOUND

south of Missouri in the United States. It appears to be a very recent

introduction by man in texas. some specimens were collected in a green-

HOUSE in Houston in 1960.

12. MlLAX GAGATES (J. P. R. DRAPARNAUD). TH IS VERY LARGE SLUG WAS INTRODUCED

FROM ITS NATIVE EUROPE TO NORTH AMERICA BY THE EARLY SETTLERS , BEING FIRST

REPORTED FROM CALIFORNIA ABOUT 1872. THERE ARE NO PREVIOUS PUBLISHED RE-

CORDS from Texas; but it was repeatedly taken in Lance Rosier's garden in

Saratoga, Hardin County and it has also been taken in Memorial Park,

Houston.

13. AgriQlimax reticulatus (O. F. Muller). This Palearctic slug was intro-

duced in North America, where it is now widespread. In 1960 it was a com-
mon PEST IN GARDENS AT HOUSTON.

Species Now Extinct in the Area, Occasionally Found in River or Beach Drift,

Washed Up from Pleistocene Deposits.

The species of this list are not known to live at present within the area under

discussion. They are taken there only as fossil shells washed up from Pleis-

tocene deposits by erosion and eventually thrown out on the banks of rivers

or on beaches with flood debris. some of them are extinct throughout texas,

so far as known. others are now found alive in other sections of the state.

Moreover, Pleistocene fossils of species now living within the Texas Coastal

Region sometimes occur with recent shells in river or beach drift; it may be

difficult at times to decide whether drift specimens are fossil or recent.

Family polygyridae

1 . POLYGYRA DORFEUILLIANA (l . LEA) . AT PRESENT THIS SNAIL IS KNOWN ALIVE

WITH CERTAINTY ONLY FROM THE NORTHEASTERN COUNTIES IN TEXAS, PARTICULAR-

LY FROM THE UPPER REACHES OF THE TRINITY RIVER. WASHED UP SPECIMENS ARE

OFTEN FOUND, HOWEVER, FARTHER SOUTH. WITHIN THIS AREA THEY HAVE BEEN

PICKED UP IN BEACH DRIFT OF HARRIS COUNTY (HOUSTON SHIP CHANNEL) , GAL-

VESTON County (East Beach Lagoon on Galveston Island), Brazoria County

(Quintana Beach near Freeport) and Liberty County (drift of Trinity River).

Family Achat in idae

2. CECILIOIDES ACICULA (O . F . MULLER). ONE DEAD SHELL OF THIS SPECIES WAS

PICKED UP IN BEACH DRIFT ON PADRE ISLAND BY MR. L. HUBRICHT. OTHERS WERE

SEEN FROM DRIFT WASHED UP AT LAKE WACO NEAR WACO, TEXAS; AND THERE ARE

REPORTS OF DEAD SHELLS FROM BEXAR COUNTY. IT IS NOT IMPOSSIBLE THAT THIS

SPECIES MAY YET BE FOUND ALIVE IN TEXAS, ALTHOUGH THERE IS NO RELIABLE EVI-

DENCE OF THIS THUS FAR. MEANWHILE THE KNOWN TEXAS SPECIMENS MUST BE RE-

GARDED as Pleistocene fossils.

Family Succineidae

3. SUCCINEA UNICOLOR (G . W. TRYON) . THE ONLY RECORD OF TH IS SPEC IES IN TEX-

AS IS BASED ON ONE BLEACHED SPECIMEN PICKED UP ON THE BEACH AT GALVESTON

BY H. A. PlLSBRY IN 1886. IN 1908, PlLSBRY CALLED IT SUCCINEA OVALIS OP-
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tima ; but in 1948 he refers to it as s. unicolor . dr. bequaert found a

similar, deao , much worn shell in river drift thrown up from the trinity

River at Liberty. The probability is that both specimens were Pleisto-

cene FOSSILS, AS THE SPECIES IS NOT KNOWN TO LIVE ANYWHERE IN TEXAS; THE

nearest recent localities are in louisiana.

Family Pupillioae

4. Gastrocopta (Alb inula ) armifera (T. Say). This species has been considered

thus far to be a living member of the texas fauna. all published records

from the State, however, are from river drift shells. Dr. Bequaert, who

collected some of these shells from time to time, has reached the con-

clusion that the species is most probably now extinct in texas. a few

dead, bleached specimens were found in beach drift on padre island.

family valloniidae

5. Vallonia perspectiva (V. Sterki). This snail is frequently found wash-

ed UP IN RTVER DRIFT AS A FOSSIL, PARTICULARLY IN THE PANHANDLE AND WEST
Texas. Until recently there was no evidence that it now lives anywhere

in the State. One dead specimen was found in beach drift on Padre Island,

no doubt a washed-up Pleistocene fossil.

Recent Species Found Only in Beach Drift of the Texas Gulf Coast.

as most of these snails are known to live at present in mexico, and have

never been taken alive in texas , it is assumed that they were carried by

coastwise currents of the gulf of mexico from south of the mouth of the

Rio Grande. They are most common on the beaches of Padre and Mustang

Islands; although some of them may be found further north also.

Family Polygyridae

1 . Polygyra (Erymodon) ariadnae (L. Pfeiffer).

2. Polygyra (Erymodon) implicata (E. von Martens).

3. Polygyra (Erymodon) oppilata (A. Morelet).

4. Polygyra (Erymodon) rhoadsi H . A. Pilsbry.

Family Sagdidae

5. Thysanophora (Lyroconus) plagyoptycha (R. J. Shuttleworth) .* H. A.

Pilsbry (1940) includes this species in the Texas fauna on the strength

of a single specimen found at brownsville. the museum at harvard has

two additional specimens taken from beachdrift of the rlo grande at

Brownsville by R. D. Camp. There is as yet no reliable evidence that it

lives on the texas side of the lower rlo grande valley. it is a central
American and West Indian snail, fairly widespread in southern Florida.

Family Achat in idae

6. Beckianum beckianum (l. Pfeiffer).

7. lamellaxis micra (a. d'orbigny).

8. lamellaxis mexicanus (l . pfeiffer).
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Family Valloniidae

9. vallonia pulchella (o . f. muuler). h. a. pllsbry in december of 1885

found some specimens of this snail under boards in a vacant lot in gal-
VESTON. They were first reported from there by h. A. Pilsbry and J. H.

Ferriss in 1906 as Vallonia excentrica V. Sterki; but in 1948 Pilsbry

CALLS THEM PULCHELLA ; (PULCHELLA AND EXCENTRICA APPEAR TO BE TWO GROWTH

FORMS OF THE SAME SPECIES, BOTH FORMS OFTEN OCCURRING IN THE SAME POPU-

LATION). AS THERE IS THUS FAR NO OTHER RECORD OF ANY VALLON IA HAVING BEEN

SEEN ALIVE IN TEXAS, IT IS HERE ASSUMED THAT THE GALVESTON SPECIMENS HAD

BEEN IMPORTED ACCIDENTALLY, POSSIBLY IN BEACH DRIFT.

FAMILY HELICINIDAE

10. Helicina chrysocheila A. Binney. Although Pilsbry includes this species

in the Texas fauna on the strength of older records, there is no evidence

that it lives there now. dead shells are common in beach drift, however,

on Padre Island and Mustang Islands, as well as on the Galveston Island

BEACH.

11. Helicina frag ins elata r. J. Shuttleworth.

12. LUCIDELLA LIRATA (L. PFEIFFER).

oooOooo

MOLLUSCANA by W. W. Sutow , M. D.

The seeming frequency with which the scientific names of MOLLUSKS APPEAR TO

UNDERGO CHANGES HAS BEEN A SOURCE OF CONFUSION TO THE AMATEUR SHELL ENTHUSI-

AST. A recent note in SCIENCE (174:1041-1042, Dec. 3, 1 971) outlines the

MOST CURRENT "GROUND-RULES" FOR SUCH SCIENTIFIC NAME-CHANGING.

In an article entitled "Stability in Zoological Nomenclature" , E. Mayr , G. C.

Simpson and E. Eisenmann report on the Declaration adopted by the Internation-

al Commission of Zoological Nomenclature appointed by the International Zoo-

logical Congress. The declaration spells out the "procedure for protecting

well established names against the revival of previously forgotten older names.

The new declaration states that "a name that is in general current USE AND HAS

BEEN AVAILABLE FOR AT LEAST 50 YEARS SHALL NOT BE DISPLACED AFTER 1960 BY AN

UNUSED SENIOB SYNONYM". TO BE IN GENERAL CURRENT USE, THE NAME SHOULD BE AP-

PLIED TO A PARTICULAR TAXON BY FIVE DIFFERENT AUTHORS IN AT LEAST 10 PUBLICATIONS

DURING THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING 50 YEARS. THE OLDER SYNONYM MUST NOT HAVE

BEEN USED, IN THE SAME TIME PERIOD, AS A PRESUMABLY VALID NAME FOR A PARTICULAR

TAXON. THE NATURE OF THE "USE" IS ALSO defined; "THE MENTIONING OF A NAME IN A

SYNONYMY OR ITS MERE LISTING IN AN ABSTRACTING PUBLICATION OR OTHER INDEX

OR LIST OF NAMES DOES NOT CONSTITUTE USAGE"..

*********
IN ANOTHER ARTICLE PUBLISHED IN SCIENCE (174:1211-1213, DEC. 17, 1971), P. H.

RAVEN, B. BERLIN AND D. E. BREEDLOVE PROVIDE A DIFFERENT AND BROADER PER-

SPECTIVE ON THE QUESTION OF SCIENTIFIC NAMES. IN A PROVOCATIVE REVIEW ENTITLED

"THE ORIGINS OF TAXONOMY" , THEY DISCUSS THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF TAXO-

NOMY AND CONCLUDE THAT "TAXONOMY IS UNABLE TO DO WHAT WE EXPECT OF IT" .

IT IS ESTIMATED THAT ONLY 1 TO 15 PERCENT OF ABOUT 10 MILLION EXISTING SPECIES
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OF ORGANISMS IN THE WORLD HAVE BEEN OESCRIBED. THE AUTHORS MAKE THE BLEAK

AND PESSIMISTIC PREDICTION THAT IT IS DOUBTFUL THAT EVEN 5 PERCENT MORE OF THE

WORLO'S ORGANISMS CAN BE ADDED TO OUR INVENTORY BEFORE THE REMAINING 80 PER-

CENT BECOMES EXTINCT. Tut REASONS FOR EXTINCTION ARE THE RAPID GROWTH OF THE

HUMAN POPULATION AND RESULTING POLLUTION. THE AUTHORS BLUNTLY OBSERVE THAT

EVEN "FOR MORE THAN 99 PERCENT OF THE DESCRIBED SPECIES, WE KNOW NOTHING MORE

THAN A FEW MORPHOLOGICAL FACTS AND ONE TO SEVERAL LOCALITIES WHERE THEY OCCUR.'

The essay DISCUSSES THE LINNEAN TAXONOMY AND ITS predecessors and analyzes

the current problems as well as future prospects. the application of high

speed electronic data processing equipment is expected to provide some help

in this area of systematic biology.

Both articles are recommended for thoughtful reading by those interested in

scientific nomenclature and how it came to be (and where it may be going).

OOOOOOO

BOOK REVIEW BY W . W. SUTOW , M. D.

Andrews, Jean: SEASHELLS OF THE TEXAS COAST. University of Texas

Press, Austin & London, 1971 , 298 p. , $17.50.

This is a useful book and it is recommended to the members of our club. With

the exception of m icromollusks , almost every seashell that one is likely to

collect along the texas seashore is shown and described. the photographs are

clear; the smaller species are enlarged to facilitate identification.

The reviewer's assessment of the book is based on THE FOLLOWING OBSERVATIONS:

1) There is at least one view (black and white photograph) of almost

every species listed. the remaining few are illustrated by fine

line drawings.

2) Each species is illustrated separately and the illustration is printed

adjacent to the text description. this permits easy and immediate

identification of text with illustration.

3) There is a concise presentation of basic information on each species

including scientific name , author and year of description as well as

notation of source journal reference.

4) The derivation of the scientific name is indicated. The systematic

description of each species includes statements of size, color, shape,

ornament or sculpture, aperture, operculum, per iostracum , remarks,

habitat, localities, occurrence and range. descriptions of bivalves

include hinge area, pallial line and interior.

Some added features that the reviewer liked were the 4 1/2 page glossary of

malacological terms; the physical description of the texas coast; several

maps showing access highways and readily identifiable collecting site from

Galveston to South Padre Island; and, a bibliography of references relating

to Texas mollusca. (There is, however, no reference to any material publish-

ed in the TEXAS CONCHOLOGIST.)

Although various portions of the book might be criticized (for example, the

inclusion of many pages of material which., in this reviewer's opinion, were
extraneous and irrelevant to the title of the book; the lack of stated rationale

for selection of some m icromollusks and offshore species and not of others
for description; lack of presentation of "differential diagnostic points" among
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closely related or similarly appearing species; the omission of any comparison

of Texas subspecies with subspecies found in other geographic areas as, for

example , in the case of the bay scallop, ribbed mussels and quahogs) , the over-

all data presentation is such that the purchaser should be well satisfied.

OOOOOOO

A Fruitful Day at the Beach by Sam and Fannie Miron

All shell collectors dream of the day when they will go to the beach and come
back loaded with live sea shells of all kinds. friday, december 17, 1971

,

turned out to be just such a day for us. the tide tables forcast a minus 0.5

low tide at 9:36 in the morning. we started out early in the morning and de-

cided to go to the east beach south jetties at galveston. the day was over-

cast, foggy in patches, with threat of rain from the weatherman and the tem-
perature about 45 degrees. when we got to the jetties at around 9 a.m. the

water was fairly well out, dense fog reduced visibility to less than a half

block but that soon lifted. the beach was strewn with river drift. we head-

ed for the rocks at the jetties and each of us spotted a live murex fulvescens

on the rocks. shortly after we each found an additional murex in the water

by the rocks. four additional murex fulvescens were dug up from the sands

on the beach up to about a quarter of a mile from the jetties. large cockles

and pen shells were being washed in by the waves and as the tide turned soon

there was evidence of a host of other mollusks present by the trails and

mounds visible in the sand on the beach. we found ourselves in a sheller's

paradise, and we kept busy filling our buckets , returning to the car to empty

them, and going out for another load. all in all, we found some 17 different

live mollusks , each" in abundance to make the trip a very gratifying experience.

Below are listed the varieties of specimens we found alive that day.

Penshells - Most of them large, some with byssus

Whelks - (Busycon contrarium and Busycon spiratum)

Quahogs - (Mercenaria mercenaria texana)

large cockles - (dlnocardium robustum)

murex fulvescens

boat shells - (crepidula fornicata) found on dead moon

snails and dead whelks

Slipper shells - (Crepidula plana) found on the inside of

dead shells

Moon Snails - (Pol in ices duplicatus)

dosinia discus -

Arks - (Anadara brasiliana)

cantharus cancellar1us

Surf clams

Olives

Rock shells - (Thais haemastoma floridana and haysae)

Donax

2 Star fish (channel side of jetties on the sand by the rocks.)

False mussel (Congeria leucophaeta) found at 61st St. -

Offats Bayou as we returned home.

oooOooo
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SEARCH AND SEIZURE by Constance Boone

At the November meeting Dr. harouo Harry identified two shells sent by Mrs.

Opal Riedel of Galveston. Since both are uncommonly found on our shores in

pairs or alive, Mrs. Rieoel's finds deserve reporting to our members. In re-

sponse FOR MORE INFORMATION, MRS. RlEDEL HAS WRITTEN DETAILS WHICH ARE ALSO

worthy of mention.

her one specimen (fresh dead pair) of polymesoda caroliniana (bosc , 1830) and

two specimens (collected alive and kept in an aquarium for observation) of

callocaroia texas iana (pall . 1892) wer£ collected september 13, 1 97 1 , after

Hurricane Fern near Jamaica Beach (West Beach of Galveston Island). Opal

writes "It was a large swirl of little worm tube-like creatures, some alive,

left from the early a.m. low tide. the tide was coming in, and i had to look

fast as soon all would be taken back to sea. interestingly, most of the

beaches were slick nothing! in this large swirl i found many live shells

cockles, pens, tellins , arks, augers, one wentletrap , live duck clams , etc.

.... Also two Amaea mitchellis . one old , the other small and lovely!

Other collecting notes are as follows: One live Tricolia affinis cruenta

Robertson, 1958, in scrapings of algae from rocks on jetties at South Padre

Island , channel side , collected by the Mirons in November; one live Littorina

meleagris (Potiez and Michaud , 1 838) from the same rocky area a week later

in November collected by Constance Boone; one live Smaragdia viridis viride-

maris (Maury, 1917) collected crawling in the sand on the bar in the South

Padre channel near the Loran station by Mary Foote who came to ask her com-
panions if there was such a thing as a green shell! These three shells are

reported particularly because they are hard to locate alive in that area since

Beulah. It is nice to know they are still living there.

Leola Glass collected a slightly damaged but whole pair of Callocardia Tex-

as IANA ON THE BOLIVAR FLATS IN THE DEBRIS ON JANUARY 6. IT WAS THERE IN THE

sand at very low tide at the november field trip that fannie mlron dug a beau-

tiful l ive nlacoma cpj^sjtrjcta (brugu iere , 1792). constance booneand leola

Glass went digging and wallowing in the sticky mud in the inlet at the Galves-
ton Recreational Park on the ferry end of Bolivar to hunt for angel wings on

January 6. Boone dug her first Pholas campechiensis Gmelin , 1792 , a three-

inch specimen, her first recovered other than from washed up wood. Live

SPECIMENS OF PETRICOLA PHOLAD I FORM IS (H . ODE HAS WRITTEN IN THIS PAPER THAT

this is really gracilis ) were collected by breaking up clods of the mud dug out

with a spade. constance boone collected a live balcis conoidea kurtz and

Stimpson, 1851 on December 31 in a sand trail near Galveston South jetties .

(This name is deemed correct for this keeled shell with straight apex by H. Ode

DESPITE RECENT PUBLISHED MATERIAL SYNONYMIZING THIS WITH MELANELLA JAMAICENS IS .

)

OOOOOOO
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pi*^CONCHOIOGIST
Volume VIII , No. 6

NOTES & NEWS
February Meeting on Corals

We can be sure of an excellent program on Wednesday, February 23 T

Charlie Doh will be the speaker. He has been a member of our society many

years and has presented fascinating programs in the past. in cooperation with

Larry Evans, a Rice graduate student and underwater photographer, Mr. Doh

will give us an illustrated talk on corals. he will also. bring a large dis-

play of corals from his fabulous collection.

The meeting will be at 8 p.m. at the Houston Museum of natural Science,

Please feel free to bring your friends. Guests are always welcome.

January Minutes Fritz Lang, Secretary

Meeting was called to order at 8 p.m., January 26 , with Lloyd Meister pre-

siding. About 33 members were present.

Paul Hudson gave the Treasurer's Report. General Fund new balance was

$1365.86. Library Fund stands at $80.20.

Among the visitors present were Delsson Conway from Coastal Bend Shell

Club, Chuck Spivey from Houston, Dr. Dorothea Mangum and John Blom-

shield of Brazoria County. Visitors were welcomed by Chairman and members.

Lloyd Meister reported the dates of the Shell Fair are May 11, 12, 1 3 at the

Sharpstown Mall. These dates were accepted without protest from the mem-

bers. Lloyd asked members to display shells, and to cooperate with Commit-

tee Chairman Ruth Goodson when she calls on them.

Dr. W. W. Sutow reported for the library Committee, showing new books

bought for the society, and periodicals we receive. dr. sutow gave commen-

tary and brief reviews of these fine books and magazines.

Doug Reynolds reported a field trip to East Beach , Galveston Jetty on Sat-

urday , January 29 , 8a.m.

Dr. Helmer Ode reported the need for a typist. Helmer has 200 pages of

beach notes and needs help from someone who types , as he is a "One Finger

Typist" .

Dr. Sutow announced that he has received two packages of specimen shells

from the saipan shell club.
continued on page 72
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELlS

Helmer Ode Mr». Anne B. Speeri

Super Family Pyramidellacea (continued")

Strioturbonilla sp indet
, (B) This species which is similar to the previous one,

is widespread in offshore dredgings, but far less common in beach drift than
the previous one. it has the typically shouldered appearance and large body
whorl of the genus. it is unlikely that , as with so many species of mollusks

,

it is merely an ecological variant of sp. (a), which is the coastal form, where-
as sp. (b) is the open sea form. this may be j_. compsa.

Previous references: none

Localities: Galveston, Matagorda, Port Aransas.

The material of Chemnitzia i s difficult to identify and for most of the report-
ed SPECIES OUR NAMES MUST BE CONSIDERED TENTATIVE.

Chemnitzia unilirata Bush , 1 899. This is the only species on the Texas beach
which is readily identified in this genus. it is characterized by a spiral ridge
close to the suture. we suspect that the same species occurs without the
spiral (cj abrupta ?) , but, unless this can be definitely ascertained we re-
strict c_. unilirata to ridged forms . the species is uncommon in drift at port
Aransas and South Padre Island, but has been taken regularly from dredged
material off galveston. live material is unknown to us.

Previous references: none

Localities: Port Aransas , South Padre Island

Chemnitzia c. f. abrupta Bush , 1 899. Specimens of a Chemnitzia which rather
closely resemble this species of bush are not uncommon in beach drift at port
Aransas and South Padre Island. The species is characterized by the somewhat
blunted apical angle and the moderate backward slant of the closely spaced
riblets. Not uncommon in dredged material off Galveston. This species pos-
sibly MERGES INTO THE NEXT ONE.

Previous references: none

Localities: Port Aransas, South Padre Island.

Chemnitzia c.f. inclinata Bush , 1 899. This small and slender species is char-
acterized BY THE VERY OBVIOUS BACKWARD SLANT OF THE COSTAE . THIS SPECIES MAY
BE THE SAME AS C_, ABRUPTA . BUT UNTIL WE CAN SAY MORE ABOUT THIS MATTER WE WILL
LIST IT HERE. SPECIMENS HAVE BEEN COLLECTED FROM BEACHDRIFT AT PORT ARANSAS
and South Padre Island.
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Previous references: none

Localities: Port Aransas , South Padre Island.

Chemnitzia c. f. aequahs Conrad , 1 827 . We have combined most of the speci-

mens IN THIS GENUS, WHICH WE FIND IMPOSSIBLE TO CLASSIFY, UNDER THIS NAME.

Most shells have a straight regular conical form, straight riblets and none

of them shows a trace of spiral sculpture and at most under very high magni-

fication an indication of rows of small pits can be seen. these forms are com-
mon in drift all along the texas coast and also in offshore dredgings. many of

these are closely similar to the "species" described by bartsch from the

Florida Pliocene.

Previous references: List of Galveston mollusks by Harry

localities: in drift all along the texas coast.

Chemnitzia c. f. dalli Bush, 1889. In beachdrift all along the Texas coast a

RATHER COARSELY RIBBED CHEMNITZIA CAN BE FOUND, WHICH IN MATURE SPECIMEN

SHOWS A NUMBER OF INTERNAL L1RAE ON THE INNER LIP. THESE ACCOUNT FOR THE

TOOTH ON THE OUTER LIP. THE FIGURE OF T. DALLI BY BUSH, 1889, SHOWS A SHELL

WHICH IS HARDLY APPROPRIATE FOR OUR MATERIAL IN THAT NO TEXAS MATERIAL EVER

SHOWS A CONCAVE OUTLINE OF THE SPIRE. DEAD AND WORN MATERIAL CAN OCCASION-

ALLY BE OBTAINED FROM DRIFT AT GALVESTON AND ELSEWHERE ALONG THE TEXAS COAST.

These coarse forms seem to merge sometimes into form classified by us as C

.

aequalis. c . anteusi bartsch 1955 appears also very close to it.

Previous references: none

localities: occasionally in drift all along the texas coast.

Chemnitzia c. f. turris Orbigny , 1842. A few specimens collected alive by

Mrs. Speers at Port Aransas and some worn ones in the Ode collection are

possibly this species characterized by coarse initial whorls and large apical

ANGLE.

Previous references: none

Localities: Port Aransas

Chemnitzia hemphilli Bush, 1899. A single specimen of this different species

WAS OBTAINED FROM DRIFT AT SAN LUIS PASS (COLL, Ode). IT MUST BE NOTED THAT

the drift which produced this shell was highly unusual in composition in that

it yielded several quite rare species of pyram 1dell1ds never taken before on

the beach. the shell has the overall appearance ofjc_. aequalis but is some-

what irregularly but clearly corded in the intercostal spaces.

Previous references: none

localities: san luis pass

Chemnitzia c. f. heilprini Bush , 1 899. This f the most slender and one of the

smallest of texas chemnitzia's has been found onlya few times in drift at

Port Aransas (coll. Speers, Ode).

. Previous references: none

Localities: Port Aransas, South Padre Island.

4) The Pyrgiscus complex.

This complex of species is the most confusing and baffling one of all Texas

Pyramidellids. The main difficulty in this group is the delineation of specis.

In the material available to us it is often very difficult to state what con-
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stitutes a species ano what does not. the many so-called species which

Bartsch described from th* Pliocene of Florida represent in our opinion

merely variants of a much smaller number of truly different species. as

stated before we have, together with this fauna, two other fauns rich in

species, the Pleistocene from the Carolinas described by Holmes and the

New England fauna described by Verrill, Bartsch and others, both of which

contain many species closely resembling texas shells. however unjustified

this may be, we have decided to ignore these particular taxa , and prefer to

attach names to our shells given to species from the recent carolinian and

Caribbean provinces. Dall has placed many of Holmes' species in synonymy

with recent forms in which he, as we are inclined to believe, was correct but

cannot prove since we have not compared our material with holmes 1 species.

Most of Dall's remarks on this complex are still fully actual today as for

instance his observation concerning the differences in appearance between

fresh living material and dead beach shells of the same species. freshly

dead material, which has lost its shine is often best for illustrative and

descriptive purposes. this difference in appearance causes discrepancies

in description between fossil and recent material. dall was convinced that

too many names were employed for many s im ilar th ings (t.w.i .s. , 1 892 , p. 31 8):

"for myself, i believe, in the present state of science that most stress should

be laid upon the relationship, rather than trifling points of difference, since

in the dustcloud of names applied to every individual mutation all generic

principles becomes obscured." the trouble is here to find out what are the

trifling points and what are the essential points of difference. however,

there can be little doubt that the confused treatment given by many authors

to this complex of species and the unsystematic description of new species

confirms another of dall's statements (t .w . i . s . , p. 356): "and for this rea-

son i feel strongly that the undue multiplication of mere names is a serious

stumbling block in the way of progress of the science. a name is a handle and

a thing needs one or at most two handles to be properly managed. if it bristles

with handles like a porcupine with quills we are necessarily driven to let

it alone, and they serve no good purpose." in spite of this the number of

species probably is rather large on the texas beach and at a guess, twice the

number of species occurs in offshore waters.

we list here briefly some categories used to separate species in the pyrgiscus

COMPLEX.

1) Sculpture on the late body whorls. Quite varied are: vertical ribbing,

horizontal spirals, grooving on the base. in some species microscopic

punctations, axial striae or reticulations can be seen under high magni-

fication, the termination of sculpture on the periphery or its continu-

ation over the base has been considered quite important. slanting of the

ribs may vary. the cross section of the ribs can be rounded or be squarish

The most variable aspect of the ornamentation is expressed by the many
patterns of spacing of the spiral grooves or incised lines. whether all

these different patterns of spiral arrangement should be denoted by

different trivial names appears to us unlikely.

2) Characters of the aperture. In the published literature have been men-
tioned: SHAPE OF APERTURE , PRESENCE OF PERISTOME , DEGREE OF FOLDING ON

columnella, denticles on inner lip, and depression of the umbilical region
All these characters seem subject to considerable variation.
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3) Characters of general shape. These are of uncertain value. The
shapes can be described as: conical, spindle, pupoid, needle, coro-

NATED. The apical angle which often determines the apparent slender-

NESS OF THE SHELL IS POSSIBLY IN SOME SPECIES QUITE VARIABLE. VERY

PUZZLING IS SOMETIMES THE VARIABILITY IN SIZE. APPARENTLY MATURE

SPECIMENS OF AN EQUAL NUMBER OF WHORLS CAN DIFFER BY A FACTOR OF TWO
IN LINEAR SCALE. THESE ARE USUALLY CONSIDERED AS DIFFERENT SPECIES ,

A CUSTOM WE WILL FOLLOW, BUT ARE RATHER DOUBTFUL ABOUT. ANOTHER

CHARACTER IS THE RATIO OF THE LENGTH OF THE BODY WHORL TO THE TOTAL

LENGTH OF THE SHELL, A RATIO WHICH THE EYE IS VERY SENSITIVE. THE

PRECISE FORMATION OF THE SUTURE APPEARS ALSO QUITE VARIABLE. ITS

DEPTH DEPENDS ON THE INFLATION OF THE WHORLS AND ALSO OFTEN ON THE

MANNER IN WHICH THE VERTICAL RIBS TERMINATE. IN SOME SPECIES A SHOULD-

ERED OR CORONATED EFFECT IS OBTAINED BY THE PRESENCE OF AN EXCEPTION-

ALLY WELL-DEVELOPED SPIRAL RIOGE CLOSE TO THE SUTURE, WHILE IN OTHER

SPECIES THE SAME EFFECT IS OBTAINED BY THE SUDDEN TERMINATION OF THE

VERTICAL RIBLETS. PHOTOS BY FRANK VAN MORKHOVEN
TO BE CONTINUED

Chemnitz ia abrupta Bush , 1 899 or

Chemnitz ia hemphilli ? Bush, 1899. inclinata Bush 1899.

5.12 mm. , galveston west beach 3.7 8 mm. port aransas causeway

Feb. 1970. Beach specimen from March 10, 1957. Beach Specimen

ode collection. from ode* collect ion .
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MOLLUSKS ON STAMPS BY W. W. Sutow , M. D.

Shell collecting is fun! Stamp collecting is also fun! Why not combine these

two hobbies - collect shells on stamps i

Philatelic conchology has many desirable features. Some of the rarest shells

can be at your fingertips - available with a minimum of cost and at no physical

risk . you can own conus gloria-maris , cyprea aurantium , lambis violacea .

CONUS CLYTOSPIRA , HARPA COSTATA , ENTEMNOTROCHUS RUMPHII (TO NAME A FEW
desirables) - all on stamps.

And think of the transportability and lack of any storage problems. An al-

bum OR EVEN TWO OR THREE - ARRANGED IN SEVERAL WAYS - TAKE UP ONLY A SMALL

volume op any closet shelf or bookcase. an entire collection can be carried

around under the arm. scientifically or artistically, the display can be em-

bellished to any degree one wishes. and one can just about have a "complete"

collection. there aren't that many shell stamps issued yet. with the ex-

ception of a few earliest stamps, almost all of the stamps are fairly readily

available. the recent (december , 1 97 1 ) release by kenya of 15 definitives
,

each depicting a seashell, should provide the shell-stamp collector with a

running start.

There have been some interesting sidelights. The sharp-eyed collector has

noted that a number of shells shown on stamps were left-handed. sinistral

specimens of conus stupa (republic of china) , voluta delessert iana (malagasy)
,

murex tribulus (malagasy) , m itra species (maldive islands) , conus species

(Maldive Islands) are examples. These represent errors on the part of the

artist. There is an example of a similar sort of Peter Dance's Shell Collec -

ting WHICH SHOWS A CONUS MARMOREUS ETCHED BACKWARDS (m IRROR-I MAGE) BY REM-
BRANDT. The Taiwan (Republic of China) issues of 1971 reportedly caused a

FUROR AMONG SCIENTIFIC CIRCLES IN TAIWAN. SEVERAL ERRORS WERE CLAIMED FOR

THIS GROUP OF STAMPS. ONE INVOLVED MISSPELLING OF "KAWAMURA" FOR " KAWA-
numa". Another was the alleged misnomer of "stupa" for "stupella" . A
critic claimed that one of the species listed did not occur in taiwan waters,

and there was also the sinistral presentation of the cone. but the taiwan

Philatelic Agency could do little about the whole thing: more than 600,000

sets were sold on the day of issue.

In past issues of TEXAS CONCHOLOGIST (Volume V, pages 54, 55, 68, 75,

88, 89, and 92; and Volume VI, page 53) there were listed some 158 stamps

THAT SHOWED MOLLUSKS IN THE CENTRAL OR INCIDENTAL DESIGNS. SINCE THEN, NEW

STAMPS HAVE CONTINUED TO APPEAR SO THAT THIS UPDATED LISTING THAT IS TABULATED

BELOW SEEMS TIMELY.

AS USUAL, THE INFORMATION FOR THIS LIST WAS OBTAINED FROM SEVERAL SOURCES

("LINN'S STAMP NEWS, TOPICAL TIME, AND SCOTT MONTHLY JOURNAL).
THE CATALOG IDENTIFICATION IS THE SCOTT NUMBER. ALSO, THE ENCOURAGEMENT

AND HELP FROM SHELL-STAMP COLLECTING FRIENDS SHOULD BE ACKNOWLEDGED - PAUL

W. Schoen of Jacksonville, Florida (now deceased); George G. Major of little

Rock, Arkansas (also deceased); and John D'Aiuto of Palo Alto, California.

Many thanks are due them.
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Face Scott
Country Value Number Mollusk Depicted

159. Anguilla 10C Turban and star shells

160. Anguilla 15C Spiny oyster

161 . Anguilla 40C Scotch Royal and Smooth Scotch
Bonnet

162. Anguilla 50C Triton trumpet
163. Hungary 2 FO 1994 Ammonite
164. Maldive 10L 283 MlTRA PAPALIS

165. Maldive 25L 284 Turbo petholatus

166. Maldive 1R 286 Barnea manilensis

167. Maldive 2R 2 87 Malea pomum
168. Singapore 15C 1 12 Seashells

169. Indonesia 5r+50s B219 VOLUTA SCAPHA

170. Indonesia 7.50r+

50s B220 Cymatium pileare

171 . Indonesia 10r+1r B221 Pterocera lambia

172. Indonesia 15r+1.50r B222 MUREX TERNISPINA

173. Ivory Coast 15FR 301 MARGINELLA DESJARDINI

174. Ivory Coast 40FR 303 CONUS GENUANUS

175. New Caledonia 1FR 382A Strombus epidromis

176. New Caledonia 10fr 383A Strombus variabilis

177. New Caledonia 22fr C72A Strombus sinuatus

178. New Caledonis 34fr C73A Strombus vomer

179. Phillippines 5s 1065 Tridacna squamosa

180. Phillippines 10s 1066 SPONDYLUS REGIUS

181 . Phillippines 20s 1067 MUREX PECTEN

1 82. Phillippines 40s 106 8 CONUS GLORIA-MAR1S

1 83. British Indian

Ocean Terr. 1r 41 ALDABRA TREE SNAIL

1 84. French Polynesia 2fr C55 Pearl Oyster diver

1 85. French Polynesia 5fr C56 DIVER COLLECTING OYSTERS

1 86. French Polynesia 1 8fr C57 Implantation into oysters

1 87. French Polynesia 27fr C58 Open oyster with pearl

1 88. French Polynesia 50fr C59 Mother of pearl jewelry

1 89. New Caledonia 10fr 384 Cypraea cribraria

190. New Caledonia 21fr 386 Cypraea talpa

191 . New Caledonia 33fr C74 Cypraea argus

192. New Caledonia 60fr C76 Cypraea mappa

193. Turks and caicos 3C 233 Strombus gigas

194. Taiwan $1 1698 TIBIA FUSUS

195. Taiwan $2.50 1699 HARPEOLA KURODAI

196. Taiwan $5 1700 CONUS STUPA

197. Taiwan S8 1701 Entemnotrochus rumphii

198. Malagasy 5fr 439 VOLUTA DELESSERTIANA

199. Malagasy 10fr 440 MUREX TRIBULUS

200. Malagasy 20FR 441 SPONDYLUS

oooOooo
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A Dredge Sample from East Matagorda Bay by H. Ode

in the series of sample descriptions which i have been reporting from time

to time a remarkable one is presented here. it pertains to a sample of a

basic composition not yet reported, but which, as i suspect, is common in the

Galveston, Matagorda and San Antonio Bay systems. The sample, somewhat

less than a gallon in volume , was dredged in the northwest corner of east

Bay, fairly close to where the Colorado River forms the western boundary of

East Bay , in about 10 feet of water. The bulk of the sample consisted of

shelldebris with only minor admixtures of sand and silt and apparently was

taken from an old shellbottom. apart from a single small clump of live

oysters, hardly any oyster fragments were present in the debris, so that it

appears probable that the oysters were just establishing themselves at the

sample location. this contrasted with other samples from the same area

which contained large amounts of silt, few shell fragments of which many

derived from oysters.

the species forming the bulk of the sample were:

mulinia lateralis

nuculana acuta

NUCULANA CONCENTRICA

EULIMASTOMA WEBERI

acteon punctostriatus (?)

pyrgiscus speira , interruptus and obeliscus

retusa candei

Missing or almost missing were members of the following families: Arcidae .

OSTREIPAE , TELLINIDAE , PHOLAD IDAE , CORBULIDAE . MURICIDAE , NATICIDAE AND

COLUMBELLIDAE . WHICH OFTEN MAKE UP THE BULK OF THE BAY FAUNA. I SUSPECT

THAT A FAUNA OF THIS BASIC TYPE: MULINIA , NUCULANA , RETUSA . PYRAM IDELLIDS

IS FAR MORE COMMON IN SOME OF THE TEXAS BAYS THAN IS APPARENT FROM THE PUB-

LISHED record. Some samples taken from the approaches to Christmas Bay
(Galveston Bay system) have a composition very close to it, but differ in the

much lesser abundance of nuculana. but somewhat larger numbers of tellins .

Corbulas . Thais and naticas. In view of these facts the designation of all

faunas of the coastal bays as "oyster bottoms" appears undesirable, and i

would suggest that such a fauna as descr ibed here , be called a "mulinia bot-

tom", i suspect, that it, as do the oyster bottoms, supports as a general

rule a large number of smaller epiphytic species, mainly pyram idell ids and

VlTRINELLIDS.

THE AGE OF THE shells reported here IS somewhat of a PUZZLE. It is certain

THAT MOST OF THE MATERIAL REPORTED IN THIS LIST IS OLD AND DID NOT LIVE AT THE

TIME OF COLLECTION. BUT WHETHER IT IS A FEW THOUSANDS OR A FEW TENS OF YEARS

OLD I CANNOT SAY.

THE BEST KNOWN FAUNAL LISTINGS FOR THE TEXAS BAYS ARE THOSE OF PARKER. IT

MUST BE KEPT IN MIND THAT PARKER SAMPLED THE BAYS AROUND ROCKPORT AND THE

LAGUNA MADRE , THAT IS ENVIRONMENTS WHICH IN MANY RESPECTS ARE DIFFERENT

FROM THOSE CONSIDERED HERE. BOTH GALVESTON BAY AND EAST MATAGORDA BAY

ARE AT PRESENT ESSENTIALLY LOW SALINITY BAYS , OR AT LEAST BAYS IN WHICH THE

SALINITY IS REGULARLY SUBJECT TO LARGE VARIATION. THE ENVIRONMENTS PARKER

SAMPLED FROM ARE HYPERSALINE DURING THE HOT SUMMER MONTHS AND DURING THE
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winter the salinity is not much reduced below that of the sea.

an indication that "mulinia bottoms" occur widespread in the galveston and

Matagorda areas is provided by the composition of beachdrift near the Passes

to these bays. this contains large numbers of the vltrinellids and pyrami-

dellids reported here. especially pyrgiscus c.f. speira, which is rare in

beachdrift at port aransas, but quite common in drift at galveston is such

an indication .

The list of species found in the East Matagorda sample follows below. The
annotations need no further explanation, but a few words may be said about

some of the specific designations. in the series "notes concerning texas

Beach Shells" appearing in each issue of the Texas Conchologist , Mrs. A.

speers and ! will discuss all pyramidellid species from texas known to us.

Several genera and species are designated by names not usually used in the

general literature. most species are or will be illustrated in the t. con-

chologist and i refer the reader to these notes for further information.

IN the list below live occurrence is indicated by a star.

nucula proxima

nuculana acuta

nuculana concentrica

anadara oval is

anadara transversa

noetia ponderosa

amygdalum papyria

*Brachidontes recurvus

Anomia simplex

*crassostrea v1rginica

Crassinella lunulata

parvilucina multili-

NEATA

Aligena texasiana

Mysella planulata

Ensitellops C . F.

constricta

Trachycardium muri-

CATUM

LAEVICARDIUM MORTONI

PlTAR SP.

chione cancellata

Tellina versicolor

abra aequal1s

cumingia tellinoides

tagelus gibbus

*mulinia lateralis

rangia cuneata

cyrtopleura costata

Several worn valves and fragments.

Abundant valves and several hinged pairs.

Abundant valves and many hinged pairs. Not

alive.

Two worn valves

One worn valve,

two worn valves

a few live juv. specimens

Several live specimens. A few old fragments,

Old valves and fragments fairly common

A single small live cluster. Hardly any frag-

ments.

a few worn valves

a few worn valves

Fresh valves fairly common

Loose valves and hinged specimens fairly

COMMON.
A single worn valve.

a single worn juv. valve

a few worn juv. valves.

a single juv. valve

a single worn juv. valve

a few worn valves

a few worn valves

a single worn fragment.

a few very fresh fragments. undoubtedly

alive at location.

Abundant live and dead specimens

Many worn hinged juveniles; not seen alive.

a few worn fragments
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lyons ia hyalina

•Pandora trilineata

•littorioina sphincto-

STOMA

vioscal8a louisianae

"hydrobia" barretti

henrya sp.

Caecum pulchellum

caecum "glabrum"

vltrinella floridana

VlTRINELLA (?) SP.

Anticlimax pilsbryi

teinostoma biscaynense

teinostoma sp.

(cryptosp1ra?)

teinostoma lerema

solariorbis bartschi

vermicularia fargoi

Cerithium VARIABILE

BlTTIUM VARIUM

cerithiopsis greeni

Triphora nigrocincta

Epitonium rupicola

Epitonium SP.

Crepidula plana

Anachis ostreicola

nassarius acutus

terebra sp.

*pyrgocythara plicosa

Pyrgocythara hemphilli

acteon punctostriatus

(?)

RETUSA CANDEl

Balcis hemphilli

Menestho impressa

MlRALDA BUSHIANA

fargoa dianthophila

*Odostomia gibbosa

eulimastoma weberi

eulimastoma teres

*eulimastoma canali-

CULATA

evalea emeryi

sayella sp.

sayella sp.

besla elegans

Chemnitzia aequalis

Pyrgiscus interruptus

a single fresh dead specimen.

a few worn valves and a single live specimen,

Abundant live and dead specimens.

a single worn specimen

Worn specimens common.
a few worn specimens.

Word dead specimens common,

a few freshly dead specimens.

Worn dead specimens common; a few fresh

two very fresh specimens. this species has

so far never before been found in the bays ,

but has been dredged once alive in great quan-

tity offshore freeport.

a single worn specimen.

Worn shells very common; some fresh looking

Worn shells fairly common. See later remarks

a few worn specimens.

a single worn specimen.

Several worn fragments

Two worn juv. specimens.

Three worn specimens.

Several live specimens

A few worn juvenile.

A number of fragments. This species invades

the bays farther than any other epitonium.

a few worn unidentifiable juv. specimens.

a few fresh juveniles

two worn specimens

Some live specimens

a single unidentifiable fragment.

Many dead, some live specimens.

a few dead specimens.

Abundant. Several alive. Very small form

with coronated shape, which might be specifi-

cally different.

Abundant. Many alive.

Several, some alive.

Common, several alive

a few worn specimens.

Common, many alive

Many worn specimens, one alive.

Abundant, most common gastropod. Many alive

Several worn specimens; a few fresh; one alive

Common; many old, a few alive.

a few old specimens

two worn specimens

two worn specimens

fairly common. some fresh.

Common, old and worn; one fresh.

Abundant. A few alive.
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Pyrgiscus obeliscus Common , no live ones.

Pyrgiscus speira Most abundant Turboniuua, fresh, but not

ALIVE.

Pyrgiscus cedrosus A few worn specimens.

Pyrgiscus reticulatus Common, but worn and discolored.

*Pyrgiscus conradi Several fresh and live ones.

Pyrgiscus textilis A single worn specimen
Pyrgiscus sp. Fairly common , but not alive,

dentalium texas ianum a few worn fragments.

of the 78 reported species no less than 20 are pyram 1dell ids , a fair number
of them alive. this raises the question: how do these animals feed? in the

sample there was very little mud and hardly any remains of other organisms

were observed. i suspect that most of the reported pyramidellid species

sustain themselves on organic material secreted by micro-organisms whose
existence is made possible by the presence of exposed shellsurfaces of dead

valves of mulinia and nuculana . many of these valves appeared as it were

to be glued together with a matrix of fine sandgrains held together by a

slightly- sticky substance. i consider it unlikely that most of these species

fed directly on live bivalves.

a number of species in the above list is unlikely to live at present at the

sample location. among these are: nucula proxima , parvilucina multilinea-

ta , pltar sp . , vermicular1a fargoi and cer1thium variabile . it is possible

that these species still live in the main body of water of matagorda and la-

VACA Bays.

A FINAL REMARK CONCERNS THE LISTING OF TEINOSTOMA CRYPTOSPIRA. AMONG THE

PLENTIFUL MATERIAL OF TEINOSTOMA BISCAYNENSE TWO CLEARLY DIFFERENT FORMS

COULD BE DISCERNED: ONE WITH A HUMP IN THE OVERGLAZING CALLUS AND ONE WITH-

OUT THIS HUMP, SO THAT THIS FORM APPEARS FLATTER. IT IS POSSIBLE THAT BOTH

FORMS ARE DIFFERENT.

oooOooo

Review: D. E. Harper, Ecological studies of selected by H. Ode

LEVEL-BOTTOM MAC RO- INVERTEBRATES OFF GALVESTON, TEXAS. PH.D.

Thesis, 300 p. , Texas A and M university, Marine Science,

Texas , 1 970.

This thesis presents an interesting picture of the nearshore fauna off Gal-

veston , Texas. In it are, apart from other marine organisms, discussed in

some detail 40 species of molluscs, of which 21 are gastropods and 19 are

BIVALVES. In general the findings of the author confirm my own experiences

AND INFERENCES FROM BEACH COLLECTING AND OFFSHORE SAMPLES. A NUMBER OF

OBSERVATIONS ON LIVE ANIMALS ARE NEW TO ME, AS FOR INSTANCE THE OBSERVATION

THAT JUVENILE SPECIMENS OF ANADARA BRASILIANA HAVE A SYMBIOTIC RELATIONSHIP

WITH NASSARIUS ACUTUS . IT IS UNFORTUNATE THAT NO FIGURES OF THE DESCRIBED

SPECIES ARE OFFERED, BECAUSE OFTAXONOMIC UNCERTAINTIES. FOR INSTANCE,

QPOSTOMIA ACUTIDENS DALL , 1883 IS ONE OF THE FEW PYRAMIDELLIDS DISCUSSED.

This species does not, as far as I know, live along the Texas coast and I

BELIEVE THAT THE AUTHOR REFERS BY THIS TAXON TO Q_. GIBBOSA .
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The author concludes that Mulinia lateralis , Tellina iris . Olivella mutica

and pyramidella crenulata are the most characteristic species on sandy bot-

TOMS, Terebra protexta the most characteristic species on mixed bottoms and

NUCULANA CONCENTRICA THE MOST CHARACTERISTIC SPECIES ON MUDDY BOTTOMS.

oooOooo

BOOK REVIEW BY W . W. SUTOW , M. D.

BROST, F. B. AND COALE , R. D.: A GUIDE TO SHELL COLLECTING IN THE
KWAJALEIN ATOLL. Rutland, Vt. and Tokyo, Japan, Charles E. Tuttle

Company. 1971. 157 p. $4.95.

This is reissue of a book that was originally sold regionally (Marshall Is-

lands) in 1968. The initial publication was larger (9x11 inches) and was

spirally bound, between soft covers. The book sold out rapidly.

The reissue (3 years later) is a soft cover book, 7 3/16 x 8 1/4 inches. The

TEXT (AS FAR AS THE REVIEWER IS ABLE TO TELL) REMAINS THE SAME. THE 33 PLATES,

ALL BLACK AND WHITE , ARE THE SAME BUT HAVE BEEN REDUCED ABOUT 40% IN SIZE.

217 SPECIES ARE DESCRIBED.

The contents relate to shells that are found in the Kwajalein atoll. A re-

lative SCARCITY VALUE IS ASSIGNED FOR EACH SPECIES BUT THESE MUST BE CAREFULLY

evaluated in terms of local availability. strombus sinuatus , for example,

is considered to be rarer than strombus taurus . many species considered to

be rare in the kwajalein atoll abound in other areas of the marshall islands.

at the time of this review, kwajalein atoll is a restricted area and access

to the atoll is generally not possible. even in the atoll, local regulations

regarding shelling activities must be observed. but for the lucky shellers

who have the opportunity to shell there , this book should be a useful check-

lrst and guide. the commonly found shells are listed and described and local

collecting sites are mentioned by name.

to a much more limited degree, the book may serve as a manual for other

marshall island atolls. the inclusion of a number of bivalves in the des-

criptions provides information not always available.

The plates are much more uniformly reproduced in the new book. The designs

on the shells appear to be more sharply shown. the only drawback (which was

present in the original edition) is the loss of detail in the smaller shells ,

since both large and small shells have been photographed on the same plates.

oooOooo

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 61,

Meeting was turned over to Anella Dexter, who introduced Dr. Dorothea
Mangum of Angleton.

Dr. Mangum spoke on Invertebrates and Nudibranchia in a new and interesting

way that held the attention of every member. she showed 3 films of unusual
clarity and color - excellent views of these interesting little life forms ,

also beautiful scenery near guaymas , on san carlos bay. we enjoyed dr.

Mangum immensely and thank her for the visitI
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^CONCHOLOGIST
Volume VIII , No. 7

NOTES & NEWS

March 22 Meeting on Gulf Survey

Dr. Helmer Ode and Harold Geis will present a talk on the progress of the

Mollusk Population Survey of the Northwest Gulf of Mexico, illustrated by

a series of color slides of little known mollusks from that area, at the

meeting March 22 at 8 p.m. at the Houston Museum of Natural Science.

Minutes of the February Meeting by Fritz Lang, Secretary

a nominating committee was appointed with fay dryden as chairwoman and

Mary Lee Bivona, Charlie Doh and Laurence Dexter as members.

The Annual Galveston Shell Show was announced to take place in the Marine

Corps Auditorium near the Galveston Ferry landing on April 29 from 1 to 6

p.m. and April 30 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Members were invited to enter

either the competitive or non-competitive parts of the show.

a shell book purchased in the hague, holland, by helmer ode was presented

to the club's library.

Dr. W. W sutow reported additions to the library as follows:

1 972 edition of Directory of Conchologists

Marine Shells of Pacific Northwest by Tom Rice

Living Volutes of Africa

New Zealand Shells

Catalog of the Genus Murex by Emily Vokes

Complete set of Malacological Review

Current monograph of Indo-Pacific Mollusca on Littorinas

Ruth Goodson reported on the Shell Fair the club will sponsor at Sharps-

town Mall. She needs more show cases and more displays from members.

Anyone who can help is asked to contact her at 452-2223.

Charlie Doh gave a fascinating talk on corals, illustrated with slides. He

was assisted by larry evans of rice university who presented slides of living

corals, some excellent color photos of living coral with extreme closeups

of the beautiful varieties of polyps .
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELlS

Helmer Ode Mr». Anne B. Speers

Super Family Pyramidellacea (continued)

4) Color Characters . These we consider to be unreliable. Colorpat-

terns vary between uniform patterns of dull white over uniform yellow

to uniform dark brown colors , sometimes with bands of darker hues ,

or to clearly and distinctly banded forms with one or two brown bands.

5) Nuclear characters and early post nuclear whorls. Surprisingly sel-

dom MENTIONED IN THE LITERATURE ARE THE CHARACTERS OF THE EARLY POST-

NUCLEAR whorls. They have served us often to make a distinction be-

tween SPECIES. AS NUCLEAR CHARACTERS WE LIST HERE: THE DEGREE TO

WHICH THE DISC-LIKE NUCLEUS IS IMMERSED IN THE EARLY POST-NUCLEAR

WHORLS AND THE SUDDENNESS AT WHICH THE VERTICAL RIBBING BEGINS ON THE

POST-NUCLEAR WHORLS. IN SOME THE "APEX" OF THE DISC IS HARDLY VISIBLE

ABOVE THE RIM OF THE POST-NUCLEAR WHORLS, IN OTHERS IT IS ELEVATED

HIGH ABOVE IT.

IT IS HARDLY NECESSARY TO REMARK THAT SEPARATION OF SPECIES ON ANY SINGLE ONE

OF THE ABOVE CHARACTERS ONLY WILL LEAD TO CONFUSION. IT WOULD HAVE BEEN

MUCH EASIER TO DISCUSS THE PYRGICUS COMPLEX IF WE HAD HAD AT OUR DISPOSAL

ONLY A SMALL NUMBER OF LOTS FROM THE BEACH. BUT BECAUSE WE HAVE CRITICALLY

COMPARED ABOUT 200 LOTS FROM THE BAYS AND BEACHES AND ABOUT TWICE AS MANY
FROM THE OFFSHORE THE TASK OF CREATING ORDER OUT OF CHAOS HAS NOT SUCCEEDED

WELL. Many of the "species" seem to merge in the most astounding MANNER AND

appear to form as it were a multidimensional continuum. when one draws a

few samples at random from such a continuum the impression is created that

one deals with separate forms. however, when the sampling becomes more
complete one's ability to assign trivial names to the samples diminishes un-

til with very complete sampling one ends up in complete confusion. this

does not mean that extensive sampling does not yield some interesting results,

we can definitely say that several forms in our collections represent separ-

able species with a predictable range of variability.

as a matter of convenience we have grouped the texas material of the pyrgis -

cus complex into a number of categories , each of which contains species which

are closely related, if not identical. the first of these which is a closely
knit one , contains shells , which have finely sculptured early post-nuclear
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WHORLS, AND ARE WHITE OR SLIGHTLY YELLOWISH IN COLOR. IT IS HERE DESIGNATED

AS THE " INTERRUPTUS" COMPLEX, MAINLY ON THE STRENGTH OF A REFERENCE BY DALL
(T . W . F . I .S . , 1 892) to this species from Galveston , Texas.

A SECOND COMPLEX OF SHELLS COMPRISES SOMEWHAT DIFFERENTLY SHAPED SHELLS AS

FAR AS THE EARLY POST-NUCLEAR WHORLS ARE CONCERNED. THESE ARE LESS VARIABLE

AND MUCH MORE SUDDENLY AND COARSELY RIBBED. THIS COMPLEX IS HERE DESIGNATED

AS THE " RETICULATUS - TEXTILIS " GROUP. ALSO THE NUCLEUS IS MORE DEEPLY IM-

MERSED IN THE EARLY POST-NUCLEAR WHORLS AND FRESH SHELLS DISPLAY COLOR PAT-

TERNS .

There remains a number of species which are difficult to classify. We be-

lieve THAT AT LEAST TWO DIFFERENT GROUPINGS CAN BE MADE. MOST OF THESE SPE-

cies live in deeper offshore waters, but a few species have been found in

beachdrift. these two groupings are here rather arbitrarily designated as

the "conradi " and the " flavoc 1ncta " group. we cannot really justify these

designations .

it is possible that much of the material at our disposal, collected along the

Port Aransas and Port Isabel causeways, is fossil and does not occur alive

along the texas coast. before discussing these groupings in more detail we
want to emphasize again the very uncertain nature of the taxa used by us.

it may be helpful to list here the following taxa which are known to us for

the western atlantic; the list is undoubtedly incomplete.

acicula holmes , 1 859. p . pl . foss . s. car. , p. 86 , pl. 13, figs. 10 , a,b.

Placed by Dall in synonymy with T. interrupta Tot-

ten,

alfredi Abbott, 1958. Mon.11 , Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila. , p. 104, text fig. 5

an ira Bartsch , 1927 Proc. U .S.N .M. , Vol. 70 (2667) , p. 84.

AREOLATA VERRILL, 1 87 3 . REPT . U.S. COMM. FlSH, FISHERIES. PT . 1 , P. 658.

See also Bartsch, 1909, Proc. Bost. Soc . Nat. Hist.

Vol. 34 (4), pl. 12, figs. 19, 24.

asperula Bush , 1899. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila. p. 151, 176. See also

verrill and bush , 1900; trans . conn. acad . sc i . ,

Vol. 10, p. 530, PL. 65, fig. 23.

BUTEONIS BARTSCH, 190 9 PROC . BOST . SOC . NAT. HIST. , VOL. 34 (4), P. 89,

PL. 12, FIGS. 17 , 28,34.

CANCELLATA HOLMES, 1859 P. PL. FOSS . S. CAR., P. 85, PL. 13, FIGS. 7A-B.

CAROLINIATA HOLMES, 1859. P. PL . FOSS . S. CAR. , P. 86, PL. 13, FIGS. 9A-B

Dall believed this possibly to be synonymous with T.

reticulata Adams.

CASCOENSIS BARTSCH, 1909. PROC . BOST . SOC . NAT. HIST., VOL. 34 (4), P. 95,

PL. 12 , FIGS. 29, 40.

cedrosa Dall, 1 883. Proc. U.S.N.M. , 6 (384) , p. 330 , pl. 10, fig. 11.

Described as a Parthenia.

CHIPOLANA DALL, 1 892. T.W.I .F.S. , VOL. 3, PT. 2, P. 258. (MIOCENE FOSSIL)

CONOMA BARTSCH , 1927. Proc . U.S.N.M. , Vol. 70, (2667) , P. 83.

conradi Bush , 1 899. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila. , p. 1 45-177 , pl. 8 ,

fig. 10.

COSTULATA VERRILL, 1873 REPT. U. S. COMM. FISH, FISHERIES, PT . 1 , P. 658.

Renamed mighelsi by Bartsch, 1909.
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OISPAR PlLSBRY, 1897 PROC . ACAD . NAT. SC I . , PHILA. , VOL. , P. 256.

PL. 6 , FIGS. 5-7

EDWARDENSIS BARTSCH, 1909. PROC . BOST . SOC . NAT. HIST. . VOL. 34 (4', P. 96,

PL. 12 , figs. 20 ,25.

ELECTRA BARTSCH , 1927. PROC . U. S. N. M., VOL. 70 (2667), P. 78.

elegans orbigny 1842. see abbott and warmke, car. seashells , p. 148, pl.

26, fig. 3. Bush, 1899, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. ,

doubted that this is a turbonilla. placed by us in

the genus besla.

ELEGANS VERRILL, 1 87 2 . Am. J. SC I . , SER. 3 , VOL. 3 , P. 2 82 , PL. 6 , FIG. 4 ,

Renamed elegantula by verrill.

elegantula verrill. 1882. trans. conn. acad. sc i . , vol. 5, p. 538, see

also: bartsch, 1909, proc . bost. soc . nat. hist.,

VOL. 34 (4), P. 84, PL. 12, figs. 30,31.

ELEGANTULA BRANFORDENS IS BARTSCH, 1909. PROC . BOST . SOC . NAT. HIST. , VOL.

34(4) , P. 85, PL. 12 , fig. 27.

enna Bartsch , 1 927. Proc . U.S.N .M. , Vol. 70 , (2667) , P. 81 .

EXARATA HOLMES, 1859, P. PL . FOSS. S. CAR. , P. 82, PL. 13, FIGS. 2, 2A , 2B.

Renamed T. virgata by Dall.

exilis C . B. Adams , 1 850. Contr. to Conch. , p. 74. See also: Dall , 1 889,

Bull. U.S.N. M. , No. 31 and Dall, 1 892 , T.W.I.F.S.,
Vol. 3, pt. 2 , P. 256.

FASCIATA ORBIGNY , 1847 (?) , VOY. AM. MERID., P. 496, PL. 76, FIGS. 4-6. SEE

also: Bush, 1899, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila. , p.

155, 175 and Trans. Conn. Acad. Sci. , Vol. 10, p.

530.

flavocincta c . b. adams, 1850. contr. toconch. , 5, p. 74. see also: bush .

1899, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila. , Vol. 51 , p. 175.

fulvocincta (jeffreys) dall, see: bush , 1899, proc . acad . nat. sc i . , phila.

Vol. 51 , 1 . 174. (Not of Thompson, which is European),

grandis Verrill, 1885. From: Johnson, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. 40,

1 , p. 88.

HAYCOCK I DALL AND BARTSCH , 1 91 1 . PROC . U .S .N . M. , VOL. 40 (1 820) , P. 2 80 , PL.

35 , figs. 6 , 6a.

HECUBA DALL AND BARTSCH , 1 91 3. BULL. VlCT. MEM. MUS . , VOL. 1 , P. 141,

PL. 10 , FIG. 6.

HYBRIDUS BARTSCH , 1 955 . SMITH . MlSC. COLL. , VOL. 1 25 (2) , P. 57 , PL. 10-14,

FIG. 1-61 .

IDOTHEA BARTSCH , 1927. Proc . U.S.N.M., Vol. 70, (2667), P. 82.

incisa Bush, 1899. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila. , Vol. 51 , p. 156, pl.

8, fig. 2.

incisa constricta Bush , 1899. Ibid. , p. 157.

insular is dall and simpson , 1 90 1 . moll. porto rlco , p. 415, pl. 53, fig. 21.

interrupta stimpson. see dall, 1885. no further information,

interrupta totten , 1835. am. j. sc . , 1st. ser. , 28, p. 352, fig. 7. see

ALSO:HOLMES, 1859, P. 83, PL. 13, FIGS. 4, a,b, and

Bartsch, 1909, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. hist. . Vol. 34

(4) , p. 87, PL. 12 . figs. 18, 23.

kurtzii Mazyck , 1913. Cat. Moll. S. Car. , Contr. Charl. Mus . 2,

latior C . B. Adams , 1 850. Contr. to Conch, , 5 , p. 72. See also: Bush , 1 899,

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila. , Vol. 51 , p. 176.

Placed by Dall in Synonymy with T. pupoides.
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LETA BARTSCH, 1927

lineata Holmes, 1859

lineolata bush ,

lou isae Clarke , 1954.

mighelsi bartsch, 1909

minor Bush

miona bartsch, 1927.

modesta c . B. Adams
83.

Described as a

MULTICOSTATA C B

Proc. U .S.N .M. , Vol. 70 (2667) , p. 80.

P. Pl. Foss. S. Car. , p. 85. pl . 13, figs. 7 a-b .

Mentioned as synonym of T. fulvocincta (Jeffreys)

Dall , not Thompson , by Bush 1899, Proc. Acad. Nat
Sci. , Phila. , Vol. 51 , p. 174.

Najtilus, Vol. 67, p. 118, pl. 9

Proc. Bost. Soc . Nat. Hist., Vol. 34 (4>, p. 88.

pl. 14, figs. 52, 54. New name for T. costulata
Verrill.

no further information.

Proc. U.S .N .M. , Vol. 70 (2667) , p.

1850. Contr. to Conch. , 8, p. 132,133

Truncatella.

Adams , 1 850. Contr. to Conch . , 5 , p. 72 , See also: Dall ,

1892, T.W.I.F.S., Vol. 3, pt . 2, p. 261.

Proc. U.S.N .M. , Vol. 70 (2667) , p. 81 .

Ibid. p. 78.

Ibid. p. 82.

1850. Contr. to Conch. , p. 72. See also: Dall,
T.W.I .F.S. , Vol. 3 , pt. 2 , p. 261 . Not T. obelis-

cus Gould 1861 which was renamed T. secura by Dall
1906.

Hist. l^Isle Cuba, I, p. 221. Atlas, pl. 16, figs.

18-20. (Not Gould 1 861).

palmerae aguayo and jaume, 1936. pub. mem. soc . cubana hist. nat.
,

Vol. 10 , p. 119, figs. 1-3.

1911. Proc. U.S.N.M., Vol. 40 (1820), p. 280. pl .

35 , figs. 9 , 9a.

From Johnson, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist. , Vol
1 , P. 88.

Challenger Rept. , 15, p. 493, pl. 32, fig. 7.

Considered by Bush synonymous with T. pupoides.

Proc . Acad. Nat. Sci . , Phila. , Vol. 51 , p. 151,

pl. 8, fig. 9. Not Bartsch 1955.

pocohontasae Henderson and Bartsch 1914. Proc. U.S.N.M., Vol. 47 (2055),

p. 415, pl. 14, fig. 4.

PORTORICANA DALL AND SIMPSON 1 901 . MOLL . PORTO RlCO, P. 414, PL. 53, FIG. 15

powhatani Henderson and Bartsch , 1914. Proc. U.S.N.M., vol. 47 (2055),

PL. 1 3 , FIG. 5.

protracta Dall, 1 889. U .S .N .M. , Bull. 37 , No. 612; T.W.I .F.S . , Vol. 3 ,

pt. 2, P. 260-262, PL. 13, fig. 11a.

puncta C . B . Adams , 1 850. Contr . to Conch . , 5 , p . 72; see also: Bush , 1 899 ,

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila. , p. 162,174; Verrill

and Bush, Trans. Conn. Acad. Sci. , Vol. 10, p. 530,

pl. 64 , figs. 19,1 9a.

puncta obsoleta Dall, 1 892. T.W.I .F.S ., Vol. 3 . pt. 2 , p

(viridaria var?) punicea Dall , 1 883. Proc . U.S.N.M.,6,p,
Dall, 1 892 , T.W.I. F.S. , Vol. 3, pt . 2 , p. 261 .

pupoides Orbigny 1 842. Moll. Cuba, 1 , p. 224. (Atlas , 1 842 , pl. 16 , fig.

32,36). See also: Bush, 1899, Proc. Acad. Nat.

Sci. , Phila. , p. 152, 176. pl. 8. fig. 5.

pupoides ischna Verrill and Bush, 1900. Trans. Conn. Acad. Sci,

pl. 1 5 , fig. 22.

pyrrha Bush, 1899. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila. , Vol. 51

pl . 8 , fig . 1 . (Not of Bartsch , 1 927)

.

myia Bartsch, 1927.

nemea Bartsch, 1927.

nonica bartsch, 1927.

obeliscus C. B. Adams

ornata Orbigny , 1853

peilei dall and bartsch

perlepida verril 1885

phrykalea watson , 1 885

pilsbryi Bush, 1899

40,

256

332. See also;

Vol .10,

p. 160,
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FOUR FIGURES SHOWING SPECIMEI^

The range of variability is quite larg

4.68 mm. , South Padre Island
at bridge , feb . 27 , 1 965

5.68 mm. , Port Aransas Causeway

3 , Vol. 20 , p. 389. See

Soc. Nat. Hist. , Vol. 34

p. 75.

PYRRHA BARTSCH, 1927. Proc . U.S.N.M. , Vol. 70 (2667) ,
P. 78.

QUINQUESTRIATA HOLMES, 1859. P. PL . FOSS. S. CAR. ,
P. 85, PL. 13, FIGS. 5.

a,b. Placed by Dall in synonymy with interrupta

TOTTEN.

RATHBUNI VERRILL AND SMITH , 1 880. AM. J. SC I . ,
SER

ALSO: BARTSCH , PROC. BOST

(A) , PL. 12 , figs. 33, 37.

RETICULATA C. B. ADAMS, 1850. CONTR. TOCONCH.,

RETICULATA CINGULATA DALL, 1892. T.W.I.F.S. , VOL. 3, PT
. 2.

rhea BARTSCH, 1927. Proc . U.S.N.M. , Vol. 70 (2667), P. 79.

riisei Morch, 1875. Syn. Moll. Ind. Occ. , p. 165. (Not of Dall
, 1

889.)

RIISEI DALL, 1889. SEE SYNONYMY T. INTERRUPTA IN T.W.I.F.S. ,
PT

. 3.

RUFA PH.L.PPI, 1836. MOLL. S.C. 1 , P. 156, PL. 9, FIG. 7, (IS EUROPEAN)

RUFA FULVOCINCTA JEFFREYS . P.Z.C.,P. 356.

rushu Bush, 1899. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. ,
Phila. ,

Vol. 51 , p. 160,

pl. 8, fig. II. (Uruguay)

SlRENA BARTSCH, 1927. Proc . U.S.N.M. , Vol. 70 (2667^ p. 79.
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'YRGISCUS INTERRUPTUS TOTTEN , 1839,

IS INDICATED BY THESE FIGURES. Photos by Frank Van Morkhoven

\^S
0.91 mm. , live, san luis pass,
Galveston, Feb. 1970

SPEIRA RAVENEL , 1859,

5.01 mm. , Aransas Pass Causeway
March 12 , 1957

Proc. Elliot Soc . Nat. Hist. , 1 , p. 280. See also:

Holmes, 1859, P. Pl. Foss. S. Car. , p. 82, pl. 13,

figs. 1 , 1a and Dall , 1 892 , T.W.I .F.S. , Vol. 3 ,

p. 25.

spirata Kurtz and Stimpson, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist. , 4, p. 151 .

according to dall, 1885.

stimpson i Bush , 1 899. Proc . Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phi la. , Vol. 51 , p. 1 56 , pl.

8, fig. 7.

subcarinata orbigny see dall, 1885.

SUBCORONATA HOLMES, 1859. P. PL . FOSS. S. CAR., P. 87. PL. 13, FIG. 1 2A-B ,

DALL HAS INDICATED A POSSIBLE SYNONYMY WITH PUPOIDES.

B. Adams , 1 850. Contr. to Conch. , 5 , p. 7 3-7 4. See also:

Tryon , Man. 8, p. 330, p. 176. fig. 21 and Bush,

1899, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila. . Vol. 51 . p. 164

See Dall, 1855. No further information.

P. Pl. Foss. S. Car. , p. 85, pl. 13, figs. 8a-b.

Placed by Dall in synonymy with interrupta Totten.

to be continued

SUBSTRIATA C

SUBULATA AD.

SUBULATA HOLMES, 1859.
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MOLLUSCANA BY W . W. SUTOW . M. D.

Recently, I spent some time in the library looking for background literature

ON THE SOURCE OF ANTICANCER DRUGS. SUCH DRUGS MAY COME FROM VARIOUS SOURCES.

TUO OF THE MOST USEFUL DRUGS (VINCRISTINE AND VFLBAN IN THT TREATMENT OF

CANCER TOOAY ARE EXTRACTED FROM THE COMMON PERIWINKLE PLANT. SOME DRUGS

^\ ITH ANTICANCER AND ANTIBIOTIC PROPERTIES ACTUALLY HAVE BEFN ISOLATED FROM

MOLLUSKS. For example, the SUBSTANCE "PAOLIN" from abalones and extracts

of Mercenaria have shown anticancer activities in laboratory studies. (These

interesting items have been mentioned in these pages previousi

While browsing through the stacks, I came across several publications that

HAD TO DO WITH ANOTHER ASPECT OF THE B IOPH YS IOLOG IC AL CHARACTERISTICS OF

MOLLUSKS, THAT IS, THE TOXINS AND VENOMS PRODUCED BY MOLLUSKS. SINCE THIS

IS AN UNUSUAL SUBJECT, I JOTTED DOWN THOSE REFERENCES WHICH ARE LISTED BELOW;

1. Lane, C. E.: Toxins of marine origin . Annual Review of Pharmacology

8:409-426 , 1968.

2. Russell, F. E.: Marine toxins and venomous and poisonous marine

animals. Advances in Marine Biology. 3:255-384, 1965.

3. halstead , b. w . : poisonous and venomous marine animals of the

World. U. S. Government Printing Office . 3 volumes.

1966.

4. Conference on Biochemistry and Pharmacology ofCompounds Derived

from Marine Organisms. Annals of New York Academy
of Sciences. 90:617-949, 1960.

5. Russell, F. E. and Saunders. P. R. (editors^: Animal Toxins. A
COLLECTION OF PAPERS PRESENTED AT THE FIRST INTERNATION-

AL Symposium on Animal Toxins. Atlantic City, N. J.

April 9-11 , 1966.

Dramatic episodes of fatal cone stings have been well documented. Among
the cones considered to be most dangerous are cqnus aulicus . c . geographus ,

c . striatus and c . textile. symptomatic cone stings have been inflicted by

c . marmoreus , c . obscurus , _c_. lividus , c . omaria and even c_. pulicarius .

Other species of cones that are thought to be potentially dangerous include

c. regius, c. gloria-maris , c. spqnsalis , c. imperialis and c. spurius .

Other mollusks may contain highly toxic substances in some part of their

body. The carnivorous Neptunea arthritica and N . antiqua elaborate toxic

secretions in their salivary glands. Intoxication has occurred after ingesting

these mollusks as well as n_. intersculpta , murex trunculus , murex brandaris

and argobuccinum oregonense also produce toxic substances. even the octopus,

which is eaten widely by many people throughout the world, is known to elabo-

rate a "cephalo-toxin" in their salivary glands. this substance is especially

toxic to crustaceans and plays a significant role in the predatory activities

of the octopus.
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BOOK REVIEW byW. W. Sutow , M. D.

Wilson, B. R. and Gillett, K.: AUSTRALIAN SHELLS. Rutland, Vermont
and Tokyo, Japan. Charlet E. Tuttle Company. Copyright 1971. First

TUTTLE EDITION , 1972. 168 PAGES. $21.50.

at long last, here is a book that does full justice to the sparkling array of

seashell beauties that typify the australian molluscan fauna. the reviewer

strongly recommends that every collector of indo-pacific and australian sea-

shells obtain a copy of this book.

With conciseness and clarity and with good organization, the introductory

section provides general comments on classification, biology, anatomy,

shell characteristics and geographic distribution. 600 species in 34 families

are then described and illustrated. the descriptions are professional in con-

TENT. The average size of each shell is noted. Relative abundance of the

species is estimated. the general distribution as well as specific australian

distribution are indicated. All of the shells are depicted in outstanding

color plates. the magnification index is shown for each plate. a good bib-

liography is included

The book is limited in scope - only the gastropods are discussed. And even

among the gastropods, only certain species are described. according to the

authors, "certain families of special interest" have been selected. the
greatest emphasis is placed on three families: volutidae , cypraeidae , and,

Cqnidae . But the others have not been neglected. Most of the "usual" species

and many of the "rarities" are shown.

This book is big - 9 I /4 by 1 1 3/4 inches. The color plates are beautiful and

clear. (The book was printed in Japan.) Particularly striking are the many

vivid and arresting color photographs of the living mollusks in their native

habitats. the underwater plates are outstanding and the many full page re-

productions will take away the reader's breath.

Seldom has this reviewer been so impressed by the competence of the authors

and by the technical skill that went into the publication of the volume. by

all means , add this book to your library. this is a book not only to be used

but also one to be enjoyed. from the moment you see the murex cornucervi

(MUREX MONODOn) LITERALLY LEAPING OUT AT YOU FROM A BACKGROUND OF THE FOAM-

ING SURF ON THE FRONT OF THE JACKET COVER UNTIL YOU CLOSE THE BOOK ON THE

DRAWING OF LAMB1S CH1RAGRA ON THE BACK OF THE COVER, YOU ARE IN FOR A SUSTAINED

TREAT.

OOOOOOO

WE WILL GO BEACHCOMBING ON APRIL 1 6TH ON SURFSIDE BEACH. MEET AT 9 O'CLOCK

AT FISHING PIER WITH BUCKETS AND SHOVELS. LEADER: D. REYNOLDS.
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A Diary of Two Weeks of Shelling by Leola Glass

Tuesday, October 26, 1971 - A shell collector who is on vacation is apt to

overlook areas where he can fino live mollusks. With all the rush in packing

and getting away, the best sight at the end of the first oay is the motel

WHERE HE WILL STAY AFTER A LONG DAY'S DRIVE FROM HOME. On THIS PARTICULAR

TRIP, AFTER STOPPING AT THIS SAME MOTEL ON PREVIOUS TRIPS, FIRST DAY OUT, I

CANVASSED THE AREA OUTSIDE THE MOTEL AND FOUND WE WERE ON AN ESTUARY OF MO-
BILE BAY. I SAW REEDS GROWING AT THE WATER'S EDGE AND LOOKED FOR LlTTORINA

IRRORATA AND SAW SOMETHING THAT LOOKED DIFFERENT. UPON CLIMBING DOWN THE

BULKHEAO AND WADING A DISTANCE, WHAT I SAW WAS NERITINA RECLIVATA. SCRUTINI-

ZING THE BOGGY BOTTOM , I SPIED A BIT OF A BIVALVE WHICH TURNED OUT TO BE A RAN-

GIA CUNEATA ; I LOOKED FURTHER AND FOUND A SECOND ONE. BY THAT TIME, IT WAS

NEARLY DARK, THE MOSQUITOES WERE THICK AND I WAS ABOUT TO LOSE MY SHOES IN

THE BOGGINESS, ALSO THE WATER WAS OILY, SO I CLIMBED BACK UP THE BULKHEAD.

On the second uay of driving, Berkeley and I arrived at our destination, Pana-

ma City, Florida, which represented two weeks of shelling for me and much

boat watching for him. toward evening there was a knock on the door of our

motel apartment and , upon opening the door , there appeared a twenty-year-

old young man whom we had met there four years previously, and, with him,

a young friend to whom we were introduced and he held out his hand to me and

in it was a large (4 1/2 inch) live specimen of cymatium costatum , all hairy

and beautiful, which he presented to me, a perfect stranger. my day was

MADE.

For three days tides were high , but I waded and scooped with a long-handled

NET AND FOUND MANY SFECIES OF MINIATURE MOLLUSKS. I FOUND NO LARGER SHELLS.

I THINK THE MOLLUSKS WERE UNDERGROUND OR IN DEEPER WATER DUE TO THE COLD

weather. On Friday, I was delighted to find the common starfish, Asterias

FORBES I , UNDER A BRIDGE, WHERE I WADED NEAR THE EDGE. ALSO, TO ONE SIDE OF

THE BRIDGE , I FOUND A 7-INCH SPECIMEN OF BUSYCON CONTRARIUM , AND , AROUND THE

BEND, LlTTORINA IRRORATA ON REEDS. BUT , THIS IS AN AREA WHERE I HAVE PREV IOUSLY

FOUND MANY SPECIES DURING APRIL AND MAY. AT ANOTHER AREA, ON THES^ME DAY,

I FOUND MELOGENA CORONA NEAR THE WATER'S EDGE , AND , EATING ON A DEAD HORSESHOE

CRAB , MANY NASSARIUS VIBEX. On THE CRAB , TOPSIDE AND UNDERNEATH , WERE ABOUT

1 00 CREPIDULA FORNICATA (SOME VERY LARGE AND A FEW CREPIDULA PLANA . THAT

WAS THE BEST COLLECTING I COULD DO WITH THE TIDE SO HIGH.

A FOURTH DAY OF HIGH TIDES FOUND ME WADING AGAIN WITH A LONG-HANDLED NET AND

SCOOPING UP OLD SHELLS, MOSTLY OYSTER, ON WHICH I PICKED OFF TINY MOLLUSKS.

On Sunday, after attending Mass, Berkeley and I drove by our young friend's

HOME AND VISITED WITH HIM AND A FRIEND. THEY OFFERED TO DIVE FOR ME AND TRY TO

FIND SOME SHELLS. WE ALL CHANGED TOGS AND I MET THEM AT THE DIVING SPOT BY

THE CITY DOCKS. THEY CAME UP WITH SEVERAL MUREX FULVESCENS. I WADED AROUND

SOME PILINGS AND PICKED OFF NICE SPECIMENS OF LlTTORINA ANGULIFERA , L. NEBULOSA

AND L_. IRRORATA . ON ALL THESE PAST FIVE DAYS THERE WERE NORTHEAST WINDS WHICH

CAUSED WAVES AND BLURRED VISIBILITY.

Finally, on Monday, the wind shifted to the south, and I was able to collect

SOMETHING LARGER THAN MINIATURES; HOWEVER, ONLY TWO FASCIOLARIA HUNTER IA.
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On Tuesday, with a northeast wind, I collected three Fasciolaria hunteria
,

ONE MUREX FULVESCENS , WHICH WAS TWO FEET UP A PILING, EATING ON OYSTERS. I

COULD SEE TRAILS AT LOW TIDE , FOR THE FIRST TIME ON THIS TRIP , AND , WITH A

LONG-HANDLED NET, FOUND THE TRAILS TO CONTAIN TEREBRA DISLOCATA , OHVELLA
JASPIDEA . POLINICES DUPLICATUS . MANY NASSARIUS VIBEX . OUVA SAYANA , PlTAR

ALB IDA . AND OTHERS. AT ANOTHER LOCATION, I DISCOVERED HUNDREDS, PERHAPS

THOUSANDS , OF ASTROPECTEN DUPLICATUS IN THE SAND NEAR THE WATER'S EDGE (l

THINK THIS IS THE NAME OF THE GREY STARFISH). I COLLECTED AND TREATED SOME

IN A TEN PERCENT FORMALDEHYDE SOLUTION, AFTER FIRST RELAXING THEM IN AN

EPSOM SALTS SOLUTION. THERE WERE MANY LlTTORINA NEBULOSA ON THE BULKHEAD.

TWO FEET ABOVE THE WATER'S EDGE WAS A SIX-INCH FASCIOLARIA TULIPA, DUG IN THE

SAND.

On Wednesday, with a north wind and -0.3 tide, we went to St. Andrew's

State Park and collected two Aequipecten irradians concentricus Say (I saw
only about 6; they seem to have disappeared from st. andrew's bay the past

two years; previously, i found so many they seemed to be a nuisance; i kept

one cut-ribbed ark , anadara l1enosa flor1dana conrad - scarce - and one

Chione cancellata - numerous; one Mercenaria campechiensis because it was

rust-colored near some sunken iron rails, and a few miniatures on old shells.

On sea squirt I collected 3 Chione grus , a Caecum , and a Museums lateralis.

On Thursday, there was a cold north wind and -0.4 tide. Berkeley and I shell-

ed at Alligator Point. We collected i or 2 each of Fasciolaria tulipa , Oliva

sayana . trachycardium egmontianum , atrina rigida , a large sand dollar
,

Mellita testudinata. There were more specimens and other species, but all

shells were in trails or partially exposed at low tide.

Friday, November 5 was a day both Berkeley and 1 looked forward to, because

we had planned to shell at st. joseph's state park, a place we had been near

before but had overlooked. the wind was in th northeast and the tide was -0.4

(i think yesterday would have exposed more shells than today). acres of sand

and grass flats were exposed; it was a sight", melongena corona abounded , but

we were looking for something else. we enjoyed all the activity going on at

very low tide. berkeley collected a beautiful eleven-inch busycon contrar-

ium with an almost completely white porcelain-like mouth and two somewhat

smaller ones with lots of color. we chose two fasciolaria tulipa and f.

hunteria - not many more. couldn't resist picking off the large crepidula

fornicata from big horseshoe crabs. i picked up a soft-shelled crab with

tongs which 1 fried for myself, and a hard-shelled blue crab which i boiled

for Berkeley. Another day, we each ate for hors d' oeuvre a rock crab claw

off two crabs we ran across. (incidentally, we bought more of these claws

and Florida lobster and crawfish which we brought home packed in dry ice.)

After leaving the park, we stopped at Port St. Joe and I scooped in the grass-

es and picked up many old shells. Some of my finds were two Retusa candei ,

three seila adams! , anachis spec ies , chitons , and turrets.

i shelled very weakly on saturday as the tide was high again , and friday had

been such a good day.

On Sunday, at the lowest tide of the day, I found an almost exposed spot of

ROCKS, CONCRETE, MANY COKE CHUNKS, SHELL, AND COARSE SAND. AMONG IT WERE

VALVES AND PAIRS OF SEMELE PROFICUA. I SUPPOSED THEY HAD BEEN WASHED IN HERE
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AND I WISHED FOR SOME , AS I HAD PREVIOUSLY , ONLY A FEW TIMES , FOUND A SINGLE

LIVE SPECIMEN IN DRIFT ON THE BEACH AFTER A BLOW. I WONDERED WHERE THEY LIVED.

SUDOENLY, WITHOUT REASONING, I BEGAN DIGGING TO ABOUT EIGHT INCHES. AND I NO-

TICED SOME SMALL LIVE SPECIMENS OF SEMELE PROFICUA AND SOME FINE MATURE SPEC-

IMENS OF CERITHIUM FLORIDANUM . I KEPT DIGGING AND UP CAME SOME LARGE SPECIMENS

OF SEMELE PROFICUA, TWO LARGE CHIONE GRUS . CHIONE CANCELLATA . TRACHYCARD IU M

EGMONTIANUM . LAEVICARDIUM MORTON! . MERCENARIA CAMPECH IENS IS - AND - ON

THE ROCKS I HAD TO MOVE IN ORDER TO DIG WERE ANOMIA SIMPLEX . CREPIDULA FORNl-

CATA . TECTONATICA PUSILLA , OLIVELLA JASPIDEA , PRUNUM APICINUM . SEILA ADAMSI .

MlTRELLA LUNATA , TURBONILLA INTERRUPTA , DlODORA CAYENENSIS , THREE SPECIES

of Turrets, and others. Digging in a larger area produced nothing. I felt

lucky. particularly after going back the next day and finding nothing - the

tide was much higher and i suppose the mollusks were deep in the rugged

ground. this was undoubtedly my most exciting shelling experience of the

two weeks.

Shelling now was an anti-climax , because for the remainder of our stay the

tides were high, the water turbulent, and scooping with a net while wading

was the most i could do. this allowed for plenty of time to complete clean-

ing our shells and packing them, being thankful for all the pleasures we en-

joyed during the two weeks.

p. s. i must add this: i did not always mention specific areas where i shell-

ED in Panama City, Florida because I have found living mollusks in every lo-

cation WHERE I HAVE SHELLED BUT NOT EVERY SPECIES IN THE SAME SPOT EVERY TIME.

The ecology there is constantly changing, and, now (January, 1 97 2"» from our

young friend comes this news: the grand lagoon is now being dredged; also

the pass between the jetties is being dredged. you know how that will af-

fect the shelling for some time to come.

OOOOOOO

WANTED ! !

FOR THE SHELL FAIR, SHARPSTOWN MALL, MAY 11 , 12, 13

MEAT & VEGETABLE TRAYS - TO USE IN PACKAGING THE SHELLS TO SELL IN

THE STORE AT THE FAIR.

BAGS - ALL SIZES EXCEPT THE LARGE BAGS USED TO TOTE HOME GROCERIES; MAY BE

GROCERY BAGS, DEPARTMENT STORE BAGS OR ANY OTHER KIND. EVEN PLASTIC

BAGS WILL DO. WE NEED THEM TO PUT MERCHANDISE IN AT THE SHELL STORE.

HELP ECOLOGY AND SAVE THE CLUB MONEY.
BOXES - Gift or card boxes that have cellophane tops. Needed for special

SHELLS.

BEACH SHELLS - We use them in packages that we sell at the fair. Please
CLEAN AND OIL AND , IF POSSIBLE , SORT THE SHELLS.

SPECIMEN SHELLS - WE DESPERATELY NEED GOOD SPECIMEN SHELLS THAT WE CAN

SELL TO THE SERIOUS CONCHOLOG 1ST . DATA REQUESTED?
HELPERS - For packaging shells and for salespeople in the store.

For delivery or pickup or offers to help in cleaning or packaging, call

FANNIE MIRON - 723-3628

MARY LEE BIVONA - 862-5087

REMEMBER - You help yourself when you aid this project. The money buys
library books and supports our publications.
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NOTES & NEWS

Mollusks on Stamps for April Meeting

Dr. W. W. Sutow will talk on one of his favorite subjects, Mollusks on"

Stamps, at the April 26 meeting. He will illustrate his discussion with

slides. The time is 8 p.m. at the Houston Museum of Natural Science.

Mrs. Fannin Miron will have specimen shells donated for the Sharpstown

Shellorama in May on display for purchase by members. So bring your pocket

books for this chance to buy before the fair!

Shellorama at Sharpstown

Remember the dates are May 1 1 through 13 at Sharpstown Mall for our Shell-

orama. YOU WILL SET UP DISPLAYS ON MAY 10. PLEASE CONTACT RUTH GOODSON

or Fannin Miron on display space you need and confirm your exhibit. This is

necessary so that enough tables will be available.

Some of the special displays include a number from the Galveston Shell

Show, Marjorie Sargent's Mini Museum (this promises to be a whole room

of her collection moved to the mall ! ) , display on how to clean shells, collections

of Strombus, Murex , Volutes, Cypraea, Cones and Olives; fresh water shells

from Texas which will kelp you with identification, shells taken from diving

expeditions around the world, and special selections of beautiful shells from

members' collections.

one feature will be the very rare conus bengalensis okutani 1968 which is to

be displayed in corrigan's window by mrs. melba bridges, the proud owner of

a pair of this unusual cone. only about a dozen has been collected since the

discovery. The cone comes from the Bay of Bengal, trawled from deep waters.

Be sure to look for Clarice Van Erp on the Joanne King noon show on Channel

11 on either May 4 or 5. Taped ahead of time, it is scheduled for either of

the two dates. clarice will talk about our shellorama and will feature the

special shell table that will be set up for the blind and handicapped children

who will visit the show on field trips. dr. w. w. sutow will donate speci-

men shells with data transcribed into braille by mrs. seymour mann fop the

children to handle. titled "handled with loving hands," this table will be

something new for our show. shells will be given to these children to take

home also.

March Minutes Fritz Lang, Secretary

Treasurer Paul Hudson reported the new balance of General Fund was $1329.43

after Month's business, library Fund stands at $77.94.

. . . .continued on page 89
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELIS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

SUPERFAMILY PYRAM IDELLACEA (CONTINUED)

SUMNERI BARTSCH , 1909. PROC . BOST. SOC . NAT. HIST. , VOL. 34 (4), P. 92,

PL. 1 4 , FIGS. 53 , 55.

suturalis Gould, 1862. Otia, 237 (from Dall , 1885). See also: Bush, 1899,

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. , Phila. , Vol. 51 , p. 174.

textilis Kurtz, 1860. Cat. Rec. Mar. Shells N. and S. Car. , p. 8, Ace. to

Dall closely allied to multicostata.

toyatani henderson and bartsch, 1914. proc . u.s.n.m., vol. 47 (2055),

P. 416 , PL. 1 4, FIG. 5.

valida Verr ill and Bush , 1900. Trans. Conn. Acad. Nat. Sci., Vol. 10,

p. 528 , pl. 64 , fig. 20.

VERRILLI BARTSCH, 1909. Proc . Bost. Soc. NAT. Hist., Vol. 34 (4), P. 82,

PL. 1 2 , figs. 21 , 26.

VINEAE BARTSCH, 1909. Ibid. , P. 83, PL. 12, FIGS. 22, 36.

virga Dall, 1883. (viridaria var? . Proc. U .S .N . M. , 6 , p. 332; See also:

Rept. Blake Gastropoda , p. 336.

virgata Dall, 1892. T.W.I.F.S. , Vol. 3, pt. 2, p. 255. New name for

T. exarata Holmes, 1859.
virginica Henderson and Bartsch , 1914. Proc. U.S.N.M., Vol. 47 (2055),

p. 416 , pl. 1 3 , fig. 4.

viridaria Dall, 1 883. Proc . U . S .N . M . , 6 , p . 332. Later considered by

Dall to be synonymous with interrupta Totten.

(T.W.I.F.S.).
WINKLEYI BARTSCH, 1909. PROC . BOST . SOC . NAT. HIST. , VOL. 34 (4), P. 90,

PL. 12 , figs. 35 ,37 .

WINKLEYI SENILIS BARTSCH , 1 909. I BID. , P. 42 , PL. 12 , FIG. 41 .

WHITEAVESI BARTSCH, 1909. PROC . BOST . SOC . NAT. HIST. , VOL. 34 (4), P. 93.

PL. 1 2 , figs. 32 , 38.

We are by no means sure that all taxa in this list belong in Pyrgiscus as de-

fined BY US AND SOME SPECIES COULD BE EITHER CHEMNITZ IA OR STR IOTURBON ILLA

.

in older literature many pyram idellids other than turbonillas have been

listed as turbonillas. these have been omitted here. we find it at present
impossible to make any further divisions in this group. all fossil pliocene

species of bartsch also have been omitted.
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The interruptus-complex . This is a very difficult complex of species. Spec-
imens OF ALL FORMS AND VARIABILITY ENUMERATED BY DALL (1892) CAN BE TAKEN FROM
drift, spoilmaterial and dredgesamples along the texas coast. whether all
forms enumerated below are distinct or not is impossible to decide here and the
problem must remain unsolved until the biology of the various animals has been

investigated in detail. they all are to quote dall 1892, "characterized by

differences in strength and spacing of the spiral sculpture, which as a little

reflection will convince anyone who has worked over large collections, is of

but the slightest systematic importance in such cases as this".

bartsch, 1909, described a complex of species from new england which can be

very closely duplicated by material from the texas coast. _p_. verrilli and

p. vineae are two species, perhaps identical, which appear to us extremely

close to what we have called_p_. interruptus totten. they have 5-9 regularly
placed spirals in the intercostal spaces. to the same group probably belong

p. elegantulus bartsch , p_. areolatus verrill , _p_. toyatani henderson and

bartsch and_p_. powhatan i henderson and bratsch , forms which also have a

small number of spirals. to us p. interruptus totten . as described" by

bartsch 1909
, jp. winkleyi and p. buteonis bartsch appear to be very similar

if not identical. if this group of three species will prove to be specifically

different from the verr ill l
-areolata group our texas material needs to be

renamed. we have decided upon the name t_. interruptus totten because of a

reference by dall, 1892, to this species for galveston.

in our study of this group we experienced some surprises. p_. interruptus

is quite common, both in drift and in dredge samples along the texas coast

but on Galveston beach the most common species appears to be a closely

related one which we have ventured to designate as p_. speira ravenel. the

identification of our material with this "lost" species is highly tentative,

and is based mainly on the description by dall. beach material from east

Matagorda Bay and some from the spoilareas at Port Aransas show clearly

that the Galveston material is identical with it. Even worn beach material

retains its peculiar shouldered appearance.

an overall somewhat smaller and more slender form in the complex, often

found in our material, we have called in accord with dall's notes _p_. obelis -

cus C. B. Adams. As most forms in this group it is white or slightly yellow-

ish WITH SOMETIMES AN INDICATION OF A BROWN BAND. APART FROM THIS FORM THERE

ARE A NUMBER OF OTHER MODIFICATIONS IN THE COMPLEX, WHICH FOR THE TIME BEING

WE HAVE NOT SEPARATED FROM P_. INTERRUPTUS TOTTEN . ONE IS A SMALL SHELL

WHICH HAS A CLEARLY DEFINED BROWN BAND AND A RATHER DEEP SUTURE. IN OUR

OPINION IT IS POSSIBLY THE JUVENILE SHELL OF THE INFLATED MODIFICATION OF P_.

INTERRUPTUS. IT HAS BEEN CALLED P. FULVOC1NCTUS JEFFREYS. THERE ARE ALSO IN

OUR COLLECTION A NUMBER OF VERY SMALL SMALL SPECIMENS EXHIBITING A FINE AND

DENSE SCULPTURE ON THE EARLY WHORLS. ALL THESE MODIFICATIONS SEEM TO GRADE

INTO ONE ANOTHER WHEN SUFFICIENT MATERIAL IS AT HAND.

IN ORDER TO AVOID COMPLETE CONFUSION WE SHALL RECOGNIZE HERE ONLY THE FOLLOW-

ING "SPECIES": P. INTERRUPTUS , P. SPEIRA , P. OBELISCUS AND P. . CEDROSUS . THE

LATTER NAME IS NOT MORE THAN A GUESS FOR A VERY INFLATED SPECIES WHICH EXHIB-

ITS A BEAUTIFUL RETICULATE SCULPTURE. IT IS IN"mANY RESPECTS QUITE DIFFERENT

FROM ALL OTHER SPECIES OF THE COMPLEX, AND UNTIL RECENTLY WHEN WE RECEIVED

FRESH LIVE MATERIAL FROM GALVESTON BAY WE COULD NOT PLACE IT. IT ALSO COULD
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Photos by Frank Van Morkhoven.

*

Pyrgiscus speira ,

3.40 m.m. , Port Aransas Causeway
March 10 , 1957

Pyrgiscus obeliscus

3.26 m.m. , Aransas Pass Causeway
May 31 , 1957

belong in the "genus" striopyrgus bartsch , erected for some supposedly hy-
brid shells.

In Texas the following species:

Pyrgiscus interruptus Tottcn , 1839. There is probably no Turbonilla species

in the western atlantic, which has as many synonyms as this one. it is in all

respects quite variable, but for all we know the forms we recognize as p_.

interruptus totten may be a complex of several species. texas specimens

are white or slightly yellowish. _p_. interruptus and related species can be

differentiated from species in the p_. reticulatus-p . textilis complex by

their slender and finely sculptured early post-nuclear whorls. quite com-
mon in offshore dredgings.

Previous references: Reported by Dall , Maury, Parker and Harry.
localities: dead in beachdrift along the entire texas coast. alive in

most Bays, especially East Matagorda Bay.

Pyrgiscus speira Ravenel . 1859. This species we have named on the basis of

a remark by Dall. 1892, who stated that its principal characters are: "few
but rather strong wavelike ribs, not interrupted at base; well defined sculp-
ture covering shell and prominent spiral a little in front of suture which
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gives an obscure shoulder to the whorl". this species, rather constant in

character, can even in worn condition be recognized as different from p.

interruptus. very rare in offshore dredgings and uncommon at port aransas,
but common in east matagorda bay and on galveston beaches. however, this

latter material is in poor condition.

Previous references: none

Localities; Galveston, Freeport , Port Aransas. Fresh material East
Matagorda Bay.

Pyrgiscus obeliscus C. B. Adams, 1850. This small species is occasionally

collected on all beaches of the texas coast. dall , 1892, states: "the
species has exactly the characters of t_. interrupta except that it is propor-

tionally more slender and usually a smaller shell". we may add that its

suture is less deep. as all species in this complex it is white or yellowish,

we believe that it will turn out to be conspecific with p_. interruptus . also
dredged occasionally off galveston.

Previous references: Reported by Maury.
Localities; Galveston, Matagorda, Port Aransas

Pyrgiscus c.f. cedrosus Pall. 1883. Among our material there occurs in

small numbers a highly peculiar form of a small pyrgiscus species. it differs

from all others in the spirally striate early post-nuclear whorls and the

clear reticulation of the body whorls. spirals are of almost equal strength

as the riblets. fresh live material from galvestion bay shows more clearly

than the worn beach material ,
- which is quite rare -, that it is a good species

different from p . jnterruptus . the species is further characterized by its

cylindrical shape and rapidly tapering top, and the somewhat tumid early

postnuclear whorls. we believe but cannot justify this, that it is the same

as dall's parthenia cedrosa , which was figured by a poor figure only.

Previous references: none

Localities: Galveston, Matagorda, Port Aransas

TO BE CONTINUED

oooOooo

continued from page 85

Fay Dryden reported from the Nominating Committee. Ballots will be mail-

ed.

Mrs. Jonabeth Evans, Greg Smith and Dortha Horne were introduced as guests,

and welcomed by the members.

Mr. Wilson reported that the Coin Club has covered display cases that can be

rented at a dollar for 3 days. call him if interested.

Mrs. Miron asked that people displaying shells this year call her and ght on

the list. Also the Shell Store needs beach shells, sales persons, and speci-

men shells. Volunteers needed to sew table skirts for the store. Paper

bags are needed. Bring to April meeting. A volunteer store minder's list

WAS PASSED FOR SIGNATURES.

Mr. and Mrs. Roger Kewley are hosting a shell I.D. Class to begin March 29

at 2230 Goldsmith, 7:30 p.m. , Mrs. Dexter reported.

continued on page 92
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MOLLUSCANA BYW. W. Sutow , M. D.

last month, there was mention of morbidity that can be afflicted by mollusks .

But what about the diseases that can victimize the mollusks themselves?

Shellfishery is a major commercial endeavor worldwide. Consequently any

condition that would impair either the acquisition or the production of the

marketable supply would have economic impact.

In THE BOOK ENTITLED PRINCIPAL DISEASES OF MARINE FISH AND SHELL-
FISH by Carl J. Sindermann (Academic Press, 1970) the subject of molluscan

disease is reviewed. defining disease as "abnormalities resulting from mi-

crobial pathogens or parasite invasion, tumors, genetically or environmental-

ly induced abnormalities, and physiological d isturbanc es " , afflictions of bi-

valves, gastropods and cephalopods are systematically discussed.

in addition the phenomenon of mass mortalities of shellfish- (catastrophic and

sudden^ is discussed separately. such mass mortality may occur as the re-

sult of physical adversities , such as storm or cold , as the result of epizoo-

tics, of known pathogens, as the result of chemical poisons, or as mortali-

ties of undetermined causes. such mass mortalities have occurred among cul-

tured shellfish, among shellfish in their natural habitat and even among deep

water mollusks such as the sea scallop ( placopecten magellan icus) . of com-

mercial concern in the united states are the mass mortalities involving cras-

sostrea gigas , mya arenaria , mercenaria mercenaria and mytilus epulis . seve-

ral species of fungus have been implicated in a number of outbreaks.

Other documented physical events causing mass mortalities among shellfish

include vulcanism, earthquakes and seaquakes and sudden salinity changes.

Toxic phytoplankton blooms ("red tides") are recurrent events in some areas.

Such blooms not only kill marine life but are responsible for human deaths

when contaminated shellfish are eaten.

Another way in which molluscan population is reduced involves sterilization

of the host mollusks by par as it i zat ion , particularly by trematodes. trema-
tode larvae destroy the gonads of bivalves and gastropods, thus impairing the

reproductive potential of the mollusks.

While the tendency is to implicate disease in the presence of population de-

crease, THE POSSIBILITY OF A POPULATION PEAK OF SOME PREDATOR SPECIES SHOULD

not be ignored. other factors that may be of importance are the adequacy of

food supply and the effect of population density and of migration.

Molluscan diseases may be caused by microbes, by fungi, and by parasites

which include trematodes, cestodes, other gastropods and crustaceans,

cephalopods too have their share of troubles. apparently parasitism by

other organisms occurs. implicated are ciliates , mesozoa and larval hel-

MINTHS. Even tumors have been described in shellfish.

The pun-intended appellation of "conchological oncologist'' thus may yet find

application to a valid situation.

oooOooo
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SEARCH AND SEIZURE byConstance Boone

Night collecting was something new for me, and the minus tides in March at

Panama, Pacific side, were especially good for trying this out. By Coleman
lantern for five nights we walked out on a sand bar, around exposed boulder

and rock outcrops, across mud flats, and through rubble to venado island in

Panama Bay. We were told it was about a mile and a half to the island , but

that would be by straight route. one member of the group said it was nearer

three miles out and "thirty miles back." only on minus tides would this is-

land trip by foot be possible.

For your use on such adventures , IT might BE interesting to note that we used

Coleman lanterns that employ the use of cans of fuel that can be inserted on

the bottom. this is a lighter weight lantern to use, and an extra fuel can is

carried in one's pocket to be inserted if needed. one can usually lasts about

three hours. this type of lantern may be ordered but is no longer listed in

the Coleman catalog, although I did find one here to take with me on the plane.

Fuel cannot be transported by plane, so that it is necessary to determine if

such fuel is available where you ,go .

There is a new French-made lantern available now here in Houston (Westbury

Square) and was in Panama which used a canned fuel. It is very light weight

and lasted some five hours.

Shelling at night when you have to walk some distance means travelling as

light as possible. a shelling jacket or belt with pockets for vials, fuel,

pocket book (we couldn't leave this in the car on shore) , knife and any other

small tool is helpful. each night i left more at home. i found that i prefer-

red to wear gloves (plast ic-coated kind are best) and turn rocks instead of

using the pronged garden tool most people used. i could turn rocks back best

this way. i saw one collector use sharp pointed tweezers to investigate the

crevices of rocks where the much-sought murexiellas and favartias were.

One had medical forceps on a string around her neck, long enough to be used

as she bent over a boulder.

The main problem is to know how to tilt a bucket on a rock at night, hold the

lantern high enough for you to see as you bend over a rock to investigate the

area and pick out the small, debris covered shells. the cypraea under the

rocks usually fell to the ground or pool below the rock and had to be re-

SOUGHT. Some of the very best shells would be very camouflagued in the rub-

ble. The only Strombus peruvianus Swainson , 1 823 , I found had only a sugges-

tive ORANGE SIPHON PROTRUDING.

The flats were especially interesting to me, but the experienced COLLECTOR

in Panama sought the rocks where the more rare shells were. However, it

was a first trip for me and seeing huge polinices and naticas in full viev was

a delight. i also enjoyed seeing my first live arch itecton ic a nobilis rod ing
,

1798, on the Pacific side, floating out with the tide and finding Mitra gigan-

tea (Reeve , 1844) in trails.

Everybody wanted a "Tiger" , but Cymatium tigrinum (broderip, 1833) was

scarce, although a few were found. there were plenty of hexaplex regius

(Swainson , 1 821) , small ones , and plenty of small Muricanthus radix (Gmelin ,
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179p. eupleura nitioa ^brooerip, 1833 was under many rocks, as was muri-

copsis zeteki (hertlein and strong , 1951 . ) a few typhis , trophon , cassis ,

and one harpa were found. conus orion broderip, 1833, was rarely found,

although conus purpurascens sowerby , 1833, was common in tide pool sandy

areas. conus patricius hinds, 1843, an d conus vittatus hwass , 1792, were

collected. there were olives and ohvellas, plenty of cantharus, thais
,

and dlstorsios. it will be quite a while before i know just what i do have,

as collecting two tides a day meant work ano not much examination of small

shells. it was all i could do to sort and put the material in plastic gallon

jars of alcohol. i poured off most of the alcohol for the trip home by plane ,

stuffed the top of the jars with rags , and when i got home refilled the jars

with alcohol so that i can get to the cleaning at leisure.

Seeing live Ficus ventricosa (Sowerby , 1825) flapping in the receding water

was a thrill. fasciolarias began to bump up from the mud on the flats. bi-

valves popped up, and i like them?

However, if you ask me what 1 brought home that I collected and got the big-

gest KICK OUT OF I WILL HAVE TO SAY THAT FINDING, RECOGNIZING AND COLLECTING

Umbraculum ovale 'Carpenter, 1856) one night was my prize. Holding the

lantern high on my journey out of the rock pile, i saw a fluorescence blob

on a rock at the edge of the light. i went over to touch this seemingly two-
inch high animal and felt a hard "something" on top. immediately the thought

flashed through my mind that this was a mollusk of some kind, and i admit

that i thought "umbraculum," the umbrella shell. i have never forgotten

the one mildred tate brought to a shell club meeting once because she had

the shell and the huge animal preserved (brought in from the gulf of mexico

by shrimper allen klght).

Myra Keen's new book says that this animal of the family Umbraculidae feeds

by grazing on microscopic organisms in the surface film on sponges or other

objects attached to the sea floor. my species is a limpet shaped shell em-
bedded in the dorsal surface of the much larger animal which looked some-
thing like an anemone. the shell is orange fading to white on the very thin

edges and is an inch and a half long and over inch wide, very flat, with

mucous membrane extending over edges.

OOOOOOO

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 89

Clarice Van Erp auctioned off shells from the Saipan Shell Club.

Meeting was turned over to Helmer Ode. Helmer showed slides of shells

from the Gulf of Mexico. Photography by Mr. Harold Geis. Helmer's des-

criptions ANO COMMENTS WERE INTERESTING AND INFORMATIVE AND WE ENJOYED HIM

A LOT , AS USUAL.
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NOTES & NEWS

DR. SUTOW SPEAKER FOR MAY
Dr. W. W. Sutow will give his talk on "Mollusks on Stamps" at the May 24

MEETING AT THE HOUSTON MUSEUM OF NATURAL SCIENCE. DUE TO THE VISIT WITH

us of Ernie Libby at the April meeting, "Wat" postponed his talk until this

May meeting. As usual, the time is 8 p.m. Bring your friends.

THIS WILL BE THE LAST MEETING OF THIS CLUB YEAR. NEXT SEASON
BEGINS WITH THE AUGUST MEETING, FOURTH WEDNESDAY.

PLEASE REMIT DUES NOW FOR 1972-73.

New dues voted at the April meeting are as follows:

Family Membership $6.00

Single Membership $5.00

Student Membership $2.00

Subscriber $4.00

Please send checks or money orders to Treasurer:

Paul Hudson

7530 Imogene

Houston, Texas 77036

(Payable to Houston Conchology Society, Inc.)

Plans are being made to publish Texas Conchologist quarterly next year

APRIL MINUTES by Fritz Lang, Secretary

Chairman Lloyd Meister called the meeting to order at 8:15 p.m. ,
April 26,

1972 WITH ABOUT 39 MEMBERS PRESENT. MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING WERE READ

and accepted.

Treasurer Paul Hudson reported the new General Fund balance was $1296.38

after the month's business. library fund was $142.84.

Minutes of Board of Directors meeting of April 14, 1972 were read. Motion

WAS MADE BY SAM MlRON, SECONDED BY FAY DRYDEN THAT THE MINUTES BE APPROV-

ed by the body as read. motion carried.

Fanny Miron reported that the club would need more shells for the store

f6r the next Shell Fair. She suggested that members on shelling trips

COLLECT BOTH SPECIMEN SHELLS AND DRIFT SHELLS FOR THE CLUB, AS WE ARE RUN-

NING OUT THIS YEAR. CONTINUED ON PAGE 99
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NOTES CONCERNING TEXAS BEACH SHELLS

Helmer Ode Mrs. Anne B. Speers

superfamily pyram loellacea (continued)

The " reticulatus -textilis complex". Species in this complex differ in sev-

eral RESPECTS FROM THOSE OF THE INTERRUPTUS COMPLEX. AN IMPORTANT DIFFER-

ence exists in the structure of the early postnuclear whorls. ribbing in the

reticulatus-textilis complex starts much coarser and much more suddenly
than in the interruptus complex; the sculpture on the body whorls is coar-
ser; lastly most species or at least those in texas, display color patterns.

in our opinion this complex is sufficiently different from the interruptus

complex of species to justify a different generic designation. we shall not

do so now. we also find it impossible to assign any names with certainty to

species in this complex.

In Texas the following species:

Pyrgiscus c. f. reticulatus C . B. Adams , 1 850. This species which has a

COARSER SHELL THAN P^ INTERRUPTUS . IS ONLY RARELY FOUND AT GALVESTON , BUT

BECOMES QUITE COMMON AT PORT ARANSAS AND PORT ISABEL, WHERE IT IS OFTEN

COLLECTED ALIVE IN THE LAGUNA MADRE. THE SPIRAL RIBBING IS QUITE VARIABLE

AND SOME SHELLS THAT DISPLAY A DIFFERENT PATTERN WE HAVE NAMED P. PUNICEUS

DALL , ALTHOUGH WE CANNOT JUSTIFY THIS SEPARATION. SOME OTHER SPECIMENS
DISPLAY THE SLIGHTLY SWOLLEN SPIRAL, WHICH GIVES A SHOULDERED APPEARANCE TO

THE WHORLS AND WH ICH DALL NAMED P. RETICULATUS CINGULATUS. BOTH P, RETI-

culatus and pj r. cingulatus are also found in offshore dredgings. no fig-

ure of the species seems to be in existence and the types are lost.

Previous references: Reported by Maury
localities: dead shells uncommon at galveston, but commonly alive at

Port Aransas and South Padre Islano.

Pyrgiscus puniceus Pall. 1883 . This species differs from the previous one

in its far more irregular spiral pattern and slightly different color pattern,

It is usually a darker brown with an indication of a grayish band close to the

suture. We are by no means sure about this designation and expect that the

species will turn out to be conspecific with P_. retuculatus .

Previous references: none

Localities: alive in bays at Port Aransas; dead specimens in drift along

the south Texas coast.
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turbonilla cedrosus

5.12 mm. Port Aransas Causeway
July 5 , 1 96

1

Pyrgiscus pocahontasae

4.85 mm. Port Aransas Causeway
March 10, 1957

Pyrgiscus textilis Kurtz, 1860. This species which is the most stubby

in this complex has been found on most beaches, but is far more common at

Port Aransas than at Galveston , where it is rare. Live specimens have

been collected at south padre island. it has a somewhat coronated appear-

ance due to the sudden termination of the vertical riblets at the suture.

Fresh specimens have a banded color pattern.

Previous references: none

Localities: Galveston, East Matagorda Bay, Port Aransas, South Padre

Island.

The next two species belong in a complex of species which in Texas are ap-

parently CONFINED TO DEEPER WATER. IN WHAT THE DIFFERENCES WITH THE TWO

OTHER COMPLEXES CONSIST IS NOT EASY TO STATE. IN GENERAL THE OUTLINE OF

MANY SHELLS IS SOMEWHAT CONCAVE AT THE TOP, THE RIBS ARE OFTEN SLANTING

AND SOMEWHAT SQUARISH IN APPEARANCE AND THE SPIRAL PATTERN HAS USUALLY

ONE OR TWO STRONG GROOVES CLOSE TO THE LOWER SUTURE AND A SINGLE STRONG ONE
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Pyrgiscus c. f. conradi Pyrgiscus c.f. textilis
5.00 mm. Port Aransas Beach at Jetty 3.20 mm. South Padre Island at bridge

August 2, 1964 February 27 , 1965

HALFWAY THE SUTURES. MOST SPECIES OF THIS GROUP HAVE A STURDY APPEARANCE

Pyrgiscus conradi Bush. 1899. Beachworn specimens of this species can be
FOUND IN SMALL NUMBERS ALL ALONG THE TEXAS COAST. IT IS MORE REGULARLY
SHAPED THAN THE NEXT SPECIES. LIVE MATERIAL WHICH IS KNOWN WEST GALVESTON
Bay, East Matagorda Bay and Aransas Bay has a typical dull gray waxen
APPEARANCE. THE TEXAS MATERIAL DOES NOT CONFORM WELL WITH Jj CONRADI AS
DESCRIBED BY PERRY AND SCHWENGEL, BUT CONFI RMS REASONABLY WELL WITH BUSH'S
original description.

Previous references: Reported by Marland.
Localities: All along the Texas coast in beachdrift. Living in most of

the coastal bays.

Pyrgiscus pocahontasae Henderson and Bartsch , 1914. Although our mater-
ial MAY BE MERELY A VARIANT OF P. CONRADI . WE WILL LIST THIS SPECIES HERE. IT

DIFFERS FROM THAT SPECIES IN BEING COARSER AND HAVING MORE SLANT TO THE RIB-
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Pyrgiscus c .f. flavocinctus

3.84 mm. Port Aransas Beach at Jetty

November 24 , 196!

Pyrgiscus sp . indet.

4.50 mm. San Luis Pass, Galveston

February 1970

lets. Our identification is quite uncertain.

Previous references: none

Localities: Matagorda, Port Aransas

Of a fourth group we list here only a single species, the only representative

on the beach of a more species rich complex of deeper offshore waters. this

is a group of finely spirate forms, regularly conical, but very slender and

in general with a very shallow suture. the disc-like nucleus is often perch-

ed very high on the initial whorls and is never sunken in as in the retuculatus -

textil1s complex.

Pyrgiscus flavoc inctus C . B. Adams, 1850. This slender and when fresh

VERY BEAUTIFUL SPECIES IS UNCOMMON IN BEACHDRIFT AT GALVESTON, BUT INCREASES

IN NUMBERS TOWARD THE SOUTH. FRESH MATERIAL HAS BEEN FOUND AT PORT ARAN-

SAS and Port Isabel, and has been dredged offshore Galveston together with

A NUMBER OF CLOSELY RELATED SPECIES. MAY SPECIMENS SHOW TWO BROWN BANDS

CIRCLING THE BODYWHORL. THESE BANDS HAVE OFTEN COMPLETELY DISAPPEARED IN
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Pyrgiscus protractus

4.08 mm. Port Aransas Causeway
March 1957

Pyrgiscus reticulatus

3 mm. Port Aransas Causeway
March 1957

worn beach material. the name for this species we have selected on very

slender grounds and easily could be in error.

Previous references: none

Localities: Along the entire Texas coast, but more common in the south.

There remain a number of species which we find difficult to fit in any of our

complexes. Only one of these we have ventured to identify and of another we
shall give a photograph. careful collecting will undoubtedly bring to light

more species than are discussed here.

Pyrgiscus protractus Dall, 1892. At Port Aransas and South Padre Island

a very characteristic species can be collected in small numbers. the shell

is usually colored a uniform light brown. the spiral sculpture is dense and

a somewhat wider groove exists halfway between the sutures. the ribbing

extends over the base. the species appears to us unrelated to any of the
above discussed complexes. mitchell has reported it from matagorda. be-
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CAUSE MANY OF HIS IDENTIFICATIONS WERE MADE BY DALL WE FEEL TO SOME EXTENT
justified in our guess. we have not collected it at galveston, nor have we
seen dredged material from offshore waters. it could be fossil.

Previous references: none

Localities: Port Aransas, South Padre Island

Pyrgiscus sp. indet. A single specimen of an unidentified species was once
TAKEN AT SAN LUIS PASS . (COLL. Ode) . IT HAS A REGULAR PATTERN OF FINE SPI-

rals, but for more particulars we refer to the photogarph in the next issue,

it is probably a deeper water species since it was collected together with a

number of other rare deeper water pyram idellids . a few offshore specimens
are in the collection of the houston museum of natural science.

Localities: San Luis Pass

Photos by Frank Van Morkhoven

to be continued

oooOooo

continued from page 93

Fay Dryden made a motion that the club begin a museum of shells for

schools that are starting oceanography courses. The club is to present a

modest collection of different samples of shell types to one different

school each year. motion was seconded by mr. mlron and carried.

Numerous visitors were welcomed along with seldom seen members. Among
them were delsson conway , bruce callister, mrs . fred elselmann, mrs.

Barnette , Miss Follett , Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Libby, Mr. Suzuki and others.

Mrs. L. N. Dexter reported that Fred Wilson will soon offer instruction

ON SHELL IDENTIFICATION. CALL MRS. DEXTER FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THIS

STUDY GROUP.

Connie Boone spoke of the A.M.U. meeting July 9-14 in Galveston. Regis-

tration ISA MUST TO ATTEND MEETINGS, SOCIAL FUNCTIONS AND ONE OF 3 FIELD

TRIPS WHICH SHE DESCRIBED. INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE THROUGH OUR CONCHOLOGY

Society about these meetings. A conservation questionaire from A.M.U.
was given to Mrs. Dexter to be sent in.

Sam Miron said that $92.71 worth of shells were sold while they were

being packaged at mrs. blvona's residence, anu $88.60 worth of shells were

sold tonight before the meeting at museum of natural science.

dr. sutow introduced ernie llbby, who presented the area of micronesia in

pictures, with interesting commentary. mr . llbby provided us with much

information about these beautiful islands and the people. also their cus-

toms and way of life , as well as valuable tips of shelling in that arfa of

the world. our thanks to ernie for an enjoyable evening.

mr. llbby brought a beautiful specimen shell of strombus taurus . which

was auctioned by clarice van erp for $87.00. the money will go into a

fund for books and stamp pictures in memory of george major.
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BOOK REVIEW BY H. ODE

Studies in Tropical American Mollusks . Edited by F. M. Bayer and G . L.

Voss. University of Miami Press, 236 pp. , illus. , cloth, $12.50. Three

OF THE FOUR STUDIES DEAL WITH THE MOLLUSCAN FAUNA OF THE GULF OF PANAMA,

AND ONE BY F. M. BAYER ENTITLED "NEW AND UNUSUAL MOLLUSKS COLLECTED BY

R/V John Elliot Pillsbury and R/V Gerda in the tropical western Atlantic"

makes an important contribution to the knowledge of the atlantic fauna,

it is of importance to students of the fauna in the gulf of mexico. 59 species

of which 17 are new are described and figured. according to the foreword

these papers form part of the results of the deep-sea biology program of

the University of Miami. This research was undertaken to study the impact

of a proposed interoceanic sea-level canal connecting the waters of the

Gulf of Panama and the Caribbean Sea. So much new information has come to

light that it is desirable to make as much of it aa possible available to re-

searchers before the total studies are published.

Because a number of species treated by Bayer occurs in the western Gulf
of Mexico, his study has strengthened my belief that the fauna of the

western Gulf of Mexico contains many elements of southern Caribbean

origin and is closer to the fauna of that area than to the fauna of florida.

OOOOOOO

AND MAY ALL YOUR SHELLS BE GOOD ONES"

The 7th Annual Shell Show was a grand success, and we wish to thank each
and everyone of our members who participated. we especially wish to voice

our gratefulness to our many friends from houston and nearby cities who
helped to make the exhibitions for the public more meaningful and appealing.

May you HAVE A wonderful summer, with beaches and new waters to explore.
May all your shells be good ones.

Ruth Goodson , Chairman
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